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Finders Keepers
Stephen King
A disgruntled reader kills his favorite author and 
steals his notebooks. While he’s incarcerated, the 
notebooks are found by another. Thirty-five years 
later, the newly released convict comes after 
the notebooks again.
9781501100079  |  $30.00 HC
Scribner Book Company
9781442384347  |  $39.99 Unabridged CD
Simon & Schuster Audio

Thank You Goodnight
Andy Abramowitz
Abramowitz pens a hilarious, honest, and 
heartwarming story about love, lyrics, and 
finding one’s legacy in the unlikeliest of places.
9781476791777  |  $26.00 HC
Touchstone Books

Drunken Fireworks
Stephen King
New York Times-bestselling author King presents 
a brand-new, never-before-published audio-only 
story, just in time for summer fireworks!
9781442389649  |  $14.99 Unabridged CD
Simon & Schuster Audio

The Melody Lingers On
Mary Higgins Clark
From the  #1 New York Times-
bestselling “Queen of Suspense” 
comes a thrilling novel about missing 
billions, a disgraced financier, and 
those determined to learn the truth 
at any cost.
9781476749112  |  $26.99 HC
Simon & Schuster
9781442376311  |  $29.99 
Unabridged CD
Simon & Schuster Audio

Eight Hundred Grapes
Laura Dave
“Dave paints Sonoma County and its 
inhabitants with both warmth and 
smarts in this delicious novel. . .  fun and 
thought-provoking, and is guaranteed to 
make you deeply thirsty for some Pinot 
Noir.”—Emma Straub, New York Times-
bestselling author of The Vacationers
9781476789255  |  $24.95 HC
Simon & Schuster

The Sunken Cathedral
Kate Walbert
“. . . a gem of a novel—lyrical, ominous, and 
unexpectedly funny. Walbert has somehow 
managed to write an elegy for a Manhattan 
that still exists, and characters who—like 
most of us—would prefer not to think about 
their impending doom.”—Tom Perrotta, 
author of The Leftovers
9781476799322  |  $25.00 HC
Scribner Book Company

My Grandmother Asked  
Me to Tell You She’s Sorry
Fredrik Backman
A story about life and death and an 
ode to one of the most important 
human rights: the right to be 
different, My Grandmother Asked Me 
to Tell You She’s Sorry is told with the 
same comic accuracy and beating 
heart as Backman’s internationally 
bestselling debut, A Man Called Ove.
9781501115066  |  $25.00 HC
Atria Books
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I Saw a Man
Owen Sheers
“Accidental deaths in war and at home 
engender terrible lies and guilt in this 
highly original, engrossing literary 
thriller.”—Kirkus Reviews
9780385529075  |   $25.95 HC
Nan A. Talese

China Rich Girlfriend
Kevin Kwan
Kwan brings readers into the elite circles of 
Mainland China, introducing a captivating 
cast of characters, and offering an inside 
glimpse at what it’s like to be gloriously, 
crazily, China-rich.
9780385539081  |  $26.95 HC
Doubleday Books

The Little Paris Bookshop
Nina George
“Simultaneously heartbreaking and heartwarming, 
George’s impressionistic prose takes the reader on 
a journey not just through the glories of France and 
the wonders of books, but through the encyclopedic 
panoply of human emotions.”—Charlie Lovett, 
author of The Bookman’s Tale
9780553418774  |  $25.00 HC
Crown Publishing Group

End of Discussion
Mary Katharine Ham
and Guy Benson
The authors expose how the Left exploits fake outrage to 
silence political opponents. They encourage Americans 
who value an open exchange of ideas to fight back against 
this strategic effort.
9780553447750  |  $26.00 HC
Crown Forum

Pirate Hunters
Robert Kurson
“There’s nothing in the world like buried treasure—and 
people hungry and obsessed enough to risk their lives for 
it. Pirate Hunters isn’t just a good story—it’s a true one.”
—Brad Meltzer
9781400063369  |  $28.00 HC
Random House

The Truth According to Us
Annie Barrows
The bestselling author of The Guernsey Literary and Potato 
Peel Pie Society brings to life an inquisitive young girl, her 
beloved aunt, and the alluring visitor who changes the 
course of their destiny forever.
9780385342940  |  $28.00 HC
Dial Press

The Theft of Memory
Jonathan Kozol
National Book Award winner Kozol tells of his father’s 
life and work as a nationally noted specialist in disorders 
of the brain—and his slow descent into dementia.
9780804140973  |  $26.00 HC
Crown Publishing Group

The Shore
Sara Taylor
 “I loved this book. Redemption and revenge thread 
through these tales of lives at the margins. Epic in breadth 
but glittering in its detail, The Shore is utterly absorbing.”
—Catherine O’Flynn, author of What Was Lost
9780553417739  |  $25.00 HC
Hogarth

The Fateful Lightning
Jeff Shaara
In the concluding novel of his epic Civil War tetralogy, 
Shaara tells the dramatic story of the final eight months 
of battle from multiple perspectives: the commanders 
and the ordinary foot soldiers and cavalrymen.
9780345549198  |  $28.00 HC
Ballantine Books

In the Unlikely Event
Judy Blume
A series of plane crashes in the 1950s 
serves as the backdrop for Blume’s tale 
of three generations of families, friends, 
and strangers who were impacted 
by the events.
9781101875049  |  $27.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

At the Water’s Edge
Sara Gruen
“. . .  skillfully transports us to a small, 
tenacious Scottish village in the grip of 
war, and into the heart of Madeline Hyde, 
a woman who is a stranger to herself 
until forces convene to rock her awake.”
—Paula McLain, author of The Paris Wife
9780385523233  |  $28.00 HC
Spiegel & Grau

Our Souls at Night
Kent Haruf
“Widower Louis Waters is initially thrown 
when the widowed Addie Moore suggests 
that they spend time together, in bed, to 
stave off loneliness, but soon they are 
exchanging the confidences and memories 
that form the rich undercurrent of this 
work.”—Library Journal
9781101875896  |  $24.00 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

—the Home of Great BooksPenguin Random House
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READING
REIMAGINED

Today’s reader is demanding—unquenchable appetites 
for knowledge, paired with limited attention spans 
and even less free time. The modern reader is curious, 
discerning, and hyperconnected. Content must be 
entertaining, provocative, and relevant, but accuracy 
always holds court. Short form, long form, an idea 
formed is all that really matters. From Plato to NATO, 
the subjects consumed are as diverse as the readers
themselves. Flash Guides—content crafted to exceed 
today’s readers’ demands.

TITANS 
OF TECH
EDISON TO GATES

Print: 978-1-942411-35-2
Ebook: 978-1-942411-36-9
June 2015

VOICES 
OF BLACK 
AMERICA
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
TO JAY Z

Print: 978-1-942411-37-6
Ebook: 978-1-942411-38-3
June 2015

MODEL T 
TO TESLA 
AMERICAN 
AUTOMOTIVE 
VISIONARIES

Print: 978-1-942411-39-0
Ebook: 978-1-942411-40-6
June 2015

MARS
SCIENCE FICTION 
TO COLONIZATION

Print: 978-1-942411-41-3
Ebook: 978-1-942411-42-0
June 2015

SOCIAL 
MEDIA
FACEBOOK, TWITTER 
& THE MODERN 
REVOLUTION

Print: 978-1-942411-44-4
Ebook: 978-1-942411-43-7
June 2015

CUBA
THE MOB, CASTRO & 
THE END OF THE EMBARGO

Print: 978-1-942411-31-4
Ebook: 978-1-942411-32-1
June 2015

WOMEN 
WARRIORS
JOAN OF ARC TO MALALA

Print: 978-1-942411-56-7
Ebook: 978-1-942411-57-4
June 2015

CHINA
MAO’S REPUBLIC TO 
WORLD SUPERPOWER

Print: 978-1-942411-48-2
Ebook: 978-1-942411-49-9
June 2015

SECRET 
SOCIETIES
UNMASKING THE 
ILLUMINATI, FREEMASONS 
& KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

Print: 978-1-942411-50-5
Ebook: 978-1-942411-51-2
June 2015

MANUFACTURED 
FOODS
GMOS, FACTORY FARMING, 
& THE FUTURE OF WHAT 
WE EAT

Print: 978-1-942411-53-6
Ebook: 978-1-942411-52-9
June 2015

SERIAL 
KILLERS
JACK THE RIPPER 
TO THE ICEMAN

Print: 978-1-942411-33-8
Ebook: 978-1-942411-34-5
July 2015

CRYPTO-
CURRENCIES
BITCOIN, THE DARK WEB 
& THE CRIMINAL 
UNDERGROUND

Print: 978-1-942411-47-5
Ebook: 978-1-942411-70-3
July 2015

CROWD-
SOURCING
UBER, AIRBNB, KICKSTARTER 
& THE DISTRIBUTED 
ECONOMY

Print: 978-1-942411-45-1
Ebook: 978-1-942411-46-8
July 2015

RUSSIAN 
POWER
PUTIN & THE STALIN 
LEGACY

Print: 978-1-942411-62-8
Ebook: 978-1-942411-63-5
July 2015

IRAN
AMERICA’S ENEMY, 
AMERICA’S ALLY 

Print: 978-1-942411-60-4
Ebook: 978-1-942411-61-1
July 2015

NORTH 
KOREA
UNMASKING THREE 
GENERATIONS OF 
MADMEN

Print: 978-1-942411-64-2
Ebook: 978-1-942411-65-9
July 2015

PRESIDENTIAL 
SCANDALS
JEFFERSON TO OBAMA

Print: 978-1-942411-58-1
Ebook: 978-1-942411-59-8
July 2015

CULTS
DRINKING THE KOOL AID: 
JONESTOWN TO 
SCIENTOLOGY

Print: 978-1-942411-68-0
Ebook: 978-1-942411-69-7
July 2015

VATICAN 
REVOLUTION
JOHN PAUL II, FRANCIS 
& THE FUTURE OF 
CATHOLICISM

Print: 978-1-942411-54-3
Ebook: 978-1-942411-55-0
July 2015 

TERRORISM
THE FRENCH 
REVOLUTION TO ISIS

Print: 978-1-942411-66-6
Ebook: 978-1-942411-67-3
July 2015

MARS
SCIENCE FICTION 
TO COLONIZATION
INSIDE THE MARTIAN MIND

CAN HUMANS SURVIVE 
IN OUTER SPACE?

DISCOVER MORE, DISCOVER

FLASH 
GUIDES
A ground-breaking series covering 
today’s most intriguing topics

Dynamic, insightful content that 
delivers knowledge in a fl ash

Curated information created by 
subject-matter experts

Quick reads for curious minds 
with busy lives

Bold, engaging design

CUBA
THE MOB, CASTRO 
& THE END OF  
THE EMBARGO
US RELATIONS FROM BAY OF PIGS 
TO GUANTANAMO
CHE’S LEGACY

LIFE 
CHANGING 
WOMEN 
INVENTORS

2Mary Anderson
Though the car was invented in 
1886, driving was a bit di  erent 

from how we think of it today. Among 
other safety innovations, the windshield 
wiper, patented in 1903 by Anderson, 
marked a major shift in making cars 
more useful.

4 Hedy Lamarr
Brains, beauty—the 
internationally renowned 

actress had it all. Her groundbreaking 
work on wireless communication 
technology was so advanced that 
she became a spy during WWII.

 
Stephanie Kwolek
When we think of Kevlar, 
it’s usually in the context of 

bulletproof jackets, but in 1965 when 
Kwolek developed the synthetic 
material, it was to be used for tires 
(which it still is, especially in bicycles).

5Ada Lovelace
In an age of “brogrammers,” 

it’s heartening to remember that 
a woman in Victorian England 
developed the � rst algorithm that 
was intended to be carried out by 
a machine—what we would call a 
computer program today. 

7 Bette Nesmith Graham
Though it’s used less these days 
than in the era of typewriters 

(speci� cally, 1980s), Graham’s liquid 
paper saved countless o�  ce workers 
from mortifying mistakes.

8 Marie Van 
Brittan Brown Home 

security systems evolved out of a 
1969 patent held by Brown and her 
husband for a slide-mounted camera 
that relayed images to a monitor.

 Harriet 
Williams 
Russell 
Strong

One of the most prominent environ-
mental conservationist of the US in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
Strong was awarded one of her 
two patents for system of dams to 
harness the hydroelectric potential of 
rivers. She was also a noted women’s 
rights activist.

THE 
TOP 
10

24   FLASH GUIDES WOMEN WARRIORS   25

1 Ruth Graves 
Wake� eld 
For most of us, it’s hard to 
imagine a world without  

chocolate chip cookies. But, prior to 
1930 when Wake� eld added broken 
pieces of chocolate to a batch of 
cookies she was making for guests 
at her roadside inn, that’s exactly the 
kind of darkness in which humanity 
wallowed.

6 Tabitha Babbitt 
Babbitt’s invention of the 
circular saw didn’t only  

             make life easier for her 
fellow Shakers but enabled the 
development of mass production of 
goods such as paper, paving the way 
for so many offshoot industries.  

9 Ida Rosentha
The founder of Maidenform 

brought liberation to women the 
world over with her creation of the 
modern bra, which replaced pain-
ful, unhealthy, and limiting corsets.

THE BEST

Trim Size: 5x7
Price: $8.99

Page Count: 110
Full Color

Distributed to the book trade by Ingram Publisher Services
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This is a world of politics and intrigue,  
of love purified and corrupted, of

rebelling against tyranny and seeing 
one’s ideals compromised . . . —Ken Liu
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JUNE

A Head Full of 
Ghosts
A Novel
Paul Tremblay
A chilling thriller that bril-
liantly blends domestic drama, 
psychological suspense, and a 
touch of modern horror.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-236323-7
$25.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

Population Control
How Corporate Owners 
are Killing Us   
Jim Marrs
Marrs explores how a 
global monopoly of guns, 
oil, and drugs is consciously 
destroying American values 
and offers prescriptive 
solutions to fix our nation.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
ISBN 978-0-06-235989-6
$27.99 • Hardcover 
William Morrow

The Breaking 
Point
A Body Farm Novel
Jefferson Bass
Past, present, and future 
collide to throw respected 
forensic anthropologist Bill 
Brockton’s successful, secure 
life into devastating turmoil.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-226233-2
$26.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

Cash Landing
James Grippando
A wild, suspenseful caper 
inspired by actual events, 
in which a band of amateur 
thieves pulls off one of the 
biggest airport heists in 
history with deadly 
consequences.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-229545-3
$26.99 • Hardcover • Harper

The Hunter Killers
The Extraordinary Story 
of the First Wild Weasels, 
the Band of Maverick 
Aviators Who Flew the 
Most Dangerous Missions 
of the Vietnam War
Dan Hampton
The story of of the band of 
fighter pilots who signed on 
for the top-secret “Iron Hand” 
program in Vietnam.
HISTORY
ISBN 978-0-06-237513-1
$27.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

Select titles available from HarperAudio, HarperLuxe, and HarperCollins E-Books

The Bone 
Labyrinth
A Sigma Force Novel 
James Rollins
A war is coming, a battle that 
will stretch from the deepest 
trenches under the sea to the 
rocky craters of the moon—
but will it mark a new chapter 
in our development—or our 
extinction?
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-238164-4
$27.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

Charlie Martz and 
Other Stories
The Unpublished Stories 
Elmore Leonard
A collection of fifteen stories, 
eleven of which have never 
been previously published, 
from the early career of 
bestselling American master 
Elmore Leonard.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-236492-0
$25.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

Peter Pan
J. M. Barrie
The classic children’s story is 
reimagined in this delightful 
full-color deluxe edition filled 
with all-new illustrations and 
ten removable features spe-
cially designed by MinaLima, 
the award-winning design 
studio behind the graphics for 
the Harry Potter films.
FICTION 
ISBN 978-0-06-236222-3
$27.99 • Hardcover
Harper Desgin

Happily Ali After
And Other Fairly True 
Tales 
Ali Wentworth
The actress, comedian, and 
bestselling author picks up 
where she left off dissecting 
modern life—and this time, 
on a mission of self-improve-
ment—in a series of laugh out 
loud comic vignettes.
HUMOR/ESSAYS
ISBN 978-0-06-223849-8
$25.99 • Hardcover • Harper 

Invasion of the 
Tearling
A Novel
Erika Johansen
In this riveting sequel to 
the national bestseller The 
Queen of the Tearling, the 
evil kingdom of Mortmesne 
invades the Tearling, with 
dire consequences for 
Kelsea and her realm.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-229039-7
$24.99 • Hardcover • Harper

The Long Utopia
A Novel
Terry Pratchett, Stephen 
Baxter 
Human society continues to 
evolve on Datum Earth, in the 
fourth novel in Terry Pratchett 
and Stephen Baxter’s 
internationally bestselling 
“Long Earth” series.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-229733-4
$26.99 • Hardcover • Harper

The Diver’s 
Clothes Lie Empty
A Novel
Vendela Vida
From the acclaimed author of 
Let the Northern Lights Erase 
Your Name comes a taut, 
spellbinding literary thriller 
that probes the essence and 
malleability of identity.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-211091-6
$25.99 • Hardcover • Ecco

Audrey at Home
Memories of My 
Mother’s Kitchen
Luca Dotti
Enter Audrey Hepburn’s 
private world in this unique 
biography compiled by her son 
that combines recollections, 
anecdotes, excerpts from her 
personal correspondence, 
drawings, and recipes for her 
favorite dishes.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-228470-9
$35.00 • Hardcover 
HarperDesign 

The Quiet Man
The Indispensable 
Presidency of George 
H.W. Bush
John Sununu
In this major reassessment of 
the 41st president of the 
United States, his former Chief 
of Staff offers a long overdue 
appreciation of the man and 
his universally underrated and 
misunderstood presidency.
BIOGRAPHY
ISBN 978-0-06-238428-7
$28.99 • Hardcover
Broadside Books

Model Woman
Eileen Ford and the 
Business of Beauty
Robert Lacey
A no-holds-barred portrait of 
the legendary Eileen Ford, the 
entrepreneur who transformed 
the business of modeling and 
helped invent the celebrity 
supermodel.
BIOGRAPHY 
ISBN 978-0-06-210807-4
$29.99 • Hardcover • Harper

Second Life
A Novel
S. J. Watson
The bestselling author of 
Before I Go to Sleep returns 
with a riveting psychological 
thriller, in which a woman 
plunges into the dangerous 
world of online sex to find 
the truth about the life, and 
death, of her sister.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-206058-7
$26.99 • Hardcover • Harper

Love May Fail
A Novel
Matthew Quick 
An aspiring feminist and 
underappreciated housewife 
embarks on an odyssey to 
find human decency and 
goodness in this offbeat 
masterpiece.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-228556-0
$25.99 • Hardcover • Harper

The Cherry 
Harvest
A Novel
Lucy Sanna
A coming-of-age story 
and love story, laced with 
suspense, which explores 
a hidden side of the home 
front during World War II.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-234362-8
$25.99 • Hardcover 
William Morrow

The Ultimatum
A Jeremy Fisk Novel
Dick Wolf
Detective Jeremy Fisk tracks 
a serial sniper who has 
mastered state-of-the-art 
airborne technology to hunt 
his prey.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-228683-3
$27.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow

All the Single 
Ladies
A Novel 
Dorothea Benton Frank
An emotionally resonant 
novel that illuminates the 
power of friendship in 
women’s lives, and is filled 
with Frank’s trademark wit.
FICTION
ISBN 978-0-06-213256-7
$26.99 • Hardcover
William Morrow 
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 BUYERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

Gayle

Blackbird
Tom Wright 
9781609452704, $17.00
Europa Editions

The follow-up to Wright’s first Jim Bonham novel, What Dies In Summer, 
which was a finalist for the Crime Writer’s Association Dagger Award. 
An intelligent crime novel showcasing Wright’s superb talent for 
characterization.

Bridgett

China Rich Girlfriend
Kevin Kwan
9780385539081, $26.95
Doubleday Books

The New York Times said that Kwan’s first book, Crazy Rich Asians, 
“depicts a cult of opulence.” More will be revealed in book two of this 
outrageously funny family saga.

Gail KayBridgettGayle
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Gail

The Sage of Waterloo: A Tale
Leona Francombe 
9780393246919, $22.95
W.W. Norton & Company

You may never have heard of Chateau d’Hougoumont, a large, 
centuries-old farmhouse near Waterloo, Belgium. 2015 marks the 
200th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo. This lovely little book 
is unusual. It is historical fiction, narrated by a rabbit living at the 
farm. We learn about how the animals sensed the impending attack 
through vibrations in the ground and how the repercussions of that 
battle continue to resound today. It is a tender and telling tale, and a 
new way to consider how human actions affect the natural world.

The Star Side of Bird Hill
Naomi Jackson 
9781594205958, $25.95
Penguin Press

Two Brooklyn sisters are sent from their 
homes to live in Barbados with their 
grandmother. Dionne is 16, facing the 
uncertainties and questions of that age; 
her sister Phaedra is 10 and beginning to 
understand how like her grandmother she is. 
This debut novel tells their story of losing a 
mother in Brooklyn and finding how they fit 
in with their island family, including a father 
they’ve never known. 

Arcadia Britannica: A Modern British 
Folklore Portrait
Henry Bourne 
9780500517970, $29.95
Thames & Hudson

This captivating book chronicles Britain’s 
greatest folk events, with color portraits of 
revelers in their finery. The Jack in the Green 
festival has people all dressed in green and 
“foresty;” the Nutters (coconut dancers) are 
featured along with their seven traditional 
dances. Includes pagans, the Burry Man, and 
other folkloric characters. These costumes 
and traditions are hundreds of years old, and 
a real link to the past—fun and fascinating!

Kay

The League of Regrettable Superheroes
Jon Morris
9781594747632, $24.95
Quirk Books

Meet some of the comic heroes who have been forgotten. From the Golden Age of Comics (1938-1949) Doctor 
Vampire, Madam Fatal, and Nelvana of the Northern Lights; from the Silver Age (1950-1969 ) Congorilla, Captain 
Science, and Spyman; from the Modern Age (1970-present) The Human Fly, Captain Ultra, and Man-Wolf. Read 
about these and many more “second-tier” superheroes, with the understanding that none of these characters are 
inherently bad. Many of them failed to reach success in the market due to bad timing or becoming lost in the crowd 
of other popular comics of their time. Sample pages of each “regrettable” comic are included along with the history 
and summation of the comic.



Acclaimed 

Urban    Fiction

He Loves Me He Loves 
You Not, Pt 3
Mychea
Mychea takes readers 
on an emotional ride 
so turbulent that their 
hearts won’t be able to 
stop racing.
9780996060950  
$14.99 PB

The Serial Cheater
Silk White
Cam tries to juggle two 
women but then the 
murders begin. “Fans 
of the genre will find 
this a quick, enjoyable 
read with all the right 
touches. A pulpy, action-
packed page-turner.”—
Kirkus Reviews
9780996060912    
$14.99 PB

My Boyfriend’s Wife
Mychea
Ananda can’t believe 
she’ll finally get a 
happily ever after. Then 
a tawdry secret splits 
her world in two and 
forces her to realize that 
dreams are for children.
9780989185974    
$14.99 PB

Stranded
Silk White
In a tale of suspense 
and murder, White 
takes his readers to 
new heights with this 
enticing thriller that is 
sure to have readers on 
the edge of their seats 
wondering what will 
happen next.
9780989185950
$14.99 PB

He Loves Me He Loves 
You Not, Pt 2
Mychea
Revenge truly is the 
sweetest joy. It’s been 
years since Phylicia was 
committed to a mental 
ward to pay for her 
crimes. As luck would 
have it, she is presented 
with an unlikely 
opportunity that she has 
no choice but to accept.
9780989185905    
$14.99 PB

He Loves Me He Loves 
You Not
Mychea
When one of her 
sisters—last seen with 
Trent and Demetri—goes 
missing, Shia suddenly 
realizes no one is who 
they appear to be. She 
begins to realize that her 
parents’ past deeds are 
coming back to haunt 
them all, and no one can 
be trusted.
9780615525976   
$14.99 PB

48 Hours to Die: An Anthony Stone Novel
Silk White
A serial killer known as Uncle Sam captures Stone’s family 
and gives the detective 48 hours to either kill himself or watch 
his loved ones die—the choice is his. .
9780990869436  |  $14.99 PB

Time is Money
An Anthony Stone Novel
Silk White
Anthony Stone—one of the best 
detectives that New York City has 
ever seen—goes deep into the 
underworld to track down a crew 
of the most violent and deadliest 
bank robbers.
9780692275962  |  $14.99 PB

“Veteran author White 
(Tears of a Hustler PT 6, 
2014, etc.) once again 
demonstrates a keen 
mastery of the genre. 
Pacing is swift and plot 
twists are plentiful.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Tears of a Hustler Pt 6 
Silk White
Wolf and Ivy are willing 
to go up against an 
entire army in the name 
of revenge for their 
daughter, but in the end 
will it all be worth it?
9780996060936
$14.99 PB

Tears of a Hustler
Silk White
Ananda can’t believe Ali, 
a drug dealer/business 
man, tries to change the 
way the game is played 
by giving back to the 
community. His life takes a 
serious turn when a local 
rival, a crooked cop, his 
pregnant girlfriend, and his 
little brother come into the 
picture.
9780615211626
$14.99 PB

Tears of a Hustler, Pt 2
Silk White
G-money is back, but 
this time he’s on a 
mission, not only is he 
running things all by 
himself now, but he still 
has unfinished business 
that needs to be settled, 
with Detective Nelson, 
Rell, and Big Mel.
9780578040110
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen
Silk White
Angela, known by the name 
“the Teflon Queen,” has a 
lethal grace, steady shot, and 
unmatched accuracy that have 
made her the most-sought-after 
killer in the game. But when 
the killer without a conscience 
is faced with love, her whole 
perception is thrown off course.
9780615549521
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen, Pt 2
Silk White
All assassin Angela 
wants to do is 
disappear, but with 
every cop in the world 
looking for her, that 
might prove difficult.
9780985673499
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen Pt 4
Silk White
When the world’s most 
violent terrorist hires a 
deadly assassin—Mr. 
Death—to destroy 
America and anything in 
its path, things get bloody 
real fast. After eight years 
in a super maximum 
security prison, Angela is 
released and ordered 
to stop Mr. Death. 
9780990869429
$14.99 PB

New Revised 2nd Editions

Good2Go Publishing 
Presents the highly 
anticipated Sequel 
to Flipping Numbers: 
Friends Become Foes

Flipping Numbers
Ernest Morris
Maria teaches EJ how to make 
fast money by just flipping a 
few numbers. But he learns the 
hard way that with more money 
comes more problems.
9780990869405  |  $14.99 PB

Friends Become Foes, Flipping Numbers 2
Ernest Morris
The ultimate betrayal sends two friends gunning for each 
other, turning the city of brotherly love into a blood bath. 
Drugs, sex, and murder are only half of what’s to come. 
Who will be the last man standing?
9780990869443  |  $14.99 PB
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little brother come into the 
picture.
9780615211626
$14.99 PB

Tears of a Hustler, Pt 2
Silk White
G-money is back, but 
this time he’s on a 
mission, not only is he 
running things all by 
himself now, but he still 
has unfinished business 
that needs to be settled, 
with Detective Nelson, 
Rell, and Big Mel.
9780578040110
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen
Silk White
Angela, known by the name 
“the Teflon Queen,” has a 
lethal grace, steady shot, and 
unmatched accuracy that have 
made her the most-sought-after 
killer in the game. But when 
the killer without a conscience 
is faced with love, her whole 
perception is thrown off course.
9780615549521
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen, Pt 2
Silk White
All assassin Angela 
wants to do is 
disappear, but with 
every cop in the world 
looking for her, that 
might prove difficult.
9780985673499
$14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen Pt 4
Silk White
When the world’s most 
violent terrorist hires a 
deadly assassin—Mr. 
Death—to destroy 
America and anything in 
its path, things get bloody 
real fast. After eight years 
in a super maximum 
security prison, Angela is 
released and ordered 
to stop Mr. Death. 
9780990869429
$14.99 PB

New Revised 2nd Editions

Good2Go Publishing 
Presents the highly 
anticipated Sequel 
to Flipping Numbers: 
Friends Become Foes

Flipping Numbers
Ernest Morris
Maria teaches EJ how to make 
fast money by just flipping a 
few numbers. But he learns the 
hard way that with more money 
comes more problems.
9780990869405  |  $14.99 PB

Friends Become Foes, Flipping Numbers 2
Ernest Morris
The ultimate betrayal sends two friends gunning for each 
other, turning the city of brotherly love into a blood bath. 
Drugs, sex, and murder are only half of what’s to come. 
Who will be the last man standing?
9780990869443  |  $14.99 PB
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MUSE

You are the president and publisher of Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux; a poet; and a translator of Italian poets 
Eugenio Montale and Giacomo Leopardi. What led 
you to want to write a novel? And how do you find 
the time to do all of these things, and so well?

I’ve always worked on poetry and translations in my spare 
time. And I’ve always deeply loved working with fiction 
writers, though I never thought it was something I could do 
myself. In the summer of 2011, though, I decided to give it a 
try. After all, I’m not getting any younger. I wrote every day 
without looking at it, then put it away till the next summer, 
when l read it over and decided to give it a shot. I did it as a 
challenge to myself, an experiment, and found I loved it. It’s 
about publishing and poets—so I was following that old rule: 

write about what you know. And it’s a comedy—light-hearted, 
irreverent, poking a little good-natured fun at our crazy world. 

Does your voice as a poet differ from your voice as 
an author of fiction? If so, in what ways?

I think a poet’s voice expresses his or her inner self—it can 
really only be what it is, because every other way of writing 
feels inauthentic. But novels are about other people, who 
aren’t really the writer—though they can contain bits and 
pieces of him. So novels are made up of multiple voices. In 
Muse one of the main characters is a poet called Ida Perkins. 
I wrote Ida’s poems in her voice. They’re her poems, not mine. 
They express her inner self.   

JONATHAN GALASSI

A WITTY NOVEL ABOUT THE PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

 INTERVIEW

A sparkling fiction debut from the poet, translator, and FSG publisher that tells the story 
of the decades-long rivalry between two publishing lions over the work of an iconic 
female poet. Enriched by juicy details only a quintessential insider could know, written 
with both satiric sharpness and sensitivity, Muse is a hilarious and touching love letter 
to the people who write, sell—and, above all, read—the books that shape our lives.
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Muse tells a story of a publishing house in New York City, located 
on Union Square. Your company, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, also 
happens to be located in New York City near Union Square. In 
reviewing the book, Gary Shteyngart (Absurdistan) stated that 
you have “all the dirt on the publishing industry and [you’re] 
ready to dish.” How much of the publishing industry “dirt” is 
based on your actual experiences?

I guess you’re asking if Muse is a roman à clef. Let’s just say it starts from my 
memories and takes off from there. The book reflects the changes in publishing 
that have happened over the last 40 years—(it’s shocking to realize I’ve been 
at this so long). Purcell & Stern does resemble the way a house where I’ve 
long worked used to be, but even then it was an idiosyncratic throwback. And 
absolutely wonderful. I hope my affection for it comes through. The book is 
partly an elegy for that way of life, which is really gone now.    

Will any of your colleagues and friends find that they’ve been 
turned into characters in the book?  Will any of them be less 
than flattered?

A few of the heroic characters in Muse may recall certain heroic figures in 
recent publishing history. And the book does pokes fun, in a gentle way—in 
particular, at a certain young editor who some might identify as sharing a 
few traits with the author. All of us have foibles and eccentricities: what 
would life, or fiction, be without them? And, yes, the book is peppered here 

and there with little homages to friends and colleagues. But many of the 
main characters and events in Muse are made up. Nor is it quite realistic. 
For instance, I doubt most publishers would be as all-out obsessed about a 
poet as my characters are; a novelist, maybe. But I hope anyone who reads 
it will respond to the love of literature that is the beating heart of Muse.

Are there more novels in your future, or will you focus on poetry 
or publishing?

I am working on a new fiction project, in my free time, and I want to write 
poems again some day. But publishing remains my day job, and, as I hope 
my novel shows, I really love it. For all the changes in our business, working 
with authors is as exciting and rewarding as ever.    

What poets/authors are you reading now that you enjoy the 
most? Any up-and-comers you’d like to spread the word about?

So many! Apart from Jonathan Franzen’s Purity, out in September, I’m 
excited about Stephen Jarvis’ Death and Mr. Pickwick, an incredible 
Dickensian novel about the world out of which Dickens came, which we’re 
doing in June. And next year, there’s Steven Price’s By Gaslight, a lush and 
inventive literary thriller, also set in London, and C.E. Morgan’s big novel 
about horse racing, Sport of Kings. And we’re about to publish the Canadian 
poet Karen Solie, who’s really wonderful. To mention just a few…
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NEW TITLES from the

PERSEUS BOOKS GROUP
coming JUNE 2015

Why Information Grows
The Evolution of Order, from Atoms to Economies
Cesar Hidalgo
Using physics and computer science, Why 
Information Grows draws on principles from 
information theory, genetics, and the study of 
networks to argue for a new understanding of how 
economic development happens, and what creates 
an interesting society.

9780465048991 • $27.99 HC
Basic Books

A Dangerous Master
How to Keep Technology from Slipping Beyond Our 
Control
Wendell Wallach
An authority on emerging technologies shines the 
light of moral philosophy on technology’s dark 
side.

9780465058624 • $27.99 HC
Basic Books

You’re Making Me Hate You
An Uncommon Guide to Common Sense
Corey Taylor
The lead singer of Slipknot and New York Times 
bestselling author Corey Taylor’s condemnation of 
the alarming rise in worldwide idiocy, buffoonery, 
and out-and-out disregard for intelligent thought.

9780306823589 • $25.99 HC
Da Capo Press

81 Days Below Zero
The Incredible Survival Story of a World War II Pilot 
in Alaska’s Frozen Wilderness
Brian Murphy
The untold story of Leon Crane, the only surviving 
crew member of a World War II B-24 crash on a 
remote mountain near the Arctic Circle.

9780306823282 • $24.99 HC
Da Capo Press

Rosa Lee
A Generational Tale Of Poverty And Survival In 
Urban America
Leon Dash
The harrowing true story of one black family’s 
battle to survive against insurmountable odds, 
spanning half a century of hardship and struggle 
in the slums of Washington, D.C.

9780465055883 • $16.99 PB
Basic Books

The 51 Day War
Ruin and Resistance in Gaza
Max Blumenthal
Journalist and bestselling author Max Blumenthal 
reports on Israel’s 2014 Operation Protective 
Edge—a devastating offensive that left 
thousands of civilians dead—and provides an 
on-the-ground view of those 51 days.

9781568585116 • $24.99 HC
Nation Books

Money and Soccer: A Soccernomics 
Guide
Why Chievo Verona, Unterhaching, and Scunthorpe 
United Will Never Win the Champions’ League, Why 
Manchester City, Roma, and Paris St. Germain 
Can, and Why Real Madrid, Bayern Munich, and 
Manchester United Cannot Be Stopped
Stefan Szymanski
From the coauthor of Soccernomics, an 
approachable introduction to soccer fi nance, 
explaining how player salaries and investors 
determine the fate of your favorite team.

9781568584768 • $16.99 PB
Nation Books

Olivia’s Adventure Doodles
Fantastic Full-Color Pictures to Create and 
Complete
Featuring every little girl’s favorite “dream-big” 
pig, this doodle book comes complete with an 
eye-catching foiled cover, perforated pages, and 
full-color interior artwork.

9780762455904 • $12.95 PB
Running Press Kids

Peers Inc
How People and Platforms Are Inventing 
the Collaborative Economy and Reinventing 
Capitalism
Robin Chase
The co-founder and fi rst CEO of Zipcar, the world’s 
largest car sharing company, illuminates the 
profound economic and business potential of the 
shared economy.

9781610395540 • $26.99 HC
PublicAffairs

Color Therapy
An Anti-Stress Coloring Book
Cindy Wilde; Laura-Kate Chapman; 
Richard Merritt
Relax and unwind with this coloring, doodling, 
and drawing book for adults, with color palettes to 
please any mood.

9780762458806 • $15.00 HC
Running Press

Creative Therapy
An Anti-Stress Coloring Book
Hannah Davies; Richard Merritt; Jo Taylor
A sophisticated coloring book for adults to help 
relieve stress, increase focus, and stimulate 
creativity.

9780762458813 • $15.00 HC
Running Press

How to Fake Real Beauty
Tricks of the Trade to Master Your Makeup
Ramy Gafni
A step-by-step guide to putting your 
best face forward, with tips to create a 
clear complexion, fuller lips, and more 
beautiful eyes, from a celebrity makeup 
artist and TV makeover specialist.

9780762455980 • $19.00 PB
Running Press

The Mammoth Book of Weird Records
Jim Theobald
A chronicle of the people who go to bizarre lengths 
to break world records in the weirdest categories, 
including eating cockroaches and sniffi ng feet, in 
the hopes of being recognized as the best in the 
world.

9780762456185 • $14.95 PB
Running Press

Surviving Santiago
Lyn Miller-Lachmann
A sixteen-year-old girl travels to her native 
Chile to reconnect with her father, and becomes 
romantically involved with a boy who has been 
hired to take a hit out on them.

9780762456338 • $16.95 HC
Running Press Kids
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largest car sharing company, illuminates the 
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A Dangerous Master
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Wendell Wallach
An authority on emerging technologies shines the 
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Toxic Friendships
Knowing the Rules and Dealing 

with the Friends Who Break Them
By Suzanne Degges-White and Judy 

Pochel Van Tieghem
978-1-4422-3997-5 • $34.00 • Cloth

Creating Joy and Meaning 
for the Dementia Patient

A Caregiver’s Guide 
to Connection and Hope

By Ronda Parsons
978-1-4422-2755-2 • $38.00 • Cloth

Digital Is Destroying 
Everything

What the Tech Giants Won’t Tell You about 
How Robots, Big Data, and Algorithms Are 

Radically Remaking Your Future
By Andrew V. Edwards

978-1-4422-4651-5 • $34.00 • Cloth

My Autistic Awakening
Unlocking the Potential 

for a Life Well Lived
By Rachael Lee Harris

978-1-4422-4449-8 • $34.00 • Cloth

African Americans 
and Depression

Signs, Awareness, Treatments, 
and Interventions

By Julia F. Hastings, Lani V. Jones 
and Pamela P. Martin

978-1-4422-3031-6 • $36.00 • Cloth

Beyond Gatsby
How Fitzgerald, Hemingway, 

and Writers of the 1920s Shaped 
American Culture

By Robert McParland
978-1-4422-4708-6 • $38.00 • Cloth

The  Prenatal Bombshell
Help and Hope When Continuing 
or Ending a Precious Pregnancy 
After an Abnormal Diagnosis

By Stephanie Azri and Sherokee Ilse
978-1-4422-3942-5 • $37.00 • Cloth

Baseball’s Top 10
Ranking the Best Major 

League Players by Position
By Robert Kuenster

978-1-4422-4568-6 • $35.00 • Cloth
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Experience the legend like never before....
JURASSIC PARK

New unabridged audiobook recording 
performed by Scott Brick 

An astonishing technique for recovering and cloning 
dinosaur DNA has been discovered. Now humankind’s 
most thrilling fantasies have come true. Creatures extinct 
for eons roam Jurassic Park with their awesome presence 
and profound mystery, and all the world can visit them—
for a price.

Until something goes wrong....

Unabridged on 12 CDs 
ISBN: 978-1-5012-1690-9 • $19.99 MSRP

Unabridged on 1 MP3-CD 
ISBN: 978-1-5012-1691-6 • $14.99 MSRP

Audiobook on sale May 26, 2015
Coinciding with the summer blockbuster, 

Jurassic World, the fourth movie in the series



Frederick Law Olmsted, c. 1890 Courtesy of the 
National Park Service, Frederick Law Olmsted 

National Historic Site
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74 Brook ly n, n e w yor k

PROSPECT PARK

Plans
Prospect Park in Brooklyn, New York, offers the most significant 
instance of choice of a park site by Olmsted and his partners. 
The City of Brooklyn had originally chosen a site that included the 
high land and reservoir on “Mount Prospect” on the east side of
Flatbush Avenue, along with a large tract on the other side of the 
avenue. In 1861 a plan for this site was prepared by the topographi-
cal engineer Egbert Viele, the same man whose plan for Central 
Park in Manhattan of 1856 had been adopted by one park board 
only to be rejected by its successor and replaced by the Green-
sward plan of Olmsted and Vaux. While Olmsted was in California 
during 1863–65, Vaux convinced officials in Brooklyn to move the 
entire Prospect Park site to the west side of Flatbush Avenue and 
expand its area to include what became the Long Meadow and 
Prospect Lake. The oval area for the plaza at the northern entrance 
of the park was also included in this expansion. Then, in 1865, 
the Brooklyn park commissioners selected Vaux and Olmsted to 
prepare a plan for the 650-acre site. Olmsted directed construction 
of the park beginning in the summer of 1866. He and Vaux received 
strong and consistent support of their work from the president 
of the park board, James S. T. Stranahan. After several years of
work, Olmsted was pleased to report to Stranahan that a large part 
of the park was “thoroughly delightful and I am prouder of it than 
of anything that I have had to do with.”1

1. Frederick Law Olmsted to James S. T. Stranahan, n.d. (c. 1882)

4.1. Olmsted, Vaux
& Co., Plan for
Prospect Park, 1871
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FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED
Plans and Views of Public Parks
edited by Charles E. Beveridge, Lauren Meier, and Irene Mills

Lake Erie from The Front, from Centennial Exhibition Exhibit, Watercolor ©Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, used by permission

A superb visual overview of the major public 
parks designed by the foremost landscape

 architect in American history.

Lavishly illustrated with over 470 images—129 of them in color—
 this book reveals Frederick Law Olmsted’s design concepts for 

more than seventy public park projects through a rich collection of 
sketches, studies, lithographs, paintings, historical photographs, and 
comprehensive descriptions. Bringing together Olmsted’s most 
signi� cant parks, parkways, park systems, and scenic reservations, this 
gorgeous volume takes readers on a uniquely conceived tour of such 
notable landscapes as Central Park, Prospect Park, the Bu� alo Park 
and Parkway System, Washington Park and Jackson Park in Chicago, 
Boston’s “Emerald Necklace,” and Mount Royal in Montreal, Quebec. 
No such guide to Olmsted’s parks has ever been published.

$74.95   978-1-4214-1086-9 hardcover



Die Again
Tess Gerritsen
Detective Jane Rizzoli and medical 
examiner Maura Isles link a Boston 
crime to unsolved homicides across 
the country and in Botswana.
9781628994261  |  $37.95 
library binding

The Rosie Effect
Graeme Simsion
Don and Rosie are happily married and 
living in New York. But they’re about 
‘to face a new challenge because 
Rosie is pregnant.
9781628994667  |  $36.95
library binding

First Frost
Sarah Addison Allen
As temperatures drop and leaves 
begin to turn, the Waverley women 
are made restless by the whims of 
their mischievous apple tree and all 
the magic that swirls around it.
9781628994674  |  $36.95
library binding

The Nightingale
Kristin Hannah
Two sisters face frightening situations 
and respond in ways they never 
thought possible as bravery and 
resistance take different forms 
in each of their actions in France 
during World War II.
9781628995015  |  $37.95
library binding

The Cavendon Women
Barbara Taylor Bradford
The stunning sequel to Bradford’s 
Cavendon Hall follows the Inghams’ 
and the Swanns’ journey from a 
family weekend in the summer of 
1926 through to the devastation 
of the Wall Street crash of 1929.
9781628995367  |  $37.95
library binding

Our Souls at Night
Kent Haruf
Haruf presents a spare yet eloquent, 
bittersweet yet inspiring story of a 
man and a woman who, in advanced 
age, come together to wrestle with 
the events of their lives and their 
hopes for the imminent future.
9781628995718  |  $36.95
library binding

Endangered
C.J. Box
When Wyoming game warden Joe 
Pickett’s 18-year-old ward runs away 
with a rodeo champion and then is 
found in a ditch barely alive, Pickett 
initially believes the cowboy is 
responsible. But evidence 
points to another man.
9781628995404  |  $36.95
library binding

A Deadly Web
Kay Hooper
John Brodie is a Guardian, a member 
of a secretive network devoted to 
winning a war very few even know 
exists: protecting the vulnerable 
psychics in his charge from a deadly, 
ruthless, and virtually invisible enemy.
9781628994308  |  $36.95
library binding

•   Books are produced in the United States using U.S.-based materials 

•   Paper is sourced using environmentally responsible foresting methods and the paper is acid-free 

•   Books are durable and flexible because of Smythe-sewing 

•   The binding process uses boards that are 100% recycled 

•   Books are printed using a new process called THINKtechTM  that lowers 
    energy usage by 70% and increases overall quality 
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Infested
How the Bed Bug Infiltrated Our Bedrooms and Took Over the World
Brooke Borel
“In her fascinating book Infested, Borel chronicles the renaissance of this frightful insect and 
leaves us marveling at their remarkable biology.”—Carl Zimmer, author of A Planet of Viruses
224 P., 43 HALFTONES, 6 LINE DRAWINGS
ISBN: 9780226041933
APRIL  •  CLOTH $26.00

Spring Books
FROM CHICAGOGustave Caillebotte

The Painter’s Eye
Mary Morton and George Shackelford
This sumptuously illustrated book makes clear why Caillebotte is 
among the most intriguing artists of nineteenth-century France,  
and it deepens our understanding of the history of impressionism.
272 P., 150 COLOR PLATES
ISBN: 9780226263557
JUNE  •  CLOTH $60.00

Plankton
Wonders of the Drifting World

Christian Sardet
“Wow! Simply, splendidly wow! Christian Sardet has 

found that sweet spot where science meets art. The 
stunning images are a feast for the eyes and the fasci-

nating information is a feast for the mind.”—Lisa-ann 
Gershwin, author of Stung!: On Jellyfish Blooms and the 

Future of the Ocean
224 P., 550 COLOR PLATES 

ISBN: 9780226188713
MAY  •  CLOTH $45.00

Improbable Libraries
A Visual Journey to the World’s  
Most Unusual Libraries
Alex Johnson
Floating libraries, horseback libraries, little 
libraries in treehouses, garden libraries, 
beach libraries: the world is full of strange 
and unexpectedly bookish locales. Improb-
able Libraries showcases a wide range of 
unforgettable images and interviews with 
librarians who are overcoming geographic, 
economic, and political difficulties to bring 
the written word to an eager audience.
240 P., 250 COLOR PLATES 
ISBN: 9780226263694
MAY  •  CLOTH $27.50

Invisible
The Dangerous Allure of the Unseen
Philip Ball
“A harvest of fascinating facts delivered with sharp wit and 
insight. . . . Like all good works of cultural history, it reveals 
how extraordinary the ordinary is when viewed from a dif-
ferent angle.”—Telegraph
336 P., 70 HALFTONES
ISBN: 9780226238890
APRIL  •  CLOTH $27.50

Say No to the Devil
The Life and Musical Genius of Rev. Gary Davis

Ian Zack
“This fabulous book is for those who want to read, hear, 

and troll the depths of Americana music for incredible 
artists. Once you come across Rev. Gary Davis, you are 

forever hooked by his creative brilliance. From his earliest 
recordings to his last, Zack illuminates what made ‘the Rev’ 

so unique. Enjoy yourself! It’s a good un’!” 
—Taj Mahal

344 P., 30 HALFTONES
ISBN: 9780226234106

APRIL  •  CLOTH $30.00



In Touch
JOHN J. PRENDERGAST, PHD
Bridges psychotherapy, social 
science, and spiritual wisdom to 
discover the deep wisdom that 
can be sensed through your body. 
Foreword by Rick Hanson, PhD.
PAPERBACK • 240 PAGES • US $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-207-5

Make Me One 
with Everything
LAMA SURYA DAS
A path-breaking book that brings 
esoteric Buddhist teachings down 
to earth to present the practice 
of inter-meditation—the joy and 
oneness with all things.
PAPERBACK • 352 PAGES • US $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-412-3

Darkness Before Dawn
VARIOUS AUTHORS
Sixteen inspiring views of 
depression as an essential life 
experience and catalyst for growth. 
Includes contributions from 
Thomas Moore, Mary Pipher, 
Parker J. Palmer, and Mark Nepo.
PAPERBACK • 240 PAGES • US $16.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-410-9

Walking in Light
SANDRA INGERMAN
From one of the best-known 
authors on modern shamanism 
comes a comprehensive resource 
of shamanic wisdom for living 
a purposeful, empowered, and 
spiritually connected life.
PAPERBACK • 272 PAGES • US $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-428-4

Good Night Yoga
MIRIAM GATES 
Illustrated by Sarah Jane Hinder

So much more than a bedtime 
story, this beautifully illustrated 
book is a way for kids (ages 4–8) 
and parents to end the day in a 
calming, mindful way.
HARDCOVER • 36 PAGES • US $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-466-6

new titles for inner peace & contentment

voicesmany journeyone

Death Makes Life Possible
MARILYN SCHLITZ, PHD
This companion to an award-
winning documentary co-produced 
with Deepak Chopra bridges 
culture, science, and healing to 
turn a taboo topic into a source of 
peace and possibility.
PAPERBACK • 270 PAGES • US $17.95 
ISBN: 978-1-62203-416-1
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Visit us at BEA (Booth PDZ571) & 
ALA Annual Conference (Booth 1417)

Mariam Gates
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•    G O L D     •

Gold Medal Winner of both the  
Independent Publishers Book Award and 
Living Now Book Award.

 Book O neT h e  A n g e l i c  L e t t e r s  S e r i e s

A n  U n f o r g e t t a b l e  
T e n d e r h e a r t e d  S a g a  

o f  l i f e ,  m i r a c l e s 
a n d  E n d u r i n g  L o v e  .

a  s t o r y  f o r  A g e s  14 - 9 9

“The Angelic Letters Series” follows the lives of Henry 
Pederson and Jenny Sarsky from the moment they meet as 
two fifteen-year-olds in the summer of 1956, over a span of 
four decades. Falling in love instantly the moment their eyes 
meet, Henry and Jenny’s dramatic bond is aided along the 
way by their guardian angels, creating a powerful spirit filled 
connection between them that withstands the test of time. 

Mr. Engelmann, an endearing and wise mentor living out the 
word of God, comes into Henry’s life, providing powerful 
insights and valuable life lessons that guide Henry along an 
uplifting pathway of spiritual discovery.

Pewter Angels, Book One, starts Henry and Jenny and their 
families on an inspiring yet tumultuous journey through life’s 
struggles, victories and the miracle of deep, enduring love.

“Every once in a while a love story comes along that is nothing 
short of amazing and has a gifted storyteller backing it.”

Darlene Oakley—Acquisitions Editor, Lachesis Publishing

From Readers
Awesome, inspirational, captivating … 
… The characters, words and spiritual content  
are compelling.

P u b l i s h e r  |  P i o - S e e l o s  B o o k s
ISBN 9780986542411      Price $21.95 US

An Award Winning Canadian Bestseller

Publisher: Pio-Seelos Books



Environmental
Ethics 1

DDT Wars
Rescuing Our National Bird, 
Preventing Cancer, and 
Creating the Environmental 
Defense Fund
Charles F. Wurster
9780190219413
Hardcover $24.95
July 2015

Glaciers
The Politics of Ice
Jorge Daniel Taillant
9780199367252
Hardcover $29.95
June 2015

Inherit the Holy Mountain
Religion and the Rise of 
American Environmentalism
Mark Stoll
9780190230869 
Hardcover $39.95
June 2015

From Field 
to Fork
Food Ethics for 
Everyone
Paul B. Thompson
9780199391691
Paperback $21.95
June 2015

By All Means 
Necessary
How China’s 
Resource Quest is 
Changing 
the World
Elizabeth C. Economy 
and Michael Levi
9780190229221 
Paperback $18.95
June 2015



Lifetime Guarantee on Binding                                                                                                          Bound in the USA

Our lifetime-guaranteed Turtleback bindings are built  
to withstand the demanding environment of a school  
or public library.  

Any Other Name:  
(A Longmire Mystery) 
Craig Johnson 
9780606365765      $28.20 
Adult Fiction                12-A

Fables Vol. 21 
Bill Willingham 
9780606361415        $29.40 
Graphic Novel                12-A

Inside Out: 
Welcome To Headquarters 
(Step Into Reading Level 3) 
Disney/Pixar 
9780606363884        $14.75 
Beginning Reader              P-2 

The One & Only: A Novel 
Emily Giffin 
9780606364287       $28.20 
Adult Fiction                        12-A 

Bound For Schools And LibrariesBound For Schools And Libraries

I Am Malala: The Girl Who 
Stood Up For Education And 
Was Shot By The Taliban
Malala Yousafzai 
9780606358699       $28.20 
Nonfiction              9-12

All The Light  
We Cannot See
Anthony Doerr 
9780606362849      $29.40
Adult Fiction                  12-A

125 Cute Animals
National Geographic
9780606364232      $24.50
Juvenile Nonfiction       2-5

Doll Bones
Holly Black 
9780606363082       $18.40 
Middle Grade Fiction      5-9

Written In My Own  
Heart’s Blood 
(Outlander Series)
Diana Gabaldon 
9780606364294     $30.60 
Adult Fiction                9-A

Batman Arkham: Riddler 
Gardner Fox 
9780606364348      $33.05 
Graphic Novel               9-A

Anna & Elsa: 
The Great Ice Engine 
Erica David 
9780606366618       $20.85 
Chapter Book                   1-4

love 
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Wild Life
The Institution of Nature 
Irus Braverman

 9780804793223 $85.00 cloth 
 9780804795685 $24.95 paper

The Shared Society
A Vision for the Global 
Future of Latin America  
Alejandro Toledo

9780804795517 29.95 cloth 
Redwood Press, an imprint of  
Stanford University Press

The Strategic Career
Let Business Principles 
Guide You 
Bill Barnett 

9780804793582 $27.95 cloth 

The Size of Others’ Burdens
Barack Obama, Jane Addams, 
and the Politics of Helping 
Others 
Erik Schneiderhan

9780804789172 $26.00 cloth

Goodbye Antoura
A Memoir of the  
Armenian Genocide 
Karnig Panian

9780804795432 $25.00 cloth 

Sustainable Innovation 
Build Your Company’s  
Capacity to Change  
the World 
Andrew Hargadon

9780804792509 $35.00 cloth

The Manhattan Project
A Theory of a City 
David Kishik

9780804786034 $35.00 cloth 

Leadership Dispatches
Chile’s Extraordinary  
Comeback from Disaster 
Michael Useem,  
Howard Kunreuther, and 
Erwann Michel-Kerjan

9780804793872 $29.95 cloth 

The woman who read 
Too much 

Bahiyyih Nakhjavani 

9780804793254 $24.00 cloth 
Redwood Press, an imprint of  
Stanford University Press

STANFOrD 
UNIVErSITY    PrESS



Death by Pastrami

“Most of Bernstein’s stories end with the literary equivalent of a shrug—a 
distinctive New York gesture. These stories are both quaint and timeless, a 
fanciful addition to the literature of place…”

 —Maureen Corrigan, Fresh Air

These seventeen stories capture a New York that recedes further into 
memory every year: a garment district populated by people with at least a 
passing acquaintanceship with the old country and older ways of making 
things. 

 

 These seventeen stories capture a New York that   recedes further into memory every year: a  garment district populated by people with at  least a passing acquaintanceship with the old  country and older ways of making things. 

   

 These seventeen stories capture a New York that   recedes further into memory every year: a  garment district populated by people with at  least a passing acquaintanceship with the old  country and older ways of making things. 

9781608010271
$16.95

UNO PRESS
unopress.org

“Most of Bernstein’s stories end with the literary equivalent 

of a shrug — a distinctive New York gesture. These stories 

are both quaint and timeless, a fanciful addition to the 

literature of place…”

—Maureen Corrigan, Fresh Air   

“Most of Bernstein’s stories end with the literary equivalent 

of a shrug — a distinctive New York gesture. These stories 

are both quaint and timeless, a fanciful addition to the 

literature of place…”

—Maureen Corrigan, Fresh Air   

DEATH BY PASTRAMI Leona rd  S .  Be r n s t e i n

F i c t i on  |  Sho r t  S to r i e s
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COVER TITLE

 
Muse 
Jonathan Galassi KNPF
A sparkling fiction debut from the 
poet, translator, and Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux publisher that tells the 
story of the decades-long rivalry 
between two publishing lions over 
the work of an iconic female poet. 
272 pp. Buyer’s Choice 272 pp.
978-0-385-35334-2 
___021088567 25.00

BEST OF THE BEST

 
Blueprints 
Barbara Delinsky STMS
A new novel from bestselling author Delinsky, 
the story two strong women, mother and 
daughter, the faces of a family-based home-
construction TV show, and how they rebuild 
themselves and their relationship to each 
other when the blueprints to their lives 
change. 416 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-25000-704-9 
___021108468 26.99

 
The Bone Labyrinth 
A Sigma Force Novel
James Rollins MORW
A war is coming, a battle that will stretch from 
the deepest trenches under the sea to the 
rocky craters of the moon, in New York Times-
bestselling author Rollins’ groundbreaking 
masterpiece of ingenuity and intrigue that 
spans 50,000 years in human history to 
mankind’s next great leap. But will it mark a 
new chapter in human development . . . or 
our extinction? 448 pp. (Fiction - Espionage 
/ Thriller)
978-0-06-238164-4 
___021903574 27.99

 
Country 
Danielle Steel BANT
In this rich, involving novel from #1 New York 
Times-bestselling author Steel, a woman’s 
life catapults from the old to the new, as she 
learns to seize the moment.  336 pp. (Fiction 
- Romance)
978-0-345-53100-1 
___021133093 28.00

 
Country, Large Print Ed. 
978-0-8041-9463-1 RHLP
___020621970 paper 28.00

 
The English Spy 
Daniel Silva HR  
Number-one New York Times-bestselling 
author Silva delivers another stunning 
thriller in his latest action-packed tale of 
high-stakes international intrigue featuring 
the inimitable Gabriel Allon. 464 pp. (Fiction 
- Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-06-232013-1 
___023405884 27.99

 
The English Spy, Large Print Ed. 
978-0-06-232017-9 HLUX
___021267867 paper 27.99

 
Finders Keepers 
Stephen King SCRB
A masterful, intensely suspenseful novel 
about a reader whose obsession with a 
reclusive writer goes too far—a book about 
the power of storytelling, starring the same 
trio of unlikely and winning heroes King 
introduced in Mr. Mercedes. 448 pp. (Fiction 
- Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-50110-007-9 
___021318771 30.00

 
Finding Audrey 
Sophie Kinsella DELA
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
of the Shopaholic series enters the YA genre 
with this inspiring novel. Fourteen-year-
old Audrey has an anxiety disorder. When 
she meets her brother’s gaming teammate, 
she connects with him. As their friendship 
deepens and her recovery gains momentum, 
a sweet romantic connection develops. 288 
pp. (Children’s—5—Young Adult)
978-0-553-53651-5 
___021284126 18.99

 
Hitler’s Last Days 
The Death of the Nazi Regime and the 
World’s Most Notorious Dictator
Bill O’Reilly HOLT
A riveting narrative of the events surrounding 
the death of Adolf Hitler and the downfall 
of the German Nazi State. Adapted from 
O’Reilly’s historical thriller Killing Patton. 320 
pp. (Children’s—4—Ages 9-12)
978-1-62779-396-4 
___020857806 19.99

 
I Will Take a Nap! 
Mo Willems DISN
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot 
help smiling. Gerald can. Gerald worries so 
that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and 
Piggie are best friends, but today Gerald is 
tired and cranky. Will Piggie be in his dreams? 
Or will she keep Gerald from dreaming at all? 
64 pp. (Children’s—1—All Ages)
978-1-48471-630-4 
___021210113 9.99
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In the Unlikely Event 
Judy Blume KNPF
When a series of passenger airplanes 
crashed in New Jersey within a three-
month period in 1951-1952, Blume was a 
teenager. Against this background, Blume 
uses her imagination to unveil the lives of 
three generations of families, friends, and 
strangers, who will be profoundly affected 
by these events, either directly or indirectly. 
432 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-10187-504-9 
___022185448 27.95

 
In the Unlikely Event, Large Print Ed. 
978-0-8041-9476-1 RHLP
___022185533 paper 28.00

 
The Official Study Guide for the Redesigned 
SAT®, 2016 Ed. 
College Board COLD
This comprehensive guide features four 
official SAT practice tests created by the 
test maker. Launching in March 2016, the 
new SAT introduces new question formats 
and content. Students can be ready with 
strategies and up-to-date information 
straight from the team that created the exam. 
650 pp. (Study Guides)
978-1-45730-430-9 
___021108465 paper 24.99

 
On the Path of the Immortals 
Exo-Vaticana, Project L.U.C.I.F.E.R., and the 
Strategic Locations Where Entities Await the 
Appointed Time
Thomas Horn DFNS
and Cris Putnam
Following the release of their international 
bestseller, Exo-Vaticana, Horn and Putnam 
set out to expose facts kept hidden by elitists 
and intellectuals who are planning mankind’s 
assimilation under a coming savior, one 
whom the prophet Daniel foresaw as an alien 
god. (Religion - Theology)
978-0-9904974-5-5 
___023064238 paper 19.95

 
The President’s Shadow 
Brad Meltzer GCEB
Meltzer returns with the next novel in 
the #1 New York Times-bestselling Culper 
Ring series. A severed arm buried in the 
Whitehouse Rose Garden may have dire 
repercussions for the President and Beecher 
as well, pointing him towards the dark truth 
about his father’s death. 416 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-446-55393-3 
___020536574 28.00

 
The President’s Shadow 
978-0-446-55394-0 GCEB
___020536575 30.00

 
The Rumor 
Elin Hilderbrand LB  
As the Nantucket gossip escalates, and the 
summer’s explosive events come to a head 
a friendship is tested in this irresistible page-
turner from New York Times-bestselling 
author Hilderbrand. 416 pp. (Fiction - 
General)
978-0-316-33452-5 
___021227546 28.00

 
The Rumor 
978-0-316-33935-3 LB  
___021227547 30.00

 
Tom Clancy: Under Fire 
A Jack Ryan Jr. Novel
Grant Blackwood PUT 
Jack Ryan Jr. clashes with Russian 
intelligence in a race to find a missing 
agent who holds secrets vital to both sides 
in this continuation of Clancy’s #1 New York 
Times-bestselling series. 512 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-399-17575-6 
___023556925 28.95

 
Truth or Die 
James Patterson LB  
and Howard Roughan
After a serious professional stumble, 
attorney Trevor Mann thought he had finally 
hit his stride,  until his journalist girlfriend’s 
newest story leads to a violent confrontation. 
Suddenly it’s up to Trevor and a teenage 
genius to make sure that the evidence of 
the shocking secret she discovered doesn’t 
fall into the wrong hands. 432 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-316-40701-4 
___021227551 28.00

 
Truth or Die 
978-0-316-40872-1 LB  
___021227552 30.00

 
Your Baby’s First Word Will Be Dada 
Jimmy Fallon FEWF
Everyone knows that fathers wage a secret 
campaign to ensure that their babies’ first 
word is “Dada!” But how does it work? 
Fallon, one of the most popular entertainers 
in the world and host of NBC’s The Tonight 
Show, explains how. An ideal book for 
Father’s Day sharing. 40 pp. (Children’s—2—
Baby / Preschool)
978-1-25000-934-0 
___021266246 16.99
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ANIMALS / PETS

 
A Dog’s Gift 
The Inspirational Story of Veterans and 
Children Healed by Man’s Best Friend
Bob Drury RODP
An award-winning journalist and author 
movingly captures a year in the life of the pets 
and owners of the service dog organization, 
paws4people, and the broken bodies and 
souls they help mend. 272 pp.
978-1-62336-101-3 
___020857641 24.99

 
Idiot’s Guides®: Dog Tricks
Deb M. Eldredge, DVM, ALPH
and Kate Eldredge
With detailed, step-by-step instructions and 
eye-catching full-color photographs this 
guide demonstrates more than 80 popular 
tricks and provides helpful information on 
using positive training, rewards, cues, and 
body language to facilitate training. 256 pp.
978-1-61564-767-5 
___021164052 paper 19.95

ANTIQUES / COLLECTIBLES

 
Warman’s® Antiques & Collectibles 
2016, 49th Ed. 
Noah Fleisher, editor KRAU
As the longest-running guide to 
the fascinating field of collecting, 
Warman’s draws from leading 
experts to provide insider 
information, perspective, history, 
values, and incomparable content. 
Coupled with 2,500 glorious color 
images, style and substance 
merge to provide the finest visual 
and informative reference to 
antiques and collectibles on the 
market. 796 pp.
978-1-44024-384-4
___020688460 paper 29.99

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
Fat-Talk Nation 
The Human Costs of America’s War on Fat
Susan Greenhalgh CORU
Greenhalgh tells the story of the “war on 
fat” and its psychological impact on young 
people, giving them an opportunity to speak 
about experiences that have long lain hidden 
in silence and shame. 280 pp.
978-0-8014-5395-3 
___021750793 26.95

ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
An Animator’s Gallery 
Eric Goldberg Draws the Disney Characters
David A. Bossert DISN
Eric Goldberg, illustrator
Foreword by John Lasseter
Fans of all ages and from all over will enjoy this 
whimsical, deluxe Art Deco-themed art book 
showcasing Walt Disney characters in a style 
reminiscent of caricatures from the famed 
walls of Sardi’s and The Brown Derby. 192 pp.
978-1-48472-392-0 
___021210167 40.00

 
The Art of Looking 
The Life and Treasures of Collector 
Charles Leslie
Kevin Clarke BMUB
Clarke explores the incredible life story 
and art collection of Leslie, one of the 
fathers of modern New York’s SoHo 
neighborhood and the cofounder of 
the world’s first museum for gay and 
lesbian art. 256 pp.
978-3-86787-763-3
___021266023 59.99

 
Creating Symmetry 
The Artful Mathematics of Wallpaper Patterns
Frank A. Farris PRIN
Featuring more than 100 stunning color 
illustrations this volume provides a hands-
on, step-by-step introduction to the intriguing 
mathematics of symmetry, offering a completely 
new waveform approach to the creation of 
endless varieties of dazzling art images. 256 pp.
978-0-691-16173-0 
___021363898 35.00

 
Destruction Was My Beatrice 
Dada and the Unmaking of the Twentieth 
Century
Jed Rasula BASC
Modernist scholar Rasula presents the first 
narrative history of the emergence, decline, 
and legacy of Dada, showing how this 
strange artistic phenomenon spread across 
Europe and then the world in the wake of the 
Great War, fundamentally reshaping modern 
culture. 352 pp.
978-0-465-08996-3 
___021232606 29.99

 
Remake 
Master Works of Art Reimagined
Jeff Hamada CHRO
Started as an online collaborative project 
by founder of art blog Booooooom, 
Remake gathers, side-by-side, 50 fantastic 
reinterpretations of art masterpieces and 
their contemporary re-dos, highlight striking 
similarities between the works, as well as the 
entertaining creative choices that make each 
version unique. 128 pp.
978-1-45212-334-9 
___021228228 24.95
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AUTOMOTIVE

 
Motorcycling the Right Way 
Do This, Not That, Behind the Handlebars
Ken Condon IFIV
Expert motorcyclist and author Condon lays 
out a basic riding course for motorcyclists 
who are smart enough to acknowledge that 
“you don’t know what you don’t know,” 
capitalizing on reducing risks and potential 
crashes, and increasing the rider’s skills and 
situational awareness. 240 pp.
978-1-62008-169-3 
___021133372 paper 24.95

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
81 Days Below Zero 
The Incredible Survival Story of a World War 
II Pilot in Alaska’s Frozen Wilderness
Brian Murphy DACP
The untold story of Leon Crane, the only 
surviving crew member of a World War II 
B-24 crash on a remote mountain near the 
Arctic Circle. 272 pp.
978-0-306-82328-2 
___020858052 24.99

 
90 Church 
Inside America’s Notorious First Narcotics 
Squad
Agent Dean Unkefer PICD
Mad Men meets The Wire in this gripping, 
true-crime memoir by a former agent at the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics in 1960s’ New 
York. 432 pp.
978-1-25006-733-3 
___020759506 28.00

 
After a While You Just Get Used to It 
A Tale of Family Clutter
Gwendolyn Knapp GTHM
A vibrant new voice ups the self-deprecating 
memoir ante with tragicomic tales of her 
dysfunctional life in swampland Florida and 
America’s Big Easy. 256 pp.
978-1-59240-913-6 
___021267881 26.95

 
After Perfect 
A Daughter’s Memoir
Christina McDowell GLLY
McDowell’s unflinching memoir is a brutally 
honest, cautionary tale about one family’s 
destruction in the wake of the Wall Street 
implosion. 320 pp.
978-1-47678-532-5 
___021749981 25.00

 
Allen Klein 
The Man Who Bailed Out the Beatles, Made 
the Stones, and Transformed Rock & Roll
Fred Goodman MRNB
An account of the heyday of rock and roll 
through the lens of Klein, the business 
manager, producer, and gadfly who “broke 
up the Beatles” and showed the Rolling 
Stones how to become the preeminent 
dynasty in popular music. 320 pp.
978-0-547-89686-1 
___020688770 27.00

 
Audrey at Home 
Memories of My Mother’s Kitchen with 
Recipes, Photographs, and Personal Stories
Luca Dotti COLN
with Luigi Spinola
An inside look at Audrey Hepburn’s private 
world, this unique biography combines 
recollections, anecdotes, excerpts from her 
personal correspondence, drawings, and 
recipes for her favorite dishes written in 
her own hand, along with more than 250 
previously unpublished personal family 
photographs. 256 pp.
978-0-06-228470-9 
___023256422 35.00

 
Bastards 
A Memoir
Mary Anna King NORT
Moving and times wickedly funny, King tells 
a story of finding one’s family and oneself. 
After her father left, King’s mother sent her 
away to live with her maternal grandparents. 
It would not be until she was a college 
student that her family would begin to 
become whole again.  256 pp.
978-0-393-08861-8 
___021280274 25.95

 
Blackout 
Remembering the Things I Drank to Forget
Sarah Hepola GCEB
Shining a light into her blackouts, Hepola 
discovered the person she buried in a 
memoir of unblinking honesty and poignant, 
laugh-out-loud humor. The story of a woman 
stumbling into a new kind of adventure—the 
sober life she never wanted. 240 pp.
978-1-45555-459-1 
___021230068 26.00
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Bobby Wonderful 
An Imperfect Son Buries His Parents
Bob Morris TWLE
Clear-eyed, engaging, and astoundingly 
funny, this son’s true story of love and 
redemption tells of an experience many will 
eventually come to share: how he gave his 
parents the deaths they deserved—even if 
he didn’t always live his life as they wanted. 
192 pp.
978-1-45555-650-2 
___021102458 25.00

 
The Brontë Cabinet 
Three Lives in Nine Objects
Deborah Lutz NORT
An intimate portrait of the lives and writings 
of the Brontë sisters, drawn from the objects 
they possessed. 320 pp.
978-0-393-24008-5 
___021280279 27.95

 
Buckley and Mailer 
The Difficult Friendship That Shaped the 
Sixties
Kevin M. Schultz NORT
A lively chronicle of the 1960s through the 
surprisingly close and incredibly contentious 
friendship of its two most colorful characters. 
400 pp.
978-0-393-08871-7 
___021280275 28.95

 
Bulls Before Breakfast 
Running with the Bulls and Celebrating 
Fiesta de San Fermin in Pamplona, Spain
Peter N. Milligan STMS
Foreword by John Hemingway
A wild and insightful guide to the annual 
running of the bulls in Pamplona, Spain, by 
a man who has done it more than 70 times. 
336 pp.
978-1-25006-573-5 
___021282098 27.99

 
Cabin Fever 
The Sizzling Secrets of a Virgin Airlines Flight 
Attendant
Mandy Smith PLUM
with Nicola Stow
Smith spent 12 years strutting down the 
aisles as one of Richard Branson’s sexy and 
sassy flight attendants and here she tells the 
good, the bad, and the downright naughty 
tales of life in the air. 272 pp.
978-0-14-751598-8 
___021268007 paper 16.00

 
Clouds of Glory 
The Life and Legend of Robert E. Lee
Michael Korda HR  
In this New York Times bestseller, the author 
of Ulysses S. Grant and the bestsellers Ike 
and Hero offers a brilliant, balanced, single-
volume biography of Robert E. Lee—the first 
major study in a generation. 848 pp.
978-0-06-211630-7 
___021103587 paper 18.99

 
Dancing Fish and Ammonites 
A Memoir
Penelope Lively PNGN
Memory and history have been Lively’s 
terrain in fiction over a 50-year career, but 
she has rarely given readers a glimpse 
into her influences and formative years. 
Now she takes an intimate look back at her 
life, stretching from her early childhood in 
Cairo to boarding school in England to the 
sweeping social changes of Britain’s 20th 
century. 240 pp.
978-0-14-312627-0 
___021267861 paper 16.00

 
Darkness Descending 
Ken Jones QRCS
Jones tells of how dragged himself to 
safety, after surviving an avalanche, only to 
then begin the fight against the long-term 
affects of massive trauma and exposure. A 
classic tale of triumph over adversity and an 
unforgettable testament to the strength of 
the human spirit. 320 pp.
978-1-62365-433-7 
___021088536 24.99

 
Death Row Chaplain 
Unbelievable True Stories from America’s 
Most Notorious Prison
Rev. Earl A. Smith HWDP
with Mark Schlabach
From a former criminal, now chaplain for the 
San Francisco 49ers and the Golden State 
Warriors, comes a riveting, behind-the-bars 
look at one of America’s most feared prisons: 
San Quentin. Rev. Smith shares the most 
important lessons he’s learned from years 
of helping inmates discover God’s plan for 
them. 256 pp.
978-1-47677-777-1 
___021318803 22.99

 
The Domino Diaries 
My Decade Boxing with Olympic Champions 
and Chasing Hemingway’s Ghost in the Last 
Days of Castro’s Cuba
Brin-Jonathan Butler PICD
A powerful and lively work of immersive 
journalism, Butler’s story chronicles his time 
chasing the American dream through Cuba 
and finding where he feels most at home. 
304 pp.
978-1-25004-370-2 
___020759489 26.00

 
Dream Again 
Isaiah Austin HWDP
with Matt Litton
The inspiring story of the man who captured 
fans’ hearts when he was made the honorary 
NBA draft pick after a shocking diagnosis 
ended his professional basketball career 
before he could even step onto the court. 288 
pp.
978-1-50110-739-9 
___021318903 24.99
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Dreams to Remember 
Otis Redding, Stax Records, and the 
Transformation of Southern Soul
Mark Ribowsky LIVR
A soul icon and the southern music he 
helped popularize come to life in this moving 
requiem. 336 pp.
978-0-87140-873-0 
___021160085 27.95

 
Elle & Coach 
Diabetes, the Fight for My Daughter’s Life, 
and the Dog Who Changed Everything
Stefany Shaheen HHTT
with Mark Dagostino
The endearing true story of a Type-A mom 
struggling to care for a daughter who has 
Type 1 diabetes—and the incredible service 
dog who changes their lives for the better. 
256 pp.
978-0-316-25876-0 
___022029149 27.00

 
Epic Survival 
Extreme Adventure, Stone Age Wisdom, and 
Lessons in Living from a Modern Hunter-
Gatherer
Matt Graham GLLY
and Josh Young
Graham, star of the Discovery Channel’s Dual 
Survivor and Dude, You’re Screwed, details 
the physical, mental, and emotional joys and 
harrowing struggles of his life as a modern-
day hunter-gatherer. 320 pp.
978-1-47679-465-5 
___021586340 24.99

 
The Fellowship 
The Literary Lives of the Inklings: J.R.R. 
Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, Owen Barfield, Charles 
Williams
Philip Zaleski FSG 
and Carol Zaleski
A stirring group biography of the Inklings, 
the Oxford writing club featuring J.R.R. 
Tolkien and C. S. Lewis. 656 pp.
978-0-374-15409-7 
___020857573 30.00

 
A Field Guide to Awkward Silences 
Essays by Alexandra Petri NAL 
Most twentysomethings spend a lot of 
time avoiding awkwardness. Not Petri. 
The Washington Post columnist turns her 
satirical eye on her own life in this hilarious 
new memoir. 320 pp.
978-0-451-46960-1 
___021267762 25.95

 
The Fly Trap 
Fredrik Sjöberg PANT
Thomas Teal, translator
Named a Nature Book of the Year by The 
Times in the UK, this mesmerizing memoir of 
extraordinary brilliance chronicles entomologist 
Sjöberg’s life collecting hoverflies on a remote 
island in Sweden. 288 pp.
978-1-10187-015-0 
___021088571 24.95

 
Getting Real 
Gretchen Carlson VIK 
With warmth and wit the charismatic FOX 
News channel anchor and 1989 Miss America 
Pageant winner shares her inspiring story 
and offers important takeaways for women 
(and men) in a candid, funny memoir. 272 pp.
978-0-525-42745-2 
___021267747 28.95

 
The Ghost in My Brain 
How a Concussion Stole My Life and How 
the New Science of Brain Plasticity Helped 
Me Get It Back
Clark Elliott, Ph.D. VIK 
The dramatic story of one man’s recovery 
offers new hope to those suffering from 
concussions and other brain traumas. 336 pp.
978-0-525-42656-1 
___021267827 27.95

 
The Goddess Pose 
The Audacious Life of Indra Devi, the Woman 
Who Helped Bring Yoga to the West
Michelle Goldberg KNPF
New York Times-bestselling author Goldberg 
traces the life of the incredible woman who 
brought yoga to the West—and in so doing 
paints a sweeping picture of the 20th century. 
336 pp.
978-0-307-59351-1 
___020494215 26.95

 
The Good Shufu 
Finding Love, Self, and Home on the Far Side 
of the World
Tracy Slater PUT 
In this memoir of travel and love, a fiercely 
independent American woman finds 
everything she ever wanted in the most 
unexpected place. 336 pp.
978-0-399-16620-4 
___021267614 26.95

 
The Good, the Bad, and the Grace of God 
What Honesty and Pain Taught Us about 
Faith, Family, and Forgiveness
Jep Robertson NELN
and Jessica Robertson
with Susy Flory
Duck Commander Phil Robertson’s youngest 
son and his wife open up about their personal 
trials, their early years together, and the 
challenges that might have destroyed them 
both had the grace of God not intervened. 
240 pp.
978-0-7180-3148-0 
___021892198 
25.99

 
How Did I Get Here? 
Making Peace with the Road Not Taken
Jesse Browner HRWV
Based on an essay he wrote for Poets and 
Writers magazine, Browner asks hard questions 
about life choices, and about the tendency to 
believe there is a parallel life that might have 
been more fulfilling or more free. 288 pp.
978-0-06-227569-1 
___021108596 24.99
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I Like You Just the Way I Am 
Stories about Me and Some Other People
Jenny Mollen GRIF
An actress, writer, and one of the funniest 
women on Twitter presents an outrageous, 
hysterical memoir of acting on impulse, 
plotting elaborate hoaxes, and refusing to 
acknowledge boundaries in any form. 304 pp.
978-1-25005-583-5 
___021257211 paper 15.99

 
I Said Yes to Everything 
A Memoir
Lee Grant PLUM
A fascinating memoir by Academy Award®-
winning actress Grant, detailing her starring 
roles in Valley of the Dolls and Shampoo, her 
12 years on the Hollywood blacklist, and a 
singularly unpredictable life. 480 pp.
978-0-14-751628-2 
___021267696 paper 18.00

 
In Search of Sir Thomas Browne 
The Life and Afterlife of the Seventeenth 
Century’s Most Inquiring Mind
Hugh Aldersey-Williams NORT
The extraordinary life and ideas of one of 
the greatest and most neglected minds in 
history. In an intellectual adventure Aldersey-
Williams sets off not just to tell the story of 
Browne’s life but to champion his skeptical 
nature and inquiring mind. 320 pp.
978-0-393-24164-8 
___021280282 26.95

 
Irrepressible 
The Jazz Age Life of Henrietta Bingham
Emily Bingham FSG 
The hidden story of the outcast princess of 
one of America’s most powerful families—
her audacious physicality making her 
unforgettable in her own time, while her 
ecstatic and at times harrowing story brings 
to life an essential chapter in America’s 20th 
century. 384 pp.
978-0-8090-9464-6 
___020857581 28.00

 
John Quincy Adams 
American Visionary
Fred Kaplan PEEA
In this fresh and illuminating biography, Kaplan 
brings into focus the dramatic life of Adams, 
and reveals how the little-known and much-
misunderstood sixth president’s inspiring, 
progressive vision guided his life and helped 
shape the course of America. 672 pp.
978-0-06-191542-0 
___020847837 paper 17.99

 
Judy & Liza & Robert & Freddie & David & 
Sue & Me 
A Memoir
Stevie Phillips STMS
The woman who took care of Judy Garland, 
held Liza Minnelli’s wedding to Peter Allen in 
her living room, and dealt with Burt Reynolds 
as well as many other celebrities finally tells 
all. 288 pp.
978-1-25006-577-3 
___020925964 25.99

 
Keep Your Head to the Sky 
My Life with Earth, Wind & Fire
Maurice White AMSD
with Herb Powell
The Grammy-winning founder of the 
legendary pop/R&B/soul/funk/disco group 
tells his story and charts the rise of his 
legendary band in this sincere memoir 
that captures the heart and soul of an artist 
whose groundbreaking sound continues to 
influence music today. 224 pp.
978-0-06-232915-8 
___021088790 26.99

 
The Keeper 
A Life of Saving Goals and Achieving Them
Tim Howard HR  
with Ali Benjamin
In this inspiring, down-to-earth memoir, 
the revered goalkeeper and American 
icon idolized by millions worldwide for his 
dependability, daring, and humility recounts 
his rise to stardom at the 2014 World Cup, the 
psychological and professional challenges 
he has faced, and the enduring faith that has 
sustained him. 320 pp.
978-0-06-238737-0 
___023571264 paper 15.99

 
Kelly Tough 
Live Courageously by Faith
Erin Kelly BRST
with Jill Kelly
Foreword by Peter King
This is the story of love between 
a father and a daughter—Buffalo 
Bills’ former quarterback, Jim 
Kelly, and his oldest daughter 
Erin. Erin shares a deeply personal 
account of the love a family can 
have for each other during the 
darkest times, and a greater love 
that a heavenly Father can give. 
224 pp.
978-1-42455-018-0
___021593194 paper 16.99

 
A Life of Lies and Spies 
Tales of a CIA Ops Polygraph Interrogator
Alan B. Trabue THDU
Trabue exposes the often perilous world of 
polygraphing foreign spies in support of 
CIA espionage programs, recounting his 
incredible, true-life adventures, that spanned 
40 countries during his 38-year career 
directing the CIA’s worldwide covert ops 
polygraph program. 320 pp.
978-1-25006-504-9 
___020925948 26.99
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The Life of Saul Bellow 
To Fame and Fortune, 1915-1964
Zachary Leader KNPF
Literary scholar and biographer Leader 
marks the centenary of Bellow’s birth as well 
as the 10th anniversary of his death, drawing 
on unprecedented access to Bellow’s 
papers, including much previously restricted 
material, as well as interviews with more 
than 150 of the novelist’s closest relations. 
832 pp.
978-0-307-26883-9 
___020494221 40.00

 
Lights & Sirens 
The Education of a Paramedic
Kevin Grange BRKP
Nine months of tying tourniquets and 
pushing new medications, of IVs, chest 
compressions, and defibrillator shocks. A 
true account of going through UCLA’s famed 
Daniel Freeman Paramedic Program—and 
practicing emergency medicine on the 
streets of Los Angeles. 336 pp.
978-0-425-27523-8 
___021318711 paper 16.00

 
A Long Way Home 
A Boy’s Incredible Journey from India to 
Australia and Back Again
Saroo Brierley BRKP
The miraculous and triumphant story of a 
young man who rediscovers not only his 
childhood life and home but an identity long-
since left behind. 288 pp.
978-0-425-27619-8 
___021267669 paper 16.00

 
The Madwoman in the Volvo 
My Year of Raging Hormones
Sandra Tsing Loh NORT
In a memoir of middle age, Loh speaks 
hilariously and honestly about her life as 
a mother, a daughter, and an artist. She 
recounts her journey through a tumultuous 
time of life, trying to maintain appearances 
during an epic hormonal—and that means 
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual—
change. 288 pp.
978-0-393-35109-5 
___021280305 paper 15.95

 
The Map Thief 
Michael Blanding GTHM
The gripping story of an infamous crime, a 
revered rare-map dealer with an unsavory 
secret, and the ruthless subculture that 
consumed him. Acclaimed reporter Blanding 
delves into the untold history of E. Forbes 
Smiley—a fascinating high-stakes criminal—
and shares the fascinating histories of maps 
that charted the New World. 320 pp.
978-1-59240-940-2 
___021267937 paper 17.00

 
Minecraft, 2nd Ed. 
The Unlikely Tale of Markus “Notch” Persson 
and the Game That Changed Everything
Daniel Goldberg SEVO
and Linus Larsson
For this second edition, the incredible tale 
of a little game that shook the gaming world 
has been enriched with additional writing 
and new personalities. A Cinderella story of 
the Internet age—improbable success, fast 
money, and digital technology’s power to 
shake up a rock-solid industry. 304 pp.
978-1-60980-575-3 
___021139591 23.95

 
The Mockingbird Next Door 
Life with Harper Lee
Marja Mills PNGN
The story of Mills’ friendship with Harper 
Lee and her sister, Alice, is a testament 
to the great intelligence, sharp wit, and 
tremendous storytelling power of these two 
women. Mills was given a rare opportunity 
to know the author, to be part of the Lees’ 
life in Alabama, and to hear them reflect on 
their upbringing and the impact of To Kill a 
Mockingbird. 288 pp.
978-0-14-312766-6 
___021267939 paper 17.00

 
Model Woman 
Eileen Ford and the Business of Beauty
Robert Lacey HR  
A revealing, no-holds-barred portrait of the 
legendary Eileen Ford, the entrepreneur who 
transformed the business of modeling and 
helped invent the celebrity supermodel—
based on exclusive interviews with the 
legend herself and those who knew her best. 
368 pp.
978-0-06-210807-4 
___021171874 29.99

 
Molina 
The Story of the Father Who Raised an 
Unlikely Baseball Dynasty
Bengie Molina SS  
with Joan Ryan
The inspiring true story of the poor Puerto 
Rican factory worker, Benjamin Molina 
Santana, who against all odds raised the 
greatest baseball dynasty of all time: Molina’s 
three sons—Bengie, Jose, and Yadier, all who 
have earned a unprecedented two World 
Series rings each. 256 pp.
978-1-45164-104-2 
___021318797 25.00

 
The Monkey on My Back 
Debbi Morgan SBBI
A deeply personal memoir spanning three 
generations of women, this is the intimate 
autobiography of Emmy Award-winning 
actress Morgan, best known as Angie 
Hubbard on the long-running soap opera All 
My Children. 304 pp.
978-1-59309-642-7 
___020622281 paper 15.00
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More Fool Me 
A Memoir
Stephen Fry OVER
Filled with raw, electric extracts from his 
diaries of the time, More Fool Me is a 
brilliant, eloquent account by a man driven 
to create and to entertain—revealing a side 
he has long kept hidden. 400 pp.
978-1-46831-133-4 
___021318637 29.95

 
Nabokov in America 
On the Road to Lolita
Robert Roper WALK
A unique portrait of Vladimir Nabokov told 
through the lens of the years he spent in a 
land that enchanted him, America. 320 pp.
978-0-8027-4363-3 
___020857956 28.00

 
Neil Armstrong 
A Life of Flight
Jay Barbree GRIF
Introduction by John Glenn
Working from 50 years of conversations 
he had with the famous astronaut, Barbree 
offers previously unseen photos and 
personal stories never before revealed, 
including what Armstrong really felt when he 
took that first step on the moon, what life in 
NASA was like, and what he felt the future of 
space exploration should be. 384 pp.
978-1-25004-072-5 
___021257201 paper 17.99

 
No Excuses 
A Memoir
Derrick Coleman Jr. GLLY
with Marcus Brotherton
The first deaf athlete to play offense in the 
NFL, also a Super Bowl champion, relates 
his inspirational story of hard work and 
determination in his own words. Great for 
readers of all ages. 320 pp.
978-1-47679-658-1 
___022654204 26.00

 
Not a Game 
The Incredible Rise and Unthinkable Fall of 
Allen Iverson
Kent Babb ATR 
Former NBA superstar Allen Iverson—one of 
basketball’s most controversial and enigmatic 
figures—comes vividly to light in this hard-
hitting biography that examines what drove 
his successes and failures. 320 pp.
978-1-47673-765-2 
___021318745 26.00

 
On the Move 
A Life
Oliver Sacks KNPF
The author of Musicophilia and 
Awakenings, whom The New York 
Times referred to as “the poet 
laureate of medicine,” chronicles 
his life with unbridled honesty 
and humor. Here is the story 
of a brilliantly unconventional 
physician and writer—and of the 
man who has illuminated the 
many ways that the brain makes 
people human. 416 pp.
978-0-385-35254-3
___023891142 27.95

 
cOnce Upon a Time in Russia 
The Rise of the Oligarchs: A True Story of 
Ambition, Wealth, Betrayal, and Murder
Ben Mezrich ATR 
The bestselling author of Bringing Down 
the House and The Accidental Billionaires 
delivers an epic drama of wealth, rivalry, 
and betrayal among mega-wealthy 
Russian oligarchs—and its international 
repercussions. 288 pp.
978-1-47677-189-2 
___022136987 28.00

 
The Orpheus Clock 
The Search for My Family’s Art Treasures 
Stolen by the Nazis
Simon Goodman SCRB
The passionate, gripping, true story of one 
man’s single-minded quest to reclaim what 
the Nazis stole from his family, their beloved 
art collection, and to restore their legacy.  352 
pp.
978-1-45169-763-6 
___021319159 28.00

 
Pale Horse Rider 
Conspiracies, Craziness, and Pure Prophecy 
in William Cooper’s Post-America America
Mark Jacobson BRID
A legendary journalist explores the cult of 
conspiracy originated by Milton William 
Cooper, and how it has contributed to the 
current American paranoid mindset. 288 pp.
978-0-399-16995-3 
___021267617 26.95

 
Perfectly Miserable 
Guilt, God and Real Estate in a Small Town
Sarah Payne Stuart RVRH
A wryly comic memoir that examines the 
pillars of New England WASP culture—class, 
history, family, money, envy, perfection, and, 
of course, real estate—through the lens of 
mothers and daughters. 320 pp.
978-1-59463-390-4 
___021267637 paper 16.00
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Primates of Park Avenue 
A Memoir
Wednesday Martin SS  
Like an urban Dian Fossey, Martin decodes 
the primate social behaviors of Upper East 
Side mothers in a brilliantly original and witty 
memoir about her adventures assimilating 
into that most secretive and elite tribe. 256 
pp.
978-1-47676-262-3 
___021319007 26.00

 
The Quiet Man 
The Indispensable Presidency of George 
H.W. Bush
John H. Sununu BCCV
In this major reassessment of George Herbert 
Walker Bush, the 41st president of the United 
States, his former Chief of Staff offers a long 
overdue appreciation of the man and his 
universally underrated and misunderstood 
presidency. 432 pp.
978-0-06-238428-7 
___021108305 28.99

 
Rock and a Heart Place 
A Rock ‘n’ Roller-coaster Ride from 
Rebellion to Sweet Salvation
Ken Mansfield BRST
and Marshall Terrill
Award-winning producer and 
music executive Mansfield and 
biographer Terrill trace the rise, 
fall, and redemption of famous 
entertainers who were brought to 
their knees—a great place to meet 
God. 304 pp.
978-1-42454-999-3
___021593197 22.99

 
The Secret of Golf 
The Story of Tom Watson and Jack Nicklaus
Joe Posnanski SS  
From Posnanski, author of the #1 New York 
Times bestseller Paterno, comes a story 
of friendship and rivalry between two golf 
legends, whose sparring matches, including 
a combined 26 major championships and 
enduring relationship, defined the sport for 
more than a decade. 256 pp.
978-1-47676-643-0 
___021319074 27.00

 
The Seven Good Years 
A Memoir
Etgar Keret RVHD
A brilliant, life-affirming, and hilarious 
memoir from a “genius” (The New York 
Times) and master storyteller. What emerges 
from a dark reality is a series of sublimely 
absurd ruminations on everything from 
Keret’s three-year-old son’s impending 
military service to the terrorist mindset 
behind Angry Birds. 192 pp.
978-1-59463-326-3 
___021267700 26.95

 
The Shed That Fed a Million Children 
The Extraordinary Story of Mary’s Meals
Magnus MacFarlane-Barrow HCUK
In the tradition of Little Princes and The 
Boy Who Harnessed the Wind comes the 
inspiring story of how MacFarlane-Barrow 
created the international charity Mary’s 
Meals, which now provides 1 million children 
in developing countries a daily meal in a 
place of learning. 320 pp.
978-0-00-813270-5 
___022449665 21.99

 
Snakes! Guillotines! Electric Chairs! 
My Adventures in the Alice Cooper Group
Dennis Dunaway THDU
and Chris Hodenfield
From struggling for recognition to topping 
the charts, a hair-raising backstage memoir 
of the rck band Alice Cooper, from the 
bassist and co-songwriter, co-written by the 
journalist who first covered the band for 
Rolling Stone. 304 pp.
978-1-25004-808-0 
___020925985 26.99

 
Stir 
My Broken Brain and the Meals that Brought 
Me Home
Jessica Fechtor HDOS
An exquisite memoir about how food 
connects us to ourselves, our lives, and 
each other, cataloging Fechtor’s journey to 
recovery after suffering a brain aneurysm 
and a life-threatening infection. Includes 27 
recipes for dishes that comfort and delight. 
304 pp.
978-1-59463-132-0 
___021165883 25.95

 
The Surrender Experiment 
My Journey Into Life’s Perfection
Michael A. Singer HARM
After a deep spiritual awakening, Singer 
decided to let go of his personal preferences 
and simply let life call the shots. This is the 
astonishing true-life story of what happens 
when people let go of worries, and transform 
misdirected desires. 272 pp.
978-0-8041-4110-9 
___021088519 paper 16.95

 
That Thing You Do with Your Mouth 
David Shields MEEY
and Samantha Matthews
An American actress who makes a living 
dubbing Italian porn films into English 
recounts, to New York Times-bestselling 
author Shields, a history of desire and 
trauma, of sex and love, in the form of a 
“sexual autobiography.”  160 pp.
978-1-940450-64-3 
___021318576 paper 15.00
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The Theft of Memory 
Losing My Father, One Day at a Time
Jonathan Kozol CRNP
Now, in the most personal book of his career, 
the National Book Award-winning author 
tells the story of his father’s life and work as a 
nationally noted specialist in brain disorders 
and his astonishing ability to explain the 
causes of his onset Alzheimer’s, narrating, 
step-by-step, his slow descent into dementia. 
320 pp.
978-0-8041-4097-3 
___021088523 26.00

 
Under the Same Sky 
From Starvation in North Korea to Salvation 
in America
Joseph Kim HM  
with Stephan Talty
A searing story of starvation and survival 
in North Korea, followed by a dramatic 
escape, rescue by activists and Christian 
missionaries, and success in the United 
States thanks to newfound faith and courage. 
288 pp.
978-0-544-37317-4 
___020688765 28.00

 
Vindicated 
Confessions of a Video Vixen, Ten Years Later
Karrine Steffans BEBE
This dark, long journey into the life of an 
abused and tormented woman, wife, and 
mother uncovers a long-guarded set of 
painful personal truths, reveals the inspiring 
details of her life-saving triumph, and will 
change everything readers thought they 
knew about Steffans. 240 pp.
978-1-940363-82-0 
___021133365 24.95

 
Wellington 
Waterloo and the Fortunes of Peace 1814-
1852
Rory Muir YALE
From the leading Wellington historian, a 
fascinating reassessment of the Duke’s most 
famous victory and his role in the turbulent 
politics after Waterloo. 744 pp.
978-0-300-18786-1 
___018654509 40.00

 
What It Takes 
Fighting for My Life and My Love of the 
Game
Mark Herzlich NAL 
Foreword by Tom Coughlin
In 2011, Herzlich became starting linebacker 
for the New York Giants and triumphed in 
the Super Bowl—after being told his cancer 
diagnosis meant he would never play 
football again. Told with candor and raw 
emotion, a story for anyone who has ever 
been told that what they are about to attempt 
is next to impossible. 288 pp.
978-0-451-46880-2 
___021267626 paper 15.00

 
The World According to Bob 
The Further Adventures of One Man and His 
Streetwise Cat
James Bowen GRIF
The sequel to the international bestseller 
A Street Cat Named Bob continues the 
remarkable adventures of Bowen and Bob in 
the touching and true stroy about one man 
and the cat that changed his life. 304 pp.
978-1-25006-781-4 
___021256628 paper 15.99

 
Yoga for Life 
A Journey to Inner Peace and Freedom
Colleen Saidman Yee ATR 
with Susan K. Reed
Rodney Yee, Afterword
From a rebellious young woman with a 
dangerous heroin habit to a globe-trotting 
fashion model to “First Lady of Yoga” (The 
New York Times), Saidman Yee tells the 
remarkable story of how she found herself 
through the healing power of yoga—and 
then inspired others to do the same. 272 pp.
978-1-47677-678-1 
___021319040 paper 22.99

 
You Can’t Make This Up 
Miracles, Memories, and the Perfect Marriage 
of Sports and Television
Al Michaels MORW
and L. Jon Wertheim
In this highly entertaining and insightful 
memoir, one of television’s most respected 
broadcasters interweaves the story of his life 
and career with lively firsthand tales of some 
of the most thrilling events and fascinating 
figures in modern sports. 368 pp.
978-0-06-231497-0 
___021171897 paper 16.99

 
You’re Making Me Hate You 
An Uncommon Guide to Common Sense
Corey Taylor DACP
In the tradition of the late great George 
Carlin, Taylor offers up his condemnation 
of the alarming rise in worldwide idiocy, 
buffoonery, and out-and-out disregard for 
intelligent thought. 256 pp.
978-0-306-82358-9 
___020858056 25.99

BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
The ABCs of Success 
The Essential Principles from America’s 
Greatest Prosperity Teacher
Bob Proctor TARC
An accessible guide to the principles of 
success by one of the most respected 
and sought-after motivational speakers of 
modern time. This inspirational guide uses a 
wide variety of subjects, from “Achievement” 
to “Worry,” to bring clarity, information, and 
motivation to readers. 240 pp.
978-0-399-17518-3 
___021267847 paper 15.95
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The Full Catastrophe 
Travels Among the New Greek Ruins
James Angelos CRNP
Reported from the mountain villages, idyllic 
islands, and hardscrabble streets that 
define the country today, a well-informed, 
good-humored, and critical narrative of the 
chicanery and troubles in Greece that have 
shaken Europe and the world’s economy. 304 
pp.
978-0-385-34648-1 
___021088518 27.00

 
How Music Got Free 
The End of an Industry, the Turn of the 
Century, and the Patient Zero of Piracy
Stephen Witt VIK 
The gripping untold story of the music 
piracy revolution and the inventors, 
executives, factory workers, and tech pirates 
that changed the world—a riveting story 
of obsession, music, crime, and money 
featuring visionaries and criminals, moguls 
and tech-gifted teenagers. 304 pp.
978-0-525-42661-5 
___021267649 27.95

 
If You’re So Smart, Why Aren’t You Happy? 
How to Win at Work Without Flunking Life
Raj Raghunathan, Ph.D. BASC
Business school professor Raghunathan 
draws on original research and interviews 
with leading experts in psychology, business, 
and behavioral economics to show how the 
smart-and-successful can learn to be happy.  
288 pp.
978-0-465-08565-1 
___021232614 27.99

 
cMisbehaving 
The Making of Behavioral Economics
Richard H. Thaler NORT
Based of a career studying the radical notion 
that the central agents in the economy are 
humans—Thaler presents his arresting, 
frequently hilarious account of the struggle 
to ground economics and change the way 
we think about it, ourselves, and our world. 
336 pp.
978-0-393-08094-0 
___021280270 27.95

 
Move 
Putting America’s Infrastructure Back in the 
Lead
Rosabeth Moss Kanter NORT
A new vision for American mobility, where 
local leaders shape initiatives without 
waiting for Congress to act, and ambitious 
companies partner with governments to 
tackle projects that serve the public good, 
create jobs, and improve quality of life while 
providing healthy sources of investment.  
256 pp.
978-0-393-24680-3 
___021280291 26.95

 
cMove Your Bus 
An Extraordinary New Approach to 
Accelerating Success in Work and Life
Ron Clark TOUS
New York Times-bestselling author and 
award-winning educator Clark applies his 
successful leadership principles to the 
business world in this effective and accessible 
guidebook, perfect for any manager looking 
to inspire and motivate his or her team. 144 
pp.
978-1-50110-503-6 
___021319075 20.00

 
The Open Organization 
Igniting Passion and Performance
Jim Whitehurst, CEO, Red Hat HABU
Foreword by Gary Hamel
Through a mix of vibrant stories, candid 
lessons, and tested processes, president and 
CEO of one of the world’s most revolutionary 
software companies, tells first-hand his 
journey from traditional manager and 
“chief” problem solver to CEO of one of the 
most open organizational environments he’d 
ever encountered. 256 pp.
978-1-62527-527-1 
___021133424 30.00

 
Power Score 
Your Formula for Leadership Success
Geoff Smart et al. BALL
In the tradition of the business classic One 
Minute Manager®, the bestselling team 
behind Who: The A Method for Hiring 
returns with a game-changing approach to 
successful leadership through developing 
PoWeR (Priorities, Who, Relationships). 192 
pp.
978-0-345-54735-4 
___021139566 26.00

 
Television Is the New Television 
The Unexpected Triumph of Old Media in the 
Digital Age
Michael Wolff PTFL
Wolff argues that digital media isn’t working 
for any content creator, old or new, and 
provides a  fresh perspective on the ongoing 
war for media profits, and why the ultimate 
winners will surprise people. 224 pp.
978-1-59184-813-4 
___021318712 26.95

 
Think and Grow Rich for Women 
Using Your Power to Create Success and 
Significance
Sharon Lechter TARC
The award-winning author of Think and Grow 
Rich: Three Feet from Gold and coauthor of 
the multimillion-selling Rich Dad, Poor Dad 
offers a powerful new book that combines 
Napoleon Hill’s classic 13 Steps to Success 
with case studies of noteworthy women, 
outlining a master plan for success for all 
women. 352 pp.
978-0-399-17476-6 
___021267686 paper 16.95
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Who Gets What—And Why 
Alvin E. Roth MRNB
A Nobel laureate reveals the often surprising 
rules that govern a vast array of activities—
both mundane and life-changing—where 
money plays little or no role. 272 pp.
978-0-544-29113-3 
___020687909 28.00

 
Why Information Grows 
The Evolution of Order, from Atoms to 
Economies
César Hidalgo BASC
Interdisciplinary theorist Hidalgo argues 
that much can be learned by measuring a 
country’s ability to make complex products, 
combining the seemingly disparate fields 
of economic development and physics to 
present a new rubric for economic growth. 
176 pp.
978-0-465-04899-1 
___020304629 27.99

 
Your Strategy Needs a Strategy 
How to Choose and Execute the Right 
Approach
Martin Reeves et al. HABU
A practical guide to help readers match their 
approach strategy to their environment and 
execute it effectively, to combine different 
approaches for companies which operate 
in multiple environments, and to lead 
organizations in making better strategic 
choices. 272 pp.
978-1-62527-586-8 
___021133421 32.00

CAREERS / JOB OPPORTUNITIES

 
Risk/Reward 
Why Intelligent Leaps and Daring Choices 
Are the Best Career Moves You Can Make
Anne Kreamer RH  
Kreamer makes the compelling case that 
embracing risk is one of the best career 
choices a person can make. Timely and 
insightful, Risk/Reward is a unique blend 
of original research and practical wisdom 
that even the most risk-averse person can 
harness to realize success. 224 pp.
978-1-40006-798-5 
___021139582 26.00

CHILDREN’S—1—ALL AGES

 
Avi’s Choice 
Rebeka Rahmani Simhaee MKOS
Janice Hechter, illustrator
Avi is all set to go out with his 
friends when he overhears his 
father on the phone. Grandpa 
isn’t feeling well and Avi is the 
only one able to visit. Should he 
make his friends wait, or should 
he disappoint his grandfather? 
Simhaee sensitively explores the 
struggle of putting others first 
and delivers the satisfaction of a 
choice well made.
978-0-8266-0043-1
___024894342 14.95

CONSUMER FINANCE

 
The Aspirational Investor 
Taming the Markets to Achieve Your Life’s 
Goals
Ashvin B. Chhabra HUSI
The Chief Investment Officer of Merrill Lynch 
Wealth Management explains why goals, 
not markets, should be the primary focus of 
investment strategy—and offers a practical, 
innovative framework for making smarter 
choices about aligning goals to investment 
strategies. 240 pp.
978-0-06-223509-1 
___021103589 29.99

CONSUMER HEALTH

 
10% Human 
How Your Body’s Microbes Hold the Key to 
Health and Happiness
Alanna Collen HR  
Written with style, wit, and accessibility, 
this is science writing at its finest, revealing 
ground-breaking new research about the 
vital role of gut bacteria in the human body 
and how it affects our health and well-being. 
320 pp.
978-0-06-234598-1 
___021931194 26.99

 
The Better Man Project 
A How-To Guide for a Stronger, Healthier, 
Happier Body—Without Trying Too Hard
Bill Phillips RODP
Written and designed in a guy-friendly 
manner—a cross between an owner’s 
manual to a vintage muscle car and a Boy 
Scout handbook—this practical health guide 
will help men achieve the holy grail of a well-
lived life. 496 pp.
978-1-62336-555-4 
___020857921 26.99
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The COPD Solution 
A Proven 12-Week Program for Living and 
Breathing Better with Chronic Lung Disease
Dawn Lesley Fielding, RCP, AE-C DACP
Respiratory therapist and educator Fielding 
brings her 12-week sustainable program—
which has a 100 percent success rate in 
improving the health of her own patients—to 
the public, providing invaluable information 
on diagnosis, medical treatments, rehab, and 
more. 288 pp.
978-0-7382-1825-0 
___020858036 paper 16.99

 
The Coregasm Workout 
The Revolutionary Method for Better Sex 
Through Exercise
Dr. Debby Herbenick SEAL
Developed by a leading sex researcher, 
educator, and columnist, this fitness guide 
introduces simple, science-backed exercises 
to make working out more fun and sex lives 
more satisfying.  225 pp.
978-1-58005-564-2 
___021145221 paper 18.00

 
Essential Oils for Health 
100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Tea 
Tree Oil, Peppermint Oil, Eucalyptus Oil, 
Lavender Oil, and More
Kymberly Keniston-Pond, CIR, CFR, CCMA 
ADMP
Featuring step-by-step instructions and 
plenty of helpful tips, this collection shows 
readers how to make all-natural oils part of 
their daily health and beauty routine, from 
controlling emotional stress to clearing 
sinuses to smoothing fine lines and wrinkles. 
128 pp.
978-1-44058-777-1 
___021935064 paper 12.99

 
Everyday Yoga 
At-Home Routines to Enhance Fitness, Build 
Strength, and Restore Your Body
Sage Rountree VELO
Flexibility, balance, whole-body strength, 
recovery, range of motion, focus—Rountree, 
America’s leading expert on yoga for active 
people, shares her approach to practicing 
yoga every day in this colorful, lay-flat guide 
to yoga poses and routines. 256 pp.
978-1-937715-35-9 
___020755744 
paper 21.95

 
The Exhaustion Breakthrough 
Unmask the Hidden Reasons You’re Tired 
and Beat Fatigue for Good
Holly Phillips, M.D. RODP
A definitive, prescriptive guide to one of 
America’s top health complaints, this guide 
will help readers understand exhaustion, 
rule out any underlying illnesses, correct 
contributing allergies or hormonal issues, 
and incorporate lifestyle factors and 
alternative therapies to improve overall 
energy. 272 pp.
978-1-62336-505-9 
___020857818 26.99

 
The Power of Ashtanga Yoga II 
A Practice to Open Your Heart and Purify Your 
Body and Mind
Kino MacGregor SHAM
With tips and essential background 
information on yoga’s Intermediate Series 
this user’s guide is appropriate for those 
who are already practicing Ashtanga Yoga 
and who want a solid, engaging entree into 
intermediate-level practice. 224 pp.
978-1-61180-159-0 
___020857849 paper 24.95

 
The Survival Doctor’s Guide to Emergencies 
A Physician’s Advice on Being Prepared 
Anytime, Anywhere
James Hubbard, M.D., M.P.H. SYHO
Everyone should know medicine basics for 
times of crisis when there’s no phone, no 
Internet and little time and this field manual 
offer up all that information, from stopping 
bleeding to delivering a baby. 304 pp.
978-1-63220-716-6 
___021048255 paper 24.99

COOKING / WINE

 
The Apple Cookbook, 3rd Ed. 
125 Freshly Picked Recipes
Olwen Woodier STOR
Features a ton of recipes, sweet and savory, 
easy and delicious, featuring America’s 
favorite fruit in dishes perfect for every meal. 
240 pp.
978-1-61212-518-3 
___008370297 paper 14.95

 
The Beetlebung Farm Cookbook 
A Year of Cooking on Martha’s Vineyard
Chris Fischer LB  
with Catherine Young
A year of fresh, simple, seasonal cooking from 
a rising-star chef running his grandfather’s 
five-acre farm on Martha’s Vineyard. 320 pp.
978-0-316-40407-5 
___021227550 35.00
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The Best Homemade Kids’ Snacks 
on the Planet 
More Than 200 Healthy Homemade 
Snacks You and Your Kids Will Love
Laura Fuentes FRWN
Fuentes provides more than 200 
great ideas for solving the snack 
conundrum of combining tasty 
snacks with good nutrition. This 
collection features recipes and 
ideas that readers can whip up 
in minutes, without fuss in the 
kitchen—or fuss from the kids! 
240 pp.
978-1-59233-661-6
___021205340 paper 24.99

 
Clean Green Eats 
100+ Clean-Eating Recipes to Improve Your 
Whole Life
Candice Kumai HRWV
Readers can clean up their diets and look 
and feel better than ever with this simple, 
beautiful cookbook featuring more than 100 
recipes that make it easy and delicious to eat 
clean and green. 384 pp.
978-0-06-238873-5 
___021166073 26.99

 
Coconut Kitchen 
Nature’s Most Beautifying Food
Meredith Baird FMLS
A key authority in the raw food movement 
explores the coconut, one of nature’s most 
versatile foods, and its endless array of 
benefits from health, wellness, and beauty 
secrets that have long been eliminated from 
the western diet. 160 pp.
978-1-939629-72-2 
___020611298 paper 19.95

 
Everyday Detox 
100 Easy Recipes to Remove Toxins, Promote 
Gut Health, and Lose Weight Naturally
Megan Gilmore TENS
A healthy guide to detoxing naturally, all year 
round—no dieting, juice fasting, or calorie 
counting required—to lose weight, improve 
digestion, sleep better, and feel great, 
featuring 100 properly combined recipes for 
every meal of the day. 208 pp.
978-1-60774-722-2 
___021088570 paper 19.99

 
Extreme Food 
What to Eat When Your Life Depends on It
Bear Grylls MORW
This reference teaches readers how to forage 
and prepare simple food in the wild; stalk, 
hunt, and cook game; and provides advice on 
eating insects, anthropods, and amphibians. 
272 pp.
978-0-06-241675-9 
___023890811 paper 15.99

 
Gluten-Free in Lizard Lick 
100 Gluten-Free Recipes for Finger-Licking 
Food for Your Soul
Amy Shirley HRSF
and Karen Morgan
Shirley, the star of truTV’s hit show Lizard 
Lick Towing, joins with Morgan, the owner of 
the acclaimed gluten-free Blackbird Bakery to 
create amazingly tasty gluten-free versions 
of beloved southern classics. Includes tips, 
tricks, and insights, along with a wealth of 
color photos. 208 pp.
978-0-06-238398-3 
___021166071 paper 19.99

 
Grill It, Braise It, Broil It 
And 9 Other Easy Techniques for Making 
Healthy Meals
American Heart Association® POTR
American Heart Association’s first-ever 
technique-focused book, covering healthy 
grilling, roasting, braising, and using the 
slow cooker, microwave, blender, and 
more, with 175 recipes and thorough advice 
on minimizing kitchen time, maximizing 
flavor, and enjoying other benefits of these 
appliances and techniques. 320 pp.
978-0-307-88809-9 
___021088559 paper 19.99

 
The Homemade Vegan Pantry 
The Art of Making Your Own Staples
Miyoko Schinner TENS
Foreword by Isa Chandra Moskowitz
A guide to creating vegan versions of staple 
ingredients to stock the fridge and pantry—
from dairy and meat substitutes such as 
vegan yogurt, butter, mayo, bacon, and 
cheese, to mustards, dressings, pancake mix, 
crackers, pasta sauces, cookies, and more. 
224 pp.
978-1-60774-677-5 
___021139588 22.99

 
In a French Kitchen 
Tales and Traditions of Everyday Home 
Cooking in France
Susan Herrmann Loomis GTHM
A delightful celebration of French life and the 
cooks who turn even the simplest meals into 
an occasion. 352 pp.
978-1-59240-886-3 
___021165969 26.95

 
Lucky Peach, Issue 15 
David Chang et al., editors LKPH
The next entry in this quarterly journal of 
food and writing, each issue focusing on 
a single theme, and exploring that theme 
through essays, art, photography, and 
recipes. 172 pp.
978-1-941235-05-8 
___021085638 paper 12.00
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Modern Homebrew Recipes 
Brewing the Newest Styles Using the Latest 
Techniques
Gordon Strong BREW
As the beer scene changes, so do beer styles 
and Grandmaster Beer Judge Strong offers 
not just a guided journey on the discovery 
of home brewing, but also a primer on 
specific beer brewing techniques, recipe 
fundamentals, and more. 350 pp.
978-1-938469-14-5 
___021285420 paper 19.95

 
cMore Mexican Everyday 
Simple, Seasonal, Celebratory
Rick Bayless NORT
with Deabb Groen Bayless
The follow-up to Bayless’ bestselling 
Mexican Everyday features dozens of 
recipes, including more than 30 innovative 
vegetable dishes, secret weapon flavorings, 
and many other brand-new creations from 
the chef’s kitchen. 384 pp.
978-0-393-08114-5 
___021280272 35.00

 
New England Open-House Cookbook 
Sarah Leah Chase WORK
From caterer, cooking teacher, and food 
writer Chase, a collection of mouthwatering 
recipes that sing with all the flavors and 
textures of New England—the brine of the 
sea, the snap of a fresh vegetable, the tang 
of fresh cheddar.  400 pp.
978-0-7611-5519-5 
___020857986 paper 22.95

 
Tiki Drinks 
Tropical Cocktails for the Modern Bar
Nicole Weston COUP
and Robert Sharp
A food blogger and mixologist bring the 
sweet, fresh, and fruity taste of tiki drinks 
back from the past with traditional recipes 
that honor the flavors of the Caribbean, 
South Pacific, and the Hawaiian Islands, all 
updated for modern tastes. 144 pp.
978-1-58157-302-2 
___021215046 19.95

 
Unprocessed 
My City-Dwelling Year of Reclaiming Real 
Food
Megan Kimble MORW
In the tradition of Michael Pollan’s bestselling 
In Defense of Food comes this remarkable 
chronicle, from a founding editor of Edible 
Baja Arizona, of a young woman’s year-long 
journey of eating only whole, unprocessed 
foods—intertwined with a journalistic 
exploration of what “unprocessed” really 
means, why it matters, and how to afford it. 
304 pp.
978-0-06-238246-7 
___021199487 paper 15.99

 
Van Leeuwen Artisan Ice Cream 
Classic Flavors and New Favorites, 100 
Recipes Made in Brooklyn
Laura O.Neill et al. ECCO
A collection of delicious and flavorful frozen 
treats made from simple, natural ingredients 
easily found in most pantries from Brooklyn’s 
beloved and wildly popular ice cream 
emporium. 256 pp.
978-0-06-232958-5 
___020845256 29.99

 
Vermouth 
The Revival of the Spirit That Created 
America’s Cocktail Culture
Adam Ford COUP
With a rich history, deeply intertwined with 
that of America, here is the first-ever detailed 
look into the background of this aromatized, 
fortified wine, chronicling vermouth’s rise, 
fall, and comeback. 224 pp.
978-1-58157-296-4 
___021215056 24.95

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
Adventures in Mochi-Mochi Land 
Tall Tales from a Tiny, Knitted World
Anna Hrachovec POTR
An adorably madcap adventure that inspires 
readers to create their own world. This 
quirky knitted picture book takes readers 
on a tour of Mochi-Mochi Land in three 
hilarious episodes featuring the zany yet 
beloved characters that Hrachovec is known 
for. Includes 25 complete patterns to knit the 
characters. 144 pp.
978-0-385-34459-3 
___021108539 paper 19.99

 
All Points Patchwork 
English Paper Piecing Beyond the Hexagon, 
for Quilts & Small Projects
Diane Gilleland STOR
This complete course in English paper 
piecing takes readers far beyond traditional 
hexagons with step-by-step photos showing 
how to connect triangles, octagons, 
diamonds, jewels, triangles, tumblers, 
pentagons, and curved shapes.  224 pp.
978-1-61212-420-9 
___008370086 paper 19.95

 
Collage, Paint, Draw 
Explore Mixed Media Techniques and 
Materials
Sue Pelletier NOLI
In this fun and colorful guide, readers learn 
how to use heartfelt images as a starting 
point to jump into the world of mixed-media 
art. Features projects that use 40 diverse 
materials and 30 different techniques. 128 pp.
978-1-44033-702-4 
___020907496 paper 24.99
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Color Concrete Garden Projects 
Make Your Own Planters, Furniture, and Fire 
Pits Using Creative Techniques and Vibrant 
Finishes
Nathan Smith TIMP
and Michael Snyder
With instruction on how to mix concrete, use 
forms and molds, add color, along with other 
innovative techniques, this hands-on guide 
takes outdoor spaces from gray to great with 
20 creative projects for furniture, planters, 
art, and more. 208 pp.
978-1-60469-539-7 
___020688836 paper 19.95

 
Embroidery 
Step-By-Step Guide To More Than 200 
Stitches
Lucinda Ganderton DK  
A perfect reference guide to needlework, this 
comprehensive guide inspires and informs 
sewers of all levels with various levels of 
difficulty, step-by-step instructions, and ideas 
on where and how to use them.  160 pp.
978-1-46543-603-0 
___021138277 paper 15.95

 
Geek Knits 
Over 30 Projects for Fantasy Fanatics, 
Science Fiction Fiends, and Knitting Nerds
Joan of Dark, aka Toni Carr GRIF
Kyle Cassidy, photographer
A fun and fashionable compendium of 
knitting patterns with projects ranging from 
easy to advanced—patterns for everything 
from toys to costumes to everyday wear with 
a geeky flair. 176 pp.
978-1-25005-138-7 
___021256595 paper 21.99

 
Modern Terrarium Studio 
Design and Build Custom Landscapes with 
Succulents, Air Plants and More
Megan George FNST
Clean lines and bold color: these aren’t the 
average terrariums. Author George presents 
step-by-step directions for 25 easy-to-make 
terrariums and living landscapes that push 
the boundaries of traditional terrarium 
design. 128 pp.
978-1-44024-299-1 
___021164864 paper 19.99

 
Seems Like Scrappy 
The Look You Love with Fat Quarters and 
Precuts
Rebecca Silbaugh MATN
Popular author Silbaugh is back with 14 
enticing quilts. Includes tips for successful 
scrap quilts: how to mix textures, deal with 
“fashion outlaws,” add a pop of color, and 
more. 64 pp.
978-1-60468-585-5 
___022934186 paper 22.99

 
Simply Modern Lace 
20 Knit Projects
Interweave INWV
Carefully chosen by Interweave editors, these 
standout projects will appeal to a broad range 
of knitters, from seasoned lace enthusiasts 
to those wanting to try a lace project for the 
first time, with easy introductions for simple 
scarves, shawls, and hats. 136 pp.
978-1-63250-104-2 
___021268271 paper 22.99

 
You Inspire Me to Quilt 
Projects from Top Modern Designers Inspired 
by Everyday Life
Cheryl Arkison CTPB
Arkison, the bestselling author of Sunday 
Morning Quilts, and popular quilt bloggers 
share 10 complete quilt patterns, plus advice 
and wisdom on the art of quiltmaking. 128 
pp.
978-1-61745-035-8 
___021285427 paper 24.95

DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
Everything You Need to Know to Manage 
Type 2 Diabetes 
Simple Steps for Surviving and Thriving with 
the Low GI Plan
Jennie Brand-Miller, Ph.D., et al. DACP
From the creators of the internationally 
bestselling New Glucose Revolution/Low 
GI series, a revised edition of the essential 
handbook on reducing health risks posed by 
Type 2 diabetes. 272 pp.
978-0-7382-1847-2 
___021232604 paper 15.99

 
HIIT: High Intensity Interval 
Training 
Intense Workouts—Impressive 
Results: Get Strong & Sexy in 
Less Than 15 Minutes a Day
Lucy Wyndham-Read MMYR
Wyndham-Read outlines the HIIT 
training method and its incredible 
benefits, helping readers find 
the workout that suits them best. 
Includes full explanations of 
what readers need to get started 
with the newest fitness trends 
and contains various guides and 
charts to help them train. 250 pp.
978-1-78255-064-8
___022132556 paper 16.95
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Water Exercise 
Melissa Layne HUMK
Layne delivers 15 programs 
for fitness, rehabilitation, 
and management of chronic 
conditions. There are exercises 
for warm-up and flexibility and 
exercises for those who want 
beginner, intermediate, or 
advanced workouts. She also 
covers common injuries and 
conditions with exercises for the 
ankle, knee, hip, spine, shoulder, 
and elbow.
978-1-45049-814-2
___022156223 paper 19.95

EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
Will College Pay Off? 
A Guide to the Most Important Financial 
Decision You’ll Ever Make
Peter Cappelli PUBA
A highly acclaimed expert separates myth 
from reality in the frenzied, incredibly 
expensive college game, and provides a 
pragmatic cost-effective guide to making 
rational choices that bring long-term payoff. 
224 pp.
978-1-61039-526-7 
___020858035 25.99

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

 
Don’t Trust, Don’t Fear, Don’t Beg 
The Extraordinary Story of the Arctic 30
Ben Stewart NPRS
An astonishing tale of passion, courage, 
brutality, and survival written with wit, verve, 
and candor, chronicles the extraordinary 
story of a crew of 30 activists imprisoned by 
Russian authorities for protesting oil drilling 
in the Arctic. 336 pp.
978-1-62097-109-3 
___021133407 26.95

ETHNIC ISSUES

 
The Lost World of the Old Ones 
Discoveries in the Ancient Southwest
David Roberts NORT
An award-winning author and veteran 
mountain climber takes readers deep into the 
Southwest backcountry to uncover secrets of 
its ancient inhabitants. 352 pp.
978-0-393-24162-4 
___021280281 27.95

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
Baby Care Anywhere 
A Quick Guide to Parenting On the Go
Keith Seibert, MD, MBA, FAAP, AAPE
and Benjamin Spitalnik, MD, MBA, FAAP
Small enough to fit in a diaper bag or stroller 
pocket, this guide to baby basics is a great 
resource for on-the-go moms and dads and 
addresses 150 of the most frequent questions 
and concerns raised by new parents. Covers 
picking a pediatrician, diaper rash, earaches, 
immunizations, sleep, and much more. 150 
pp.
978-1-58110-896-5 
___021133358 paper 14.95

 
How to Raise an Adult 
Break Free of the Overparenting Trap and 
Prepare Your Kid for Success
Julie Lythcott-Haims HOLT
A provocative manifesto that exposes the 
detrimental effects of helicopter parenting 
and puts forth an alternative philosophy for 
raising self-sufficient young adults. 368 pp.
978-1-62779-177-9 
___021088456 27.00

 
HypnoBirthing®, 4th Ed. 
The Natural Approach to Safer, Easier, More 
Comfortable Birthing - The Mongan Method
Marie Mongan, M.Ed., M.Hy., HELC
Lorne R. Campbell, M.D.
HypnoBirthing has gained momentum 
around the globe as a positive and 
empowering method of childbirth and 
Newsweek reports that “studies indicate 
that hypnosis can cut down on pain and 
complications and possibly even shorten 
labor. 356 pp.
978-0-7573-1837-5 
___021097923 paper 19.95

 
The New Single 
Finding, Fixing, and Falling Back in Love with 
Yourself After a Break-Up or Divorce
Tamsen Fadal GRIF
With complete candidness and understanding 
of someone who’s gone through it all herself, 
Fadal provides a post-breakup survival guide 
that covers everything women need to 
know about men, dating, and especially—
themselves. 304 pp.
978-1-25006-400-4 
___021256608 paper 15.99

 
The Soul of Discipline 
The Simplicity Parenting Approach to Warm, 
Firm, and Calm Guidance—From Toddlers to 
Teens
Kim John Payne, M.Ed. BALL
An elegantly simple and inspiring guide 
to help parents set limits, correct behavior, 
and influence a child’s decision-making by 
playing three specific roles in their maturing 
lives—from Governor to Gardener to Guide. 
336 pp.
978-0-345-54867-2 
___020567249 26.00
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Strengths Based Parenting 
Making the Most of Your Children’s Innate 
Talents
Mary Reckmeyer, Ph.D., GLUP
with Jennifer Robison
Grounded in decades of Gallup research 
on strengths psychology, Strengths Based 
Parenting focuses on understanding 
children’s innate talents and strengths—what 
they’re naturally good at and what they thrive 
doing—not their weaknesses and “areas for 
improvement.” 320 pp.
978-1-59562-093-4 
___021085476 24.95

FASHION / GROOMING

 
How to Fake Real Beauty 
Tricks of the Trade to Master Your Makeup
Ramy Gafni RUNN
Celebrity makeup artist and TV makeover 
specialist Gafni knows no one is born 
perfect, not even his famous clients. Here the 
makeup guru shares his secrets to enhancing 
a woman’s natural beauty while “faking” 
what she doesn’t have. 152 pp.
978-0-7624-5598-0 
___020925775 paper 19.00

FICTION - ADULT

 
Asking for It 
Lilah Pace BRKP
Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid 
of her own desires—ashamed to admit that 
she fantasizes about being taken by force, by 
a man who will claim her completely. When 
the magnetic, mysterious Jonah Marks learns 
her secret, he offers to fulfill her fantasy. But 
the secrets in their past threaten to turn their 
affair even darker. 336 pp.
978-0-425-27951-9 
___021267956 paper 15.00

 
On My Knees 
A Stark Novel
J. Kenner BANT
Jackson Steele and Sylvia Brooks continue 
to thrill in the second novel of a scintillating, 
emotionally charged new erotic trilogy that 
returns to the world of Kenner’s beloved 
Stark novels: Release Me, Claim Me, and 
Complete Me. 352 pp.
978-0-553-39521-1 
___021207176 paper 16.00

 
Opening Up 
An Ink & Chrome Novel
Lauren Dane FOVE
New York Times- and USA Today-bestselling 
author Dane delivers book #1 in her erotic 
romance series. PJ is exactly the kind of 
woman Twisted Steel owner Asa Barrons 
doesn’t need. But the chemistry between 
them won’t be denied, and soon he’s 
introducing her to a whole new world in the 
bedroom. 352 pp.
978-1-45558-621-9 
___021230075 paper 15.00

 
Sunstone 
Stjepan Sejic IMAC
Two women—Ally and Lisa—find they’re the 
perfect erotic companions for each other. 
Everything seems perfect, but it’s all fun and 
games till someone falls in love. The hotly 
anticipated second volume of the BDSM 
romance graphic novel that took the world 
by storm. 128 pp.
978-1-63215-229-9 
___022036280 paper 14.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
Allegiance 
Kermit Roosevelt RGNA
Roosevelt presents a sophisticated legal 
thriller that plunges readers into the debate 
within the U.S. government surrounding the 
imprisonment of thousands of Japanese-
Americans during World War II. 352 pp.
978-1-941393-30-7 
___021319181 26.95

 
As Night Falls 
Jenny Milchman BALL
From the acclaimed author of Ruin Falls 
and Cover of Snow comes a breathless new 
novel of psychological suspense about a 
dark, twisted turn of events that could shatter 
a family—perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, 
Chris Bohjalian, and Nancy Pickard. 368 pp.
978-0-553-39481-8 
___021207177 26.00

 
The Assassins 
Gayle Lynds STMS
Six master assassins—each a legend in the 
dark corners of international espionage—
banded together to steal a fortune from the 
middle of a war zone. But the mission went 
tragically wrong, and they retreated into the 
shadows. Now they’re back to wage a final 
battle—this time against one another. 416 pp.
978-0-312-38090-8 
___020925930 27.99

 
Black Valley 
Charlotte Williams BNSK
Therapist-turned-reluctant detective Jessica 
Mayhew is on the trail once again in this 
smart, fast-paced novel of suspense when 
her new client, a chic, moody, obsessive 
painter draws her into what seems to be a 
most artful murder. 368 pp.
978-0-06-237126-3 
___021206946 paper 14.99

 
The Bomb Maker’s Son 
A Parker Stern Novel
Robert Rotstein SVHS
When a fugitive from justice shows 
up on Parker Stern’s doorstep seeking 
representation, he at first turns down the 
case, until the revelation of a startling secret 
from the wanted man’s estranged mother 
all but forces Parker, against his better 
judgment, to change his mind. 350 pp.
978-1-63388-044-3 
___021108592 paper 15.95
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The Breaking Point 
A Body Farm Novel
Jefferson Bass MORW
Past, present, and future collide to throw 
respected forensic anthropologist Bill 
Brockton’s successful, secure life into 
devastating turmoil in this poignant novel in 
the New York Times-bestselling Body Farm 
mystery series. 368 pp.
978-0-06-226233-2 
___020044028 26.99

 
Broken Monsters 
Lauren Beukes LB  
A criminal mastermind creates violent 
tableaus in abandoned Detroit warehouses 
in internationally bestselling author Beukes’ 
new genre-bending novel of suspense. As 
strange and disturbing bodies are discovered, 
how can the city hold on to a reality that is 
already tearing at its seams? 448 pp.
978-0-316-21681-4 
___022524325 paper 16.00

 
cThe Cartel 
Don Winslow KNPF
From the acclaimed author of The Power 
of the Dog and continuing the harrowing 
story of the Mexican-American drug wars 
that fueled it—an electrifying new novel that 
spanning a decade brings this tale of greed 
and corruption, revenge and justice, heroism, 
and deceit into the present moment. 640 pp.
978-1-10187-499-8 
___021437948 27.95

 
Cash Landing 
James Grippando HR  
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Cane and Abe and Black Horizon blends 
Goodfellas and Elmore Leonard in this wild, 
suspenseful caper inspired by actual events, 
in which a band of amateur thieves pulls off 
one of the biggest airport heists in history—
with deadly consequences. 384 pp.
978-0-06-229545-3 
___023256423 26.99

 
Collision 
William S. Cohen FRGE
Former Secretary of State Cohen provides 
an insider perspective in this new political 
thriller about a former National Security 
Adviser plunged into a Washington mystery 
involving the White House, NASA, corrupt 
Senators, an international crime lord—and 
the possible destruction of all humankind. 
336 pp.
978-0-7653-2765-9 
___021088450 25.99

 
Constant Fear 
Daniel Palmer KENS
In Palmer’s electrifying, brilliantly plotted new 
thriller, a private school campus becomes a 
battleground as a desperate father takes on a 
terrifying enemy. 416 pp.
978-0-7582-9345-9 
___020688769 25.00

 
The Convictions of John Delahunt 
Andrew Hughes PSUK
Beautifully observed, seductive, and laced with 
dark humor, this gripping historical thriller is 
set in 1840s’ Dublin and tells the story of a man 
who betrays his family, his friends, his society, 
and, ultimately, himself. 352 pp.
978-1-60598-794-1 
___021215029 24.95

 
Day Four 
Sarah Lotz LB  
The chilling follow-up to Lotz’s The Three. 
Disaster strikes on the fourth day of a 
Caribbean cruise and quickly chaos erupts 
among the survivors. Upon the ships 
recovery the world’s press reports it empty, 
but the gloomy headlines may be covering 
up an even more disturbing reality. 352 pp.
978-0-316-24294-3 
___021227540 26.00

 
Devil’s Harbor 
Alex Gilly FRGE
After customs agents come across a dead 
body when tracking a phantom boat off the Los 
Angeles coast, one of them turns up murdered 
and now in order to clear his name and save 
a child’s life, the other is forced to smuggle 
narcotics into the United States. 304 pp.
978-0-7653-7732-6 
___021088446 24.99

 
The Devil’s Only Friend 
Dan Wells TOR 
The first in a brand-new trilogy by bestselling 
author Wells. After demons killed all those 
close to him, John Wayne Cleaver joins a 
secret government team tasked to hunt and 
kill monsters, but this quiet game of cat and 
mouse is about to erupt into a full scale 
supernatural war. 304 pp.
978-0-7653-8067-8 
___021088405 paper 14.99

 
The Devil’s Only Friend 
978-0-7653-8066-1 TOR 
___021088430 25.99

 
Eeny Meeny 
M.J. Arlidge NAL 
When two people are abducted, imprisoned, 
and left with a gun it’s a game more twisted 
than any Detective Inspector Helen Grace has 
ever seen. But nothing will be more terrifying 
than when it all starts making sense. 416 pp.
978-0-451-47549-7 
___021267742 paper 15.00

 
Emperors Once More 
Duncan Jepson QRCS
From the author of All the Flowers in 
Shanghai comes a new crime thriller that 
captures the sights and sounds of Hong 
Kong and propels the reader into a world of 
international financial intrigue. 416 pp.
978-1-62365-431-3 
___021088542 26.99
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cThe Fixer 
Joseph Finder DUTT
When Rick Hoffman loses his job and 
apartment, his only option is to move back 
to the home of his miserable youth. Now 
empty and in decay since his father’s stroke, 
during renovations he makes an electrifying 
discovery that will put his life in peril and 
change everything he thought he knew about 
his father. 416 pp.
978-0-525-95461-3 
___021165835 27.95

 
Freedom’s Child 
Jax Miller CRNP
Written with a ferocious wit and a breakneck 
pace, Freedom’s Child portrays a mother 
who risks everything to make amends for a 
past that haunts her still. 320 pp.
978-0-8041-8680-3 
___021088586 25.00

 
Ghost Fleet 
A Novel of the Next World War
P.W. Singer MRNB
and August Cole
Two authorities on future warfare join forces 
to create a taut, convincing novel—set in 
2026—about a besieged America battling for 
its very existence. 416 pp.
978-0-544-14284-8 
___020688778 28.00

 
Ghostheart 
A Thriller
R.J. Ellory OVER
Despite her perfect life, Annie O’Neill has 
never been able to reconcile the childhood 
memory of her father’s death. So when a 
mysterious stranger offers her a chance to 
find out about her past, she jumps at the 
opportunity. But the journey unearths a 50-
year betrayal that has too much to do with 
Annie. 368 pp.
978-1-46831-126-6 
___021268062 26.95

 
The Governor’s Wife 
Michael Harvey KNPF
In the latest installment in Harvey’s beloved 
Michael Kelly series, Chicago’s favorite Ovid-
reading, gun-toting private investigator takes 
on Illinois’ first family in a blistering thriller 
that charts the border where ambition ends 
and evil begins. 256 pp.
978-0-307-95864-8 
___021139563 24.95

 
I Saw a Man 
Owen Sheers DD  
This utterly stunning novel of love, loss, the 
insidious nature of secrets, and the enduring 
power of words fulfills the promise of Sheers’ 
acclaimed novel Resistance. 272 pp.
978-0-385-52907-5 
___018065438 25.95

 
Ice Cold 
Andrea Maria Schenkel QRCS
Based on real events and told through 
several voices and documentation, readers 
follow Kathie as she explores her fate in the 
Munich of the late 1930s, the first years of 
fascism—the last before the war—and a very 
dangerous place for young women. 192 pp.
978-1-62365-720-8 
___021206967 22.99

 
Invasion of Privacy 
Christopher Reich DD  
One woman’s quest to discover the truth 
behind her husband’s death will pit her 
against a new generation of cutting-edge 
surveillance technology and the most 
dangerous conspiracy in America. A riveting 
standalone suspense novel from New York 
Times-bestselling author Reich. 384 pp.
978-0-385-53157-3 
___021166414 27.95

 
Let Me Die in His Footsteps 
Lori Roy DUTT
In this spellbinding and suspenseful novel, 
Edgar Award-winner Roy wrests from a 
Southern town the secrets of two families 
touched by an evil that has passed between 
generations. 336 pp.
978-0-525-95507-8 
___021957341 26.95

 
The Mask 
A Vanessa Michael Munroe Novel
Taylor Stevens CRNP
Vanessa Michael Munroe is happy for the first 
time in forever. Bradford, her lover and friend, 
has asked her to come with him to Japan for 
an easy job with no violence involved. She’s 
just there to vacation and enjoy herself while 
he quietly tries to uncover a corporate spy. 
Then Bradford is arrested for murder. 336 pp.
978-0-385-34896-6 
___021236187 24.00

 
The Medea Complex 
Rachel Florence Roberts NAL 
A deep and riveting psychological thriller 
inspired by true events of the Victorian era, 
The Medea Complex explores the nature of 
the human psyche: what possesses people, 
what drives them, and how love, passion, 
and hope for the future can drive people to 
insanity. 384 pp.
978-0-451-47414-8 
___021267636 paper 15.00

 
The Nightmare Place 
Steve Mosby PSUK
In the latest suspense thriller from CWA 
Dagger winner Mosby, DI Zoe Dolan is tracking 
the Creeper—a stalker who’s been breaking 
into women’s homes and attacking them. But 
the Creeper’s violence is escalating and there’s 
no pattern, no clue as to how he’s getting in, 
and no clue as to who’s next. 336 pp.
978-1-60598-788-0 
___021215026 25.95
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cRobert Ludlum’s™ The Janson Equation 
Douglas Corleone GCEB
To prevent a war in Asia—one that could 
quickly spread to the rest of the world—Paul 
Janson and Jessica Kincaid must learn the 
truth behind a young woman’s murder. 416 
pp.
978-1-45557-767-5 
___021230073 28.00

 
cSecond Life 
S.J. Watson HR  
The author of the New York Times and 
international bestseller Before I Go to 
Sleep—now a major motion picture starring 
Nicole Kidman and Colin Firth—returns with 
a riveting psychological thriller, in which a 
woman plunges into the dangerous world of 
online sex to find the truth about the life and 
death of her sister. 432 pp.
978-0-06-206058-7 
___021103584 26.99

 
The Silenced 
Krewe of Hunters
Heather Graham MIRA
Where is Lara Mayhew? A congressman’s 
media assistant suddenly quits her job only 
to disappears on her way home. As two 
FBI agents—one of them Lara’s childhood 
friend—begin to pursue the possibility of a 
serial killer they soon find themselves in the 
middle of a political conspiracy. 368 pp.
978-0-7783-1798-2 
___021318721 24.95

 
Sundance 
David Fuller RVRH
When Harry Longbaugh, better known as 
the Sundance Kid, is released from prison 
in 1913, he is determined to find his wife. 
He follows her to New York City, where he 
confronts a changed world and enemies—
old and new—in this complex and involving 
historical novel. 416 pp.
978-1-59463-389-8 
___021267699 paper 16.00

 
The Tide Watchers 
Lisa Chaplin MORW
In the tradition of Jennifer Robson, comes 
this compelling debut that weaves the 
fascinating story of a young woman who 
must risk her life as a spy to help stop 
Napoleon’s invasion of Great Britain in the 
winter of 1803. 320 pp.
978-0-06-237912-2 
___021171921 paper 14.99

 
Time of Death 
A Tom Thorne Novel
Mark Billingham ATMP
The astonishing 13th Tom Thorne novel is a 
story of kidnapping, the tabloid press, and a 
frightening case of mistaken identity. 400 pp.
978-0-8021-2363-3 
___021145226 25.00

 
Tin Men 
Christopher Golden BALL
The U.S. has deployed the Remote Infantry 
Corps: thousands of robots remote-piloted 
by soldiers whose bodies lie hidden in 
underground bases. After anarchists set 
off a global pulse that shorts out electrical 
connections, half of the Tin Men are 
determined to stay true to their mission and 
save their president; half of them are hellbent 
to save themselves. 352 pp.
978-0-345-54885-6 
___021139565 26.00

 
Tomorrow War 
J.L. Bourne GLLY
In this riveting, ultra-realistic novel from 
Bourne, in the not-too-distant future a 
man struggles to survive after the U.S. 
infrastructure collapses and martial law 
engulfs the streets of America. 320 pp.
978-1-45162-913-2 
___021319078 26.00

 
The Truth and Other Lies 
Sascha Arango ATR 
Dark, witty, and suspenseful, this literary 
crime thriller follows a famous author whose 
wife—the brains behind his success—meets 
an untimely death, leaving him to deal with 
the consequences.  256 pp.
978-1-47679-555-3 
___021318879 24.99

 
The Ultimatum 
A Jeremy Fisk Novel
Dick Wolf MORW
Detective Jeremy Fisk tracks a serial sniper 
who has mastered state-of-the-art airborne 
technology to hunt his prey in this chilling thriller 
from the New York Times-bestselling author and 
creator of the Law & Order franchise. 352 pp.
978-0-06-228683-3 
___021171888 27.99

 
The Ways of the World 
A James Maxted Thriller
Robert Goddard GROV
From the Edgar Award-winning, 
internationally-bestselling British writer 
Goddard comes a captivating new trilogy of 
historical thrillers, set at the tail end of World 
War I and featuring the devilishly charismatic 
James Maxted, a Royal Flying Corps veteran 
who has a hard time keeping himself out of 
trouble. 416 pp.
978-0-8021-2359-6 
___021145142 25.00

 
What Doesn’t Kill Her 
Carla Norton STMS
Reeve LeClaire is working to be seen as a 
normal college student—not as the victim of 
four years of captivity. But she is shocked out 
of her new life by her worst nightmare: Her 
kidnapper has escaped. And as much as she 
would like to forget him, she’s the only one 
who can stop him. 320 pp.
978-1-25003-280-5 
___020925961 25.99
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White Crocodile 
K.T. Medina LB  
An atmospheric debut thriller in which a 
woman encounters a killer haunting the 
Cambodian minefields. Caught in a web of 
secrets and lies, Tess must unravel the truth, 
before she becomes the next victim. 384 pp.
978-0-316-37400-2 
___022524305 26.00

 
The Wild Inside 
A Novel of Suspense
Christine Carbo ATR 
A haunting crime novel set in Glacier 
National Park, where one man finds himself 
on a collision course with the dark heart of 
the wild and the even darker heart of human 
nature. 416 pp.
978-1-47677-545-6 
___021319153 paper 16.00

 
The Wrong Man 
Kate White HR  
The New York Times bestselling-author 
of Eyes on You and The Sixes delivers a 
compelling thriller of mistaken identity 
and psychological suspense about an 
accomplished career woman who thinks 
she’s met the man of her dreams, but turns 
out to be her worst nightmare. 336 pp.
978-0-06-235065-7 
___021171911 paper 15.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Cold Iron 
The Malorum Gates
Stina Leicht SGRR
Fraternal twins Nels and Suvi move beyond 
their royal heritage and into military and 
magical dominion in this flintlock epic 
fantasy debut from a two-time Campbell 
Award finalist Leicht. 576 pp.
978-1-48142-777-7 
___021250784 paper 15.99

 
cThe Darkling Child 
The Defenders of Shannara
Terry Brooks DELR
A thrilling stand-alone novel in the legendary 
Shannara series, after taking up his 
enchanted sword against a dark sorcerer, the 
sworn protector of the Druid order, Paxon 
Leah, must now track down a young musician 
with newly-manifested magic before a rival 
sorcerer can corrupt the boy. 320 pp.
978-0-345-54079-9 
___019143749 28.00

 
From a Drood to a Kill 
A Secret Histories Novel
Simon R. Green ROC 
To save his loved ones, Shaman Bond must 
become a ringer in “The Big Game,” a deadly 
contest that’s undoubtedly rigged by evil 
forces. 400 pp.
978-0-451-41433-5 
___021267850 26.95

 
From a High Tower 
Mercedes Lackey DAWB
The newest adventure in Lackey’s Elemental 
Masters series, featuring a retelling of 
Rapunzel’s not-so-happily-ever-after ending, 
centering on a young woman who can 
magically control air currents. 320 pp.
978-0-7564-0898-5 
___021267596 25.95

 
Greatcoat’s Lament 
Sebastien De Castell JBKV
Compared to the high adventure tale 
of Dumas’ Three Musketeers, this dark 
swashbuckling tale of idealism and betrayal 
in a country crushed under the weight of its 
rulers’ corruption moves forward. 400 pp.
978-1-62365-398-9 
___021102459 26.99

 
The Hollow Queen 
Elizabeth Haydon TOR 
Acclaimed author Haydon returns with 
a heartbreaking tale of love and valor in 
the eighth installment of her USA Today-
bestselling series as  the Cymrian Alliance 
finds itself in desperate straits, beset by the 
forces of the merchant emperor Talquist from 
all sides. 416 pp.
978-0-7653-0567-1 
___021088792 25.99

 
cThe Invasion of the Tearling 
Erika Johansen HR  
In this riveting sequel to the national 
bestseller The Queen of the Tearling, the evil 
kingdom of Mortmesne invades the Tearling, 
with dire consequences for Kelsea and her 
realm. 528 pp.
978-0-06-229039-7 
___021199497 24.99

 
The Liar’s Key 
The Red Queen’s War: Book Two
Mark Lawrence ACE 
The follow-up to the international bestselling 
Prince of Fools continues the story of the 
unusual fellowship between a rogue prince 
and a weary warrior. 496 pp.
978-0-425-26880-3 
___021267783 26.95

 
The Library at Mount Char 
Scott Hawkins CRNP
Neil Gaiman meets Joe Hill in this 
astonishingly original, terrifying, and darkly 
funny contemporary fantasy. With the power 
over all creation hanging in the balance, 
Carolyn works to save her adopted father’s 
ancient library. But she soon realizes that her 
victory may come at an unacceptable price. 
400 pp.
978-0-553-41860-6 
___021210047 26.00
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cThe Magician’s Land 
Lev Grossman PLUM
The stunning conclusion to the New York 
Times-bestselling Magicians trilogy. With 
nothing left to lose, Quentin Coldwater 
returns to where his story began, the 
Brakebills Preparatory College of Magic. But 
he can’t hide from his past, and it’s not long 
before it comes looking for him. 432 pp.
978-0-14-751614-5 
___021267965 paper 16.00

 
PandoraHearts Caucus Race, Vol. 1 
Jun Mochizuki YENR
In this first-ever novelization based on the 
work of the New York Times-bestselling 
manga artist Mochizuki, the elaborate, 
melancholy, and charming world of 
PandoraHearts is woven into short stories 
that peer into the houses of the Four Great 
Dukedoms and reveal even more facets of 
the series’ beloved characters. 256 pp.
978-0-316-30225-8 
___021723657 paper 14.00

 
Pathfinder Tales: Lord of Runes 
Dave Gross TOR 
The aristocratic Pathfinder Varian Jeggare 
and his hellspawn bodyguard Radovan 
(Pathfinder’s answer to Sherlock Holmes 
and Watson) return for their fifth standalone 
novel. In trying to save the world, will Varian 
and Radovan sacrifice their souls? 320 pp.
978-0-7653-7451-6 
___021088484 paper 14.99

 
Spellstorm 
Ed Greenwood WOTC
Greenwood returns to his first novel set 
in the Forgotten Realms world. Working 
from his original notes, he has revised and 
expanded the novel, developing characters 
and scenes that were cut from the original 
edition published in 1988.
978-0-7869-6571-7 
___021088529 27.95

 
Stiletto 
Daniel O’Malley LB  
In this spirited sequel to the acclaimed The 
Rook,  Myfanwy Thomas returns to clinch an 
alliance between deadly rivals and avert an 
epic—and slimy—supernatural war. 352 pp.
978-0-316-22804-6 
___020536603 25.99

 
Storm and Steel 
The Book of the Black Earth, Part Two
Jon Sprunk PROE
Three fates intertwine as dark conspiracies 
bubble to the surface as war and zealotry 
spreads across the empire. A magician: bond 
to honor, duty, and love. A rebel: fighting 
along slaves in an uprising. A spy: treading 
a knife’s edge between love and duty. 515 pp.
978-1-63388-010-8 
___021088574 paper 18.00

 
Tower Lord 
A Raven’s Shadow Novel
Anthony Ryan ACE 
In Blood Song, Ryan introduced readers to “a 
fascinating world of conflicting religions and 
the wars fought in the name of those faiths” 
(Library Journal). Now his epic tale continues 
as Vaelin Al Sorna discovers that there is no 
escape from the call of destiny. 624 pp.
978-0-425-26563-5 
___021267765 paper 18.00

 
Trailer Park Fae 
Lilith Saintcrow OITT
New York Times-bestselling author Saintcrow 
returns to dark fantasy with a new series 
where the fairy world inhabits diners, dive 
bars, and trailer parks, featuring a half-
human who is reluctantly dragged back into 
the world of enchantment, danger, and fickle 
fae by a woman who looks uncannily like his 
dead wife. 352 pp.
978-0-316-27785-3 
___021230041 paper 15.00

 
The War Against the A**holes 
Sam Munson SGRR
Contemporary fantasy meets true crime 
when schools of ancient sorcery go up 
against the art of the long con in this 
stunningly entertaining debut fantasy novel. 
272 pp.
978-1-48142-774-6 
___021250793 25.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Adultery 
Paulo Coelho VINT
When a chance work assignment puts 
her in the path of an old flame, Linda 
thinks that she’s found the answer to her 
unhappiness, embarking on a daring affair 
that reawakens a side of her that she thought 
had disappeared. But when that adventure 
threatens to consume the rest of her life, she 
will be forced to make a choice. 336 pp.
978-1-10187-224-6 
___023897030 paper 14.95

 
cAll the Single Ladies 
Dorothea Benton Frank MORW
The perennial New York Times-bestselling 
author returns with an emotionally resonant 
novel that illuminates the power of 
friendship in women’s lives, filled with her 
trademark wit, poignant and timely themes, 
sassy characters, and the steamy Southern 
atmosphere and beauty of the Carolina 
Lowcountry. 368 pp.
978-0-06-213256-7 
___021103588 26.99

 
All the Single Ladies, Large Print Ed. 
978-0-06-239270-1 HLUX
___021082485 paper 26.99
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American Meteor 
Norman Lock BEVU
A scrappy Brooklyn orphan turned vengeful 
assassin narrates a visionary tale of the 
American West. 208 pp.
978-1-934137-94-9 
___021165668 paper 15.95

 
Ana of California 
Andi Teran PNGN
A modern take on the classic coming-of-age 
novel, inspired by Anne of Green Gables. 
After skeptically agreeing to join a farm 
trainee program in Northern California, 
15-year-old orphan Ana comes to love Garber 
Farm. But when she inadvertently stirs up 
trouble in town, Ana is afraid she might have 
ruined her last chance at finding a place to 
belong. 368 pp.
978-0-14-312649-2 
___021267842 paper 16.00

 
The Appetites of Girls 
Pamela Moses BRKP
In this stunning debut novel, college brings 
four young women together as suitemates, 
where their stories and appetites collide. 
Here, they make a pact to maintain their 
friendships into adulthood, but each must 
first find strength and her own way in the 
world. 416 pp.
978-0-425-27539-9 
___021267831 paper 16.00

 
At Night She Cries, While He Rides His Steed 
Ross Patterson RGNA
Patterson presents a wildly hilarious and 
profoundly vulgar novel following the 
exploits of gold prospector, world-renowned 
lover, and (self-proclaimed) American Hero: 
Saint James Street James. 288 pp.
978-1-941393-49-9 
___021318950 24.95

 
Bad Blood 
Mary Monroe DFNA
In an irresistible blend of humor, drama, 
and unexpected twists, New York Times-
bestselling author Monroe delivers her most 
surprising and thought-provoking novel yet 
in this riveting tale of family loyalty, betrayal, 
and sweet revenge. 336 pp.
978-0-7582-7476-2 
___021045318 25.00

 
Bitter Bronx 
Thirteen Stories
Jerome Charyn LIVR
Bronx native Charyn brings to life the 
pre- and post-Robert Moses world of New 
York’s northernmost borough in these 13 
bittersweet stories. 320 pp.
978-0-87140-489-3 
___021139557 24.95

 
cBlack Glass 
Short Fictions
Karen Joy Fowler PUT 
An innovative, critically acclaimed collection 
of stories by the author of The Sweetheart 
Season and Sarah Canary. 272 pp.
978-0-399-17579-4 
___021957314 27.95

 
Blackbird 
Tom Wright EUOE
On the outskirts of the small town of Ark-
La-Textown, a woman has been found 
brutalized and nailed to a cross. Detective 
Bonham recognizes her immediately as one 
of the town’s psychologists and the questions 
begin to mount up. 288 pp.
978-1-60945-270-4 
___021406586 paper 17.00

 
The Bone Clocks 
David Mitchell RH  
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Cloud Atlas presents a vast, intricate novel 
that tells the story of fiery, brilliant, irresistable 
Holly Sykes’ life in six interconnected 
episodes. “Astonishing . . . [Mitchell] writes 
with a furious intensity and slapped-awake 
vitality, with a delight in language and all the 
rabbit holes of experience.—The New York 
Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice). 656 pp.
978-0-8129-7682-3 
___021395816 paper 18.00

 
Boo 
Neil Smith VINT
Oliver “Boo” Dalrymple—a ghostly pale 
eighth grader, aspiring scientist, social 
pariah—suddenly finds himself transported 
to a Town, a strange afterlife exclusively 
for 13-year-olds. What follows is a story of 
finding one’s place in the world—be it this 
one or the next. 320 pp.
978-0-8041-7136-6 
___020925701 paper 14.95

 
Book of Numbers 
Joshua Cohen RH  
Ideal for readers of David Foster Wallace, 
Don DeLillo, and George Saunders, Cohen’s 
ingenious breakout novel pulls back the veils 
of the Internet in a prodigious search for the 
meaning of life in the Digital Age. 608 pp.
978-0-8129-9691-3 
___021207167 28.00

 
cThe Book of Speculation 
Erika Swyler STMS
In order to save his sister—and perhaps 
himself—from what seems to be a family 
curse, a young librarian must try urgently to 
decode his family history while moving on 
from the past. Swler’s gorgeous and moving 
debut is a wondrous novel about the power 
of books, family, and magic. 352 pp.
978-1-25005-480-7 
___020925934 26.99
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The Book of Strange New Things 
Michel Faber HGTH
Marked by the same bravura storytelling and 
precise language that made The Crimson 
Petal and the White such an international 
success, Faber’s monumental, genre-defying 
novel is extraordinary, mesmerizing, and 
replete with emotional complexity and 
genuine pathos.  480 pp.
978-0-553-41886-6 
___021166409 paper 17.00

 
The Bookshop 
Penelope Fitzgerald MRNB
Introduction by David Nicholls
“A marvelously piercing fiction” (Times 
Literary Supplement), shortlisted for the 
Booker Prize. In 1959, a kindhearted widow 
with a small inheritance risks everything 
to open a bookshop in a seaside town. 
But by making a success of a business so 
impractical, she invites the hostility of the 
town’s less prosperous shopkeepers. 192 pp.
978-0-544-48409-2 
___020687891 paper 14.95

 
Borrowed & Blue 
Emily Giffin GRIF
A beautifully repackaged bind-up of two of 
Giffin’s beloved bestselling novels Something 
Borrowed and Something Blue, in which two 
friends confront love, betrayals, and a rocky 
path to forgiveness and acceptance. 736 pp.
978-1-25007-083-8 
___021257218 paper 15.99

 
The Cake Therapist 
Judith Fertig BRKP
An award-winning cookbook author presents 
a fiction debut that will leave readers wanting 
seconds. The bakery Neely opens in her 
hometown is just what she’s always dreamed 
of. And yet, as she meets her new customers, 
Neely has a sense of secrets—some dark, some 
perhaps with tempting possibilities. 304 pp.
978-0-425-27732-4 
___020594846 paper 16.00

 
Carl Weber Presents: Country Girls 
Blake Karrington UBAB
Van, Tee, and the other Country Girls of 
the South are back in the latest novel from 
Karrington—and southern hospitality is 
about to take a deadly turn. 288 pp.
978-1-62286-939-8 
___022564116 paper 14.95

 
Charlie Martz and Other Stories 
The Unpublished Stories
Elmore Leonard MORW
A collection of 15 stories, 11 of which have 
never been previously published, from the 
early career of bestselling American master 
Leonard as he was on the cusp of greatness. 
304 pp.
978-0-06-236492-0 
___021171913 25.99

 
The Cherry Harvest 
Lucy Sanna MORW
A memorable, suspenseful coming-of-age 
story and love story, which explores a hidden 
side of the home front during World War II, 
when German POWs were put to work in a 
Wisconsin farm community—with dark and 
unexpected consequences. 336 pp.
978-0-06-234362-8 
___021103594 25.99

 
cChina Rich Girlfriend 
Kevin Kwan DD  
The bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians 
is back with a wickedly funny new novel of 
social climbing, secret e-mails, art-world 
scandal, lovesick billionaires, and the 
outrageous story of what happens when 
Rachel Chu, engaged to marry Asia’s most 
eligible bachelor, discovers her birthfather. 
400 pp.
978-0-385-53908-1 
___021139564 26.95

 
Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands 
Chris Bohjalian VINT
A heartbreaking, wildly inventive, and 
moving novel narrated by a teenage runaway, 
from the bestselling author of Midwives and 
The Sandcastle Girls. Named a Washington 
Post, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel Best Book of the Year. 288 
pp.
978-0-307-74393-0 
___020688194 paper 15.95

 
cDinner with Buddha 
Roland Merullo ALQN
The long-awaited follow-up to the bestseller 
Breakfast with Buddha finds Otto Ringling 
and Mongolian monk Volya Rinpoche on 
another unexpected road trip of discovery. 
320 pp.
978-1-56512-928-3 
___020759199 24.95

 
The Diver’s Clothes Lie Empty 
Vendela Vida ECCO
From the acclaimed author of Let the 
Northern Lights Erase Your Name and 
The Lovers comes a taut, spellbinding 
literary thriller that probes the essence and 
malleability of identity. 192 pp.
978-0-06-211091-6 
___021199395 25.99

 
Doll-baby 
Laura Lane McNeal PNGN
A big-hearted coming-of-age debut set in Civil 
Rights-era New Orleans. When Ibby’s father 
dies in a tragic accident in the summer of 
1964, her mother unceremoniously deposits 
Ibby with her eccentric grandmother, Fannie, 
and throws in her father’s urn for good 
measure. 352 pp.
978-0-14-312749-9 
___021267788 paper 16.00
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cDouble Down 
Fern Michaels KENS
For the first time the menfolk are stepping out 
of the pages of #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author Michaels’ beloved Sisterhood series 
and into the spotlight, in this collection of 
three novellas.
978-1-61773-265-2 
___021303499 27.95

 
Eight Hundred Grapes 
Laura Dave SS  
Bestselling author Dave has been dubbed “a 
wry observer of modern love” (USA Today) 
and a “decadent storyteller” (Marie Claire). 
Set in the lush backdrop of Sonoma’s wine 
country, her latest work is a heartbreaking, 
funny, and deeply evocative novel about love, 
marriage, family, wine, and the treacherous 
terrain in which they all intersect. 272 pp.
978-1-47678-925-5 
___021318928 24.95

 
Elizabeth Is Missing 
Emma Healey PEEA
In this darkly riveting debut novel—a 
sophisticated psychological mystery that is 
also an heartbreakingly honest meditation 
on memory, identity, and aging—an elderly 
woman descending into dementia embarks 
on a desperate quest to find the best friend 
she believes has disappeared. 320 pp.
978-0-06-230968-6 
___023256419 paper 15.99

 
Enchanted August 
Brenda Bowen VIK 
A sparkling summer debut of love and 
reawakening that transports the classic The 
Enchanted April to a picture-perfect island in 
Maine. 320 pp.
978-0-525-42905-0 
___021957295 27.95

 
Evergreen 
Rebecca Rasmussen VINT
From the celebrated author of The Bird 
Sisters comes a gorgeously rendered and 
emotionally charged novel that spans 
generations, telling the story of two 
siblings—raised apart—attempting to share 
a life. 352 pp.
978-0-345-80671-0 
___020688164 paper 15.95

 
Family Trees 
Kerstin March KENS
In this moving and insightful debut novel set 
along the breathtaking shores of the Great 
Lakes, a young woman must decide which 
dreams are worth fighting for, and which 
roots to keep firmly in place. 352 pp.
978-1-61773-524-0 
___020807650 paper 15.00

 
The Festival of Insignificance 
Milan Kundera HR  
From the internationally acclaimed, 
bestselling author of The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being, comes an unexpected 
and enchanting novel—the culmination of 
his life’s work—that is a hymn to friendship 
and an original and humorous commentary 
on our era. 128 pp.
978-0-06-235689-5 
___021199501 23.99

 
Flame Tree Road 
Shona Patel MIRA
From the acclaimed author of Teatime for the 
Firefly comes the story of a man with dreams 
of changing the world and finds himself 
changed by love in 1870s’ India. 400 pp.
978-0-7783-1665-7 
___021285704 paper 14.95

 
Gangsta Twist 3 
Clifford “Spud” Johnson UBAB
What happens to an organized criminal 
enterprise when the weakest link finally 
breaks? With Taz at the helm, The Network 
attempts to align themselves with new 
international business colleagues, but not 
everyone adjusts well to change. 288 pp.
978-1-62286-907-7 
___020759144 paper 14.95

 
A Girl Is a Half-Formed Thing 
Eimear McBride HGTH
Driven to despair by the intimate traumas of 
family, a nameless woman uses her sexuality 
as a weapon and shield. 240 pp.
978-1-10190-343-8 
___021287550 paper 16.00

 
The Girls from Corona del Mar 
Rufi Thorpe VINT
An astonishing debut about friendships 
made in youth, The Girls from Corona del 
Mar is a fiercely beautiful novel about how 
these bonds, challenged by loss, illness, 
parenthood, and distance, either break or 
endure. 256 pp.
978-0-8041-7007-9 
___020688388 paper 14.95

 
cThe Green Road 
Anne Enright NORT
From the winner of the Man Booker Prize 
comes a shattering novel set in a small town 
on Ireland’s Atlantic coast. The Green Road 
is a tale of family and fracture, compassion 
and selfishness—a book about the gaps in 
the human heart and how people strive to fill 
them. 304 pp.
978-0-393-24821-0 
___021280296 26.95
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The Happiest People in the World 
Brock Clarke ALQN
This madcap adventure mixes small-town 
teachers, barkeeps, teenagers, and fry-
cooks with international spies, terrorists, 
and political refugees. The result is a darkly 
funny tale of paranoia and the all-American 
obsession with security and the conspiracies 
that threaten it. 368 pp.
978-1-61620-479-2 
___020759233 paper 15.95

 
Here Are the Young Men 
Rob Doyle BLMS
When a trip to the U.S. turns Kearney’s 
violent fantasies ever darker, four young 
men from Dublin are forced to face both the 
violence within themselves and the limits of 
their own indifference. 304 pp.
978-1-63286-190-0 
___020857839 paper 16.00

 
Hollow Heart 
Viola di Grado EUOE
In this courageous, inventive, and intelligent 
novel, di Grado tells the story of a suicide and 
what follows, giving voice to an astonishing 
vision of life after life and portraying the 
awful longing and sense of loss that plague 
the dead. 176 pp.
978-1-60945-271-1 
___021406587 paper 16.00

 
Hotel Living 
Ioannis Pappos PEEA
Recalling both the excess of The Wolf of 
Wall Street and the drifting narrator of A 
Single Man, Pappos’ debut novel is a portrait 
of privilege, aspiration, and international 
finance during the wayward course of the 
American economy between 9/11 and the 
2008 Financial collapse. 368 pp.
978-0-06-237636-7 
___021199502 paper 14.99

 
The Household Spirit 
Tod Wodicka PANT
In this remarkable novel, the author of All 
Shall Be Well; And All Shall Be Well; And All 
Manner of Things Shall Be Well has crafted a 
big-hearted, luminous story of a most curious 
friendship and the unexpected capabilities of 
the human heart. 336 pp.
978-0-307-37705-0 
___021108530 26.95

 
Hover 
Anne A. Wilson FRGE
After her brother’s tragic death, Sara Denning 
steps into his shoes and joins a Navy battle 
group as a helicopter pilot, despite her fear 
of water. When she’s singled out to be an 
exclusive pilot for a Navy SEAL team, Sara 
must overcome her fears—and follow the 
orders of her heart—before they plunge her 
into danger. 320 pp.
978-0-7653-7849-1 
___021088470 24.99

 
How to Build a Girl 
Caitlin Moran PEEA
The New York Times-bestselling author hailed 
as “the UK’s answer to Tina Fey, Chelsea 
Handler, and Lena Dunham all rolled into 
one” (Marie Claire) makes her fiction debut 
with this coming-of-age novel—a funny, 
poignant, and heartbreakingly evocative 
story of self-discovery and invention, as only 
Moran could tell it. 368 pp.
978-0-06-233598-2 
___021268033 paper 15.99

 
The Hummingbird’s Cage 
Tamara Dietrich NAL 
Dietrich presents a dazzling debut novel 
about taking chances, finding hope, and 
learning to stand up for one’s dreams. 
Includes a conversation guide. 352 pp.
978-0-451-47337-0 
___021267615 paper 15.00

 
I’d Walk with My Friends If I Could Find Them 
Jesse Goolsby HM  
In this powerful debut novel, three 
American soldiers haunted by their actions 
in Afghanistan search for absolution and 
human connection in family and civilian life. 
304 pp.
978-0-544-38098-1 
___020687979 24.00

 
If You’re Not the One 
Jemma Forte SOBK
With her once-perfect marriage now on the 
rocks, Jen is full of “what if” questions about 
whether her bland, suburban existence is all 
she was ever destined for. When a terrible 
accident sends Jen into a coma, she is able 
to see what her life could have been if she 
took a different path. But which one is the 
right path? 416 pp.
978-1-49260-789-2 
___021328009 paper 14.99

 
In the Country 
Stories
Mia Alvar KNPF
This powerful, globe-trotting debut short-
story collection from an exciting new writer 
offers vivid, character-driven stories about 
Filipinos from every walk of life. 368 pp.
978-0-385-35281-9 
___021139572 25.95

 
In the Language of Miracles 
Rajia Hassib VIK 
A mesmerizing debut novel of an Egyptian-
American family and the wrenching tragedy 
that tears their lives apart. 288 pp.
978-0-525-42813-8 
___021267849 26.95
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It’s You 
Jane Porter BRKP
From the USA Today-bestselling author 
of the Brennan Sisters novels comes a 
heartwarming story about finding love and 
strength, even in the darkest moments. 352 
pp.
978-0-425-27715-7 
___021267770 paper 15.00

 
Killing Monica 
Candace Bushnell GCEB
In her latest novel, the internationally 
bestselling author of Sex and the City and 
Lipstick Jungle spoofs and skewers her way 
through pop culture, celebrity worship, fame, 
and even the meaning of life itself, when a 
famous writer must resort to faking her own 
death in order to get her life back. 288 pp.
978-0-446-55790-0 
___020659441 27.00

 
Language Arts 
Stephanie Kallos HM  
The latest novel from the bestselling author 
of Broken for You spins the stories of a 
dedicated teacher, his enigmatic son, and 
a wartime survivor into an affecting tale of 
love, loss, and handwriting. 416 pp.
978-0-547-93974-2 
___020687914 27.00

 
The Last Kind Words Saloon 
Larry McMurtry NORT
A Seattle Times Best Book of 2014, McMurty 
marks his triumphant return, presenting 
a heartfelt tribute to a bygone era of the 
American West. 224 pp.
978-0-393-35119-4 
___021280312 paper 14.95

 
Leaving Time 
Jodi Picoult BALL
A #1 New York Times bestseller that now 
includes the novella “Larger than Life.”  
When Jenna teams up with a jaded private 
detective and a disgraced psychic to search 
for the truth behind her mother’s mysterious 
disappearance, they realize that in asking 
hard questions, they’ll have to face even 
harder answers. 496 pp.
978-0-345-54494-0 
___021872437 paper 16.00

 
cThe Little Paris Bookshop 
Nina George CRNP
An international bestseller filled with warmth 
and adventure, this novel is for book lovers 
and anyone who believes in the power of 
stories in people’s lives. 320 pp.
978-0-553-41877-4 
___021210049 25.00

 
Local Girls 
Caroline Zancan RVHD
With an uncanny eye for the raw edges of 
what it means to be a girl and a heartfelt 
sense of the intensity of early friendship, 
Local Girls is a look at both the profound 
role celebrity plays in today’s culture, and 
how the friends women have as girls end up 
changing the course of their lives. 288 pp.
978-1-59463-364-5 
___021267838 25.95

 
Love May Fail 
Matthew Quick HR  
An aspiring feminist and underappreciated 
housewife embarks on an odyssey to find 
human decency and goodness—and her 
high-school English teacher—in New York 
Times-bestselling author Quick’s offbeat 
masterpiece, a quirky ode to love, fate, and 
hair metal. 416 pp.
978-0-06-228556-0 
___023256424 25.99

 
The Loved Ones 
Mary-Beth Hughes ATMP
“A writer of dexterity and imagination.”—
New York Times Book Review. Nationally 
bestselling author Hughes returns with 
a darkly brilliant Mad Men-esque drama 
of family secrets and professional lies 
reminiscent of Richard Yates’ Revolutionary 
Road and James Salter’s Light Years. 320 pp.
978-0-8021-2249-0 
___021145251 25.00

 
Million Dollar Road 
Amy Conner KENS
Set in the heart of Louisiana, Conner’s 
spellbinding new novel tells of a young 
woman yearning for a better existence—and 
of the secret longings that will change the 
lives of all those around her. 304 pp.
978-0-7582-9514-9 
___020688758 paper 15.00

 
My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She’s 
Sorry 
Fredrik Backman ATR 
From the author of the internationally 
bestselling A Man Called Ove comes a 
charming, warmhearted novel about a young 
girl whose grandmother dies and leaves 
behind a series of letters, sending her on a 
journey that brings to life the world of her 
grandmother’s fairy tales. 352 pp.
978-1-50111-506-6 
___021828017 25.00

 
The Nakeds 
Lisa Glatt RGNA
A hit-and-run accident sends the lives of both 
driver and victim into unforeseen trajectories 
in a riveting family drama set against the 
backdrop of the sexual revolution and 1970s’ 
California. 288 pp.
978-1-941393-05-5 
___021318867 24.95
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A Paris Apartment 
Michelle Gable GRIF
With the help of a salty (and annoyingly 
sexy) Parisian solicitor and a courtesan’s 
private documents, April tries to uncover 
the secrets buried in her old and mysterious 
Paris apartment. And as she digs into one 
woman’s life, April can’t help but take a 
deeper look into her own. 384 pp.
978-1-25006-777-7 
___021256625 paper 15.99

 
A Perfect Ambition 
The Worthington Destiny
Dr. Kevin Leman FMRV
and Jeff Nesbit
The firstborn son of the powerful 
Worthington family has been groomed for 
the White House since his first breath. Will 
family secrets stop him from getting there? 
The first in a new series from bestselling 
author and psychologist Leman and Nesbit, 
the former communications director to the 
Vice President. 336 pp.
978-0-8007-2332-3 
___021257449 paper 14.99

 
A Perfect Heritage 
Penny Vincenzi OVER
“The doyenne of the modern blockbuster” 
(Glamour) returns with her signature writing 
style and eye for strong characters in a 
perfect summer read centered around the 
elegant but cutthroat world of cosmetics. 770 
pp.
978-1-46831-091-7 
___021232670 28.95

 
The Perfect Revenge 
Lutishia Lovely DFNA
In the next page-turning installment of 
Lovely’s The Shady Sisters trilogy, a conniving 
seductress embarks on a spectacular finale 
as her need for revenge reaches a boiling 
point. 320 pp.
978-1-61773-500-4 
___021045349 paper 15.00

 
A Place for Us 
Harriet Evans GLLY
From international bestselling author Evans 
comes an engrossing new novel about a 
woman who, on the eve of her 80th birthday, 
decides to reveal a secret that may destroy 
her perfect family. 432 pp.
978-1-47678-678-0 
___021749987 25.99

 
Red Lightning 
Laura Pritchett CPOI
Ten years ago, Tess Cross left her newborn 
daughter with her sister and hightailed it out 
of what she called NoWhere, Colorado. Now 
she returns to the eastern plains, full of raw 
rage at herself and at the universe, yearning 
for the life she never lead and the daughter 
she left behind. 208 pp.
978-1-61902-533-2 
___021232027 25.00

 
The Remedy for Love 
Bill Roorbach ALQN
When an act of charity goes totally wrong, 
Eric finds himself stranded during a snow 
storm with a young homeless woman who’s 
been squatting in a cabin deep in the woods. 
Danielle is terrified, then merely hostile 
toward the guy bent on rescuing her. As the 
snow keeps mounting, they’re forced to ride 
out the storm together . . . for better and for 
worse. 336 pp.
978-1-61620-478-5 
___020759204 paper 15.95

 
Royal Wedding 
A Princess Diaries Novel
Meg Cabot MORW
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of the Princess Diaries series comes 
the very first adult installment, which follows 
Princess Mia and her Prince Charming as 
they plan their fairy tale wedding—but a few 
poisoned apples could turn this happily-ever-
after into a royal nightmare. 448 pp.
978-0-06-237908-5 
___021103597 paper 14.99

 
cThe Santangelos 
Jackie Collins STMS
Legendary mega-seller Collins chronicles 
passion and power in one of America’s most 
glamorous families. An epic saga filled with 
love, lust, revenge and passion. 544 pp.
978-1-25004-823-3 
___020926002 27.99
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Stand Your Ground 
Victoria Christopher Murray TOUS
From the #1 Essence bestselling and award-
winning author Murray comes a new novel 
about three women forced to grapple with 
their faith and their belief in the justice 
system when they become involved in a 
high-stakes murder trial. 400 pp.
978-1-47679-299-6 
___021318946 paper 16.00

 
The Star Side of Bird Hill 
Naomi Jackson PGUP
Two sisters are suddenly sent from their 
home in Brooklyn to Barbados to live with 
their grandmother, in a stunning debut 
novel of community, betrayal, love, and an 
unforgettable matriarchal family. 304 pp.
978-1-59420-595-8 
___021282361 25.95

 
Stone Mattress 
Nine Tales
Margaret Atwood ANCH
Atwood turns to short fiction for the first time 
since her 2006 collection Moral Disorder, 
with nine tales of acute psychological insight 
and turbulent relationships bringing to mind 
her award-winning 1996 novel, Alias Grace. 
272 pp.
978-0-8041-7350-6 
___022185464 paper 15.95

 
The Story of Us 
Dani Atkins BALL
Just days from marrying her childhood 
sweetheart, what should be the happiest 
time of a young woman’s life takes a turn for 
the worse. After losing her best friend in a 
car accident, she begins to see her world in 
a different light and is now torn between two 
men. 432 pp.
978-0-8041-7854-9 
___021088577 paper 15.00

 
cSummer Secrets 
Jane Green STMS
Green delivers her second blockbuster 
novel of 2015 with the a story of one woman 
struggling to right the wrongs of her past, 
with even more complications in the present. 
320 pp.
978-1-25004-734-2 
___021108467 26.99

 
Summerlong 
Dean Bakopoulos ECCO
The author of Please Don’t Come Back from 
the Moon and My American Unhappiness 
delivers his breakout novel: a deft and 
hilarious exploration of the simmering 
tensions beneath the surface of a contented 
marriage which explode in the bedrooms and 
backyards of a small town over the course of 
a long, hot summer. 368 pp.
978-0-06-232116-9 
___021171899 26.99

 
The Sunken Cathedral 
Kate Walbert SCRB
From the National Book Award nominee 
and author of the acclaimed, New York 
Times- bestselling A Short History of 
Women, comes a deeply moving novel that 
follows a cast of characters as they negotiate 
one of Manhattan’s swiftly changing 
neighborhoods, extreme weather, and the 
unease of 21st-century life. 224 pp.
978-1-47679-932-2 
___021318796 25.00

 
The Sunlit Night 
Rebecca Dinerstein BLMS
From an exhilarating new voice, a stunning 
debut novel—which Jonathan Safran Foer 
calls as “lyrical as a poem, psychologically 
rich as a thriller.” Two lives intersect 95 
miles above the Arctic Circle in a novel that 
explores the depth and complexity of the 
human condition. 272 pp.
978-1-63286-112-2 
___020857666 26.00

 
Sweet Forgiveness 
Lori Nelson Spielman PLUM
Number-one internationally bestselling 
author Spielman follows The Life List with 
a novel in which a woman’s receipt of two 
“forgiveness stones” sends her searching for 
atonement. 336 pp.
978-0-14-751676-3 
___021267760 paper 16.00

 
Thank You, Goodnight 
Andy Abramowitz TOUS
Nick Hornby meets Almost Famous in this 
side-splittingly funny coming-of-middle-age 
debut novel about the lead singer of a one-
hit wonder ’90s band who tries for one more 
swing at the fences. 352 pp.
978-1-47679-177-7 
___021318891 26.00

 
The Third Wife 
Lisa Jewell ATR 
For fans of Liane Moriarty and Jojo Moyes 
comes a riveting family drama with a dark 
mystery at its core, from the internationally 
bestselling author of The House We Grew Up 
In. 352 pp.
978-1-47679-218-7 
___021319177 25.00

 
Those Secrets We Keep 
Emily Liebert NAL 
From the author of You Knew Me When 
and When We Fall comes the story of three 
women with three different lives—and three 
troubling secrets that threaten to come to the 
surface on a long summer vacation in Lake 
George, New York. 336 pp.
978-0-451-47187-1 
___021267938 paper 15.00
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The Ultimate Betrayal 
A Reverend Curtis Black Novel
Kimberla Lawson Roby GCEB
As Alicia Black, daughter of Reverend Curtis 
Black, tries to mend fences with her first 
husband, a ghost from her past puts their 
fragile relationship in jeopardy. And they 
aren’t the only couple struggling, in the latest 
from New York Times-bestselling author 
Roby. 336 pp.
978-1-45555-956-5 
___021199408 20.00

 
The Unfortunates 
Sophie McManus FSG 
This extraordinary debut novel by McManus 
is a contemporary American tragedy of 
breathtaking scope: a dramatic story of 
pharmaceutical drug trials and Wall Street 
corruption; of pride and prejudice; of 
paranoia and office politics; of inheritance, 
influence, class, and power. 368 pp.
978-0-374-11450-3 
___020857658 26.00

 
Us 
David Nicholls HR  
Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize, Nicholls 
brings the wit and intelligence that graced 
his enormously popular New York Times 
bestseller One Day to a compellingly human, 
deftly funny new novel about what holds 
marriages and families together—and what 
happens when everything threatens to fall 
apart. 416 pp.
978-0-06-236559-0 
___023256420 paper 15.99

 
The Vacationers 
Emma Straub RVRH
An irresistible, deftly observed novel about 
the secrets, joys, and jealousies that rise to 
the surface over the course of an American 
family’s two-week stay in Mallorca. With 
wry humor and tremendous heart, Straub 
delivers a richly satisfying story of a family 
in the midst of a maelstrom of change, 
emerging irrevocably altered yet whole. 304 
pp.
978-1-59463-388-1 
___021267911 paper 16.00

 
Valley Fever 
Katherine Taylor FSG 
With all the sharp-tongued wit of her first 
novel, Rules for Saying Goodbye, Taylor 
examines high-class, small-town life among 
the grapes on the vine or soaked in vodka 
in a blisteringly funny, ferociously intelligent, 
and deeply moving novel of self-discovery. 
304 pp.
978-0-374-29914-9 
___020857574 26.00

 
Viral 
Stories
Emily Mitchell NORT
A dazzling collection of stories about how 
the familiar can suddenly turn strange, told 
with absurdist humor and sweet sadness, 
for readers of Lydia Davis, George Saunders, 
and Karen Russell. 224 pp.
978-0-393-35053-1 
___021280298 paper 15.95

 
A Week at the Lake 
Wendy Wax BRKP
From the USA Today-bestselling author 
of The House on Mermaid Point comes a 
powerful novel about secrets, loyalty, and 
the bonds of true friendship. Included in this 
edition only is Wax’s novella, Christmas at 
the Beach. 448 pp.
978-0-425-27447-7 
___021267612 paper 16.00

 
Weightless 
Sarah Bannan GRIF
When 15-year-old Carolyn moves from New 
Jersey to Alabama with her mother, she 
rattles the status quo of the junior class at 
Adams High School. Bannan’s deft use of 
the first-person plural gives Weightless an 
emotional intensity and remarkable power 
that will send readers flying through the 
pages and leave them reeling. 336 pp.
978-1-25007-898-8 
___023586910 paper 15.99

 
A Winsome Murder 
James DeVita UWIP
A serial killer brings bloody 
murder to the pastoral Wisconsin 
town of Winsome Bay, requiring 
the expertise of detective James 
Mangan, a hard-bitten Chicago cop 
with an unexpected knowledge of 
Shakespeare. 196 pp.
978-0-299-30440-9
___024289297 26.95

 
Your Fathers, Where Are They? And the 
Prophets, Do They Live Forever? 
Dave Eggers VINT
From Eggers, bestselling author of The 
Circle, comes a brilliantly executed story of 
one man struggling to make sense of his 
country, seeking solutions the only way he 
knows how. 240 pp.
978-0-307-94753-6 
___021331604 paper 15.95
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Backlands 
Victoria Shorr NORT
In this Bonnie and Clyde story of love and 
betrayal, a band of outlaws fight for control 
of the brutal Brazilian outback. 288 pp.
978-0-393-24602-5 
___021280288 25.95

 
cDeath and Mr. Pickwick 
Stephen Jarvis FSG 
This vast, intricately constructed, indeed 
Dickensian work is at once the ultimate 
homage to a much-loved book, tracing its 
genesis and subsequent history in fascinating 
detail, and a damning indictment of how 
an ambitious young writer expropriated 
another man’s ideas and then engaged in an 
elaborate cover-up of The Pickwick Papers’ 
true origin. 816 pp.
978-0-374-13966-7 
___020857629 30.00

 
Demelza 
A Novel of Cornwall, 1788-1790
Winston Graham SOBK
The official tie-in edition to a major new 
Masterpiece TV series airing this year based 
on the beloved Poldark novels. In this second 
novel, Demelza, the impoverished miner’s 
daughter that Ross Poldark rescued from a 
fairground brawl, is now his wife. But the 
events of turbulent years test their love as 
she struggles to adapt to the ways of the 
gentry—and her husband. 464 pp.
978-1-49262-210-9 
___022398090 paper 16.99

 
cThe Fateful Lightning 
A Novel of the Civil War
Jeff Shaara BALL
From New York Times-bestselling author 
Shaara comes the riveting final installment 
in the Civil War series that began with A Blaze 
of Glory and continued in A Chain of Thunder 
and The Smoke at Dawn. 400 pp.
978-0-345-54919-8 
___021088554 28.00

 
The Ice Cream Queen of Orchard Street 
Susan Jane Gilman GCEB
The bestselling author of Hypocrite in 
a Pouffy White Dress and Kiss My Tiara 
delivers her debut novel—an epic story of a 
fierce young immigrant’s rise to become the 
greatest ice cream maker in America. 528 pp.
978-0-446-69694-4 
___021230046 paper 15.00

 
A Lady of Good Family 
Jeanne Mackin NAL 
From the author of The Beautiful American 
comes a richly imagined novel about 
historical figure Beatrix Farrand, one of the 
first female landscape architects. 384 pp.
978-0-451-46583-2 
___021267925 paper 16.00

 
The Lost Daughter 
Lucretia Grindle GCEB
From the author of Villa Triste comes a 
novel of lives lost and found, as intricate 
and mysterious as the Italian streets where 
the story’s secrets begin when an American 
student studying abroad in Florence 
suddenly disappears. 480 pp.
978-1-45554-878-1 
___021230064 paper 16.00

 
Madeleine’s War 
Peter Watson DD  
Love and danger collide when two Allied 
resistance fighters meet, in this compulsively 
readable blend of romance and drama based 
on actual events in Britain and France leading 
up to D-Day in 1944. 384 pp.
978-0-385-53979-1 
___021088590 26.95

 
The Miniaturist 
Jessie Burton ECCO
Set in 17-century Amsterdam—a city 
ruled by glittering wealth and oppressive 
religion—this masterful debut is steeped in 
atmosphere and shimmering with mystery 
as a young wife learns hard truths about 
love and obsession, betrayal and retribution, 
appearance and truth. 272 pp.
978-0-06-230684-5 
___021103544 paper 16.99

 
Only Wounded 
Stories of the Irish Troubles
Patrick Taylor FRGE
Thrilling tales of the Irish Troubles by 
acclaimed U.S. and Canadian bestselling 
author Taylor detailing sensitive, unbiased 
portraits of the ordinary—and not so 
ordinary—people caught in the partisan 
brutality of Northern Ireland. 288 pp.
978-0-7653-3520-3 
___021088448 25.99

 
Ross Poldark 
A Novel of Cornwall, 1783-1787
Winston Graham SOBK
A new release of the heartwarming, gripping, 
and utterly entertaining saga that brings to 
life an unforgettable cast of characters. The 
first novel in the Poldark series became the 
subject of a landmark BBC series. 336 pp.
978-1-49262-207-9 
___021872475 paper 16.99
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The Sage of Waterloo 
A Tale
Leona Francombe NORT
In one of the most magical, beguiling, and 
distinctive novels of the season, Francombe 
presents the Battle of Waterloo, as told by a 
rabbit. 288 pp.
978-0-393-24691-9 
___021280293 22.95

 
Saint Mazie 
Jami Attenberg GCEB
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Middlesteins comes a stunning novel 
about a Prohibition-era bad girl turned good: 
Saint Mazie, Queen of the Bowery. 336 pp.
978-1-45559-989-9 
___021230079 25.00

 
Tiny Little Thing 
Beatriz Williams PUT 
In the summer of 1966, Christina Hardcastle—
”Tiny” to her illustrious family—stands on 
the brink of a breathtaking future with a man 
destined for leadership. But as the season 
gets underway at the family estate on Cape 
Cod, three unwelcome visitors appear in 
Tiny’s perfect life and begin to unravel it. 368 
pp.
978-0-399-17130-7 
___021267976 26.95

 
cThe Truth According to Us 
Annie Barrows DDDL
From the co-author of The Guernsey Literary 
and Potato Peel Pie Society comes a wise, 
witty, and exuberant novel, perfect for fans 
of Lee Smith, that illuminates the power of 
loyalty and forgiveness, memory and truth, 
and the courage it takes to do what’s right. 
512 pp.
978-0-385-34294-0 
___020567272 28.00

 
Under a Dark Summer Sky 
Vanessa Lafaye SOBK
A stunning debut novel, at once a love story 
set in a time of great turmoil and a vivid 
depiction of a major natural disaster. Based 
on real historical events, Lafaye’s novel 
evokes what happens when people, sweating 
under the weight of their pasts, are tested to 
the absolute limits of their endurance. 400 
pp.
978-1-49261-250-6 
___021388542 paper 14.99

 
The Untold 
Courtney Collins BRKP
Collins offers a stunning debut about a 
female horse thief, her bid for freedom, and 
the two men trying to capture her. “This 
extraordinary novel—propelled by the dark, 
rich talents of a truly brilliant writer—dazzles, 
staggers, and amazes.”—Elizabeth Gilbert 
(Eat, Pray, Love) 304 pp.
978-0-425-27617-4 
___021267869 paper 16.00

 
Wars of the Roses: Margaret of Anjou 
Conn Iggulden PUT 
The brilliant retelling of the Wars of the Roses 
continues with the series’ second gripping 
novel from historical fiction master Iggulden. 
As traitors advance, a queen defends in a 
story ideal for fans of Game of Thrones and 
The Tudors. 448 pp.
978-0-399-16537-5 
___021267816 27.95

 
What Is Visible 
Kimberly Elkins TWLE
Laura Bridgman was the first deaf and blind 
person to learn language, 50 years before 
Helen Keller. Using a stunning array of voices, 
Elkins’ unforgettable novel illuminates the 
challenges of living in a completely unique 
inner world. 320 pp.
978-1-45552-895-0 
___021227554 paper 15.00

FICTION - HORROR

 
A Head Full of Ghosts 
Paul Tremblay MORW
A chilling thriller that brilliantly blends 
domestic drama, psychological suspense, 
and a touch of modern horror, reminiscent of 
Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves, John 
Ajvide Lindqvist’s Let the Right One In, and 
Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting of Hill House. 
304 pp.
978-0-06-236323-7 
___020995059 25.99

 
Robert Kirkman’s The Walking Dead: Descent 
Jay Bonansinga GRIF
created by Robert Kirkman
This novel chronicles the struggles of Lilly 
Caul and a ragtag group of survivor in their 
struggle to rebuild the town of Woodbury, 
Georgia, in the wake of its former tyrannical 
leader’s unexpected demise. 288 pp.
978-1-25006-790-6 
___021256630 paper 15.99
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World War Moo 
An Apocalypse Cow Novel
Michael Logan GRIF
It began with a cow that just wouldn’t die. 
Now the epidemic that transformed Britain’s 
bovine population into a blood-thirsty, brain-
grazing, zombie herd is threatening to take 
over the globe.  And there’s not much time 
left to stop it. 320 pp.
978-1-25006-165-2 
___021256604 paper 15.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Anatomy of Evil 
A Barker & Llewelyn Novel
Will Thomas STMS
A series of murders in the Whitechapel area 
of London is turning the city upside down. 
With various elements of society—high 
and low—bringing their own agenda to 
increasingly shocking murders, Barker and 
Llewellyn must find and hunt down the 
century’s most notorious killer. 336 pp.
978-1-25004-105-0 
___020925923 25.99

 
Ashes to Ashes 
A Patrick Gillard and Ingrid Langley Mystery
Margaret Duffy SVEH
Convinced that the wrong body was cremated 
at her late husband’s recent funeral, Mrs. 
Anne Peters speaks to Patrick Gillard’s father, 
the local rector. But when husband and wife 
team Patrick and Ingrid get involved, events 
soon take an even more bizarre and shocking 
turn.  224 pp.
978-0-7278-8482-4 
___021186398 
28.95

 
Blaze Away 
The New Harpur & Iles Mystery
Bill James CDLC
James’ “highly original” (Booklist) series 
continues as policemen Harpur and Iles get 
mixed up in the criminal world of fine art 
dealing. 208 pp.
978-1-78029-072-0 
___021203463 
27.95

 
Bone to Be Wild 
A Sarah Booth Delaney Mystery
Carolyn Haines STMS
With her relationship in shambles, Sarah 
Booth has a perfect distraction with the 
Halloween ball her best friends are throwing 
in New Orleans. But just as the party gets 
going, a member of the band—and Sarah 
Booth’s old flame—receives a mysterious 
message that threatens his life and the lives 
of his bandmates. 384 pp.
978-1-25004-614-7 
___020925896 25.99

 
Brutality 
A Fina Ludlow Novel
Ingrid Thoft PUT 
The third book in  Thoft’s acclaimed series 
featuring Fina Ludlow, who returns with her 
most hard-hitting case yet. 320 pp.
978-0-399-17118-5 
___021267918 26.95

 
Burnt River 
Karin Salvalaggio STMS
Detective Macy Greeley returns in another 
taut and intimate mystery from acclaimed 
Bone Dust White author Salvalaggio.
When Macy is called to a sleepy ranching 
community in northern Montana, she 
expects to find an open-and-shut, if high-
profile, murder case. What greets her is 
anything but.  336 pp.
978-1-25004-619-2 
___020926028 25.99

 
Crazy Mountain Kiss 
A Sean Stranahan Mystery
Keith McCafferty VIK 
In the latest addition to this acclaimed series, 
Private Investigator Stranahan and Sheriff 
Ettinger reunite to investigate a young girl’s 
death. 336 pp.
978-0-670-01470-5 
___021267693 26.95

 
The Darkness Rolling 
Win Blevins FRGE
and Meredith Blevins
A thrilling, heart-pounding read of family, 
adventure, romance, and vengeance, The 
Darkness Rolling is the first in an evocative 
historical mystery series by two award-
winning authors. 288 pp.
978-0-7653-7860-6 
___021088468 25.99

 
Dead Certainty 
A Harry Radcliffe Mystery
Glenis Wilson SVEH
Having accepted a commission to ghost-
write the autobiography of retiring racehorse 
trainer Elspeth Maudsley, it becomes 
increasingly clear to Harry Radcliffe that there 
are things Elspeth isn’t telling him about her 
past. What’s more, it seems that someone 
is determined to stop him from writing this 
book—and will do whatever it takes. 208 pp.
978-0-7278-8486-2 
___021329053 
27.95
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Deadly Desires at Honeychurch Hall 
Hannah Dennison STMS
When the body of a transport minister 
is discovered in the grounds on the 
Honeychurch Hall estate, suspicion as to 
his unusual demise naturally falls on the 
residents. After all, who could possibly want 
a high-speed train line and rolling stock 
depot built in their front yard? 304 pp.
978-1-25000-780-3 
___020925929 24.99

 
Death at Gills Rock 
A Dave Cubiak Door County 
Mystery
Patricia Skalka UWIP
After tracking a clever killer in 
Death Stalks Door County, park 
ranger and former Chicago 
homicide detective Dave Cubiak 
is elected Door County sheriff. 
His newest challenge arrives as 
spring brings not new life but 
tragic death to the isolated fishing 
village of Gills Rock. 248 pp.
978-0-299-30450-8
___024289259 26.95

 
Death in Brittany 
Jean-Luc Bannalec STMS
An international bestseller, this captivating 
whodunit introduces Commisaire Dupin—a 
witty, quintessential traditional police 
inspector in an idyllic French seaside village, 
which is thrown into an uproar over the 
suspicious death of a legendary hotelier. 320 
pp.
978-1-25006-174-4 
___020926021 24.99

 
Death in Salem 
A Mystery
Eleanor Kuhns STMS
It’s 1796, and traveling weaver Will Rees is 
visiting Salem, Massachusetts, and reuniting 
with his war-time friend, Twig. When the 
woman that Twig loves falls under suspicion 
in a double murder case, Twig persuades 
Rees to stay in Salem and help solve the 
murder—despite the family waiting for him 
back home in Maine. 336 pp.
978-1-25006-702-9 
___020925918 26.99

 
The Devil’s Making 
A Mystery
Sean Haldane STMS
In this Arthur Ellis Award-winning historical 
mystery, an alienist is found murdered near 
an Indian camp and a British constable must 
navigate the conflicting cultures to discover 
why. 368 pp.
978-1-25006-940-5 
___020925968 25.99

 
The Drowning Ground 
James Marrison STMS
In the vein of the hit TV series Broadchurch, a 
new police inspector with a mysterious past 
investigates the disappearance and murder 
of a young girl in a quiet village in the English 
Cotswolds. 400 pp.
978-1-25005-419-7 
___020925940 26.99

 
The Evidence Room 
A Mystery
Cameron Harvey STMS
This atmospheric and beautifully written 
police procedural debut is set in Florida, 
where a murder of a young mother shook a 
small bayou town to its core. Twenty years 
later, the victim’s daughter returns to the 
scene of the crime and learns that the tragedy 
of her past has very real consequences for 
her future. 320 pp.
978-1-25003-115-0 
___020925967 25.99

 
Exit Stage Left 
A Brock and Poole Mystery
Graham Ison SVEH
Detective Chief Inspector Brock investigates 
the murder of a well-known actor. But in 
a case that takes his team from London to 
Paris,  there will be more than one death 
before the shocking conclusion. 208 pp.
978-0-7278-8484-8 
___021186413 
27.95

 
Farmed and Dangerous 
A Local Foods Mystery
Edith Maxwell KENS
Snow is piling up in Westbury, Massachusetts, 
and Cam Flaherty’s organic farm has 
managed to survive the harsh New England 
winter. Unfortunately murder seems to be 
the crop in season. 304 pp.
978-0-7582-8467-9 
___020759153 25.00

 
A Fatal Chapter 
A Booktown Mystery
Lorna Barrett BRKP
New York Times-bestselling author Barrett 
presents another page-turning chapter in 
her Booktown Mystery series. When she 
stumbles upon a suspicious death, mystery 
bookshop owner Tricia Miles finds out that 
murder is no walk in the park. 304 pp.
978-0-425-25266-6 
___021267913 25.95
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The Gentle Art of Murder 
The Compelling New Dorothy Martin 
Mystery
Jeanne M. Dams SVEH
Murder threatens to disturb the creativeness 
of Sherebury’s art college, and Dorothy 
and her husband Alan must put their local 
knowledge and sleuthing skills to good use 
once again.  But when another member of 
the art faculty goes missing, it seems the 
killer’s work is not yet complete. 224 pp.
978-0-7278-8481-7 
___021186397 
28.95

 
The Handsome Man’s de Luxe Café 
No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency
Alexander McCall Smith ANCH
The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency often 
helps people find things they have lost. 
But they have never had to help a client 
find “herself”—until now, in this latest 
installment of McCall Smith’s bestselling and 
beloved series. 256 pp.
978-0-8041-6990-5 
___021395793 paper 14.95

 
Hell’s Gate 
Richard Crompton FSG 
A former Maasai warrior, now detective 
in a tiny town, feels his career has taken a 
nosedive until the body of a flower worker 
turns up in the local lake and he begins to 
wonders if his new close-knit colleagues 
might be involved in something more 
disturbing. 256 pp.
978-0-374-28058-1 
___021260325 26.00

 
Innocence 
Or, A Murder on Steep Street
Heda Margolius Kovàly SOHO
Alex Zucker, translator
Nearly lost to censorship, this rediscovered 
gem of Czech literature by renowned 
Holocaust memoirist Kovály depicts a 
chilling moment in history, redolent with the 
stifling atmosphere of political and personal 
oppression of the early days of Communist 
Czechoslovakia. 272 pp.
978-1-61695-496-3 
___021088578 25.95

 
The Kill 
A Mystery
Jane Casey STMS
Detective Maeve Kerrigan is in the English 
countryside for a colleague’s wedding, but 
even at a relaxing get-away, the job is never 
far.  Midway through the reception, Maeve 
and her abrasive but loyal partner on the 
police force, DI Josh Derwent, are called 
back to London to investigate the murder of 
a fellow policeman. 336 pp.
978-1-25004-884-4 
___020926009 26.99

 
Little Black Lies 
Sharon Bolton STMS
In the small community of the Falkland 
Islands when three children go missing 
no one feels safe and the hysteria begins 
to rise in this wild and beautiful place that 
generations have called home. 368 pp.
978-1-25002-859-4 
___020925984 25.99

 
Manhattan Mayhem 
New Crime Stories from Mystery Writers of 
America
Mary Higgins Clark, editor QIRK
Bestselling suspense novelist Higgins Clark 
invites readers on a tour of Manhattan’s 
most iconic neighborhoods in this anthology 
of all-new stories from the Mystery Writers 
of America. Includes stories from Lee Child, 
Jeffery Deaver, T. Jefferson Parker, and many 
others, plus stunning photography of New 
York City. 320 pp.
978-1-59474-761-8 
___020665116 24.95

 
Margery Allingham’s Albert Campion in Mr. 
Campion’s Fox 
Mike Ripley SVEH
What starts out as the investigation of a 
delicate family matter on behalf of the Danish 
Ambassador quickly turns into a murder case 
for Mr. Campion. With appearances from all 
of Allingham’s regular characters, this witty 
and elegant mystery is sure to delight her 
many fans. 288 pp.
978-0-7278-8478-7 
___021186380 
28.95

 
The Monogram Murders 
The New Hercule Poirot Mystery
Agatha Christie MORW
and Sophie Hannah
A New York Times bestseller, this novel 
features Dame Agatha’s most beloved 
creation, Hercule Poirot. “Equal parts 
charming and ingenious, dark and quirky 
and utterly engaging. Reading [it] was like 
returning to a favorite room of a long-lost 
home.” —Gillian Flynn, #1 New York Times-
bestselling author. 320 pp.
978-0-06-229722-8 
___021262972 paper 14.99

 
Murder at Beechwood 
A Gilded Newport Mystery
Alyssa Maxwell KENS
For Rhode Island’s high society, the summer 
of 1896 brings lawn parties, sailboat races—
and murder. 304 pp.
978-0-7582-9086-1 
___020759157 paper 15.00
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Murder Freshly Baked 
Amish Village Mystery, Book 3
Vannetta Chapman ZNDV
After a runner falls down dead, the police 
suspect a bakery employee. Amber once 
again looks to her young Amish friend, 
Hannah Troyer, to help her find the killer—and 
to determine if it’s the same person leaving 
Amber cryptic poems about poisoned baked 
goods. 352 pp.
978-0-310-32217-7 
___021473481 
paper 15.99

 
Murder, D.C. 
Neely Tucker VIK 
In a follow-up to The Ways of the Dead, 
Washington, D.C., reporter Sully Carter 
investigates the case of an affluent young 
man found dead in the Potomac near a 
violent drug haven, in a thrilling murder 
mystery of race, wealth, and corruption. 288 
pp.
978-0-670-01659-4 
___021267844 27.95

 
Neighing with Fire 
A Mystery
Kathryn O’Sullivan STMS
Fire Chief Colleen McCabe is enjoying a 
quiet summer and her budding romance 
with Sheriff Bill Dorman. But her peaceful 
start to the tourist season is shattered when 
a tropical storm blows through Corolla and 
unearths a body buried under a vacation 
home boardwalk. 272 pp.
978-1-25006-641-1 
___020925938 24.99

 
Never Coming Back 
Tim Weaver PLUM
A bestseller in the UK, this gripping thriller 
about a family that vanishes into thin air is 
Weaver’s American debut. As David Raker 
pursues the case, he discovers evidence of a 
sinister cover-up, decades in the making and 
with a long trail of bodies behind it. 384 pp.
978-0-14-751624-4 
___021267830 paper 16.00

 
No Place to Die 
Clare Donoghue STMS
Following the acclaimed Never Look Back, in 
Donoghue’s next gripping mystery, London 
detective Jane Bennett receives a frantic 
phone call from a friend when her husband 
disappears. 384 pp.
978-1-25004-608-6 
___020925880 27.99

 
Paradise Sky 
Joe R. Lansdale LB  
A rollicking novel about Nat Love, an African-
American cowboy. Pursuing the men who 
have driven his wife mad, Nat heads south 
for a final, deadly showdown against those 
who would strip him of his home, his love, 
his freedom, and his life. 416 pp.
978-0-316-32937-8 
___022524302 26.00

 
The Precipice 
Paul Doiron STMS
In this riveting new novel from Edgar 
finalist Doiron, Maine Game Warden Mike 
Bowditch joins a desperate search for two 
missing hikers as wildlife officials deal with 
a frightening rash of coyote attacks. 336 pp.
978-1-25006-369-4 
___020926006 25.99

 
Purl Up and Die 
A Knitting Mystery
Maggie Sefton BRKP
In the latest novel from the New York Times-
bestselling author of Yarn Over Murder, 
Kelly Flynn and the Lambspun Knitters must 
unravel the truth from the lies to clear a 
friend’s son from a murder charge. 320 pp.
978-0-425-25844-6 
___021267997 25.95

 
The Reluctant Matador 
A Hugo Marston Novel
Mark Pryor SVHS
Hugo Marston and Tom Green are faced with 
their biggest challenge ever: find the killer of 
a mysterious stranger, prove their friend’s 
innocence in the case, locate a missing 
19-year-old—and  avoid getting killed along 
the way. 290 pp.
978-1-63388-002-3 
___021088582 paper 15.95

 
Ripped from the Pages 
A Bibliophile Mystery
Kate Carlisle NAL 
When book-restoration expert Brooklyn 
Wainwright temporarily relocates to her 
parents’ place in Northern California, she 
finds that wooden barrels aren’t the only 
things buried in the wine caves of Sonoma. 
336 pp.
978-0-451-41600-1 
___021267895 24.95

 
Run You Down 
A Rebekah Roberts Novel
Julia Dahl STMS
Dahl presents a powerful novel of family, 
religion, and culture, at once an exploration 
of the choices people make that define 
who they are and a taut mystery that will 
grip readers from the opening page to the 
stunning conclusion. 304 pp.
978-1-25004-340-5 
___020925912 25.99
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Second Street Station 
A Mary Handley Mystery
Lawrence H. Levy BDWY
A historical mystery featuring the witty and 
wily Mary Handley, the first woman detective 
in Brooklyn, as she tries to prove herself in 
a man’s world while solving a high-profile 
murder. 336 pp.
978-0-553-41892-7 
___021108534 paper 14.00

 
Signwave 
An Aftershock Novel
Andrew Vachss PANT
In the third novel in the Aftershock series, 
undercurrents rise to the surface as Dell 
employs his mercenary soldier skills to follow 
the trail of a man who unwisely threatened 
his beloved wife, Dolly. 256 pp.
978-1-10187-044-0 
___021088566 26.95

 
cThe Silkworm 
Robert Galbraith LB  
When novelist Owen Quine goes missing, his 
wife just suspects he has gone off by himself 
for a few days, as he has done before, but 
when Strike investigates, it becomes clear 
that there is more to Quine’s disappearance 
than his wife realizes. 464 pp.
978-0-316-20689-1 
___022524324 paper 18.00

 
The Storm Murders 
John Farrow STMS
Farrow continues his acclaimed Emile Cinq-
Mars series, which has been hailed by 
Booklist as “the best series in crime fiction 
today” and has been published in more than 
17 countries. On the day after a blizzard, two 
policemen are called to an isolated farm 
house, where there are two dead bodies, but 
no tracks in the snow. 320 pp.
978-1-25005-768-6 
___020925996 25.99

 
Superfluous Women 
A Daisy Dalrymple Mystery
Carola Dunn STMS
In England in the late 1920s, a pleasant 
countryside lunch with old friends takes an 
unexpected turn when a very old, very dead 
body turns up. 320 pp.
978-1-25004-704-5 
___020926047 24.99

 
Thin Air 
Ann Cleeves STMS
While visiting Shetland for a wedding, 
Eleanor claims to have seen the ghost of a 
local child who drowned there in the 1920s. 
After a sudden disappearace Eleanor’s body 
is later found near the edge of a cliff. Could 
there be a connection between her death and 
this ghostly myth?  400 pp.
978-1-25006-994-8 
___020926056 25.99

 
Through a Glass, Darkly 
A Commissario Guido Brunetti Mystery
Donna Leon GROV
When the body of a night watchman is found 
at a Venice glass factory next to an annotated 
copy of Dante’s Inferno, Brunetti must find 
out if there is a connection between this 
and a controversy over toxic waste being 
dumped into the city’s waters. 272 pp.
978-0-8021-2383-1 
___021145173 paper 14.00

 
Thursday’s Children 
A Frieda Klein Mystery
Nicci French PNGN
In the electrifying fourth book in French’s 
internationally bestselling series, London 
psychotherapist Frieda Klein faces her 
most person case when a former classmate 
appears at her door, begging for help with a 
chilling rape case. 352 pp.
978-0-14-312721-5 
___021267786 paper 16.00

 
Unidentified Woman #15 
A McKenzie Novel
David Housewright STMS
Driving outside the Twin Cities, Rushmore 
McKenzie is behind a truck behaving 
erratically when the man in the truck bed 
dumps a body out onto the road, right in 
front of McKenzie’s car. Now McKenzie 
has to try to identify the grievously injured 
woman—who has no memories—and find 
out why she was left to die. 304 pp.
978-1-25004-965-0 
___020925981 25.99

 
Vixen 
A Nameless Detective Novel
Bill Pronzini FRGE
When Nameless is hired by a beautiful 
young woman to find her missing brother it 
seems to be a routine matter. But when the 
frightened young man is located, his sister’s 
motives come into question and the case 
takes on darkly sinister complexities. 224 pp.
978-0-7653-3568-5 
___021088509 24.99

 
The Wounded Thorn 
Fay Sampson SVEH
On holiday in Glastonbury, recently retired 
Hilary and her friend Veronica are saddened 
to discover that the sacred thorn tree has 
been damaged, and they wonder whether 
other local sites are under threat too. But 
even they are unprepared for the shocking 
discovery Hilary makes at the Chalice Well: 
an abandoned bag, containing a bomb. 208 
pp.
978-0-7278-8485-5 
___021221739 
27.95
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FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
After We Fall 
Emma Kavanagh SOBK
As tragedy meets mystery, a mother and 
three others—each struggling with their own 
secrets—become connected on one fateful 
night when lives are lost in the sky and on 
the ground. 336 pp.
978-1-49260-919-3 
___021388525 paper 14.99

 
Ballad of the Black and Blue Mind 
Anne Roiphe SEVO
Roiphe weaves stories of psychoanalysts 
and their patients against the bright-lights 
backdrop of their relentless city, New York, 
in a novel of psychological realities that cut 
close to the bone. 240 pp.
978-1-60980-608-8 
___020857935 23.95

 
The Jezebel Remedy 
Martin Clark KNPF
When one of their cantankerous clients 
dies in a freakish fire, lawyers Lisa and Joe 
Stone think it’s certainly possible that she 
was cooking meth at her trailer. But details 
soon emerge that lead them to question 
how “accidental” her demise actually was, 
and settling her peculiar estate becomes 
endlessly complicated. 400 pp.
978-0-385-35359-5 
___021108538 27.95

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
The Care and Management of Lies 
A Novel of the Great War
Jacqueline Winspear PEEA
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
the Maisie Dobbs series turns her prodigious 
talents to this World War I standalone novel, 
a lyrical drama of love struggling to survive 
in a damaged, fractured world. 352 pp.
978-0-06-222051-6 
___021230005 paper 15.99

 
Courtship of the Cake 
A Much “I Do” about Nothing
Jessica Topper BRKP
From the author of Dictatorship of the Dress 
comes a new novel about a woman who’s 
vowed to never walk down the aisle—and 
the two men who’ll do anything to get her to 
say “I do.” 384 pp.
978-0-425-27685-3 
___021267817 paper 16.00

 
cDead Ice 
An Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Novel
Laurell K. Hamilton BRKP
Ever since Anita and master vampire Jean-
Claude went public with their engagement, 
all Anita is to anyone and everyone is 
Jean-Claude’s fiancee, despite her skill as a 
vampire executioner.  Though it’s wrecking 
havoc on her reputation, she’s staring down 
a larger problem—someone with a freaky 
undead fetish is trapping and victimizing 
women.
978-0-425-25571-1 
___021267618 27.95

 
cEver After 
Jude Deveraux BALL
New York Times bestselling-author 
Deveraux’s eagerly awaited third novel in 
her blockbuster Nantucket Brides trilogy 
continues the spellbinding saga of the 
Montgomery-Taggerts, set on an island 
steeped in beauty and unforgettable 
romance. 368 pp.
978-0-345-54185-7 
___021207165 27.00

 
Face the Fire 
Third in the Three Sisters Island Trilogy
Nora Roberts BRKP
In the conclusion to her acclaimed Three 
Sisters Island trilogy, #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Roberts masterfully 
evokes the quaint charm of New England, 
weaving a spellbinding tale of true love—and 
sheer magic. 384 pp.
978-0-425-27813-0 
___020699775 paper 17.00

 
If You Only Knew 
Kristan Higgins HQPB
Sisterhood in all its drama, hilarity, and tears 
is at the heart of New York Times-bestselling 
author Higgins’ thoroughly captivating new 
novel, featuring the wit and romance that 
readers have come to expect from the much-
loved creator of the Blue Heron series. 416 
pp.
978-0-373-78497-4 
___021164871 paper 14.95

 
Kiss Me 
Susan Mallery HQPB
New York Times-bestselling author Mallery 
creates the small-town destination 
for romance in charming Fool’s Gold, 
California—where a loner cowboy finds the 
one woman who can capture his heart. 384 
pp.
978-0-373-78902-3 
___022332220 24.95
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Lisette’s List 
Susan Vreeland RH  
A young Parisian woman is exiled to 
Provence to take care of her husband’s 
ailing grandfather during the Vichy regime. 
There, she discovers that—despite the 
horrors of war—the paintings of Cezanne, 
Pisarro, Chagall, and Picasso bring to life the 
landscape around her and allow her once 
again to experience love. 448 pp.
978-0-8129-8019-6 
___021268168 paper 16.00

 
cNever Die Alone 
Lisa Jackson KENS
Number-one New York Times-bestselling 
author Jackson delivers a saga of romantic 
suspense as the hunt begins for a killer 
whose victims are always twins on the cusp 
of their 21st birthdays.
978-1-49670-047-6 
___021131864 27.95

 
Never Say Die 
Tess Gerritsen SVEH
Twenty years after her father’s plane crashed 
in Vietnam a woman employs the help of an 
ex-army irreverent in her search for the truth. 
Knowing she can’t proceed without the grunt’s 
help, what she is less prepared for are his hidden 
motives and undeniable attractions.  288 pp.
978-0-7278-8483-1 
___021186408 
28.95

 
A New Hope 
Robyn Carr MIRA
Starting over is never easy, but in Thunder 
Point, where newcomers are welcome and 
friends become family, anything is possible. 
In this latest story, #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Carr takes readers on a 
moving and rewarding journey as a young 
woman finds new hope. 400 pp.
978-0-7783-1736-4 
___021207419 24.95

 
Not Always a Saint 
Mary Jo Putney KENS
Daniel Herbert has come to London in search 
of a wife, someone sensible who can oversee 
his newly inherited properties, leaving him free 
to pursue his life’s work as a doctor. He never 
expects to become intoxicated by a woman as 
mysterious as she is shockingly beautiful.
978-1-61773-906-4 
___021131860 27.95

 
Shards of Hope 
A Psy/Changeling Novel
Nalini Singh BRKP
The fiery romance and heart-pounding action 
of  Singh’s New York Times-bestselling series 
continues as two Arrows find themselves 
caught in a chilling conspiracy that spans all 
three races. 496 pp.
978-0-425-26403-4 
___021267766 26.95

 
Texas Tough 
Janet Dailey KENS
The quiet horse whisperer whose touch still 
ignites her dreams. The heiress he can’t get 
out of his heart, no matter how much he 
tries. The dangerous complications of her 
privileged life and a conspiracy that threatens 
his land will bring them together.  368 pp.
978-0-7582-9397-8 
___020807635 26.00

 
cUntamed 
Diana Palmer HQPB
When tragedy robs a woman of her entire 
family, danger follows close behind. Now 
she has no choice but to rely on a former 
childhood playmate, a steely mercenary 
dangerous in every way, especially to her 
heart. 384 pp.
978-0-373-78843-9 
___021318714 24.95

 
Watch the Lady 
Elizabeth Fremantle SS  
The author of Queen’s Gambit and Sisters 
of Treason presents the story of Penelope 
Devereux, a woman so beautiful that she 
was the subject of Sir Philip Sidney’s greatest 
love sonnets, and so canny that she plotted 
to influence who would take the throne after 
Elizabeth I. 488 pp.
978-1-47670-312-1 
___021318915 paper 15.99

 
cWildfire in His Arms 
Johanna Lindsey GLLY
Number-one New York Times-bestselling 
author Lindsey presents a passionate new 
tale about a gunfighter running from his 
past who finds his future when he escorts a 
beautiful outlaw to her hanging. 384 pp.
978-1-50110-541-8 
___021318918 26.00

 
cWritten in My Own Heart’s Blood 
Diana Gabaldon BANT
The most recent volume in Gabaldon’s 
multimillion bestselling Outlander series, 
and the latest thrilling installment of Claire 
and Jamie’s story. A #1 New York Times 
bestseller. 832 pp.
978-0-553-38688-2 
___021088587 paper 18.00

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Artemis Invaded 
Jane Lindskold TOR 
Lindskold returns once more to the world 
of Artemis, a pleasure planet that was lost 
for millennia and a place that holds secrets 
that could give mankind back unimaginable 
powers. 320 pp.
978-0-7653-3711-5 
___021088488 24.99
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Blood of the Cosmos 
The Saga of Shadows, Book Two
Kevin J. Anderson TOR 
In book two of a trilogy set in the universe of 
Anderson’s Saga of the Seven Suns series, 
the author expertly brings to life an epic 
space opera of the titanic conflict of several 
galactic civilizations against a life-destroying 
force of shadows. 448 pp.
978-0-7653-3300-1 
___021088403 27.99

 
The Change 
Tales of Downfall and Rebirth
S.M. Stirling, editor ROC 
In this startling new anthology, New York 
Times-bestselling author Stirling invites the 
most fertile minds in science fiction—including 
Harry Turtledove, Walter Jon Williams, John 
Birmingham, and others—to join him in 
expanding his rich Emberverse canvas. 640 pp.
978-0-451-46756-0 
___021267791 27.95

 
Darwin’s Watch 
The Science of Discworld III: A Novel
Terry Pratchett et al. ANCH
This work weaves together a fast-paced 
Discworld novelette with cutting-edge 
scientific commentary on the evolution and 
development of the human mind, culture, 
language, art and science. The result is an 
original view of the world. 336 pp.
978-0-8041-6898-4 
___021395798 paper 15.95

 
The Fold 
Peter Clines CRNP
In this brilliantly twisty, turny supernatural 
mystery from the author of the Ex-Heroes” 
series and 14, a newly invented teleportation 
device goes awry, changing the personalities 
of the project’s scientists—and warping 
reality itself. 384 pp.
978-0-553-41829-3 
___021088558 25.00

 
The Iron Assassin 
Ed Greenwood TOR 
In an alternate 19th-century London, energetic 
young inventor Jack Straker believes he has 
created a weapon to defend the Crown: a 
reanimated, clockwork-enhanced corpse he 
can control. But it quickly becomes apparent 
that the “Iron Assassin” is more self-willed 
than Straker intended. 320 pp.
978-0-7653-3846-4 
___021088490 25.99

 
Koko the Mighty 
Kieran Shea TITB
With a bounty still on her head, Koko (ex-
mercenary and saloon madam extraordinaire) 
and Flynn (former orbital sky-cop) have narrowly 
escaped death in paradise and are taken in by 
what amounts to a self-sufficient outlander 
cult. As the truth behind this mysterious group 
unfolds, Koko’s limits and loyalties—perhaps 
even her love for Flynn—will be tested. 400 pp.
978-1-78116-862-2 
___021108545 paper 14.95

 
The Long Utopia 
Terry Pratchett HR  
and Stephen Baxter
The fourth novel in Pratchett and Baxter’s 
internationally bestselling Long Earth 
series, hailed as “a brilliant science fiction 
collaboration . . . a love letter to all Pratchett 
fans, readers, and lovers of wonder 
everywhere” (Io9). 352 pp.
978-0-06-229733-4 
___021171892 26.99

 
cThe Map of Chaos 
Felix J. Palma ATR 
The New York Times-bestselling author of The 
Map of Time and The Map of the Sky returns 
with the final installment in the bestselling, 
award-winning trilogy that The Washington 
Post called “a big, genre-bending delight. 
Palma writes with shrewdness and glee.” 608 
pp.
978-1-45168-818-4 
___021474133 27.00

 
Nemesis Games 
James S.A. Corey OITT
The fifth novel in Corey’s New York Times-
bestselling Expanse series—now being 
produced for television by the SyFy Channel. 
As a new human order is struggling to be 
born in blood and fire, James Holden and 
the crew of the Rocinante must struggle to 
survive and get back to the only home they 
have left. 608 pp.
978-0-316-21758-3 
___021230037 27.00

 
Nova 
Margaret Fortune DAWB
Lia Johansen was created for only one 
purpose: to slip onto the strategically placed 
New Sol Space Station and explode. But 
her mission goes to hell when her clock 
malfunctions, freezing her countdown with 
just two minutes to go. With the fate of an 
entire empire hanging in the balance, Lia 
races to find the truth before her time runs 
out. 368 pp.
978-0-7564-1081-0 
___021267848 24.95

 
The Philosopher Kings 
Jo Walton TOR 
Acclaimed, award-winning author Walton 
presents a follow-up to The Just City in a 
tale of gods and humans, and the surprising 
things they have to learn from one another. 
320 pp.
978-0-7653-3267-7 
___021088431 24.99
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Slow Bullets 
Alastair Reynolds TACH
From the author of the Revelation Space 
series comes an interstellar adventure of 
war, identity, betrayal, and the preservation 
of civilization itself. 192 pp.
978-1-61696-193-0 
___021085523 paper 14.95

 
Station Eleven 
Emily St. John Mandel VINT
This 2014 National Book Award finalist 
and New York Times bestseller set in the 
eerie days of civilization’s collapse tells the 
spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his 
would-be savior, and a nomadic group of 
actors roaming the scattered outposts of the 
Great Lakes region, risking everything for art 
and humanity. 352 pp.
978-0-8041-7244-8 
___022451323 paper 15.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE - DICTIONARIES / PHRASE BOOKS

 
Mandarin Chinese English Bilingual Visual 
Dictionary 
DK Publishing DK  
Using full-color illustrations, this quick route 
to learning a new language introduces a 
range of everyday vocabulary and defines the 
words visually, making it easier for readers to 
remember them and creating a colorful and 
stimulating learning resource for the foreign-
language and EFL/ESL student. 360 pp.
978-1-46543-633-7 
___021312826 paper 14.95

 
Spanish English Bilingual Visual Dictionary 
DK Publishing DK  
Newly revised and updated, this reference is 
a quick and intuitive way to learn and recall 
everyday words in Spanish. It introduces a 
range of useful current vocabulary in thematic 
order, using full-color photographs and 
artworks to display and label all the elements 
of everyday life with panel features on key 
nouns, verbs, and useful phrases. 360 pp.
978-1-46543-699-3 
___021138295 paper 14.95

GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
Shuffle and Deal 
50 Classic Card Games for Any Number of 
Players
Tara Gallagher COLN
Readers can improve their skills or learn 
to play 50 of the most popular card games 
for any number of players with this fully 
illustrated color guide featuring vintage art 
from around the world. 160 pp.
978-0-06-238583-3 
___021171923 19.99

 
Word Nerd 
Dispatches from the Word Game Underground
John D. Williams, Jr. LIVR
Williams’ zany, one-of-a-kind memoir brings 
to life the obsessions, madness, and glory 
of the Scrabble® culture from living-room 
players to world champions. 256 pp.
978-0-87140-773-3 
___020473459 25.95

GARDENING / HORTICULTURE

 
The Indestructible Houseplant 
200 Beautiful, Easy-Care Plants That 
Everyone Can Grow
Tovah Martin TIMP
Bestselling garden writer Martin eliminates 
the guesswork of keeping houseplants by 
highlighting indoor plants that are tough, 
beautiful, reliable, and readily available. 
Includes concise plant profiles, tips on care 
and maintenance, and ideas for eye-catching 
indoor displays. 288 pp. Buyer’s Choice
978-1-60469-501-4 
___020688826 paper 22.95

 
Woman-Powered Farm 
A Self-Sufficient Lifestyle from the 
Homestead to the Field
Audrey Levatino COUP
What does a woman who wants to work 
the land need to do to follow her dream? 
Levatino shares her experiences of running a 
farm with her husband and offers invaluable 
advice on how to get started and how to set 
and achieve goals. 256 pp. Buyer’s Choice 
256 pp.
978-1-58157-241-4 
___021215036 paper 24.95

GRAPHIC NOVELS

 
Adventure Time 
Banana Guard Academy
Kent Osborne KBOM
Mad Rupert, illustrator
This crazy adventure follows Root Beer 
Guy as he starts his search for new recruits 
among Ooo’s citizens. Only the best will do 
in this quest to protect the Candy Kingdom! 
176 pp.
978-1-60886-486-7 
___020541324 paper 19.99

 
Ant-Man Vol. 1: Second-Chance Man 
text by Nick Spencer MARV
Ramon Rosanas, illustrator
Publishing to coincide with Marvel Studios’ 
Ant-Man, starring Paul Rudd. Scott Lang 
has never been the world’s best super hero. 
Heck, most people don’t even think he’s been 
the best Ant-Man! But this time is different! 
Nothing is gonna stop the astonishing Ant-
Man! Collects Ant-Man #1-5. 120 pp.
978-0-7851-9387-6 
___021723733 paper 15.99
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The Astonishing Ant-Man 
Marvel Comics MARV
2015’s silver screen sensation in waiting, the 
astonishing Ant-Man! To save his daughter, 
electronics whiz Scott Lang steals Hank 
Pym’s original costumed identity. But when 
his noble intentions win the Avengers’ 
approval, he takes over as the all-new Ant-
Man, full-time. 232 pp.
978-0-7851-9266-4 
___021723714 paper 24.99

 
Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight, Vol. 4 
Charles Soule DCOM
Shane Davis
and Dennis Calero, illustrators
In this collection of stories, Bruce Wayne’s 
past comes back to haunt him as he 
tackles Gotham City’s criminal set. Collects 
Legends of the Dark Knight 100 Page Super 
Spectacular #2-3. 200 pp.
978-1-40125-467-4 
___021111230 paper 16.99

 
Blue Exorcist, Vol. 13 
Kazue Kato VIZ 
Rin, Yukio, Shiemi, Suguro, and Konekomaru 
head deep into Dream Town Inari to rescue 
Izumo from the Illuminati’s mad Professor 
Gedoin, but what they find there is a horror 
none of them ever expected. 202 pp.
978-1-42157-974-0 
___021319096 paper 9.99

 
Chaika: The Coffin Princess, Vol. 1 
Ichirou Sakaki YENR
Shinta Sakayama, illustrator
Five years of inconceivable peace after 200 
years of war has left erstwhile soldier Tooru 
Acura without a job or meaning in life—until 
he saves a mysterious sorceress with a coffin 
on her back and accompanies her on a death-
defying journey. 192 pp.
978-0-316-34207-0 
___021406550 paper 13.00

 
Death Vigil, Vol. 1 
Stjepan Sejic IMAC
The Death Vigil is recruiting new members 
in its ongoing war against the ever-growing 
power of the Primordial Enemy! The only 
catch is that members have to die first 
in order to fight the never-ending battle 
between good and evil. 284 pp.
978-1-63215-278-7 
___022331955 paper 24.99

 
Fables, Vol. 22 
Bill Willingham VETG
Mark Buckingham, illustrator
The final volume of the New York Times-
bestselling, Eisner Award-winning Fables 
series is here! Readers see the conclusion 
of the beloved stories of Bigby Wolf, Rose 
Red, Boy Blue, Bell, Pinnochio, and countless 
other timeless fables. The only question left 
to be answered is whether or not they will 
have a happy ending. 160 pp.
978-1-40125-233-5 
___021087974 paper 17.99

 
Food Wars!, Vol. 6 
Yuto Tsukudo VIZ 
Shun Saeki, illustrator
The contestants for the Totsuki Institute’s 
annual Fall Classic have been chosen! A 
decades-old event, the Fall Classic has been 
the grand stage for fierce cooking battles for 
years. The chosen participants, each aiming 
to be crowned winner, begin their training. 
But as they do, someone special visits Polaris 
Dorm. 192 pp.
978-1-42157-688-6 
___021319033 paper 9.99

 
Grayson, Vol. 1: Agents of Spyral 
Tim Seeley DCOM
Mikel Janin, illustrator
Dick Grayson. Former Sidekick. Former 
Superhero. Former dead man. Agent of 
Spyral?  A thrilling new chapter of Dick 
Grayson’s life begins in a super-spy thriller 
that is sure to shock readers. Collects 
Grayson #1-4, Grayson Annual #1 and a story 
from Secret Origins #8. 160 pp.
978-1-40125-234-2 
___021285038 22.99

 
Guardians 3000, Vol. 1: Time After Time 
Dan Abnett MARV
Gerardo Sandoval, illustrator
The original, classic Guardians of the 
Galaxy return! Vance Astro, Yondu, Martinex, 
Starhawk, and Charlie-27 fight to save the 
31st century from the Badoon. But the 
Guardians soon discover something behind 
the Badoon—something even worse than 
they could have imagined. 152 pp.
978-0-7851-9312-8 
___021723722 paper 15.99

 
Kamisama Kiss, Vol. 18 
Julietta Suzuki VIZ 
Nanami’s journey to the past was a success. 
She found a way to break the curse and 
save Tomoe—and he even admitted that he 
has feelings for her. Now they’re both ready 
to enjoy life as a happy couple. But their 
school trip to a tropical paradise turns into a 
nightmare in no time. 200 pp.
978-1-42157-970-2 
___021318919 paper 9.99

 
Kimi Ni Todoke: From Me to You, Vol. 21 
Karuho Shiina VIZ 
Spring is in the air, but doubts about the 
future bloom along with the flowers for 
Sawako and her friends. A bright spot in this 
season of worry is White Day, where the boys 
return gifts for the ones they received on 
Valentine’s Day. Kazehaya has a very special 
gift in store for Sawako! 176 pp.
978-1-42157-870-5 
___021319101 paper 9.99
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Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past 
Shotaro Ishinomori VIZ 
A full-color graphic novel by manga 
legend Ishinomori based on the classic, 
internationally bestselling video game. Long 
out of print, this stunning edition is now 
available once again. 196 pp.
978-1-42157-541-4 
___023581477 paper 19.99

 
Marvel’s Ant-Man Prelude 
text by Will Pilgrim MARV
Miguel Sepulveda, illustrator
An all-new official prequel to Marvel’s next 
smash-hit film! Before Scott Lang became the 
shrinking sensation, there was Dr. Hank Pym. 
Includes explosive new details on the history 
of the astonishing Ant-Man plus Lang’s comic-
book transformation and the first chapter in 
his all-new adventures. 144 pp.
978-0-7851-9798-0 
___021723765 paper 14.99

 
Mike’s Place 
A True Story of Love, Blues, and Terror in Tel 
Aviv
Jack Baxter et al. FSEC
Mike’s Place was one of the few spots in Tel 
Aviv where Jews, Christians, and Muslims 
could hang out peaceably—until the bar was 
destroyed in a tragic suicide bombing. This 
is a gripping nonfiction account of the lives 
of a handful of people who came together 
in hope, then had to find their way together 
through despair. 192 pp.
978-1-59643-857-6 
___020665316 22.99

 
Minions, Vol. 1: Banana! 
Titan Comics TITB
This fresh new comic featuring the stars 
of the upcoming Minions movie brings 
together a collection of hilarious comic 
stories featuring everyone’s favorite yellow, 
banana-loving henchmen. 48 pp.
978-1-78276-554-7 
___024195946 paper 6.99

 
Mobile Suit Gundam: The Origin, Vol. 10 
Solomon
Yoshikazu Yasuhiko VTIL
The biggest name in Japanese science-
fiction, Gundam, returns with one of its 
creators retelling its origins through an epic 
graphic novel series 35 years after the series 
debuted. 480 pp.
978-1-941220-16-0 
___021139589 29.95

 
Naruto, Vol. 70 
Masashi Kishimoto VIZ 
With Naruto out of commission, Guy steps 
up to fight against the powerful Madara. Guy 
is willing to give up his life to defeat Madara, 
but will that be enough? And can the others 
save Naruto in time? 192 pp.
978-1-42157-975-7 
___021318980 paper 9.99

 
The New 52!: Batgirl, Vol. 1: The Batgirl of 
Burnside 
Cameron Stewart et al. DCOM
Big changes are here for Barbara Gordon 
as she moves across Gotham City to begin 
a new chapter in her ongoing fight against 
crime as Batgirl! The new creative team of 
Stewart, Brenden Fletcher, and Babs Tarr set 
Batgirl off in a brand-new direction. 176 pp.
978-1-40125-332-5 
___021111228 24.99

 
The New 52!: Batman and Robin, Vol. 6: The 
Hunt for Robin 
Peter J. Tomasi DCOM
Patrick Gleason, illustrator
After losing his son Damian—a.k.a. Robin—
Batman has finally found peace with his 
death. Damian’s grandfather Ra’s al Ghul, 
however, has not. In order to resurrect 
Robin, he’s stolen the body and now Batman 
will stop at nothing to reclaim him. Includes 
nearly two years of storylines. 256 pp.
978-1-40125-334-9 
___021250181 24.99

 
The New 52!: Superman Action Comics, Vol. 
6: Superdoom 
Greg Pak DCOM
Aaron Kuder, illustrator
The Superman Doomed Crossover is here! 
The fabled villain returns from the Phantom 
Zone with his crosshairs set on the Man of 
Steel. Whereever Doomsday goes, death 
follows and Superman is forced to do the 
unthinkable—kill Doomsday. 200 pp.
978-1-40125-489-6 
___021250187 24.99

 
Not Funny Ha-Ha 
Leah Hayes FANB
This nonjudgmental, moving, and even 
humorous graphic work of nonfiction follows 
two women through the abortion process. 
The author takes a step back from putting 
forth any personal opinion whatsoever, 
simply laying out the events and possible 
emotional repercussions that could, and 
often do occur. 200 pp.
978-1-60699-839-7 
___021215063 24.99
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Puella Magi Madoka Magica: The Movie: 
Rebellion 
Magica Quartet YENR
Hanokage, illustrator
With Madoka Kaname’s sacrifice, the 
hopeless cycle that once bound every 
magical girl to a terrible fate was broken at 
last. Still, the magical girls fight on against 
the dark magics that threaten the human 
world, which remains ignorant of the brave 
girl who saved them. 448 pp.
978-0-316-34215-5 
___021406553 22.00

 
Sword Art Online Progressive 2 
Reki Kawahara YENR
Kiseki Himura, illustrator
Having cleared the first and second levels 
of Aincrad at great cost, Kirito, Asuna, and 
the rest of the players ascend to Level Three. 
New challenges await them even as tenuous 
new allies appear in the vast forest that 
encompasses the entire level. 300 pp.
978-0-316-34217-9 
___021723662 paper 14.00

 
Toradora!, Vol. 7 
Yuyuko Takemiya SVAS
Zekkyo, illustrator
The hilarious romantic-comedy, New York 
Times-bestselling manga series continues. 
It’s taken time, but Ryuji and Taiga have 
slowly found some common ground and 
can at least tolerate each other (just a little). 
But now everyone in Ryuji’s class is now 
convinced that he and Taiga are dating—even 
the girl of Ryuji’s dreams! 192 pp.
978-1-62692-096-5 
___020567377 paper 12.99

 
The Walking Dead™, Vol. 23 
Robert Kirkman IMAC
Charlie Adlard
and Stefano Gaudiano, illustrators
A new threat has emerged from within the 
walker hordes, catching the communities 
off guard. The time for peace and prosperity 
is over as a new fight for survival begins. 
Collects The Walking Dead #133-138. 136 pp.
978-1-63215-258-9 
___021563286 paper 14.99

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
The 51 Day War 
Ruin and Resistance in Gaza
Max Blumenthal NBOO
In this explosive work of reportage, 
Blumenthal reveals the harrowing conditions 
and cynical deceptions that led to the ruinous 
war between Israel and Hamas-controlled 
Gaza—details that slipped through the cracks 
of the mainstream media. 192 pp.
978-1-56858-511-6 
___022332091 24.99

 
The Awkward State of Utah 
Coming of Age in the Nation, 
1896-1945
Charles S. Peterson UTHU
and Brian Q. Cannon
The half century between 
statehood in 1896 and the end of 
World War II in 1945 was a period 
of transformation and transition 
for Utah. This meticulously 
researched book interprets those 
profound changes, revealing 
sweeping impacts on both 
institutions and ordinary people. 
344 pp.
978-1-60781-421-4
___022953324 paper 10% 29.95

 
The Cost of Courage 
Charles Kaiser OTHR
The heroic true story of the three youngest 
children of a bourgeois Catholic family who 
worked together in the French Resistance, 
told by an American writer who has known 
and admired the family for five decades. 300 
pp.
978-1-59051-614-0 
___021139578 26.95

 
Daughters of the Samurai 
A Journey from East to West and Back
Janice P. Nimura NORT
In 1871, five young girls were sent by the 
Japanese government to the United States 
in order to learn Western ways and return to 
help nurture a new generation of enlightened 
men to lead Japan. Based on in-depth 
research, Nimura provides a fascinating 
lens through which to view an extraordinary 
historical moment. 352 pp. Buyer’s Choice
978-0-393-07799-5 
___021280268 26.95

 
Empire of Sin 
A Story of Sex, Jazz, Murder, and the Battle 
for Modern New Orleans
Gary Krist BDWY
From bestselling author Krist comes a 
vibrant and immersive account of New 
Orleans’ “other” civil war, at a time when 
commercialized vice, jazz culture, and 
endemic crime defined the battlegrounds of 
the Crescent City. 432 pp.
978-0-7704-3708-4 
___022136983 paper 16.00

 
In the Kingdom of Ice 
The Grand and Terrible Polar Voyage of the 
USS Jeannette
Hampton Sides ANCH
New York Times-bestselling author Sides 
returns with a white-knuckle tale of polar 
exploration and survival in the Gilded Age. 
496 pp.
978-0-307-94691-1 
___022185735 paper 16.95
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Jimmie Lee & James 
Two Lives, Two Deaths, and the Movement 
That Changed America
Steve Fiffer RGNA
and Adar Cohen
In the early months of 1965, the killings of 
two civil rights activists inspired the Selma-
to-Montgomery marches, which became 
the driving force behind the passage of the 
Voting Rights Act. This is their story. 304 pp.
978-1-941393-48-2 
___021318764 28.95

 
The Mapmakers of New Zion 
A Cartographic History of 
Mormonism
Richard Francaviglia UTHU
Featuring more than 100 
historical maps reproduced in 
full color—many never before 
published—this work sheds new 
light on Mormonism and takes 
readers on a fascinating journey 
through maps as both historical 
documents and touchstones of 
faith. 264 pp.
978-1-60781-408-5
___022953346 34.95

 
Midnight’s Furies 
The Deadly Legacy of India’s Partition
Nisid Hajari HM  
Hajari shows that, like the Rape of Nanking, 
the partition of India was a dramatic, bloody 
crisis that remains a key historical faultline 
today. 304 pp.
978-0-547-66921-2 
___020687920 28.00

 
The Nixon Defense 
What He Knew and When He Knew It
John W. Dean PNGN
Former White House Counsel Dean, one of 
the last major surviving figures of Watergate, 
draws on his own transcripts of almost 1,000 
secretly recorded conversations and more to 
connect the dots between what Americans 
have come to believe about Watergate and 
what actually happened. 784 pp.
978-0-14-312738-3 
___021267697 paper 20.00

 
Pirate Hunters 
Treasure, Obsession, and the Search for a 
Legendary Pirate Ship
Robert Kurson RH  
Two men risk everything to find the infamous 
pirate ship Golden Fleece in a thrilling new 
adventure of danger and deep-sea diving, 
historic mystery and suspense, by the author 
of the New York Times bestseller Shadow 
Divers. 304 pp. Buyer’s Choice
978-1-40006-336-9 
___021088527 28.00

 
Red 
A History of the Redhead
Jacky Colliss Harvey BLDL
The brilliantly told, captivating history of red 
hair throughout the ages and across multiple 
disciplines, including science, religion, 
politics, feminism and sexuality, literature, 
and art. 320 pp.
978-1-57912-996-5 
___020743496 27.95

 
The Rival Queens 
Catherine de’ Medici, Her Daughter 
Marguerite de Valois, and the Betrayal That 
Ignited a Kingdom
Nancy Goldstone LB  
Written by the author of The Maid and the 
Queen and set in magnificent Renaissance 
France, this is the story of two remarkable 
women, a mother and daughter, driven 
into opposition by a terrible betrayal that 
threatened to destroy the realm. 448 pp.
978-0-316-40965-0 
___021227553 30.00

 
The Romanov Sisters 
The Lost Lives of the Daughters of Nicholas 
and Alexandra
Helen Rappaport GRIF
The Romanov sisters were perhaps the most 
photographed and talked about young royals 
of the early 20th century. With this treasure 
trove of diaries and letters from the grand 
duchesses to their friends and family, this 
work sets out to capture the joy as well as 
the insecurities and poignancy of their young 
lives. 544 pp.
978-1-25006-745-6 
___021256619 paper 17.99

 
Shakespeare and the Countess: The Battle 
That Gave Birth to the Globe 
Chris Laoutaris PSUK
Laoutaris presents the colorful story of the 
creation of the Globe Theatre as a result of 
the dramatic confrontation between Lady 
Elizabeth Russell and William Shakespeare. 
528 pp.
978-1-60598-792-7 
___021211493 29.95

 
Something Must Be Done about Prince 
Edward County 
A Family, a Virginia Town, a Civil Rights Battle
Kristen Green HR  
Combining hard-hitting investigative 
journalism and a sweeping family narrative, 
this provocative true story reveals a little-
known chapter of American history: the 
period after the Brown v. Board of Education 
decision when one Virginia school system 
refused to integrate. 336 pp.
978-0-06-226867-9 
___021036847 25.99
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Spectacle 
The Astonishing Life of Ota Benga
Pamela Newkirk AMSD
An award-winning journalist reveals a 
shameful episode in American history, when 
an African man was used as a human zoo 
exhibit—a shocking story of racial prejudice, 
science, and tragedy in the early years of the 
20th century. 304 pp.
978-0-06-220100-3 
___021088791 25.99

 
We’re Still Here Ya Bastards 
How the People of New Orleans Rebuilt Their 
City
Roberta Brandes Gratz NBOO
Gratz presents an unprecedented panoramic 
look at New Orleans’ recovery in the years 
following Hurricane Katrina. From the Lower 
Ninth Ward to the storied French Quarter, she 
shares the stories of people who returned to 
their homes and have taken the rebuilding 
of their city into their own hands. 496 pp. 
Buyer’s Choice
978-1-56858-744-8 
___021232619 27.99

 
When the United States Spoke French 
Five Refugees Who Shaped a Nation
François Furstenberg PNGN
In 1789, as the French Revolution shook 
Europe to the core, the new United States 
was struggling for survival in the face of 
financial insolvency and bitter political and 
regional divisions. Furstenberg explores 
the republic’s formative years from the 
viewpoint of five Frenchmen taking refuge in 
America. 512 pp.
978-0-14-312745-1 
___021267798 paper 19.00

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
Always Faithful, Always Forward 
The Forging of a Special Operations Marine
Dick Couch BRKP
Couch chronicles the history, development, 
and current training cycle of the warriors of 
the Marine Special Operations Command. 
352 pp.
978-0-425-26860-5 
___021267757 paper 16.00

 
First to Fly 
The Story of the Lafayette Escadrille, The 
American Heroes Who Flew for France in 
World War I
Charles Bracelen Flood ATMP
A lauded historian tells the story of the 
daredevil Americans of the Lafayette 
Escadrille, who flew in French planes, wore 
French uniforms, and showed the world 
an American brand of heroism before the 
United States entered the Great War. 256 pp.
978-0-8021-2365-7 
___021145248 25.00

 
The Hunter Killers 
Dan Hampton MORW
New York Times-bestselling author Hampton 
presents the gripping chronicle of the band 
of maverick aviators who signed on for 
the suicidal, dangerous top-secret “Wild 
Weasel” missions during the Vietnam War, 
which used controversial and revolutionary 
tactics to combat Soviet missile technology. 
352 pp.
978-0-06-237513-1 
___021171917 27.99

 
Men of War 
The American Soldier in Combat at Bunker 
Hill, Gettysburg, and Iwo Jima
Alexander Rose RH  
In the grand tradition of John Keegan’s 
enduring classic The Face of Battle comes 
a searing, unforgettable chronicle of war 
through the eyes of the American soldiers 
who fought in three of the most iconic 
battles: Bunker Hill, Gettysburg, and Iwo 
Jima. 496 pp.
978-0-553-80518-5 
___020494230 30.00

 
Pacific Payback 
The Carrier Aviators Who Avenged Pearl 
Harbor at the Battle of Midway
Stephen L. Moore NAL 
Drawing on dozens of new interviews and 
oral histories, Moore brings to life inspiring 
stories of the individual sacrifice and bravery 
of the Dauntless dive-bomber crews aboard 
the USS Enterprise—and the sweeping saga 
of one of America’s greatest triumphs. 448 pp.
978-0-451-46553-5 
___021267995 paper 16.00
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Strategic Failure 
How President Obama’s Drone Warfare, 
Defense Cuts, and Military Amateurism Have 
Imperiled America
Mark Moyar THHD
In this stunningly detailed account of 
U.S. military power in the Obama era, a 
distinguished historian with more than 
a decade inside the U.S. Department of 
Defense shows how the downsizing of the 
country’s armed forces lowers the nation’s 
defense and puts people at risk. 384 pp.
978-1-47671-324-3 
___021484715 28.00

HOUSE & HOME

 
The Food Activist Handbook 
Big & Small Things You Can Do to Help Provide 
Fresh, Healthy Food for Your Community
Ali Berlow STOR
Foreword by Alice Randall
Small steps can create big changes in a 
community’s food quality and food security, 
helping to get more healthy food to more 
people and support a better food system. 
Berlow shows readers dozens of simple 
initiatives that help farmers, keep money 
in the local economy, and preserve local 
landscapes. 320 pp.
978-1-61212-180-2 
___008370074 paper 17.95

HUMOR

 
The Coloring Book 
A Comedian Solves Race Relations in 
America
Colin Quinn GCEB
The former Saturday Night Live writer and 
Weekend Update host delivers a controversial 
and laugh-out-loud investigation into cultural 
and ethnic stereotypes. 256 pp.
978-1-45550-759-7 
___021230058 26.00

 
Fat Cat Art 
Famous Masterpieces Improved by a Ginger 
Cat with Attitude
Svetlana Petrova TARC
Internet meme meets classical art in Petrova’s 
brilliant collection, which features her 
22-pound cat superimposed onto some of 
the greatest artworks of all time. “It’s official. 
That thing that classic art has been missing 
is a chubby reclining kitty.”—The Huffington 
Post. 208 pp.
978-0-399-17478-0 
___021267954 15.95

 
Garfield Classics: Garfield: Bigger and Better 
His 30th Book
Jim Davis BALL
This series collects the early years of the 
Garfield comic strip in a larger, full-color 
format. Garfield may have gone through a 
few changes, but one thing has stayed the 
same: his enormous appetite for food and 
fun! So laugh along with the classic cat, 
because classics are always in style. 96 pp.
978-0-345-52605-2 
___021207160 paper 14.00

 
George Washington Is Cash Money 
A No-Bullsh*t Guide to the United Myths of 
America
Cory O’Brien PERI
Soren Melville, illustrator
Most people are familiar with the greatest 
hits and legendary heroes of U.S. history. 
But here, the author of Zeus Grants Stupid 
Wishes does away with the pomp and 
circumstance and cleverly—and crudely—
calls America’s history what it is: one long, 
violent soap opera. 240 pp.
978-0-399-17348-6 
___021267825 paper 14.95

 
Happily Ali After 
And More Fairly True Tales
Ali Wentworth HR  
The actress, comedian, media darling, and 
New York Times-bestselling author picks 
up where she left off in Ali in Wonderland, 
dissecting modern life—and this time, on a 
mission of self-improvement—in a series of 
laugh-out-loud comic vignettes. 240 pp.
978-0-06-223849-8 
___021171881 25.99

 
Intimacy Idiot 
Isaac Oliver SCRB
This big-hearted, laugh-until-you-can’t-
breathe collection of personal essays, 
stories, and riffs on finding love and intimacy 
in New York City announces the arrival of a “a 
monstrous new talent” (New York magazine) 
in the vein of David Sedaris, Augusten 
Burroughs, and Tina Fey. 288 pp.
978-1-47674-666-1 
___021319111 24.00

 
Mark Twain’s Guide to Diet, Exercise, Beauty, 
Fashion, Investment, Romance, Health and 
Happiness 
Mark Dawidziak, editor POTK
A satirical self-help gift book showcasing 
beloved author Twain’s wittiest quotes about 
the life well lived. 168 pp.
978-1-938849-45-9 
___021165701 16.95
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cModern Romance 
Aziz Ansari PGUP
A hilarious, thoughtful, and in-depth 
exploration of the pleasures and perils 
of modern romance from one of this 
generation’s most popular and sharpest 
comedic voices. 320 pp.
978-1-59420-627-6 
___021282364 27.95

 
Penguins with People Problems 
Mary Laura Philpott PERI
Stress-eating after a breakup? Frustrated by 
the cost of a good cocktail? Stymied by the 
weirdness of abstract art? These penguins 
share the pain. They understand the agony of 
social awkwardness, the power of the perfect 
smoky eye, and the arm- (or wing)-flapping 
terror of having a bee in the car. 112 pp.
978-0-399-17309-7 
___021267910 14.95

 
Schadenfreezers! 
56 Cruel Jokes in 12 Fun Flavors
Jason Kreher ADMP
and Matt Moore
Foreword by Anthony Jeselnik
From lazy lions to under-appreciated janitors 
to hungry ballerinas, no one is safe in this 
compilation of colorfully depraved jokes! 128 
pp.
978-1-44058-520-3 
___021133151 13.99

 
Sick in the Head 
Conversations about Life and Comedy
Judd Apatow RH  
From the writer and director of Knocked 
Up and the producer of Freaks and Geeks 
comes a collection of intimate, hilarious 
conversations with the biggest names in 
comedy from the past 30 years—including 
Mel Brooks, Jerry Seinfeld, Jon Stewart, 
Roseanne, Harold Ramis, Louis CK, Chris 
Rock, and Lena Dunham. 592 pp.
978-0-8129-9757-6 
___022023378 27.00

 
Walt Disney Uncle Scrooge and Donald Duck: 
Treasure Under Glass 
The Don Rosa Library, Vol. 3
Don Rosa FANB
Uncle Scrooge, Donald Duck, and the gang 
have undersea adventures in the latest 
volume of Rosa’s Duck stories. 192 pp.
978-1-60699-836-6 
___021215060 29.99

 
You’re Golden, Charlie Brown 
Charles M. Schulz BALL
Celebrate 65 years of that round-headed 
kid with this delightful collection of full-
color comic strips, together here for the first 
time, featuring Charlie Brown and the whole 
Peanuts gang. 160 pp.
978-0-8041-7949-2 
___021088561 paper 16.00

INSPIRATIONAL

 
The Better Life 
Small Things You Can Do Right Where You 
Are
Claire Diaz-Ortiz MOOP
In a world that constantly pushes people to 
move forward, to think ahead, and to build 
toward their futures, Diaz-Ortiz steps back 
and tells readers what they can do right now. 
Through stories from her life and lessons 
she’s learned, she teaches others to live in 
the moment and make life better right where 
they are. 128 pp.
978-0-8024-1293-5 
___021318361 paper 11.99

 
The Rescued 
Keepers of the Promise, Book Two
Marta Perry BRKP
As an Amish wife and mother struggles 
to hold her family together, a story from 
the past teaches her how to face her daily 
challenges with strength and love.
978-0-425-27142-1 
___021267754 paper 15.00

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
English Is Not Easy 
A Visual Guide to the Language
Luci Gutierrez GTHM
A cheeky, sophisticated, and strikingly 
illustrated guide that leaves generic English 
reference books in the dust. Prominent 
Barcelona-based illustrator Gutierrez uses 
whimsical characters, cheeky dialogue, and 
even insults to bring vocabulary, grammar, 
and usage topics to life. 352 pp.
978-1-59240-923-5 
___021267926 paper 18.00
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Lists of Note 
An Eclectic Collection Deserving of a Wider 
Audience
Shaun Usher CHRO
Usher curates 125 un-put-down-able 
lists from people who are as eclectic and 
intriguing as the lists themselves. Includes 
myriad reasons given by ancient Egyptians 
for missing work, Albert Einstein’s demands 
of his estranged wife, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 
extensive conjugation of “to cocktail,” and 
many more.
978-1-45214-457-3 
___021228238 40.00

 
Making Theses and Dissertations Available 
Electronically 
Susan Copeland CDOS
and Gail McMillan
This helpful resource provides librarians 
with a practical guide for making theses and 
dissertations available in electronic format. 
It also provides academic staff and students 
with an overview of recent developments in 
this area. 200 pp.
978-1-84334-341-7 
___007992792 paper 15% 80.00

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
The Great Detective 
The Amazing Rise and Immortal Life of 
Sherlock Holmes
Zach Dundas HM  
For longtime Conan Doyle fans as well as 
readers just discovering Sherlock Holmes 
comes a wickedly smart and rollicking 
journey through the birth, life, and afterlives 
of popular culture’s most beloved sleuth. 336 
pp.
978-0-544-21404-0 
___020687894 26.00

 
The World Between Two Covers 
Reading the Globe
Ann Morgan LIVR
A beguiling exploration of the joys of reading 
across boundaries, inspired by the author’s 
year-long journey through a book from every 
country. 336 pp.
978-1-63149-067-5 
___021160084 24.95

LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
First, Kill All the Marriage Counselors 
Modern-Day Secrets to Being Desired, 
Cherished, and Adored for Life
Laura Doyle BEBE
Using her own experience, Doyle encourages 
readers in troubled marriages to step away 
from the therapists, put down the self-help 
magazines, and instead talk to women who 
have longtime, healthy marriages. 285 pp.
978-1-940363-86-8 
___021133325 paper 16.95

MATHEMATICS

 
Idiot’s Guides®: Algebra I 
Carolyn Wheater ALPH
Starting with the very basics and reinforcing 
concepts with practice and tips along the way, 
this guide makes a complex subject easier to 
grasp and helps students and adult learners 
clear the hurdle that can stand between them 
and their academic goals. 352 pp.
978-1-61564-775-0 
___021164054 paper 19.95

 
The Man Who Counted 
A Collection of Mathematical Adventures
Malba Tahan NORT
Patricia Reid Baquero, illustrator
Leslie Clark
and Alastair Reid, translators
“A great storyteller.”—Paulo Coelho, author 
of The Alchemist. The adventures of Beremiz 
Samir, The Man Who Counted, take the reader 
on a journey in which, time and again, Samir 
summons his extraordinary mathematical 
powers to settle disputes, give wise advice, 
overcome dangerous enemies, and emerge 
victorious. 256 pp.
978-0-393-35147-7 
___021280325 paper 16.95

 
Math Geek 
From Klein Bottles to Chaos Theory, a Guide 
to the Nerdiest Math Facts, Theorems, and 
Equations
Raphael Rosen ADMP
The new “sine” of mathematical geekdom! 
For those who dream about long division 
and smile at the thought of solving abstruse 
equations, this work explores even more 
about the power of numbers and their 
brilliant nature in everyday life. 256 pp.
978-1-44058-381-0 
___021133146 paper 15.99
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The Math Myth 
And Other STEM Delusions
Andrew Hacker NPRS
Hacker expands on his widely circulated 
2012 New York Times op-ed questioning 
the requiring of advanced math in schools, 
regardless of interest or aptitude. Drawing on 
his own teaching, he proposes alternatives 
in a work that’s sure to spark a heated and 
much-needed national conversation. 256 pp.
978-1-62097-068-3 
___021133335 26.95

 
Single Digits 
In Praise of Small Numbers
Marc Chamberland PRIN
“A veritable potpourri of mathematical 
factoids, Single Digits will provide you with 
conversational ammunition for all manner of 
nerdy gatherings.”—Henry Reich, creator of 
MinutePhysics and MinuteEarth. 248 pp.
978-0-691-16114-3 
___021363895 26.95

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
Genomic Messages 
How the Evolving Science of Genetics Affects 
Our Health, Families, and Future
George Annas, J.D., HRSF
and Sherman Elias, M.D.
Two leaders in the field of genetics—a 
bioethicist-health lawyer and an obstetrician-
gynecologist geneticist—answer the most 
pressing questions about the application 
of new genetics to our universal medicine 
and what personalized medicine means for 
individual healthcare. 256 pp.
978-0-06-222825-3 
___021166067 26.99

 
The Well-Tuned Brain 
Neuroscience & the Life Well Lived
Peter C. Whybrow NORT
In this optimistic and inspiring book, 
Whybrow, the prize-winning author 
of American Mania, returns to offer a 
prescription for genuine human progress. 
400 pp.
978-0-393-07292-1 
___021280266 27.95

MUSIC

 
The Guitar Amp Handbook 
Understanding Tube Amplifiers and Getting 
Great Sounds Updated Edition
Dave Hunter HLPC
This handbook brings fresh information 
to the table to help guitarists understand 
everything about what makes their amps tick 
and how to use them to sound better than 
ever. It builds on the popular original edition 
of the book, first published in 2005. 256 pp.
978-1-48039-288-5 
___021257089 paper 29.99

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
American Catch 
The Fight for Our Local Seafood
Paul Greenberg PNGN
The bestselling author of Four Fish looks to 
New York oysters, gulf shrimp, and Alaskan 
salmon to tell the surprising story of why 
Americans no longer eat from local waters. 
He also proposes ways to break the current 
destructive patterns of consumption and 
return the American catch back to American 
consumers. 320 pp.
978-0-14-312743-7 
___021267945 paper 17.00

 
Rediscovering National Parks in 
the Spirit of John Muir 
Michael Frome UTHU
Longtime environmental journalist 
Frome reflects on a lifetime of 
involvement with national parks, 
and draws on this experience 
and knowledge to address what 
remains to be done in order to 
truly value and preserve these 
special places. 272 pp.
978-1-60781-418-4
___022953335 paper 24.95

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
The Five Levels of Attachment 
Toltec Wisdom for the Modern World
Don Miguel Ruiz Jr. HMRP
Foreword by Don Miguel Ruiz
Building on the principles found in his father’s 
bestselling book, The Four Agreements, Ruiz, 
Jr. explores the ways in which people attach 
themselves inappropriately to beliefs and the 
world. 176 pp.
978-1-938289-45-3 
___021194646 paper 14.95
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Full 
How I Learned to Satisfy My 
Insatiable Hunger and Feed My Soul
Kimber Simpkins NEWH
With piercing insight, raw emotion, 
and humor, Simpkins’ memoir 
vividly captures the all-consuming 
hunger that she felt on a daily basis 
due to an eating disorder and body 
dissatisfaction. As she experiences 
a spiritual awakening, she takes 
readers on her painful yet poignant 
journey toward recovery and 
fulfillment. 312 pp.
978-1-62625-227-1
___008230182 24.95

 
Life Loves You 
7 Spiritual Practices to Heal Your Life
Louise L. Hay HHSU
and Robert Holden
A joint project between Hay, author of 
the bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, and 
Holden, bestselling author of Shift Happens! 
and Loveability, this work looks at what 
the phrase “Life loves you” really means 
and helps readers open themselves up 
to countless opportunities to experience 
happiness. 272 pp.
978-1-40194-614-2 
___020273963 19.99

PHILOSOPHY

 
A Force for Good 
The Dalai Lama’s Vision for Our World
Daniel Goleman BANT
Introduction by The Dalai Lama
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Emotional Intelligence comes an inspiring 
and motivating book based on his decades-
long friendship with the Dalai Lama, a book 
that presents the Dalai Lama’s vision for 
making the world a better place. 272 pp.
978-0-553-39489-4 
___021139576 26.00

PHOTOGRAPHY

 
Spaceshots & Snapshots of 
Projects Mercury and Gemini 
A Rare Photographic History
John Bisney UNNM
and J.L. Pickering
“A wonderful collection of rarely 
seen photographs that true space 
buffs will enjoy. The captions 
are worth their weight in space-
fact gold.”—Richard W. Orloff, 
coauthor of Apollo: The Definitive 
Sourcebook. 224 pp.
978-0-8263-5261-3
___021303526 45.00

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
¡Adios, America! 
Ann Coulter REGN
New York Times-bestselling author Coulter 
is back with a long-awaited book. With her 
trademark wit and no-holds-barred style, 
Coulter takes readers behind the curtain of 
political correctness and reveals what’s really 
going on in America today. 256 pp.
978-1-62157-267-1 
___020274436 27.99

 
America: Imagine a World Without Her 
Dinesh D’Souza REGN
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, D’Souza 
offers a passionate and sharply reasoned 
defense of America, knocking down every 
important accusation made by Progressives 
against the country. Provocative in its 
analysis, stunning in its conclusions, America 
is a new classic. 304 pp.
978-1-62157-401-9 
___022332098 paper 16.99

 
cBy the People 
Rebuilding Liberty Without Permission
Charles Murray CRNP
In this provocative work, acclaimed social 
scientist and bestselling author Murray 
shows readers why they can no longer 
hope to roll back the power of the federal 
government through the normal political 
process. He argues that the Constitution is 
broken in ways that cannot be fixed even by 
a sympathetic Supreme Court. 336 pp.
978-0-385-34651-1 
___008435055 27.00

 
The China Challenge 
Shaping the Choices of a Rising Power
Thomas J. Christensen NORT
Analyzing U.S.-China policy since the end 
of the Cold War, Christensen articulates a 
balanced strategic approach to relations 
that explains why America should aim not 
to block China’s rise but rather to help shape 
its choices so as to deter regional aggression 
and encourage China’s active participation 
in international initiatives that benefit both 
nations. 352 pp.
978-0-393-08113-8 
___021280271 27.95
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cEnd of Discussion 
How the Left’s Outrage Industry Shuts Down 
Debate, Manipulates Voters, and Makes 
America Less Free (and Fun)
Mary Katharine Ham CRNP
and Guy Benson
In this fresh and provocative new book, 
Ham and Benson, dynamic FOX News and 
Townhall Media duo, expose how the Left 
exploits fake outrage to silence their political 
opponents—in public, on social media, at 
work, and even in their own homes. 304 pp.
978-0-553-44775-0 
___021108532 26.00

 
The Hillary Doctrine 
Sex & American Foreign Policy
Valerie M. Hudson COLU
and Patricia Leidl
Hillary Rodham Clinton is the first Secretary 
of State to declare the subjugation of women 
worldwide a serious threat to U.S. national 
security. Blending history and policy analysis 
while incorporating perspectives from 
officials and activists, this is the first book to 
thoroughly investigate the Hillary Doctrine in 
principle and practice. 432 pp.
978-0-231-16492-4 
___023636189 29.95

 
How to Catch a Russian Spy 
The True Story of an American Civilian Turned 
Double Agent
Naveed Jamali SCRB
and Ellis Henican
The fascinating story of a young American 
amateur who helped the FBI bust a Russian 
spy in New York—sold in 10 countries and in 
a major deal to 20th Century Fox. 304 pp.
978-1-47678-882-1 
___021318922 26.00

 
In Defense of Selfishness 
Why the Code of Self-Sacrifice Is Unjust and 
Destructive
Peter Schwartz PRAV
Through an Ayn Randian lens, Schwartz 
presents an uncompromising argument 
for rational self-interest and laissez-faire 
capitalism. 256 pp.
978-1-13728-016-9 
___021256683 27.00

 
Missoula 
Rape and the Justice System in a 
College Town
Jon Krakauer DD  
From bestselling author Krakauer 
comes a stark, powerful, 
meticulously reported narrative 
about a series of sexual assaults 
at the University of Montana—
stories that illuminate the human 
drama behind the national plague 
of campus rape. 384 pp.
978-0-385-53873-2
___023879530 28.95

 
Putinism 
Russia and Its Future with the West
Walter Laqueur THDU
A timely, topical book grounding Russia’s 
recent turn towards conservativism in pre-
1917 culture and explaining what this shift 
could mean for the rest of the world. 320 pp.
978-1-25006-475-2 
___020925958 27.99

 
The Republic of Conscience 
Gary Hart BRID
Former Senator Hart’s work is a meditation 
on the growing gap between the founding 
principles of the United States Constitution and 
the current political landscape. Full of original 
and incisive analysis, Hart’s examination offers 
a remedy for the millions of Americans who 
feel jaded, confused, and disappointed by their 
current government. 240 pp.
978-0-399-17523-7 
___022332244 25.95

 
The Right Way to Lose a War 
America in an Age of Unwinnable Conflicts
Dominic Tierney LB  
The author of How We Fight presents a 
provocative blueprint for how the United 
States can successfully disengage from 
failing wars without compromising its core 
values or interests. 400 pp.
978-0-316-25488-5 
___020536606 28.00
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The Stranger 
Barack Obama in the White House
Chuck Todd BBB 
Drawing upon unprecedented inner-circle 
sources, a strikingly provocative, behind-the-
scenes account of President Obama’s White 
House tenure, by NBC News Political Director 
and moderator of Meet the Press. 528 pp.
978-0-316-07943-3 
___021227502 paper 18.00

 
Taking a Stand 
Moving Beyond Partisan Politics to Unite 
America
Rand Paul CEE 
Senator Paul calls for changes in the 
Republican Party and American politics in 
order for Americans to take back what should 
be theirs, addressing hot-button issues, 
sharing stories, and even dishing some 
dirt on those in Washington who stand as 
the pillars of the status quo and the special 
interest. 352 pp.
978-1-45554-956-6 
___018172850 27.00

 
cThat’s Not Fair! 
Progressivism and the Politics of Envy
Dinesh D’Souza BCCV
The influential conservative commentator, 
filmmaker and #1 bestselling-author of 
America: Imagine a World Without Her and 
Obama’s America defends conservatism’s 
morality and exposes how the left excuses 
its own failings and uses false virtue to gain 
political advantage. 304 pp.
978-0-06-236671-9 
___021133426 27.99

 
Undemocratic 
Jay Sekulow HWDP
Sekulow—one of America’s most influential 
attorneys—explores the current political 
landscape in which bureaucracy has taken 
over the government and provides a practical 
roadmap to help take back everyone’s 
personal liberties. 256 pp.
978-1-47679-567-6 
___021318967 26.99

 
The WikiLeaks Files 
The World According to U.S. Empire
Julian Assange VRSO
When WikiLeaks first came to prominence in 
2010, releasing millions of top-secret State 
Department cables, the world saw for the 
first time what the U.S. really thought about 
national leaders, friendly dictators, and 
supposed allies. This volume uses experts 
to collate and analyze the most important 
cables and show their historic importance. 
448 pp.
978-1-78168-874-8 
___021088550 29.95

POP ARTS / POP CULTURE

 
Art of Pan 
Chris Grove ISGH
Foreword by Joe Wright
Introduction by Garrett Hedlund
This beautifully illustrated book will grant a 
comprehensive inside tour of director Joe 
Wright’s Pan, which offers a unique new 
cinematic take on J.M. Barrie’s beloved Peter 
Pan. Includes a dazzling selection of never-
before-seen concept illustrations, sketches, 
storyboards, and other preproduction 
materials. 160 pp.
978-1-60887-668-6 
___023090828 45.00

 
The Big Lebowski 
The Making of a Coen Brothers Film
Tricia Cooke et al. NORT
Through interviews with the cast and crew, 
in prose that compliments the film, the 
authors provide a firsthand account of how 
the Oscar-winning Coen brothers brought 
this movie to life. 224 pp.
978-0-393-35088-3 
___021280301 paper 17.95

 
Joss Whedon FAQ 
All That’s Left to Know about the Mind 
Behind Buffy, Firefly, and The Avengers
Hubert O’Hearn ATBP
This fascinating work looks behind the 
scenes into the life and creative output of 
screenwriter, director, producer, and author 
Whedon, observing his childhood through 
his entire career thus far. 400 pp.
978-1-48036-750-0 
___021257072 paper 24.99
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Keepers 
The Greatest Films—and Personal 
Favorites—Of a Moviegoing Lifetime
Richard Schickel KNPF
From a legendary film critic and movie fan 
extraordinaire, who, by his own count, has 
seen somewhere in the neighborhood of 
18,750 films, the highlights reel of a life spent 
at the movies. 320 pp.
978-0-375-42459-5 
___021166407 26.95

 
Terminator Genisys 
Resetting the Future
David S. Cohen ISGH
Capturing the complete creative journey 
behind the making of the highly anticipate 
film Terminator Genisys: Resetting the 
Future, this work also looks at the daunting 
challenges that the team faced in creating a 
new installment in one of the best-loved sci-
fi sagas in cinema history. 160 pp.
978-1-60887-550-4 
___021282230 50.00

PSYCHOLOGY

 
Unfair 
The New Science of Criminal Injustice
Adam Benforado CRNP
A crusading legal scholar exposes the 
powerful psychological forces that 
undermine the criminal justice system. 
Weaving together historical examples, 
scientific studies, and compelling court 
cases, Benforado shows how the judicial 
processes fail to uphold values and protect 
society’s weakest members. 400 pp.
978-0-7704-3776-3 
___021210057 26.00

REFERENCE

 
The Better World Shopping Guide #5 
Every Dollar Makes a Difference
Ellis Jones NESP
This pocket guide rates hundreds of products 
and services from A to F, so consumers can 
quickly tell the “good guys” from the “bad 
guys” and ensure that their money is not 
supporting corporations that make their 
decisions based solely on the bottom line. 
208 pp.
978-0-86571-790-9 
___021047869 paper 11.95

 
College Handbook, 2016 Ed. 
College Board COLD
The only guide available that contains 
objective information on every accredited 
college in the United States—2,200 four-year 
colleges and universities, and 1,700 two-year 
community colleges and technical schools. 
Annually updated with clearly laid-out 
entries and more than 40 indexes. 2,336 pp.
978-1-45730-423-1 
___021108447 paper 31.99

 
Mars 
Science Fiction to Colonization
Flash Guides FHGS
This groundbreaking series covers 
today’s most intriguing topics with 
content crafted to exceed readers’ 
demands. Featuring quick reads 
that are ideal for curious minds 
with busy lives and bold, engaging 
designs, each title offers dynamic, 
insightful material created by 
subject-matter experts. 110 pp.
978-1-942411-41-3
___024918896 
paper 8.99
 
China 
978-1-942411-48-2 FHGS
___024918912 
paper 8.99
 
Cuba 
978-1-942411-31-4 FHGS
___024918904 
paper 8.99
 
Manufactured Foods 
978-1-942411-53-6 FHGS
___024918886 
paper 8.99
 
Model T to Tesla 
978-1-942411-39-0 FHGS
___024918909 
paper 8.99
 
Secret Societies 
978-1-942411-50-5 FHGS
___024918885 
paper 8.99
 
Serial Killers 
978-1-942411-33-8 FHGS
___024918877 
paper 8.99
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Social Media 
978-1-942411-44-4 FHGS
___024918884 
paper 8.99
 
The Titans of Tech 
978-1-942411-35-2 FHGS
___024918889 
paper 8.99
 
Voices of Black America 
978-1-942411-37-6 FHGS
___024918878 
paper 8.99
 
Women Warriors 
978-1-942411-56-7 FHGS
___024918915 
paper 8.99

 
The Ultimate Scholarship Book 2016 
Billions of Dollars in Scholarships, Grants 
and Prizes
Gen and Kelly Tanabe SLLL
Information on 1.5 million scholarships, 
grants, and prizes is easily accessible in 
this revised directory with more than 300 
new listings that feature awards indexed 
by career goal, major, academics, public 
service, talent, athletics, religion, ethnicity, 
and more. 816 pp.
978-1-61760-070-8 
___021085525 paper 26.99

RELIGION - CATHOLICISM

 
Encountering Truth 
Meeting God in the Everyday
Pope Francis IMBK
Antonio Spadaro, editor
Preface by Federico Lombardi
Readers can now experience the morning 
homilies of Pope Francis and witness how he 
continues to change the life of the Catholic 
Church with this collection of highlights from 
the Pope’s homilies from March 2013 to May 
2014. 416 pp.
978-1-10190-301-8 
___021214874 25.00

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
Adoption 
What Joseph of Nazareth Can Teach Us 
about This Countercultural Choice
Russell Moore CSWY
Looking to Joseph’s adoption of Jesus as 
a model, this short volume encourages 
readers to view adoption as a way to protect 
children—born and unborn—from the 
injustices of abortion, abuse, and neglect. 
Adapted from Adopted for Life. 64 pp.
978-1-43354-991-5 
___021994329 paper 7.99

 
Anything 
The Prayer That Unlocked My God and My 
Soul
Jennie Allen NELN
Allen wrestles with the questions that 
come when life is handed over to a living, 
unpredictable, invisible God. She leads 
readers to face the minefields of unbelief, 
entitlement, control, and fear with a fresh 
voice and bold vulnerability to shatter small 
views of God. 240 pp.
978-0-7180-3720-8 
___021892120 
paper 15.99

 
Beautifully Flawed 
Finding Your Radiance in the 
Imperfections of Your Life
Shari Rigby BRST
with Claire Yorita Lee
Struggling with her identity while 
living a life of unfulfilled dreams 
and hidden secrets, Rigby takes 
readers on the adventure known 
as life. Her journey is an inspiring 
story that teaches readers that 
painful pasts can open doors to a 
hopeful future. 176 pp.
978-1-42454-983-2
___021371550 paper 14.99

 
The Emotionally Healthy Leader 
How Transforming Your Inner Life Will Deeply 
Transform Your Church, Team, and the World
Peter Scazzero ZNDV
Bestselling author Scazzero equips leaders 
to answer God’s call to develop a deep, 
inner life with Christ, examining its profound 
implications for planning, decision making, 
building teams, creating healthy culture, and 
carrying out their mission in the world. 224 pp.
978-0-310-49457-7 
___021473522 
22.99

 
How to Ruin Your Child in 7 Easy Steps 
Tame Your Vices, Nurture Their Virtues
Patrick M. Quinn COOK
and Ken Roach
In a world where parenting advice shifts 
faster than fashion trends, this “how not-to 
parent” resource takes a fresh look at how 
the Seven Deadly Sins are the root of most 
modern parenting problems. 224 pp.
978-1-43470-910-3 
___021046225 paper 15.99
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Introducing World Missions, 2nd Ed.  
A Biblical, Historical, and Practical Survey
A. Scott Moreau et al. BAKB
This bestselling textbook, now in full color, 
offers an engaging introduction to the work of 
missions in the contemporary world. 384 pp.
978-0-8010-4920-0 
___021199358 39.99

 
Let God Fight Your Battles 
Being Peaceful in the Storm
Joyce Meyer FAHW
Based on her bestselling book, The Battle 
Belongs to the Lord, Meyer delivers practical 
advice and biblical wisdom to help readers 
triumph over any obstacle by learning to 
lean on God’s power. 160 pp.
978-1-45558-783-4 
___021230076 10.00

 
A Lifelong Love 
What If Marriage Is about More Than Just 
Staying Together?
Gary Thomas COOK
Focusing on three key elements to building a 
strong relationship—a magnificent obsession 
with God, a desire to pursue a deeper kind of love, 
and intentionally seeking oneness—Thomas 
offers the guidance couples need to draw closer 
to their spouses and the Lord. 336 pp.
978-1-43470-862-5 
___021808753 paper 15.99

 
Preaching 
Communicating Faith in a Skeptical Age
Timothy Keller DUTT
Pastor, preacher, and New York Times-
bestselling author Keller presents wisdom 
on communicating the Christian faith from 
the pulpit, as well as from the coffee shop, 
helping readers learn to present the Christian 
message of grace in a more engaging, 
passionate, and compassionate way. 240 pp.
978-0-525-95303-6 
___021957342 19.95

 
Unlikely 
What Happens When We Set Aside Our 
Differences to Live Out the Gospel
Kevin Palau HWDP
A beautiful and surprisingly inspirational 
story about the unique partnership between 
a group of churches and the mayor of 
Portland, who came together to positively 
impact their city and encouraged others to 
do the same. 224 pp.
978-1-47678-944-6 
___021318948 22.99

 
We Make the Road by Walking 
A Year-Long Quest for Spiritual Formation, 
Reorientation, and Activation
Brian D. McLaren JRHO
From critically acclaimed author McLaren 
comes a brilliant retelling of the biblical story 
and a thrilling reintroduction to Christian 
faith. This work offers everything readers 
need to explore what a difference an honest, 
living, growing faith can make in the world 
today. 288 pp.
978-1-45551-401-4 
___021227517 paper 16.00

 
Your Sacred Yes 
Trading Life-Draining Obligation for Freedom, 
Passion, and Joy
Susie Larson BETF
A popular radio host invites women to say 
no to overcommitment and yes to the life of 
joy, passion, and significance God has for 
them. 224 pp.
978-0-7642-1331-1 
___021327963 paper 14.99

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
Magnificent Obsession 
Love Jesus. Wholeheartedly. Follow Him 
with Abandon.
Brian Kim PSIO
Foreword by Mike Bickle
In this inspirational and thought-provoking 
book, Kim explores what it means to lay down 
one’s life, to love Jesus wholeheartedly, and 
to follow him with abandon 240 pp.
978-1-62136-563-1 
___018868984 paper 15.99
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The Tales of a Wandering Prophet 
How God Can Use Anyone for His Purpose 
and Glory
Hubie Synn CRHU
With inspiring and humorous stories from 
the author’s life as a traveling preacher, The 
Tales of a Wandering Prophet encourages 
readers to step out onto the path God has for 
them with confidence. 208 pp.
978-1-62136-982-0 
___021267736 paper 14.99

 
Unqualified 
Where You Can Begin to Be Great
Pat Schatzline PSIO
Foreword by Glen Berteau
and Jim Hennesy
The greatest battle Christians face is based 
on whether they believe God can actually use 
them to do His work. Unqualified will teach 
the reader the truth about God’s character 
and His plan to use every submitted person.  
256 pp.
978-1-62998-612-8 
___021267734 paper 14.99

RELIGION - REFERENCE

 
Encountering the Old Testament, 3rd Ed.  
A Christian Survey
Bill T. Arnold BAKB
and Bryan E. Beyer
This bestselling evangelical survey of the 
Old Testament has been thoroughly updated 
and features a beautiful new interior design. 
It is lavishly illustrated with full-color 
images, maps, and charts, and retains the 
pedagogical features that have made the 
book so popular. 512 pp.
978-0-8010-4953-8 
___021199361 49.99

 
Target Israel 
Tim LaHaye HARH
and Ed Hindson
As the conflicts in the Middle East grow in 
intensity, prophecy experts LaHaye and 
Hindson explain why Israel is at the center of 
God’s prophetic plan for the future. 224 pp.
978-0-7369-6449-4 
___022023256 paper 15.99

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
The Baxters Take Two 
Karen Kingsbury ZNDV
The dreams of two producers are on the 
verge of coming true, but Chase’s marriage 
is strained and Keith’s daughter is making 
questionable choices in her quest for 
stardom. The producers are gaining respect 
and are on the verge of truly changing culture 
through the power of film—but is the change 
worth the cost? 320 pp.
978-0-310-34259-5 
___021473498 
paper 10.99

 
A Blessing for Miriam 
Land of Promise, Book 2
Jerry S. Eicher HARH
Miriam is looking forward to her wedding day 
with Wayne. But when beautiful Esther arrives 
to care for her ailing grandmother, Miriam is 
wary of Wayne’s past relationship with Esther. 
Under pressure from Miriam’s daett the 
relationship with Wayne is upended, leaving 
Miriam to wonder if she must now build her 
new life as a single Amish woman. 352 pp.
978-0-7369-5881-3 
___020541940 paper 13.99

 
Hearts Made Whole 
Beacons of Hope, Book 2
Jody Hedlund BETF
Caroline has tended the lighthouse since 
her father’s death. When a wounded Civil 
War veteran is appointed to take her place, 
Caroline is drawn to him. Can they look past 
their losses to a future filled with hope and 
possibly love? 384 pp.
978-0-7642-1238-3 
___021257416 paper 14.99

 
The Lost Garden 
Katharine Swartz LNFT
After a tragedy, Marin and her 
younger sister relocate to a 
picturesque village, in search 
of a new start. When a door to 
a walled garden captures her 
sister’s interest, Marin becomes 
determined to open it, and with 
the help of a local gardener, they 
begin to uncover the garden’s 
secret past. 288 pp.
978-1-78264-137-7
___021065616 paper 14.99
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Love’s Rescue 
Keys of Promise, Book 1
Christine Johnson FMRV
A tomboy tries to transform herself into a 
Southern belle to gain her father’s approval, 
but guilt, family secrets, and her love for a 
daring sea captain threaten to rip her world 
apart. 352 pp.
978-0-8007-2350-7 
___021257436 paper 14.99

 
Now & Forever 
Wild at Heart, Book 2
Mary Connealy BETF
A mountain man who loves to wander in 
the wilderness far from other people finds 
himself hitched to a young woman with a 
passel of relatives, a homestead, and a flock 
of sheep to care for. The fact that someone’s 
trying to hurt the woman he’s falling in love 
with sets off something even Matthew never 
expected. 336 pp.
978-0-7642-1179-9 
___021257456 paper 14.99

 
Pewter Angels 
The Angelic Letters Series, Book One
Henry K. Ripplinger CIML
This award-winning Canadian 
bestseller stars 15-year-old 
Henry, girl-next-door Jenny, and 
their families on an inspiring 
yet tumultuous journey through 
life’s struggles and victories, and 
illustrates the miracle of deep, 
enduring love. 450 pp.
978-0-9865424-1-1
___010431323 paper 21.95

 
A Place of Peace 
Kauffman Amish Bakery, Book 3
Amy Clipston ZNDV
Miriam Lapp must return to the Amish 
community of her youth to say goodbye. But 
goodbye is sometimes easier said than done. 
336 pp.
978-0-310-34421-6 
___021473511 
paper 7.99

 
Two Roads Home 
Chicory Inn, Book 2
Deborah Raney ABND
With their life in disarray, God is tugging at 
their hearts to pursue other dreams. Can 
Corinne and Jesse pick up the pieces of what 
was once a beautiful life before it crumbles 
beneath them? 304 pp.
978-1-42677-041-8 
___020907735 paper 14.99

 
The Witnesses 
Lancaster Burning
Linda Byler GDBK
The third novel in Amish novelist Byler’s 
current series takes readers inside the home 
of the leader of the local Amish community, 
Davey Beiler, who finds himself at the center 
of mounting fear and controversy. 352 pp.
978-1-56148-822-3 
___018231660 paper 13.99

 
A Worthy Pursuit 
Karen Witemeyer BETF
A teacher on the run. A tracker in pursuit. Can 
Charlotte and Stone learn to trust each other 
before they both lose what they hold most 
dear? 352 pp.
978-0-7642-1280-2 
___021257462 paper 14.99

RELIGION - THEOLOGY

 
Goodness and Light 
Readings for Advent and Christmas
Michael Leach et al., editors ORBS
An anthology of inspired readings from 
cherished writers to enrich every day of the 
season from the first day of Advent through 
Christmas Eve to the Epiphany, these 45 
readings from beloved writers are surprising, 
touching, and comforting. 300 pp.
978-1-62698-123-2 
___021112623 paper 16.00
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On Guard for Students 
Defending Your Faith with Reason and Precision
William Lane Craig COOK
Foreword by Lee Strobel
This one-stop faith manual helps young 
readers understand more about what they 
believe and why—and gives them the tools 
they need to defend their faith with biblical 
insight, truth, and love. 208 pp.
978-0-7814-1299-5 
___021103917 paper 15.99

SCIENCE

 
The Boy Who Played with Fusion 
Extreme Science, Extreme Parenting, and 
How to Make a Star
Tom Clynes MRNB
An account of child genius Taylor Wilson’s 
successful quest to build his own nuclear 
reactor at the age of 14, and an exploration 
of how gifted children can be nurtured to do 
extraordinary things. 320 pp.
978-0-544-08511-4 
___019692399 27.00

 
Humankind 
How Biology and Geography Shape Human 
Diversity
Alexander Harcourt PSUK
An innovative and illuminating look at how 
the evolution of the human species has 
been shaped by the world around us, from 
anatomy and physiology, to cultural diversity 
and population density. 368 pp.
978-1-60598-784-2 
___021211495 27.95

 
Plankton 
Wonders of the Drifting World
Christian Sardet UNCH
Plankton are the great drifters of the sea, any 
creature carried along by ocean currents. 
Plankton are also largely invisible to the 
human eye, and so for many, the journey in 
this book is as novel and uncharted as that 
to the abyss that flowed in the pages of The 
Deep. 224 pp.
978-0-226-18871-3 
___021081827 45.00

 
The Story of Science 
From the Writings of Aristotle to the Big 
Bang Theory
Susan Wise Bauer NORT
Wise Bauer, the bestselling author of The 
Well-Educated Mind, offers a riveting road 
map to the development of modern scientific 
thought. 320 pp.
978-0-393-24326-0 
___021280285 26.95

 
The Strange Case of the Rickety Cossack 
And Other Cautionary Tales from Human 
Evolution
Ian Tattersall PAVT
American Museum of Natural History 
emeritus curator Tattersall recounts 
the surprising twists and turns in the 
understanding of humanity’s biological past. 
256 pp.
978-1-13727-889-0 
___021128091 27.00

 
Waking Up 
A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion
Sam Harris SS  
For the millions of Americans who want 
spirituality without religion, this work by 
multiple New York Times-bestselling author, 
neuroscientist, and “new atheist” Harris is 
a guide to meditation as a rational spiritual 
practice informed by neuroscience and 
psychology. 256 pp.
978-1-45163-602-4 
___021319121 paper 16.00

 
The Weather Experiment 
The Pioneers Who Sought to See the Future
Peter Moore FABR
Moore presents a history of weather 
forecasting, and an animated portrait of the 
19th-century pioneers who made it possible. 
416 pp.
978-0-86547-809-1 
___020857606 28.00
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SELF-HELP

 
10 Mindful Minutes: A Journal 
Goldie Hawn PERI
with Jennifer Repo
Inspired by Hawn’s 10 Mindful Minutes, 
which offered parents “simple and effective 
ways . . . to create calmer, kinder, happier 
families” (USA Today), this work helps 
anyone focus on specific qualities—from 
optimism or gratitude to anger or fear—that 
can be enhanced or helped by a meditative 
practice. 224 pp.
978-0-399-17491-9 
___021267951 paper 15.95

 
Age-Free 
Build a Better Body, Mind, and Soul in 75 
Years or Less
Linda Gray RGNA
World-famous actress Gray compiles a 
lifetime’s worth of tips and wisdom into a 
humorous and insightful guide for women 
through all the stages of life, and ultimately 
shares how to lead a fulfilled life by living 
simply. 256 pp.
978-1-941393-09-3 
___021319012 25.95

 
Anger 
Taming a Powerful Emotion
Gary Chapman NFLD
Using real-life stories and practical principles, 
Dr. Chapman, #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author of The 5 Love Languages®, offers 
helpful-and sometimes surprising-insights 
into why people get angry and what they can 
do about it. 240 pp.
978-0-8024-1314-7 
___021318355 paper 15.99

 
I Know How She Does It 
How Successful Women Make the Most of 
Their Time
Laura Vanderkam PTFL
From the bestselling author of What the 
Most Successful People Do Before Breakfast 
and an acclaimed time-management expert 
comes powerful insights from 1,001 actual 
days in the lives of high-achieving women. 
272 pp.
978-1-59184-732-8 
___021267590 27.95

 
Penguins Can’t Fly 
+39 Other Rules That Don’t Exist
Jason Kotecki GRIF
In his enlightening and heartwarming book, 
author and artist Kotecki uncovers some of 
the most useless rules in life so readers can 
shift perspective and start seeing the world 
with wonder once again. 240 pp.
978-1-25006-710-4 
___021249887 16.99

 
Playing Scared 
A History and Memoir of Stage Fright
Sara Solovitch BLMS
This cultural history and memoir of stage 
fright will resonate with anyone terrified 
of speaking or performing in public. Using 
her own journey as inspiration, Solovitch 
has written a thoughtful and insightful 
examination of the myriad causes of 
stage fright and the equally diverse ways 
to overcome it, and a tribute to pursuing 
personal growth at any age. 282 pp.
978-1-62040-091-3 
___020857688 26.00

SMALL BUSINESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 
Clay Water Brick 
Finding Inspiration from Entrepreneurs Who 
Do the Most with the Least
Jessica Jackley SIGU
In the tradition of Kabul Beauty School and 
Start Something That Matters comes an 
inspiring story of social entrepreneurship 
from the co-founder of Kiva, the first online 
microlending platform for the working poor. 
240 pp.
978-0-679-64376-0 
___021207157 28.00

 
Factory Man 
How One Furniture Maker Battled Offshoring, 
Stayed Local—And Helped Save an American 
Town
Beth Macy BBB 
Macy brings to life John Bassett III’s deeply 
personal furniture and family story. As she 
shows how he used legal maneuvers, factory 
efficiencies, and sheer grit, cunning, and will 
to save hundreds of jobs, she also discovers 
the hidden and shocking truth about industry 
and America. 464 pp.
978-0-316-23141-1 
___021227504 paper 17.00
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The Misfit Economy 
Lessons in Creativity from Pirates, Hackers, 
Gangsters and Other Tales of Informal 
Ingenuity
Alexa Clay SS  
and Kyra Maya Phillips
The authors argue that lessons in 
creativity, innovation, salesmanship, and 
entrepreneurship can come from surprising 
places: pirates, bootleggers, counterfeiters, 
hustlers, and others living and working on 
the margins of business and society. 256 pp.
978-1-45168-882-5 
___021406651 26.00

 
Peers Inc 
How People and Platforms Are Inventing 
the Collaborative Economy and Reinventing 
Capitalism
Robin Chase PUBA
Chase, co-founder and first CEO of Zipcar, 
the world’s largest car-sharing company, 
illuminates the profound economic and 
business potential of the shared economy, 
showing how combining two powerful 
forces can transform the economy, redefine 
business, and create a future of abundance 
and prosperity. 304 pp.
978-1-61039-554-0 
___021108318 26.99

SOCIOLOGY

 
City by City 
Dispatches from the American Metropolis
Keith Gessen FSG 
and Stephen Squibb, editors
A collection of essays—historical and 
personal—about the present and future 
of American cities and the citizens whose 
fortunes have risen or fallen with those of the 
places they call home. 496 pp.
978-0-86547-831-2 
___023507851 paper 17.00

 
Naked at Lunch 
A Reluctant Nudist’s Adventures in the 
Clothing-Optional World
Mark Haskell Smith GROV
As novelist and narrative journalist Haskell 
Smith shows, being a nudist is more 
complicated than simply dropping trou in a 
work that’s equal parts cultural history and 
gonzo participatory journalism. Coated in 
multiple layers of high SPF sunblock, he 
dives into the nudist world today. 320 pp.
978-0-8021-2351-0 
___021145154 25.00

 
Population Control 
How Corporate Owners Are Killing Us
Jim Marrs MORW
America’s #1 conspiracy theorist and 
New York Times-bestselling author Marrs 
explores how the G.O.D. syndicate—a global 
monopoly of Guns, Oil, and Drugs—is 
consciously destroying American values and 
offers prescriptive solutions to fix our nation. 
352 pp.
978-0-06-235989-6 
___023256408 27.99

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
The Dad Report 
Fathers, Sons, and Baseball Families
Kevin Cook NORT
An award-winning sports writer presents an 
inside look at how baseball families share 
America’s national pastime. 288 pp.
978-0-393-24600-1 
___021280287 26.95

 
Lanterne Rouge 
The Last Man in the Tour de France
Max Leonard PSUK
Lanterne Rouge tells the forgotten, often 
inspirational, and occasionally absurd stories 
of the last-placed riders in the Tour de France. 
Leonard flips the beloved race on its head 
and examines what these stories tell readers 
and forces them to reexamine the meaning 
of success, failure, and the very nature of 
sport. 272 pp. Buyer’s Choice
978-1-60598-786-6 
___021215039 26.95

 
Maximum Interval Training 
High-Intensity Training for Elite 
Performance
John Cissik HUMK
and Jay Dawes
For readers who are looking to 
train with maximum intensity of 
maximum results, this all-in-one 
guide combines high-intensity 
exercises and nontraditional 
equipment with a variety of 
modalities and training options 
to stimulate muscle growth and 
avoid plateaus, and produce 
results. Includes step-by-step 
instructions, expert advice, and 
photos of 147 exercises. 352 pp.
978-1-49250-023-0
___021312309 paper 23.95
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Money and Soccer: A Soccernomics Guide 
Stefan Szymanski NBOO
Soccer finance has become an increasingly 
important part of the game, but for many 
fans, soccer finance remains, frustratingly, 
a world that is opaque and difficult to 
grasp. Here, the coauthor of the bestselling 
Soccernomics tackles every soccer fan’s 
burning questions. 384 pp.
978-1-56858-476-8 
___021232610 paper 16.99

 
Why Football Matters 
My Education in the Game
Mark Edmundson PNGN
Acclaimed essayist Edmundson reflects on 
his own rite of passage as a high-school 
football player to get to larger truths about 
the ways America’s Game shapes its men. 
For anyone who has ever played on a football 
team, is the parent of a player, or simply 
is reflective about its outsized influence on 
America, his work is both a mirror and a 
lamp. 240 pp.
978-0-14-312764-2 
___021267829 paper 16.00

 
The Women’s Guide to Triathlon 
USA Triathlon HUMK
This comprehensive resource 
presents female-specific training, 
techniques, and equipment for 
triathlon. Guided by the USAT 
Women’s Committee, whose 
goal is to encourage women’s 
participation in the sport, 20 of 
the sport’s top female coaches 
and athletes offer their winning 
advice. 304 pp.
978-1-45048-115-1
___021312306 paper 21.95

STUDY GUIDES

 
10 Practice Tests for the SAT® 
For Students Taking the SAT in 2015 or 
January 2016
The Princeton Review® PRNV
The best way to get ready for standardized 
tests is to practice, and this book gives 
students all the practice they need to ace 
the SAT. This edition includes 10 full-length 
practice tests, plus an overview of SAT 
basics, scoring, and content, and much 
more. 912 pp.
978-0-8041-2609-0 
___021108557 paper 22.99

 
Barron’s GRE®, 21st Ed. 
Sharon Weiner Green BAR 
Newly revised and updated, this bestselling 
manual includes test-taking strategies, two 
full-length model GRE tests with answer 
explanations, access to online bonus 
materials, and more. Can be purchased with 
an optional CD-ROM that includes two full-
length, computer-based GREs. 608 pp.
978-1-43800-568-3 
___020869739 paper 18.99

 
Barron’s GRE®, 21st Ed. 
978-1-43807-548-8 BAR 
___020869782 paper 34.99

 
Kaplan ACT® 2016 Strategies, Practice & 
Review with 6 Practice Tests 
Book + Online + DVD
Kaplan KPLN
The essential, comprehensive ACT guide 
from Kaplan, leader in test prep for 75 years, 
provides proven test-taking strategies, 
realistic practice questions and tests, 
detailed answer explanations, and video 
tutorials so readers score higher on test 
day—guaranteed. 800 pp.
978-1-62523-141-3 
___021319146 19.99

 
Kaplan ASVAB® 2016 Strategies, Practice, & 
Review with 4 Practice Tests 
Book + Online
Kaplan KPLN
This print, online, and mobile study system 
prepares those interested in pursuing a 
military career for success on the ASVAB and 
AFQT exams, with extensive review of all 
ASVAB subject tests, four full-length practice 
tests, mobile-enabled online practice tests, 
and much more. 588 pp.
978-1-62523-139-0 
___021319019 17.99

 
Kaplan GRE® Strategies, Practice & Review 
2016 
With 4 Practice Tests
Kaplan KPLN
A comprehensive prep system that includes 
both book and mobile-enabled online 
components, this resource provides access 
to in-depth strategies, test information, 
and practice questions to help readers 
score higher on the GRE. The fully updated 
2016 edition contains even more targeted 
instruction, plus new questions and 
explanations. 596 pp.
978-1-62523-132-1 
___021164901 39.99
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McGraw-Hill Education Preparation for the 
GED® Test, 2nd Ed.  
Cynthia Johnson MGWH
This new edition of the bestselling GED 
practice guide now comes with a bonus 
Interactive Test Planner app, while still 
providing a trusted review of all four test 
subject areas, pre-tests in each section, 
and full-length practice tests with complete 
answer explanations. 992 pp.
978-0-07-184720-9 
___023598484 paper 22.00

 
McGraw-Hill Education Preparation for the 
TASC Test, 2nd Ed. 
Kathy Zahler MGWH
The official guide for the Test Assessing 
Secondary Completion™ (TASC) test—the 
new high school equivalency test—provides 
updated coverage of major changes in the 
exam content, a pre-test to identify strengths 
and weaknesses, a full-length practice test 
section, and much more. 416 pp.
978-0-07-184387-4 
___020994467 paper 22.00

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
A Dangerous Master 
How to Keep Technology from Slipping 
Beyond Our Control
Wendell Wallach BASC
From combat drones to nanotechnology, 
3-D printers to synthetic organisms, our 
most recent inventions increasingly defy the 
norms for acceptable uses of technology. 
Ethicist Wallach examines the questions 
of who should be held accountable when 
machines break or when people die, and 
what responsibility creators and users have 
for the technologies we build. 320 pp.
978-0-465-05862-4 
___021232605 27.99

 
Domesticated 
Evolution in a Man-Made World
Richard C. Francis NORT
Francis shows that without our domesticated 
plants and animals, human civilization 
as it’s known would not exist. His work 
demonstrates that how domestication 
happens is as fascinating as it is important. 
400 pp.
978-0-393-06460-5 
___023644115 27.95

 
The End of Plenty 
The Race to Feed a Crowded World
Joel K. Bourne, Jr. NORT
An award-winning environmental journalist 
introduces a new generation of farmers and 
scientists on the front lines of the next green 
revolution. 400 pp.
978-0-393-07953-1 
___021280269 27.95

 
Pig Tales 
An Omnivore’s Quest for Sustainable Meat
Barry Estabrook NORT
An eye-opening investigation of the 
commercial pork industry and an inspiring 
alternative to the way pigs are raised and 
consumed in America. 320 pp.
978-0-393-24024-5 
___021280280 26.95

 
The Second Machine Age 
Work, Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of 
Brilliant Technologies
Erik Brynjolfsson NORT
and Andrew McAfee
Drawing on years of research and up-to-
minute trends, two thinkers at the forefront 
of their field offer an in-depth look at how 
digital technologies are transforming our 
work and our lives. 320 pp.
978-0-393-35064-7 
___021280300 paper 16.95

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Switzerland 
DK Publishing DK  
The key to planning the ideal Switzerland 
vacation, this all-in-one guide provides 
detailed information on sights, history, 
entertainment, shopping, transportation, 
maps, hotels, and restaurants. Includes 
durable detachable maps for comfortable 
traveling. 320 pp.
978-1-46542-681-9 
___021138189 paper 25.00
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DK Eyewitness Travel: Greece, Athens & The 
Mainland 
DK Publishing DK  
With the most maps, photography, and 
illustrations of any guide, this in-depth 
resource is the ideal helper to see the very 
best of Greece, Athens, and the mainland. 
Includes detailed itineraries and “don’t 
miss” destination highlights at a glance, 
plus illustrated, cutaway 3-D drawings of 
important sights, and much more. 352 pp.
978-1-46542-796-0 
___021138201 paper 25.00

 
Lonely Planet: Iceland, 9th Ed.  
Lonely Planet LONE
From splashing around in the Blue Lagoon’s 
geothermal water, catching a glimpse of the 
celestial Northern Lights, or taking a boat 
trip among the icebergs, this guide reveals 
the best of the best in Iceland, giving readers 
up-to-date advice on what to see and what to 
skip. 384 pp.
978-1-74321-475-6 
___021160049 paper 27.99

 
Lonely Planet: Norway, 6th Ed. Revised 
Anthony Ham et al. LONE
With this one-stop guide, travelers get all 
of the essential information they need to 
visit Norway, a beautiful, once-in-a-lifetime 
destination. Includes 55 maps, tips and 
advice gleaned from more than 100 days 
of research, information on 23 of the most 
spectacular fjords, and inspirational photos. 
448 pp.
978-1-74220-207-5 
___021160052 paper 24.99

 
Lonely Planet: Switzerland, 8th Ed. Revised 
Lonely Planet LONE
Containing comprehensive listings and 
easy-to-use maps, this revised guide takes 
travelers to the must-see areas of Switzerland 
where they can ski the Swiss Alps, picnic in 
a mountain meadow, and feast on fondue. 
352 pp.
978-1-74220-760-5 
___021160024 paper 24.99

 
Rick Steves® Eastern Europe 
Rick Steves AVEL
Readers can count on Steves to tell them 
what they really need to know when 
traveling in Eastern Europe—including the 
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, 
Slovenia, and Croatia. His candid, humorous 
advice guides readers to good-value hotels 
and restaurants, and sights that are worth 
the time and money. 1,300 pp.
978-1-63121-054-9 
___021106902 paper 26.99

 
Rick Steves® Pocket Vienna 
Rick Steves AVEL
This colorful, compact guide to Vienna 
includes Steves’ advice for prioritizing a 
traveler’s time, whether one is spending 
a day or a week in the city. Also includes 
neighborhood overviews, city walks 
and tours, sights, handy food and 
accommodations charts, an appendix packed 
with information on trip planning and 
practicalities, and much more. 220 pp.
978-1-63121-077-8 
___021106905 paper 13.99

TRAVEL - UNITED STATES

 
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Hawaii 
Bonnie Friedman DK  
Featuring the best attractions Hawaii has 
to offer—from in-depth coverage of the 
unforgettable sights to the rich culture, 
history, and cuisine of this unique state—
DK’s essential guide helps visitors discover 
the islands with street maps, 3-D aerial 
views, and detailed listings of the best hotels, 
restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets.   
252 pp.
978-1-46542-705-2 
___021138192 paper 23.00
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ANIMALS / PETS

 
Birds at Gardens by the Bay 
Rob Benton EOTR
Benton shares a collection of photographs 
of birds observed at Gardens by the Bay in 
Singapore. 122 pp.
978-0-9710702-5-7 
___024078087 paper 20% 32.95

 
Female Dog Names 
A Complete Guide to Help You Name Your 
Cute Girl Puppy
Richard G. Shaw LSIG
Packed full of great advice and tips to help pet 
owners choose the very best name for their 
female dog, this edition also lists hundreds 
of the most popular female dog names with 
information about each one. 96 pp.
978-0-9931720-1-4 
___023112064 paper 20% 9.85

 
Hypoallergenic Cats Buyer’s Guide 
Tim Anderson LSIG
Carefully written, this resource 
provides everything one needs to know 
about hypoallergenic cats. It includes 
comprehensive individual profiles of the 14 
hypoallergenic cats available. 108 pp.
978-0-9930043-3-9 
___023406352 paper 10% 9.97

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
All Dressed Up and Nowhere to Go 
Malcolm Bradbury ONRM
In the late 1950s, the spry, debonair, and 
well-dressed Bradbury returned from the 
United States—slightly shattered but not 
quite broken—to a Britain that, by all reports, 
was changing. In this novel, the author of The 
History Man takes on the consumer society 
and the British character. 180 pp.
978-1-50400-536-4 
___024032741 
paper 14.99

 
Essays in Russian Social and Economic 
History 
Steven L. Hoch ACDR
In this wide-ranging collection from a 
Washington State University professor, 
various facets of the lives of Russia’s rural 
population are examined, from banking 
crises and infectious diseases to peasant 
rituals and land reform. 375 pp.
978-1-61811-428-0 
___023544143 69.00

 
Order and Dispute, 2nd Ed.  
An Introduction to Legal Anthropology
Simon Roberts QABL
A classic resource in the modern study of the 
anthropology of law, this acclaimed book is 
now widely available again in an updated and 
expanded second edition, and in a library-
quality hardcover presentation. 202 pp.
978-1-61027-845-4 
___024016411 NET 39.99

ARCHITECTURE

 
BCN Noteguide Modernista 
Papersdoc, editor PPDC
Each technical information page within this 
architecture resource contains an address, 
a location map, an artistic photograph, and 
an explanatory text written by an expert. 
Also includes four blank pages for writing, 
drawing or pasting in memories of a visit, 
turning the guide into a personalized object 
and a souvenir at the end of a trip. 192 pp.
978-8-494-12641-3 
___021892187 
24.95

 
Conversations with Architects 
In the Age of Celebrity
Vladimir Belogolovsky DOMP
Belogolovsky gives a detailed picture 
of contemporary architects, presenting 
interviews he conducted with 30 well-known 
architects during his long-term, international 
activities as a curator and author.  584 pp.
978-3-86922-299-8 
___023345807 
paper NET 49.95

 
Eco-Architecture 
Ken Yeang ARHD
Presented here are elements used in Yeang’s 
projects that illustrate the ways in which 
ecological architecture could advance 
technically through devices and components 
that articulate and enhance ecological 
integration between the organic landscape, 
human occupants, and the inorganic, human-
built environment. 240 pp.
978-1-940743-15-8 
___023493284 
paper 35.00

 
Ennead Architects 
Susan Strauss OROE
Part of a series of books that will accumulate 
alongside the body of Ennead’s work, each 
telling the story of a single building, forming 
a profile of thier design intentions. 456 pp.
978-1-941806-47-0 
___023493699 
paper 40.00
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Frank Lloyd Wright 
Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer TLLC
Peter Gossel, editor
Made in cooperation with the Frank Lloyd 
Wright Archives in Taliesin, Arizona, this 
collection leaves no stone unturned in 
examining and paying tribute to Wright’s life 
and work. Author and preeminent Wright 
expert Pfeiffer highlights the latest research 
and gives fresh insight into the work. 640 pp.
978-3-8365-5598-2 
___021229122 
69.99

 
Manuel Cadrecha 
Manuel Cadrecha OROE
Varying in size, scale, program, and 
geography, this collection of work from over 
a 15-year period has a common thread of 
approach, process, and intent, and seeks 
to de-mystify the architectural process, 
clearly identifying inspirational sources and 
recognizing the benefits of a collaborative 
design process. 200 pp.
978-1-941806-81-4 
___023493695 
60.00

 
Michael P. Johnson 
The Unshakeable Search for Architecture
Louise Noelle OROE
Looking back 50-60 years reveals how the 
regional work of architects such as Bruce 
Goff, Jack Hilmer, and Al Beadle influenced 
architectural culture and generations of 
young students. Among those influencers, 
showcased here, is the life work of Architect 
Michael P. Johnson. 120 pp.
978-1-941806-91-3 
___023493697 
paper 29.95

 
Working in Architecture 
Jamie Fobert Architects
Jamie Fobert ATFC
This visually appealing work explores 
a selection of Jamie Fobert Architects’ 
numerous creations and specialties. 208 pp.
978-1-908967-30-5 
___017880619 
49.95

ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
Advancing Engagement 
A Handbook for Academic Museums, Vol. 3
Stefanie S. Jandl MBCX
and Mark S. Gold, editors
Foreword by John R. Stomberg
“A vital resource . . . the standard text for 
generations to come.”—James Cuno, President 
& CEO, The J. Paul Getty Trust. 404 pp.
978-1-910144-41-1 
___023157748 NET 129.00

 
America’s Sacrifices in Mythological 
Afghanistan 
Nasrat Kakar LSIG
Born and raised in Kandahar as Pashton; 
being married to a Tajik of Kabul for more 
than 32 years; and, having lived in America 
for more than 36 years have given the 
author the experience and knowledge to 
understand Afghans. He tells it like it really is 
so the world can understand why they have 
been grossly misunderstood and victimized 
for centuries. 588 pp.
978-0-9862636-8-2 
___023895471 paper 27.00

 
Byron Birdsall’s Alaska 
Byron Birdsall, illustrator ALNO
These illustrations of historic Alaska by one 
of the state’s most renowned artists, portray 
the territory from the beginning of the 20th 
century through the first decades after Alaska 
achieved statehood in 1959. 104 pp.
978-1-941821-50-3 
___020820776 
paper 18.99

 
Cahiers D’Art 
36th Year, N°1 2012
Staffan Ahrenberg et al., editor CIRD
The first issue to be published since 1960 
from a highly revered contemporary art 
publishing journal. 175 pp.
978-2-85117-174-0 
___020309308 
paper 125.00

 
Exhibitions and Education 
A Handbook for Academic Museums, Vol. 
One
Stefanie S. Jandl MBCX
and Mark S. Gold, editors
“Academic museums have proliferated 
over the past 50 years and yet they are 
often misunderstood, even neglected by 
their primary constituency—the students 
and faculty of their host universities or 
colleges. This book is a vital resource for 
anyone working in or concerned about such 
museums.”—James Cuno, President & CEO, 
The J. Paul Getty Trust. 692 pp.
978-1-910144-43-5 
___024022291 paper NET 99.00

 
Herb Greene’s Generations 
Lila Cohen OROE
Showcasing six decades of the art and 
architecture of Greene—informed by his 
readings in brain science and history—
this gallery is organized to display his 
architectural work alongside large-scale 
images of collage paintings and drawings, 
unifying the philosophy behind all of his 
work. 240 pp.
978-1-941806-79-1 
___023493701 
39.95
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Hiroshige 
One Hundred Famous Views of EDO
Taschen TLLC
Made from original sets of woodblock 
prints from Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858), 
one of the last great artists in the ukiyo-e 
tradition, this reprint of his final masterpiece 
series pairs each of the 120 illustrations 
with a description for full immersion into 
these beautiful, vibrant vistas that became 
paradigms of Japonisme. 584 pp.
978-3-8365-5659-0 
___021980824 
19.99

 
In My Wildest Imagination 
In My Wildest Coloring Book Series
Peri Anne Kuhl LSIG
An Oregon teacher offers the second coloring 
book in her series. 40 pp.
978-0-9907257-0-1 
___023898763 paper 9.50

 
In My Wildest Dreams 
978-0-9907257-1-8 LSIG
___023898984 paper 9.50

 
Jazz Covers 
Joaquim Paulo TLLC
Julius Wiedemann, editor
This volume features a broad selection of 
jazz record covers, from the 1940s through 
the decline of LP production in the early 
1990s. Each cover is accompanied by a fact 
sheet listing performer and album name, 
art director, photographer, illustrator, year, 
label, and more. 672 pp.
978-3-8365-5636-1 
___022935289 
19.99

 
The Life of Buddha 
The Karma Guen Buddhist Center in Spain 
and Its Precious Wall Paintings
Meike Herzog LSIG
Dawa Lhadripa, illustrator
Illustrated with the magnificent murals 
painted by great master Dawa Lhadripa from 
Nepal in the Thaye Dorje meditation hall in 
Karma Guen, this text makes the timeless 
wisdom behind the classic allegories of 
Buddha’s life accessible. 112 pp.
978-8-461-69880-6 
___024278660 paper 10% 34.00

 
Ñandutí, Lace of Paraguay 
Annick Sanjurjo LSIG
Albert Casciero, translator
Documenting the historic introduction of 
Spanish lace in Paraguay by colonial women 
settlers and tracing the evolutionary process 
of the creation of Ñandutí, the singular 
spider-web lace, this edition includes an 
extensive catalog of 164 original designs as 
well as many color illustrations of finished 
pieces. 164 pp.
978-0-9633827-1-9 
___024052307 paper 10% 22.00

 
Taryn Simon 
The Picture Collection
text by Tim Griffin CIRD
art by Taryn Simon
Pulling out images from the 1.2 million 
entries contained within the New York Public 
Library’s historic archives, this monograph 
reveals the subjective and often arbitrary 
ways humans categorize images. 404 pp.
978-2-85117-103-0 
___020309307 
paper 150.00

 
Walton Ford: Pancha Tantra 
Bill Buford TLLC
This updated edition features the artist’s 
most recent works and includes an in-depth 
exploration of Ford’s oeuvre, a complete 
biography, and excerpts from his textual 
inspirations: Vietnamese folktales, the letters 
of Benjamin Fantastic, and more.
978-3-8365-5908-9 
___023060406 
39.99

 
Yang Liu 
East Meets West
Yang Liu TLLC
Neat pictograms from designer Liu explore 
the differences between East and West. 
Already an online phenomenon, this is the 
first volume in Liu’s successful infographic 
series. 100 pp.
978-3-8365-5402-2 
___021080700 
15.00

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
Banishing the Boogieman 
Politics Is Personal
Jill Marion Parris LSIG
Parris chronicles how Nazism curtailed 
her parents’ life opportunities and of how 
the trauma of the Holocaust impacted her 
parents, her brother, and herself. Was her 
brother’s mental illness inevitable or the 
result of her parents’ loss and dislocation as 
European Jews? 242 pp.
978-1-942574-80-4 
___024349859 paper 13.95

 
The Boomer Generation 
The Tantalising Tale of a Boom that went 
Bust
Carole McCall ANAK
The Baby Boomer Generation had everything 
including freedom, music, power, and 
enough excitement to power a fleet of rocket 
ships. This author was a teenager in the 
1960s who could not believe her luck at being 
invited to this vibrant life party. She grew 
into a determined parent and conscientious 
employee in the 1980s. 246 pp.
978-1-909421-51-6 
___023905918 paper 25% 23.99
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Committed Undone 
A Tale of Love and Love Lost, Retirement, 
Travel and Spiritual Healing
Elizabeth Lowrie LSIG
Lowrie’s first book chronicles her journey 
of inner healing through the practice 
of Buddhism as she was dealing with 
insurmountable grief caused from the global 
publication of details about her divorce by 
Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Committed. 288 
pp.
978-0-9874761-0-4 
___024022073 paper 26.00

 
A Dance in the Woods 
A Mother’s Insight
Janet K. Brennan CSNP
After her daughter’s death, Brennan lost faith 
in everything. All that remained was nature 
with its dark woods, and she would worship 
it kicking her feet “in a mock Tarantella,” with 
deepest reverence, as the only solace for her. 
352 pp.
978-1-937240-48-6 
___023272274 paper 15.95

 
A Different Kind of Same 
A Memoir
Kelley Clink SWTR
Several years before Clink’s brother hanged 
himself, she attempted suicide by overdose. 
In the aftermath of his death, she traces 
the evolution of both their illnesses, and 
wonders: If he couldn’t make it, what hope 
is there for her?
978-1-63152-999-3 
___020826185 
paper 16.95

 
The Dramatic Genius of Charles Fuller, An 
African American Playwright 
Molefi Kete Asante UAAM
Asante brings a critical reading and 
sympathetic location of Fuller’s drama in 
the center of African-American dramatic 
and social history. Anyone who teaches 
drama or who performs or produces African-
American drama should use this book as a 
supplemental reading for theater and literary 
classes at the undergraduate level. 172 pp.
978-1-942774-01-3 
___023397265 paper 5% 19.95

 
For the Record 
Eric Focht BKSN
At the height of his musical career, Focht 
was in contract discussions with record 
producers of such famous musicians as 
David Bowie, Trent Reznor, and U2. This is his 
autobiographical story of his difficult attempt 
at fame and stardom, and much more. 326 
pp.
978-1-61863-791-8 
___020626173 paper 25% 19.95

 
The Ghosts Who Travel with Me 
A Literary Pilgrimage Through Brautigan’s 
America
Allison Green OOGN
Curious about her enduring love for Richard 
Brautigan’s work, Green embarks on a 
roadtrip tracing the route of his most famous 
volume, Trout Fishing in America. As she 
travels, she examines the way people relate 
to the things that influence them. 200 pp.
978-1-932010-77-0 
___021150882 
paper 15.95

 
The Golden Years of Somalia 
Mohamed Ali Hamud LSIG
A past cabinet minister and historian 
documents the events of Somali history, 
particularly from 19th and the 20th centuries. 
As a member of parliament, the author has 
firsthand insight into the happenings of 
those turbulent times, sometimes exciting 
and often sad. 138 pp.
978-0-9924939-0-5 
___023522316 paper 25% 19.50

 
Gone in a Heartbeat  
A Physician’s Search for True Healing
Neil Spector, M.D. LSIG
Dr. Neil Spector, one of the nation’s top 
oncologists, led a charmed life until a 
mysterious illness brought him to the 
brink of death. In his compelling memoir, 
he describes in great detail how he was 
misdiagnosed and, despite being a medical 
insider, was often discounted by his fellow 
physicians. 256 pp.
978-1-936946-42-6 
___023604556 paper 20% 14.95

 
Gringo Lessons 
Twenty Years of Terror in Taos
Bill Whaley LSIG
A modern adventure tale about a young 
man who experienced the local culture from 
1966 to 1987. There he met the community: 
skiers, La Gente, los vato locos, Chicano 
activists and their Spanish contemporaries, 
the artists, drug dealers, fellow soldiers, 
tempting sirens, the occasional movie star, 
and a host of con artists.  276 pp.
978-0-9862706-0-4 
___024149593 paper 16.00

 
The Human Agenda 
Conversations about Sexual Orientation & 
Gender Identity
Joe Wenke LSIG
LGBTQI advocate Wenke speaks with 
some of the community’s leading change 
agents. In these wide-ranging and probing 
conversations, amazing people share their 
personal and professional stories along with 
their profound commitment to freedom and 
equality. 236 pp.
978-0-9863379-3-2 
___023606733 paper NET 9.99
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I Hate Piñatas 
Surviving Life’s Unexpected Surprises
Heather Maloy LSIG
Heart surgery doesn’t happen in a vacuum. 
This is what Maloy learned firsthand when 
her son was diagnosed in utero with a 
combination of congenital heart defects 
which are fatal without surgical intervention. 
226 pp.
978-0-9864249-1-5 
___023544326 paper 10.99

 
An Incredible Journey 
Thomas Z. Lajos BNGE
Dr. Lajos recounts his incredible personal 
and professional journey from an oppressed 
communist country to the free and 
democratic West, where he achieved his 
dreams. Filled with analyses, memories, 
photographs, stories, writings, and much 
more, this autobiography retells his truly 
extraordinary story. 276 pp.
978-0-9903935-5-9 
___024016534 paper 10% 14.95

 
Inside the Founding of Newsweek 
How a Hot-Tempered, One-Legged R.A.F. 
Pilot Launched an American Media Giant
Thomas J.C. Martyn LSIG
A former wartime pilot and Time magazine’s 
first foreign editor, Martyn had a vision: 
to establish a weekly news magazine that 
would rival TIME, which in the 1930s was 
the only magazine of its kind in the United 
States. Martyn succeeded—so resoundingly 
that Newsweek has prospered for more than 
80 years. 230 pp.
978-0-9852380-2-5 
___022882915 paper NET 9.99

 
Vygotsky & Bernstein in the Light of Jewish 
Tradition 
Antonella Castelnuovo ACDR
and Bella Kotik-Friedgut
Preface by Clotilde Pontecorvo
The authors examine the role that Jewish 
cultural tradition played in the work of the 
Russian psychologist Lev S. Vygotsky and 
the British sociologist Basil Bernstein by 
highlighting aspects of their respective lives 
and theories revealing significant influences 
of Jewish thoughts and beliefs. 225 pp.
978-1-936235-58-2 
___017126010 69.00

 
A Lifetime in the Eye of the Storm 
André Nguy n V n Chau LSIG
History is colored by the nation that is 
recording it. In America, the Vietnam War 
was chronicled in the newspapers and on 
television from the American viewpoint. 
This is a story of love and loss, triumph 
and tragedy from the perspective of a 
woman who lived through the war. Only her 
steadfast love, hope, and faith in God gave 
her the strength to go on living. 660 pp.
978-1-941345-51-1 
___023460667 5% 29.95

 
The Long Stem is in the Lobby 
Jerome Mark Antil LSIG
A finalist in the Foreword Indiefab Book of 
the Year awards. Antil shares the story of 
how three great mentors—his own father; 
a university vice president; and ultimately 
a Proctor and Gamble marketing whiz kid—
were all the serendipity he needed to learn 
how to fly with eagles and how to land on the 
top of the pile in any adventure he undertook. 
378 pp.
978-0-9847187-5-7 
___008104903 paper 19.95

 
Necklace of Stones 
A Memoir of Poetry and Place
Alice Lee LSIG
Poet and artist Lee retraces her life in Alaska, 
China, Italy, and elsewhere, exploring in this 
memoir how she reinvents herself, refusing 
to be defined by her genetic inheritance. 
While the family illnesses of schizophrenia 
and ataxia are the stones that weight her 
shoulders, Lee wears the necklace with 
grace. 188 pp.
978-1-939604-20-0 
___023629271 paper 14.95

 
Necklace of Stones 
978-1-939604-21-7 LSIG
___022980500 20% 24.95

 
Paul Hasluck 
A Life
Geoffrey Bolton UWAP
For almost two and a half decades, Sir 
Paul Hasluck was one of Australia’s most 
prominent politicians. This biography 
includes his experience working for the 
Department of External Affairs during World 
War II as well as his career as a writer, 
poet, historian, and politician to provide a 
complete and enthralling portrait of one of 
Australia’s great men. 492 pp.
978-1-74258-658-8 
___020906723 paper 20% 49.99

 
Poet Under a Soldier’s Hat 
E.P. Rose LSIG
One hundred years of Colonial Rule in British 
India 1850-1947 are chronicled through the 
personal stories of one family caught in two 
World Wars, pre Mutiny skirmishes, and the 
Great Sepoy Rebellion. 326 pp.
978-0-9861188-0-7 
___024052227 paper 20% 24.99

 
Reel to Real by Reel 
Chris Callaway FBVS
Callaway features uncut interviews collected 
during his days as a music journalist. As the 
interviews are arranged in chronological 
order, the book offers two unique reading 
experiences at once: a look at the uncensored 
thoughts of touring musicians and the life 
story of the author. 294 pp.
978-1-62287-808-6 
___024022492 paper 15.95
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Salvatore and Maria 
Finding Paradise
Paul L. Gentile BMOG
In a family saga and story of immigration 
and assimilation where individuality and 
character are not lost, Salvatore Ciccone 
leaves Pacentro, Italy, in 1902 to work in 
the mines of Colorado, then in the steel 
mills of Pennsylvania. He and his wife raise 
five children and create community despite 
hardship, making their own private paradise. 
270 pp.
978-1-933964-95-9 
___024056243 paper 20% 18.00

 
Seeds of Consciousness 
Conversations with a Hindu Mystic
Valerie Freeman     
In this astonishing spiritual autobiography, 
Freeman, a passionate, highly intelligent 
Australian woman of Russian descent, 
embarks on the Great Journey, her search 
for ultimate truth.
978-0-9941744-0-6 
___000000000 paper 24.95

 
Sessy’s Journey 
Shirley Sanders LSIG
A gritty account about an African/Native 
American woman born in Mississippi during 
the Great Depression, this work recounts 
racial tensions, spousal abuse, loss, and 
constant betrayal. 258 pp.
978-0-9895931-0-6 
___008389181 paper 19.95

 
Shree 
A Woman’s Journey to the Centre
Swami Nityamuktananda Saraswati LSIG
An autobiography with a difference, this 
work tells the story of a remarkable life—
by no means over—yet filled with insight, 
discovery, and teaching that can assist any 
reader in his or her own self-discovery. 480 
pp.
978-0-9576237-6-7 
___023400680 paper 5% 29.00

 
Troubadour 
Song of the Lark
Clara Pierre LSIG
Based on historic events and a real 
troubadour who chronicled them, 
Troubadour is a powerfully told story of 
conflicted loyalties and the ruthless leaders 
who will do anything to control their subjects 
in 12th-century France. 278 pp.
978-0-9863838-0-9 
___024354729 paper 11.95

 
Two Gun Hart 
Law Man, Cowboy, and Long-Lost Brother of 
Al Capone
Jeff McArthur LSIG
Born in Italy and raised in Brooklyn, Vincenzo 
Capone left home when he was a teenager. 
He traveled with a wild-west show and 
fought in Europe during the Great War where 
he earned a medal for sharp-shooting. 
When the Volstead Act made alcohol 
production illegal, he joined the ranks of law 
enforcement and became one of the most 
successful Prohibition officers in the country. 
314 pp.
978-0-692-37289-0 
___023607282 28.95

 
Veronica’s Diary IV 
Angels Among Us
Veronica Esagui, DC PAPY
Angels Among Us continues the author’s 
true story through her diary series. In this 
volume she leaves school to get married, 
and returns to Portugal to care for her aged 
father. Her visit to Portugal extends into a 
three-month honeymoon where she and her 
new husband careen through 15 countries 
in a series of harrowing feats and near-
catastrophes. 486 pp.
978-0-9826484-4-5 
___022980221 paper 21.00

 
Walking the Blue Line: 
A Police Officer Turned Community Activist 
Provides Solutions to the Racial Divide
Terrell L. Carter BYUK
From his insight as a black police officer, 
community leader, and church minister 
in a volatile urban setting, Carter offers a 
constructive approach to addressing racism, 
societal divisions, the politics of oppression, 
and improving police-community interaction. 
He points the way to a more hopeful future. 
76 pp.
978-1-940784-46-5 
___024042034 paper 20% 15.95

 
What I’ve Learned from You 
The Lessons of Life Taught to a Doctor by His 
Patients
Scott A. Kelly, M.D. LSIG
Kelly shares the story of the lessons of life 
taught to him by his patients. The edition 
takes readers on a journey from an inner-city 
trauma center to the bedside of a dying cancer 
patient, exploring human relationships and 
giving an intimate view into the window of 
the human condition. 206 pp.
978-0-9912743-2-1 
___024186796 26.99
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BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
21st Century Point and Figure 
New and Advanced Techniques for Using 
Point and Figure Charts
Jeremy Du Plessis HIMN
In this advanced practical guide, du Plessis 
explains how to use moving averages, 
Bollinger bands, Donchian channels, and 
parabolic stop and reverse with Point and 
Figure charts. Readers will see that there 
is more to Point and Figure than they ever 
imagined, and that it is more flexible than 
has ever been realized before. 200 pp.
978-0-85719-442-8 
___021399836 
68.40

 
The Achievement Protocol 
Dennis W. Houchin LSIG
Houchin synthesizes the proven processes of 
strategic planning, project management, and 
time management, and distills, condenses, 
and combines them into an easy-to-use 
format that anyone can follow. 164 pp.
978-0-9861205-0-3 
___024079663 paper 14.99

 
The Agile Organization 
How to build an innovative, sustainable and 
resilient business
Linda Holbeche KOGN
Focusing on how to build both agility and 
resilience at individual, team, and organizational 
levels, author Holbeche puts the process of 
developing agile strategy, structures, and 
processes into the big picture context—perfect 
for OD/HR practitioners. 240 pp.
978-0-7494-7131-6 
___008137841 
paper 15% 39.95

 
American Mojo: Lost and Found 
Restoring Our Middle Class Before the World 
Blows By
Peter D. Kiernan TUNR
America’s educated, skilled, and motivated 
middle class was the cornerstone of its 
postwar economic might. Here the award-
winning author of New York Times-bestselling 
Becoming China’s Bitch focuses on America’s 
greatest challenge and opportunity restoring 
the middle class to its full promise and 
potential. 300 pp.
978-1-63026-923-4 
___022042155 
27.95

 
The Anatomy of Peace, 2nd Ed.  
Resolving the Heart of Conflict
The Arbinger Institute BRRK
With new sections enabling readers to go 
deeper into the book’s key concepts, The 
Arbinger Institute’s first book teaches readers 
how and why people contribute to the 
divisions and problems blamed on others 
and the surprising way that these problems 
can be solved. 288 pp.
978-1-62656-431-2 
___021411875 
paper 17.95

 
The Architecture of Image 
Branding Your Professional Practice
Craig Park ADLU
Foreword by Ron Worth
The brand of the professional service firm 
is one of the most misunderstood and 
often under-utilized tools used to build 
market share and increase business. Park, 
SMPS Fellow and award-winning author, 
explores how culture, collaboration, and 
communication create, develop, and sustain 
an enduring brand. 254 pp.
978-0-9893382-0-2 
___018035121 paper 24.95

 
The Architecture of Value 
Building Your Professional Practice
Craig Park ADLU
Park updates his 2002 publication of Design. 
Market. Grow! with an expanded collection 
of observations and lessons learned, drawn 
from more than 40 years of experience in the 
building industry. 276 pp.
978-0-615-51334-8 
___012943845 paper 24.95

 
An Athlete’s Guide to Agents, 5th Ed.  
Robert H. Ruxin JONB
Designed to better prepare athletes and 
their families to screen, select, and work 
with an agent, this edition teaches families 
about the importance of sports agents and 
allows athletes and their families to be active 
participants instead of handing all power 
away to an agent. 256 pp.
978-0-7637-7611-4 
___005450866 paper NET 77.95

 
Chess and the Art of Enterprise Architecture 
Gerben Wierda LSIG
In this resource, assumptions behind 
the existing approaches to enterprise 
architecture are challenged, and a more 
realistic perspective that helps battle the 
complexities and unpredictabilities of today’s 
business-IT landscapes is described. 252 pp.
978-9-08-198405-8 
___023111188 paper 20% 29.99



                  Available through IPS103
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Content First Marketing 
The Ultimate Guide to Building Authority, 
Establishing Trust, and Creating Lifetime 
Customers
John Arnott PDYB
Arnott offers tips on marketing online 
through Web sites and social media. 198 pp.
978-0-9861254-0-9 
___023586970 NET 19.99

 
The Disciplined Leader 
Keeping the Focus on What Really Matters
John Manning, President, MAP BRRK
These succinct lessons help readers home 
in on their own Vital Few—the 20 percent 
of activities that will drive 80 percent of 
the results—in three critical areas: leading 
themselves, leading teams, and leading 
organizations. 216 pp.
978-1-62656-325-4 
___020820769 
26.95

 
Food Supply Chain Management and 
Logistics 
From Farm to Fork
Samir Dani KOGN
In a complete overview this entry covers the 
food supply chain from a management and 
social perspective, taking into consideration 
the various challenges and supporting 
mechanisms in place that make sure the 
food that reaches the consumers’ plates is 
safe. 240 pp.
978-0-7494-7364-8 
___022997159 
paper 15% 60.00

 
Global Supply Chain Ecosystems 
Strategies for Competitive Advantage in a 
Complex, Connected World
Mark Millar KOGN
Practical insights that will help companies 
capitalize on market opportunities, overcome 
supply chain challenges, and make better 
informed business decisions are presented 
along with the latest trends and industry 
developments across various markets. 288 pp.
978-0-7494-7158-3 
___022997161 
paper 15% 65.00

 
How A Contractor Was Hijacked and Robbed 
Blind By His Own Business 
Arne Raisanen LSIG
AJ just didn’t get it; his business started out 
debt free, and for years he never borrowed a 
dime. It was like the more he grew, the more 
debt he took on. He did not realize it yet, but 
he was handcuffed and hijacked by his own 
business. 44 pp.
978-0-9914289-1-5 
___024402221 paper 20% 6.95

 
How to Create Your Own Successful & 
Profitable Business from Home 
Peace Mitchell LSIG
and Katy Garner
The founders of the AusMumpreneur 
Network, Australia’s leading mumpreneurs 
on topics including time management, 
marketing, profitability, customer service, 
and work-life balance, explain how anyone 
can create a successful, profitable, home-
based business. 216 pp.
978-0-646-93085-5 
___024281162 paper 20.00

 
How to Form a Nonprofit Corporation, 12th 
Ed.  
Anthony Mancuso, Attorney NOLO
Breaks down the complicated process of 
forming a nonprofit corporation into simple 
steps that anyone can follow, providing the 
guidance readers need to form a nonprofit 
corporation in thier state and obtain federal 
501(c)(3) tax-exempt status from the IRS. 344 
pp.
978-1-41332-160-9 
___020755716 
paper 49.99

 
How to Write Well When You Don’t Know 
Where to Start 
Susan Feehan PNMA
Feehan shows how people stray into 
obsessing over grammar and punctuation 
when they should focus on what they want to 
say, who they want to reach, and why anyone 
should listen. From the point of purpose to 
the pain of getting feedback, she offers tips 
galore and writing strategies. 224 pp.
978-1-909623-77-4 
___023961108 21.95

 
I Am Undeterred 
My Success Plan
Rania Habiby Anderson LSIG
A companion to the powerful new work 
Undeterred: The Six Success Habits of 
Women in Emerging Economies, this guide 
provides 31 result-producing exercises that 
will help women take bold actions to create 
the lives they desire. 104 pp.
978-0-9909063-5-3 
___023505734 paper 5.99

 
I’m Not Buying It 
How to Turn Today’s Skeptical Millennials 
Into Loyal Customers
Chris W. Anderson LSIG
Soon to represent the largest generational 
buying group and largest traveling segment 
of the population, Millennials behave 
drastically different than any other group 
before them. Anderson shares firsthand 
observations and emerging data that can 
help any business or brand gain a competitive 
advantage on communicating with them and 
keeping them loyal. 266 pp.
978-0-9863494-1-6 
___024233715 20% 24.94
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Marketing Analytics 
A Practical Guide to Real Marketing Science
Mike Grigsby KOGN
Grigsby provides business analysts and 
marketers with the marketing science 
understanding and techniques they need 
to solve real-world marketing challenges, 
such as pulling a targeted list, segmenting 
data, testing campaign effectiveness, and 
forecasting demand. 232 pp.
978-0-7494-7417-1 
___023980946 
paper 34.95

 
Perfect Pairings 
The Art of Connecting People
Jessica Leigh Levin LSIG
Levin, president and chief connector at Seven 
Degrees Communications, presents her 
recipe for creating successful and fulfilling 
relationships and expanding one’s circle of 
influence with easy-to-understand chapters 
full of stories from her experience as well as 
true-to-life examples. 144 pp.
978-0-9861692-0-5 
___024194045 paper 15.99

 
Performance Consulting, 3rd Ed.  
A Strategic Process to Improve, Measure, 
and Sustain Organizational Results
Dana Gaines Robinson et al. BRRK
This third edition of the classic book that 
introduced performance consulting adds a 
wealth of new material. There are new case 
examples throughout and four new chapters 
providing detailed steps for measuring 
results from performance consulting 
initiatives on five different levels, including 
ROI. 264 pp.
978-1-62656-229-5 
___020820768 
paper NET 39.95

 
The Productivity Zone 
Stop the Tug of War with Time
Penny Zenker LSIG
The Productivity Zone explains the 10 Core 
Drivers that help people avoid procrastination 
and perfectionism and perform in the 
Productivity Zone. A deficiency in any one 
of the elements will stand between a person 
and his or her best results. 200 pp.
978-0-9863075-0-8 
___023155863 paper 25% 14.95

 
Radost Poslovanja 
Simone Milasas LSIG
contributed by Gary Douglas
What if business was joyful and fun—and 
much more than one perceived possible? 
The author asserts that business is joy: it’s 
creation and it’s generative, and it can be the 
adventure of living. Croatian ed. 204 pp.
978-1-939261-75-5 
___023457119 paper 20% 35.00

 
Smarter Bank 
Why Money Management Is More Important 
Than Money Movement to Banks and Credit 
Unions
Ron Shevlin SBRH
Shevlin provides a no-nonsense framework 
to address broad issues impacting banking’s 
rapidly changing business model. He 
approaches important topics like innovation, 
big data, engagement, and the migration 
to money management very directly and 
with a critical eye for the data behind his 
statements. 294 pp.
978-1-907720-82-6 
___023466992 paper 10% 29.99

 
Social Entrepreneurship 
Cases and Concepts
Ester Barinaga PFES
When is the right time to start up a social 
venture? How should its first services 
be priced? What constituencies should 
be considered when shaping the board? 
Barinaga presents cases and concepts to 
answer these key questions. 201 pp.
978-9-14-410180-4 
___022980178 paper 10% 38.90

 
Strategic Reward and Recognition 
Improving Employee Performance Through 
Non-Monetary Incentives
John G. Fisher KOGN
Brings together theory and practice to guide 
HR professionals, consultants, and senior 
leaders in developing a clear strategies 
while implementing the most effective 
reward programs for their organizations. 
Includes examples in different sectors, from 
organizations all over the world, small and 
large. 272 pp.
978-0-7494-7252-8 
___022997154 
paper 15% 49.95

 
Undeterred 
The Six Success Habits of Women in 
Emerging Economies
Rania Habiby Anderson LSIG
Anderson discusses the keys to success, 
based on four years of research, deep 
expertise, and interviews with more than 250 
relatable businesswomen around the world. 
408 pp.
978-0-9909063-4-6 
___023505733 paper 17.99

 
When Corporations Rule the World, 20th 
Anniversary Ed.  
David C. Korten BRRK
In this profound new edition, Korten shares 
the results of his search for a story that 
reflects the fullness of human knowledge 
and understanding and provides a guide to 
action adequate to the needs of our time. 408 
pp.
978-1-62656-287-5 
___021150920 
paper 33.95
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CHILDREN’S ALL AGES

 
Kunlun 
Wendi L. Adamek LSIG
Asia has a long tradition of fantasy 
literature (and more recently, anime) about 
foxes, poets, and wandering warriors. 
Kunlun draws on these genres to weave a 
contemporary tale of mystery, adventure, 
and lives on the line. Vikki Beldark, a scrappy 
teen shape-shifting fox, finds herself on an 
fur-raising journey across China with an odd 
assortment of friends. 272 pp.
978-1-46360-653-4 
___023400022 paper 14.95

CHILDREN’S AGES 4-8

 
Don’t Say Goodbye, Just Say See You! 
Patricia A. Brill, Ph.D. LSIG
Curt Walstead, illustrator
Grief and loss are normal feelings to have 
when a relative, friend, or pet dies. This tale 
reassures children that no matter how sad 
or angry they feel when they lose a relative, 
friend, or pet, in time their sadness will 
ease and they will be able to remember the 
happiness they shared. 34 pp.
978-0-9815551-6-4 
___023548805 5% 12.95

 
Jude’s Dots 
Seeing Number
Mary Daly LSIG
Daly’s work provides an easy-to-use 
presentation of number as quantity to counter 
the inclination of the digital generation to see 
number as numeral and therefore find math 
too abstract. 218 pp.
978-0-9825521-6-2 
___024087502 paper 20% 13.00

 
Mason Meets a Mason Bee 
With K-5 Educator Guide for Classroom 
Teachers, Naturalists, Scout Leaders, 
Parents, Grandparents
Dawn Pape LSIG
Mason, a boy who is afraid of bees, conquers 
his fear and feels like a super hero on a 
mission to save bees after he meets a talking 
bee sharing his own name! This rhyming 
picture storybook teaches timely, important, 
and weighty topics about native bees, 
habitat, pesticides, and native plants in a 
light and fun way. 50 pp.
978-0-9851877-7-4 
___024063996 paper 19.99

 
What Shall I Be? 
Jean Bennett Compton LSIG
Taylor Beisler, illustrator
Max answers the question “What Shall I 
Be?” and then imagines daily adventures for 
himself and his dog. Designed as an Early 
Reader Book, What Shall I Be? is a great tool 
to teach children (K-2nd grade) to become 
independent readers. 36 pp.
978-0-9890975-2-9 
___024054714 paper 20% 12.95

CHILDREN’S AGES 9-12

 
Angel of Fire 
Book One of Zach’s Story
Wendy Milton LSIG
Having been hit by a truck in a pedestrian 
crossing near his home, Zach Brinkley is 
clinically dead. Doctors resuscitate him 
but he winds up in a coma, unable to 
communicate with anyone except some 
rather bizarre, otherworldly visitors. 224 pp.
978-0-646-90032-2 
___017837641 paper 10.50

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT

 
Altar of Reality 
Mara Valderran LSIG
Sixteen-year-old Madeline has struggled 
with epilepsy for most of her adolescent life, 
leaving her something of a social pariah. 
Things go from bad to worse when she 
wakes up from her first grand mal seizure 
in an extremely unfamiliar world but 
surrounded by familiar faces. Her hometown 
is in ruins, the aftermath of a Cold War turned 
hot. 210 pp.
978-1-62007-679-8 
___024023379 paper 14.99

 
Billy Lovecraft Saves the World 
Billy Lovecraft LSIG
The last thing Billy Lovecraft’s parents 
sent him before the crash was a photo of 
something on the wing of their plane. Now 
he’s stuck with a horrible and heartbreaking 
mystery: What was that awful creature, and 
why were his parents targeted? 190 pp.
978-1-62007-787-0 
___023586544 paper 14.99

 
The Book of Charlie 
Spirit of the Pompey Hollow Book Club
Jerome Mark Antil LSIG
Selected as one of two best Young Adult 
novels for the year. Mary Crane decides to 
follow her teacher’s suggestion of getting 
a pen pal for the summer. As the summer 
unfolds, the pen pals solve what turns out 
to be an unresolved military mystery dating 
back to World War II and still lingering in the 
shadows of the D-Day invasion. 302 pp.
978-0-9893044-3-6 
___020535356 paper 13.95

 
The Fifth Floor 
Julie Oleszek     
As one of 10 children, Anna’s emotional 
distress—borne from a traumatic childhood 
incident—is ignored until she stops eating 
at the age of 17. Fearing the worst, her 
mother takes her to see a psychiatrist who 
immediately hospitalizes Anna on the fifth 
floor of the local hospital. Under his guidance, 
Anna very reluctantly begins to confront her 
nightmarish childhood memories.
978-0-9862705-1-2 
___000000000 paper 19.95
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Gilded Wings 
Cameo Renae LSIG
As the final battle draws near, Emma finds 
herself bound under an unbreakable oath. 
She must seal the bond with Ethon before 
her transformation, or risk her life and the 
lives of those she truly loves. Who she wants 
is no longer an option in this epic series 
conclusion. 340 pp.
978-1-939769-71-8 
___023398055 paper 20% 14.99

 
Mary Crane and a Pompey Hollow Book Club  
Seance with Sherlock!
Jerome Mark Antil LSIG
The British have landed—again! In this 
heartfelt coming of age story, Mary Crane 
and the book club members volunteer to 
do the chores for poor old Farmer Parker. 
A biplane giving State Fair plane rides 
goes off course and nearly crashes on the 
farm. Rushing to the pilot’s rescue, the club 
members unwittingly step into their most 
spirited adventure yet. 274 pp.
978-0-9893044-6-7 
___023906201 paper 12.95

 
The Pompey Hollow Book Club 
Jerome Mark Antil LSIG
Named Book of the Year (Family & Fiction) 
2012 by Books & Authors. “Mark Twain meets 
the Greatest Generation! The Pompey Hollow 
Book Club is the best kind of novel: charming, 
but with teeth. The narration exudes an 
experienced innocence with characters at 
once empathic and courageous.”—Stuart 
Horwitz, Book Architecture. 288 pp.
978-0-9847187-0-2 
___020535360 paper 13.95

 
The Prophecy of Sky 
James Todd Cochrane DMOB
Born with a curse that dooms her and her 
race to a future of slavery, Sky’s world is torn 
apart when she witnesses her sister’s capture 
and enslavement. Left alone and injured, she 
must try to figure out what to do to survive 
and how to avoid the same fate as the rest of 
her people. 220 pp.
978-0-9915234-3-6 
___023460600 paper 20% 9.99

 
The Reaping 
Book Two of the Seeds Trilogy
K. Makansi     
The second book in the Seeds trilogy will 
thrust the Resistance into the spotlight as 
the Okarian Sector publicly brands them as 
traitors and terrorists. 
978-0-9898671-4-6 
___000000000 paper 19.99

 
The Transfiguration of Solomon Shinn 
David Bock LSIG
After his evacuation from Hurricane Katrina, 
Solomon Shinn embarks upon a mental, 
physical, and spiritual journey that leaves 
him questioning the difference between 
dreams and reality. Talking stars, an unlikely 
spaceship, a magical book, new friends, 
and two enigmatic strangers cross his path 
across the universe and back home again. 
216 pp.
978-0-9863994-0-4 
___023899627 paper 10.99

 
The Transfiguration of Solomon Shinn 
978-0-9863994-2-8 LSIG
___023899640 21.99

 
Treasure Darkly 
Treasure Chronicles, Book One
Jordan Elizabeth LSIG
Seventeen-year-old Clark Treasure assumes 
the drink he stole off the captain is absinthe—
until the chemicals in the liquid give him the 
ability to awaken the dead. A great invention 
for creating perfect soldiers, yes, but Clark 
wants to live as a miner, not a slave to the 
army—or the deceased. 252 pp.
978-1-62007-695-8 
___023586545 paper 14.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - COMMUNICATIONS / NETWORKING

 
The Architecture of Privacy 
On Engineering Technologies That Can 
Deliver Trustworthy Safeguards
Courtney Bowman et al. OREI
From a technological perspective, this 
guide will not only help empower software 
engineers, but also show policymakers, 
academics, and advocates that, through an 
arsenal of technical tools, engineers can 
form the building blocks of nuanced policies 
that maximize privacy protection and utility. 
224 pp.
978-1-49190-401-5 
___021411877 
paper 20% 29.99

 
Crafting the InfoSec Playbook 
Security Monitoring and Incident Response 
Master Plan
Jeff Bollinger et al. OREI
This text demonstrates how to boil down 
complex security monitoring and incident 
response ideas into their most basic 
elements. 350 pp.
978-1-49194-940-5 
___021411862 
paper 20% 49.99
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IPv6 Network Administration, 2nd Ed.  
Niall Richard Murphy OREI
and David Malone
Now making its way into software and 
hardware operating systems, with Cisco, 
Microsoft, and Sun adopting it as a standard, 
the second edition of this must-have for 
network administrators delivers an even-
handed approach to IPv6, including its 
benefits and potential downsides. 308 pp.
978-1-49191-259-1 
___023682835 
paper 20% 54.99

 
Make: Getting Started with Spark Core 
Connecting Electronics Projects to the Cloud 
with Wi-Fi
Simon Monk MKRM
Quickly showing how to program Spark 
Core using the Web-based development 
environment, this starts with connecting 
analog and digital outputs and inputs, and 
progresses towards more advanced projects 
including robots and remotely-controllable 
systems. 180 pp.
978-1-45718-701-8 
___021411869 
paper 19.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - DATABASE MANAGEMENT

 
Title 700: The Missing Manual® 
Susan Prosser OREI
and Stuart Gripman
Prominent FileMaker developers Prosser 
and Gripman know how to work magic 
with FileMaker Pro, and they share their 
knowledge in this bestselling book. Readers 
learn how to build a database and organize 
all of their information quickly and efficiently. 
956 pp.
978-1-49191-748-0 
___023995880 
paper 39.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - DIGITAL MEDIA

 
Software Trace and Log Analysis 
Dmitry Vostokov OAAB
This reference reprints with corrections 100 
patterns originally published in Memory 
Dump Analysis Anthology volumes 3-8a and 
Software Diagnostics Library (former Crash 
Dump Analysis blog, DumpAnalysis.org/
blog). Full-color diagrams accompany most 
pattern descriptions. 192 pp.
978-1-908043-80-1 
___024069332 paper 30.00

 
The Sparkfun Guide to Processing 
Derek Runberg NSCH
Processing is a free, beginner-friendly 
programming language designed to help 
non-programmers create interactive art with 
code. This guide teaches readers to craft 
their own digital artwork and even combine 
it with hardware—no prior programming 
experience required. 232 pp.
978-1-59327-612-6 
___022168290 
paper 24.95

COMPUTER BOOKS - GENERAL INFORMATION

 
Ansible: Up & Running 
Automating Configuration Management and 
Deployment the Easy Way
Lorin Hochstein OREI
Whether a developer deploying code to 
production or a system administrator 
looking for a better automation solution, this 
practical guide describes how Ansible works 
and illustrates how to be quickly productive 
with this tool. 200 pp.
978-1-49191-532-5 
___022031309 
paper 39.99

 
Cybernetics, 2nd Ed.  
Or Control and Communication in the Animal 
and the Machine
Norbert Wiener QABL
Cybernetics is on virtually everyone’s short 
list of the most important and influential 
nonfiction books of the last century. First 
published by MIT mathematics professor 
Wiener in 1948, this groundbreaking 
account of systems, thought processes, AI, 
and the use of “feedback” foreshadowed 
intelligent and replicating machines, 
complex organizational organisms, and the 
physiology and failure of the human nervous 
system. 236 pp.
978-1-61027-846-1 
___024016425 NET 29.99

 
Docker Cookbook 
Sébastien Goasguen OREI
The recipes in this resource will help 
developers go from zero knowledge to 
distributed applications packaged and 
deployed within a couple of chapters; solve 
everyday problems; as well as create, run, 
share, and deploy Docker images quickly. 
400 pp.
978-1-49191-971-2 
___022168378 
paper 44.99

 
Docker: Up & Running 
Karl Matthias OREI
and Sean P. Kane
Developers can quickly learn how to use 
Docker and containers in general to create 
packaged images for easy management, 
testing, and deployment of software. 200 pp.
978-1-49191-757-2 
___021311260 
paper 34.99

 
High Performance Android Apps 
Improve Ratings with Speed, Optimizations, 
and Testing
Doug Sillars OREI
Ideal for beginners to advanced Android 
developers, in pace with rapidly evolving 
device technology, this useful guide provides 
tools and tips to take app performance to a 
new level. 400 pp.
978-1-49191-251-5 
___021329086 
paper 20% 44.99
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The Information Paradox 
To Those Who Thurst for Wisdom
Robert Wiles LSIG
Energy, matter, and time have been recognized 
as fundamental entities for nearly 100 years but 
now a fourth entity, information, is being viewed 
in a similar way. Wiles explores the information 
within life, the mind, and the universe, 
demonstrating not only that information is 
another fundamental entity but that it is the 
entity from which all the others are built. 400 pp.
978-0-9875622-0-3 
___023587017 paper 44.95

 
Network Security Assessment, 3rd Ed.  
Know Your Network
Chris McNab OREI
Provides the tools and techniques that 
professional security analysts use to identify 
and assess risks in government, military, 
and commercial networks—a complete 
overhaul grouping and detailing the latest 
hacking techniques used to attack enterprise 
networks. 456 pp.
978-1-49191-095-5 
___021221773 
paper 20% 49.99

 
UX Strategy 
How to Devise Innovative Digital Products 
That People Want
Jaime Levy OREI
Introducing lightweight strategy tools and 
techniques that will help both design teams and 
clients come to a shared understanding of the 
digital product desired, this step-by-step guide 
focuses on customer discovery techniques and 
disruptive innovations that offer more value 
than existing market alternatives. 275 pp.
978-1-44937-286-6 
___021411861 
paper 34.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - INTERNET

 
Creating a Website: The Missing Manual®, 
4th Ed.  
Matthew MacDonald OREI
With step-by-step instructions and hundreds of 
examples, the fourth edition of this text shows 
how with nothing more than an ordinary PC 
and some raw ambition readers can learn how 
to create and maintain a professional-looking, 
visitor-friendly Web site. 608 pp.
978-1-49191-807-4 
___023148705 
paper 29.99

 
Meteor in Action 
Stephan Hochhaus MNPC
and Manuel Schoebel
Starting with an overview of a Meteor 
application, this volume guides readers 
through typical real-world scenarios like 
managing file uploads, SEO, and localizing 
applications, lastly covering deploying 
Meteor on a server and scaling efficiently. 
Includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and 
ePub formats. 275 pp.
978-1-61729-247-7 
___023682831 
paper 20% 44.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - LANGUAGES / PROGRAMMING

 
C in a Nutshell, 2nd Ed.  
Peter Prinz OREI
and Tony Crawford
Covering the current version of one of the 
most important programming languages this 
is a convenient way to explore the concepts 
of the standard C language, including all of 
its recently added features. 650 pp.
978-1-49190-475-6 
___022042117 
paper 59.99

 
Design Patterns 
Christopher G. Lasater WORU
Design Patterns demonstrates how software 
developers can improve the performance, 
maintainability, portability, and scalability 
of their code through the use of the Gang of 
Four design patterns. 286 pp.
978-1-59822-031-5 
___003076037 paper NET 54.95

 
High Performance Mobile Web 
Maximiliano Firtman OREI
Mobile is a must for every company, but 
how users are contacted can determine 
success or failure. This overview provides the 
knowledge and tools to measure mobile Web 
site or Web app performance, how to find 
bottlenecks, and tips to deliver the fastest 
possible experience to end-users. 400 pp.
978-1-49191-255-3 
___022168377 
paper 39.99

 
How Software Works 
The Magic Behind Encryption, CGI, Search 
Engines, and Other Everyday Technologies
V. Anton Spraul NSCH
Answering the intriguing, but infrequently 
asked question of how computers perform 
the common-yet-amazing tasks that we take 
for granted every day. For those who have 
ever wondered what really goes on behind 
a computer screen, a fascinating look at 
technology. 256 pp.
978-1-59327-666-9 
___022168251 
paper 29.95

 
Introduction to Machine Learning with 
Python 
Sarah Guido OREI
Many Python developers are curious about 
what machine learning is and how it can be 
concretely applied to solve issues handling 
medium to large amounts of data. This reader 
teaches the basics of machine learning, 
concepts, algorithms, when to use them, and 
how to use them. 400 pp.
978-1-44936-941-5 
___021311250 
paper 20% 49.99
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Living Clojure 
An Introduction and Training Plan for 
Developers
Carin Meier OREI
Beginning with a tour of the simplicity and 
power of the Clojure programming language, 
this resource also provides a holistic training 
program that offers the practice, knowledge, 
and tools needed to plug into the Clojure 
Open Source community. 300 pp.
978-1-49190-904-1 
___021962714 
paper 20% 39.99

 
Make: Getting Started with Processing.py 
Making Interactive Graphics with Python’s 
Processing Mode
Allison Parrish et al. MKRM
Processing opened up the world of 
programming to artists, designers, 
educators, and beginners. This short book—
written by the cofounders of the Processing 
project—gently introduces the core concepts 
of computer programming and working with 
Processing. 220 pp.
978-1-45718-683-7 
___021311251 
paper 19.99

 
Teach Your Kids Java
A Playful Introduction to Programming
Yakov Fain NSCH
A lighthearted introduction to Java and 
programming in general, complete with 
illustrations and kid-friendly examples. 
Each chapter ends with fun exercises that 
challenge young programmers to put their 
new knowledge to the test. 252 pp.
978-1-59327-637-9 
___021221779 
paper 34.95

 
Using SVG with CSS3 and HTML5 
Vector Graphics for Web Design
Amelia Bellamy-Royds OREI
and Kurt Cagle
Unlike other image formats, SVG can be an 
interactive part of a Web site. This helpful 
guide starts with the basics, explaining 
how simple shapes and icons are defined in 
SVG, and then builds upon that foundation 
to create complex graphics and interactive, 
animated applications. 300 pp.
978-1-49192-197-5 
___022031305 
paper 20% 34.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - OTHER APPLICATIONS

 
Enterprise Resource Planning Concepts, 
Book 1 
Understanding the Power of ERP for Today’s 
Businesses
Dr. Jill O’Sullivan LSIG
and Gene Caiola
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems 
are highly complex information systems 
that allow a company to differentiate itself 
amongst the fierce competition today. This 
resource allows the reader a step-by-step, 
instructional, hands-on application of the 
modules used in an ERP system from the 
initial quote to the completion of the receipt 
of cash process after delivery. 370 pp.
978-0-9912142-1-1 
___024320660 paper 20% 95.00

 
Essential Articulate Studio ‘09 
Patti Shank, Ph.D., WORU
and Jennifer Bircher
Technical Review by Doug Wagner
Essential Articulate Studio ‘09 is designed 
to help novice to intermediate users of 
Articulate Studio ‘09 get the most from using 
these tools: Presenter, Engage, Quizmaker, 
and Video Encoder to develop quality 
informational and instructional materials. 
991 pp.
978-1-59822-058-2 
___004463561 paper NET 39.95

CONSUMER FINANCE

 
Credit Repair, 12th Ed.  
Improve and Protect Your Credit
Robin Leonard, J.D. NOLO
Updated by Attorney Amy Loftsgordon
Bad credit can prevent one’s ability to get a 
mortgage, car loan, credit card, apartment, 
or even a job. It can also mean paying higher 
rates and fees. This comprehensive how-to 
manual teaches how to rebuild bad credit, 
and protect and improve good credit. 464 pp.
978-1-41332-154-8 
___020755731 
paper 24.99

 
Debt Free by 30 & Beyond 
Ebony At Peace LSIG
The author demonstrates that it is possible 
to become debt free. It is her hope that her 
testimony will, indeed, help others break 
free from this financial slavery called debt. 
102 pp.
978-0-692-36565-6 
___023549022 paper 25% 15.00
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Energize Your Retirement 
Stories of Passionate Pursuits
Christine Sparacino LSIG
2014 North American Book Award Winner 
for General NonFiction. Benjamin Franklin 
Digital Book Award from the Independent 
Book Publishers Association (IBPA). Energize 
Your Retirement: Stories of Passionate 
Pursuits presents retirees (ages 59 through 
84) across the United States who found their 
passion in fun, meaningful, and stimulating 
activities. 402 pp.
978-0-9905669-2-2 
___021383917 paper 14.99

 
Fighting Powerful Interests 
Steve Schullo LSIG
Schullo knows the ins and outs of the 
troublesome tax-deferred retirement plan, 
known to the teaching community as the 
403(b)/TSA (Tax-Sheltered Annuity). Part 
how-to book, part autobiography, part 
resource, and 100 percent teacher-to-teacher 
grassroots guide, the text describes what 
worked and what didn’t in the author’s multi-
decade odyssey to help teachers increase 
their retirement nest egg. 310 pp.
978-0-9858357-2-9 
___023613200 paper 12.95

 
IRAs, 401(k)s & Other Retirement Plans, 12th 
Ed.  
Taking Your Money Out
Twila Slesnick, Ph.D., NOLO
and John C. Suttle, Attorney, C.P.A.
For anyone thinking of taking money out 
of a retirement plan this comprehensive 
overview will help them make the best 
financial choices and covers the most 
common retirement plans, including 401(k)s, 
IRAs, profit-sharing plans, Keoghs, pensions, 
and tax-deferred annuities. 384 pp.
978-1-41332-162-3 
___020755727 
paper 34.99

 
The Lost Curriculum 
What School Didn’t Teach Us about Personal 
Finance
Khari Parker LSIG
Parker uses entertaining stories and examples 
to guide readers through important lessons 
that school didn’t teach about personal 
finance. 146 pp.
978-0-692-29528-1 
___021210303 paper 13.99

CONSUMER HEALTH

 
Creating Healthy Life Habits 
Easy Tools for Getting Started Now
Mandy Napier, BSc (Hons) LSIG
Containing tools and techniques, action 
steps, thought-provoking questions, and 
a Habit Changer Plan, this is the definitive 
guide to getting started now to develop 
healthy life habits. 146 pp.
978-0-9942316-0-4 
___024151682 paper 19.95

 
Essential Oils Natural Remedies 
The Complete A-Z Reference of Essential Oils 
for Health and Healing
Althea Press CITO
Essential Oils Natural Remedies offers 
essential oils practitioners of all levels a 
comprehensive home reference for a lifetime 
of health-related needs. 456 pp.
978-1-62315-424-0 
___024014561 paper NET 15.99

 
My New Best Friend 
Living Well with Cancer, Its Medication and 
Its Side Effects
Ute S. Buehler LSIG
A health guide for sufferers of Chronic 
Myeloid Leukemia who use Gleevac to 
fight it, this resource’s positive, well-
researched information will help all patients. 
Photographs, quotes, and added information 
at the end of the book amplify the author’s 
message. 92 pp.
978-0-9770749-8-3 
___024318654 25.00

 
The Natural Beauty Solution 
Break Free from Commercial Beauty 
Products Using Simple Recipes and Natural 
Ingredients
Mary Helen Leonard SNGH
Kimberly Davis, photographer
With all the effort people put into a natural, 
healthy lifestyle, it doesn’t make a lot of 
sense to use chemical-laden beauty products. 
Featuring easy-to-follow, customizable 
recipes for natural skin care, readers can use 
this resource to reexamine and redirect their 
entire beauty routine. 144 pp.
978-1-940611-18-1 
___020882493 
paper 19.95

 
Prevention Is the Cure! 
A Scientist’s Guide to Extending Your Life
Dr. Fred Sancilio MGAM
Readers are provided with a clear 
understanding of how they become ill and 
what they can do to avoid the catastrophe 
that results from sickness. Written by a 
research scientist with more than 40 years of 
experience in medicine. 270 pp.
978-1-63047-425-6 
___021121689 
paper 19.95

 
Prevention Is the Cure! 
978-1-63047-426-3 MGAM
___022935298 
48.95



                  Available through IPS111

PUBLISHER SELECTS
COOKING / WINE

 
The Distiller, 2nd Ed.  
Harrison Hall WAIK
Originally published in 1818, The Distiller is 
a classic treatise on spirit-craft, penned in an 
era before science had yet illuminated the 
principles behind such critical concepts as 
fermentation and heat. Hall’s work is packed 
with intriguing and useful techniques and 
insights. 216 pp.
978-0-9910436-8-2 
___023643897 paper NET 22.00

 
Healthy Cooking With Essential Oil 
Rebecca Park Totilo RBEC
In Healthy Cooking With Essential Oil, readers 
will learn how cooking with essential oils can 
open up a wealth of creative opportunities 
in the kitchen. Packed with more than 100 
traditional recipes, this cookbook also 
includes an exhaustive directory of essential 
oils and herbs commonly used in cooking 
and some of their therapeutic properties. 214 
pp.
978-0-9898280-4-8 
___023091840 paper NET 29.95

 
Kale: The Everyday Superfood 
150 Nutritious Recipes to Delight Every Kind 
of Eater
Sonoma Press SNMB
A cookbook chockfull of recipes that will 
bring kale’s nutritional boost to even the 
most skeptical of diners, with tips, ideas, and 
recipes needed to incorporate this nutritional 
powerhouse into a daily diet.
978-1-942411-11-6 
___021283017 
paper 15.99

 
Man Candy and Cupcakes 
Babe Scott LSIG
Bringing brawn to baking, this sizzling edition 
combines seductive cupcake recipes with 
sexy guys. It features four fantasy bakers 
photographed alongside their themed 
cupcakes. 104 pp.
978-0-9844527-6-7 
___023460799 NET 29.95

 
Quinoa for Everyone
150 Gluten-Free Recipes to Delight Every 
Kind of Eater
Sonoma Press SNMB
For everyone interested in introducing 
healthy superfoods into their diet, this 
title accessible, easy-to-use, and visually-
appealing. A perfect cookbook for integrating 
Quinoa into a diet, making Quinoa a kitchen 
staple with 150 delicious gluten-free recipes 
that anyone can enjoy. 250 pp.
978-1-942411-08-6 
___021283023 
paper 15.99

 
The Saint Joseph’s Day Table Cookbook 
Recipes and Traditions of the Giordano 
Family
Mary Ann Giordano LSIG
with Paul B. Giordano, M.D.
Chef Giordano has dipped deep into her own 
family’s treasure trove for dozens of the best 
recipes and added Saint Joseph’s Day lore 
and traditions for this cookbook. Beautifully 
illustrated and prepared by Giordano and her 
father, this unique book celebrates the beautiful 
tradition of Saint Joseph’s Day. 138 pp.
978-0-9825745-9-1 
___024058551 paper 24.95

 
The Seeker’s Guide™ to Bartending 
Increase Joy, Financial Abundance, & 
Personal Growth
Jennifer Crilley LSIG
The Seeker’s Guide to Bartending is a unique 
guidebook that takes advanced spiritual 
wisdom and breaks it down into practical 
information for bartenders. It assumes 
the reader understands basic bartending 
skills and instead focuses on customer 
interactions, opportunities for personal 
growth, and offers higher perspectives on 
the job. 222 pp.
978-1-941712-00-9 
___023644022 paper 22.99

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
Basic Marquetry and Beyond 
Expert Techniques for Crafting Beautiful 
Images with Veneer and Inlay
Ken Horner LNDN
With over 20 projects and expert guidance 
from two of the top marquetry experts this 
reference is perfect for the enthusiastic 
woodworker, crafter, or maker who is ready 
to explore this fascinating process. Includes 
over 250 photos, full-size patterns, and 
straightforward instructions. 160 pp.
978-1-61035-249-9 
___021262026 
paper 24.95

 
Cozy Wool Wraps to Sew and Love 
Susan Beal TAUN
Designer and sewing instructor Beal 
presents everything readers need to make 
three irresistible projects using a wealth of 
techniques for cutting, pressing, stitching 
and binding, along with specialty finishes to 
use for wool fabric. 1 pp.
978-1-63186-255-7 
___023581772 
DVD 14.95

 
Create a Master Skirt Pattern 
Sarah E. Veblen TAUN
Tackling the common problem of pattern 
alterations with creative solutions, the 
author shows how to create a basic garment 
pattern—a Master Pattern—that can be used 
over and over again with a whole pattern 
library in a number of different styles. 1 pp.
978-1-63186-248-9 
___023581775 
DVD 49.95
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Homebuilt Toys 
Gary F. Hartman GAHA
Hartman describes—through 126 photos 
and drawings—steps for building exciting 
parent-child toy projects and science gismos, 
which can be made from common household 
throw-away items. 174 pp.
978-0-9815399-5-9 
___023644392 paper 20.95

 
How to Machine Sew 
Techniques and Projects for the Complete 
Beginner
Susie Johns GMCF
This simple-to-follow project-book takes 
readers through the basic techniques of 
using a sewing machine and teaches them 
how to get started, covering basic machine 
stitches, making seams and hems, binding 
edges and working with zips. Each skill is 
accompanied by a stylish project. 108 pp.
978-1-86108-701-0 
___022997116 
paper 12.95

 
Letter Carving 
Techniques and Projects to Hone Your Skills
Andrew J. Hibberd GMCF
Expert Hibberd shares his techniques for 
carving letters on wood and Portland stone, 
providing unique example projects of his 
own work, starting with the simplest and 
progressing in difficulty. New styles and 
skills are introduced along the way. 192 pp.
978-1-86108-952-6 
___023221612 
paper 24.95

 
The Tinkering Woodworker 
Weekend Projects for Work, Home & Play
Mike and Paula Cheung SNGH
With their first collection of projects, ranging 
from a standing desk and a woodturned beer 
tap to a whimsical teardrop-trailer cathouse, 
the authors deliver original plans with clever 
designs that are easy to build and make 
home, office, or leisure time more efficient, 
stylish, and fun. 160 pp.
978-1-940611-08-2 
___020882495 
paper 24.95

DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
Ageing Has a Silver Lining 
Subesh Ramjattan, DHL, DLITT GEAI
“Ageing Has a Silver Lining is . . . an intriguing 
blend of science, philosophy, and homespun 
wisdom on ways that we might live the last 
years so that we might find the meaning in 
life that we seek.”—Prof. Lee Elliott, director, 
The Wonderful Life Project. 208 pp.
978-1-935434-65-8 
___022787401 paper 16.95

 
Belly Bustin’ Tips You Can Use on Any Diet 
Nancy Lee McCaskill LSIG
contributed by Michael D. Vernon
The authors offer wisdom and practical 
advice that can be used on any diet, no matter 
what nutritional plan is being followed—
whether it’s Low Carb, Gluten-Free, Paleo, the 
Mediterannean, or some other plan. 174 pp.
978-0-9864005-7-5 
___024077001 22.95

 
From Working to Wisdom 
The Adventures and Dreams of Older 
Americans
Brendan Hare LSIG
The author asked older Americans to discuss 
their feelings, fears, and hopes. The resulting 
resource shows how to age and live well. On 
every page, the text challenges its readers 
to live with authenticity, imagination, and 
courage, and to begin doing so right now. 
324 pp.
978-0-9960034-0-7 
___023627829 paper 16.95

 
The Trial of Stage IV Prostate Cancer 
A Wife’s Case for Faith, Hope, and Help
Janet M. Jones LSIG
Euvon Jones was diagnosed with Stage 
IV Prostate Cancer and realized he was 
in the fight of his life. While he followed 
conventional medical treatment, his wife, 
Janet, joined in the battle incorporating 
natural and organic alternatives. 272 pp.
978-0-9909626-0-1 
___024032950 paper 20% 14.99

EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
All Math Words Dictionary, Deluxe Color Ed. 
David E. McAdams LSIG
One of the difficulties many students 
experience in learning math skills has to do 
with the fact that an entire language, both 
spoken and written, has grown up around 
math. Students that acquire that language 
are successful in math studies. 266 pp.
978-1-63270-010-0 
___023551926 20% 39.95

 
Calculus II Workbook 
N. Rimmer LSIG
This collection of Rimmer’s Calculus II 
midterm exam problems and answers can be 
used to help students understand the thought 
process and gain a good understanding of 
the topics typically found in a Calculus II 
class. 222 pp.
978-1-938950-55-1 
___023400007 paper 20.00



                  Available through IPS113

PUBLISHER SELECTS
 
Designing a College Plan Unique to YOU 
A Blueprint for Aspiring Students of Any Age
Kira Janene Holt LSIG
With a national focus placed on attending 
college, there’s never been a better time to 
plan next steps. Designing a College Plan 
Unique to YOU helps students of all ages 
understand how to find the right post-
secondary path, apply for admission, pay for 
college, and tips for staying once enrolled. 
142 pp.
978-1-937989-07-1 
___023027917 paper 25% 12.95

 
Formación y Desarrollo de Profesionales de 
La Educación 
Un enfoque profundo
Manuel Fernández Cruz LSIG
With this resource, college students will have 
a theoretical and practical reference manual 
for mastering the scope of training and 
professional development. Educators will 
also find helpful tools to address their own 
processes of development and improvement. 
Spanish ed. 238 pp.
978-1-939755-05-6 
___023547598 paper 19.90

 
Headstrong 
11 Lessons of School Leadership
Dame Sally Coates JBGK
with Steve Adcock and Michael Ribton
Drawing on 40 years of working in 
challenging schools, and a decade of leading 
some of the toughest schools in London, the 
authors show how to create vibrant centers 
of learning in the most-broken communities. 
280 pp.
978-1-909717-26-8 
___024022378 paper NET 22.99

 
Movement Makes Math Meaningful 
Away from the Desk Math Lessons Aligned 
with the Common Core
Lisa Ann de Garcia LSIG
Get students excited about math by getting 
them out of their seats and exploring it in a 
whole new way. Organized by tool, this book 
contains 50 lessons that get children moving 
and away from their desks while they are 
learning mathematics. 232 pp.
978-0-9860917-2-8 
___023615217 paper 20% 29.95

 
My Way to the Seven Seas 
A Brazilian Boy’s Tale of Resilience, 
Achievement & Adventure
Martines Rocha De Souza LSIG
A young and poor De Sousa left his home in 
a small village in Brazil with little education. 
Today he has visited some 80 countries 
and hundreds of cities, and is a successful, 
respected employee of the most prestigious 
ocean liner company in the world—and the 
proud owner of a hotel in Brazil. 168 pp.
978-1-925198-00-3 
___024050468 paper 24.50

 
Natural Resources and Technologies in 
Educational Activities 
Education in Times of Accelerated 
Technological Development
L.E. Popov et al. CMIS
V.L. Popov, editor
The authors present neurological and 
physiological findings that are relevant 
to understanding the process of learning, 
its limitations, and the contexts in which 
learning proceeds quickly, or grinds to a halt. 
142 pp.
978-1-907343-39-1 
___023287568 
30% 70.00

 
A Qualitative & Quantitative Developmental 
Math Assessment and Intervention Protocol 
Lisa Ann de Garcia LSIG
It is important to meet children where they 
are to be able to provide them instruction in 
their zone of proximal development (ZPD). 
This assessment will help teachers pinpoint 
exactly where to start working with students. 
A variety of worksheets and other forms 
are provided in this manual to make data 
collection and tracking easy. 152 pp.
978-0-9860917-4-2 
___023592403 paper 20% 35.00

 
Science Teachers Who Draw: 
The Red Is Always There
Merrie Koester LSIG
Koester documents the ways in which 
science teacher researchers used drawing 
to construct semiotic spaces inside which 
students acquired significant aesthetic 
capital and agency. Many previously failing 
students brokered this new capital into 
improved academic achievement and a 
sense of felt freedom. 238 pp.
978-1-939755-08-7 
___023552552 paper 29.90

 
Why Do Bullies Bully? 
Rachel Godfrey LSIG
For a long time, there was nothing being 
done to stop bullying. While a bully’s 
behavior is unacceptable, it is also a cry for 
help. With this being said, the author hopes 
her story will help victims of bullying realize 
that it isn’t about them. 28 pp.
978-1-63173-212-6 
___020829448 paper 20% 4.99

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
Generous Genes 
Raising Caring Kids in a Digital Age
Susan Crites Price LSIG
with Julianna M. Price
A road map for parents, grandparents and 
others who want to teach kids from 2 to 20 
to live compassionately, this indispensable 
guide is full of practical advice, inspiring 
stories, and resources. 162 pp.
978-0-9909548-0-4 
___023543525 paper 15.00
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Get Savvy, Stepmom! 
10 Secrets to Raise the Bar from Just Blended 
to Boldly Blended
Kristin E. Smith M.A. LSIG
Smith offers actionable steps, as well as a 
“savvy stepmom tool kit” to address the 
inevitable challenges in creating a happy, 
harmonious family unit. It is, in effect, a 
framework to help stepmoms make strong, 
solid, bold decisions with strength, grace, 
and confidence. 136 pp.
978-0-9908299-5-9 
___024320423 paper 16.95

 
Lessons of Labor 
One Woman’s Self-Discovery Through Birth 
and Motherhood
Julia S. Aziz MSIS
In telling the intimate birth stories of her 
three children and miscarriage, Aziz shows 
how giving birth can be one of motherhood’s 
(and life’s) greatest teachers. Rather than 
giving advice on how to labor or how to 
parent, she consistently offers the message 
that a woman can grow through the 
challenges that life presents her and learn to 
trust herself. 202 pp.
978-1-933455-92-1 
___023187292 paper 14.95

 
Maxi Sensory Play 
Birth to 24 Months
Julie Hack LSIG
Hack offers 650 sequential learning play 
activities and more than 60 visual and 
cognitive stimulus cards to help maximise a 
baby’s learning. 260 pp.
978-0-646-92371-0 
___024187353 paper 39.95

 
The Secrets to a Healthy Pregnancy 
Maria Wizel LCIK
From beautifully illustrated chapters to 
real-life pregnancy stories, The Secrets to a 
Healthy Pregnancy encourages women to be 
prepared to carry on each stage of pregnancy 
with knowledge, confidence, and control. 
232 pp.
978-1-63296-010-8 
___023472823 paper NET 19.95

 
What to Expect When You’re Not Expecting 
ADHD 
Penny Williams LSIG
There are guidebooks to set a parent’s 
expectations for pregnancy and caring for a 
baby, but not one step-by-step guide for the 
challenge of raising a child with ADHD—until 
now. The contrast between expectations and 
genuine capability is stark but invisible with 
ADHD, creating challenges every moment in 
all aspects of life. 288 pp.
978-0-9916178-2-1 
___023380425 paper 16.95

FICTION - ADULT

 
The Companion 
Michelle Knight FBQ 
A woman’s journey into sexual 
enlightenment. She turns away from 
“vanilla” and is introduced to the “scene” in 
this erotic tale. 182 pp.
978-1-904086-48-2 
___023599136 paper 10% 11.95

 
Cruel Pleasures 2: The Gathering 
The Loughmore Scandals—Book 6
Katherine Forbes FBQ 
In the scandalous 19th century, the Duke 
of Loughmore is set to host a Gathering of 
similarly debauched aristocrats. The resulting 
orgies and contests for which they enter 
their mistresses and servant girls make for 
riveting reading for lovers of good erotica. 
238 pp.
978-1-904086-45-1 
___023991760 paper 10% 11.95

 
Forever Faithful 
Isabella SBXH
Nic Caldwell has served her country, met 
the woman of her dreams, and has reached 
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the 
Marine Corps. Things couldn’t be better and 
then it happens; a sudden assignment to 
Afghanistan derails any thoughts of marriage 
and wedded bliss. 266 pp.
978-1-939062-75-8 
___023158721 paper NET 14.95

 
The Gilded Cuff 
The Surrender Series
Lauren Smith FOVE
Journalist Sophie Ryder has been following 
Emery Lockwood’s story since she was a 
little girl. Certain he holds the key to solving 
a string of kidnappings, she’ll do anything 
to speak to him, even if it means venturing 
deep into the seductive world of the Gilded 
Cuff, a luxurious BDSM club. 352 pp.
978-1-45553-275-9 
___021871963 paper 20% 17.00

 
In the Midnight Hour 
Brenda Adcock YAEY
Beauty is only drawn to beauty, and Marsha 
refuses to believe beauty could ever be 
drawn to anyone who looks like her. Just 
as she begins to believe happiness may 
be possible with Colleen, the past returns, 
determined to destroy them. 216 pp.
978-1-61929-188-1 
___023379499 paper 16.95
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Lips Like Ice 
Peggy Barnett CILP
Lydia awakens in the court of a strange 
fantasy-like world where she discovers she’s 
been taken to be a young alien noble’s new 
pet. As Lydia comes to realize that the prince 
is as much a prisoner to his culture’s ways 
as she is, her resentment slowly unfurls into 
pity, understanding, curiosity, and a deep, 
unpredictable, consuming lust. 226 pp.
978-1-61390-130-4 
___023507298 paper 14.95

 
Red Javelin 
First Volume of the Red Javelin Chronicles
Ross Harringway OMGF
For two centuries the Glorious Leader and 
his descendants have ruled humanity with 
an iron fist. But there were some living in the 
Eight Solar Systems that desired something 
that they had never had: Freedom. And those 
brave individuals would be willing to fight 
and die for it. 364 pp.
978-1-933951-80-5 
___024016579 paper 17.95

 
Strings 
Kendall Grey LSIG
Book 1 in the Hard Rock Harlots Series—not 
suitable for anyone under the age of 18. Free-
spirited musician Letty Dillinger adheres to 
a strict, “no strings attached” policy when 
it comes to men. When her all-girl rock trio 
books a tour at the last minute as the opening 
act for their archenemies, Letty’s shocked to 
discover she knows the competition’s new 
lead singer. Intimately. 232 pp.
978-0-9911928-4-7 
___023621125 paper 5% 9.99

 
Under His Guard 
Don’t Tell Series
Rie Warren FOVE
Rebel soldier Darke lost his lover during the 
early stages of the InterNations war. Only the 
flirtatious attentions of the gorgeous Leon 
Cheramie brought him back from heartbreak 
and grief. Unwilling to get attached again, 
Darke has fought their undeniable attraction 
to one another. But when Leon’s life is 
threatened, Darke cannot deny what’s been 
brewing between them. 384 pp.
978-1-45557-519-0 
___020536682 paper 20% 17.00

 
Whalebone Strict 
Thrift Moncrieff Series
Lady Alice McCloud FBQ 
The final part of the phenomenal series 
following the adventures of a wanton young 
lady in a world where Victorian values still 
hold sway. Thrift is sent off to the U.S. to 
help disgrace a French sympathizer among a 
group of politicians. 248 pp.
978-1-904086-46-8 
___023991758 paper 10% 11.95

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
The Art Broker 
Brian Hamm LSIG
Las Vegas art broker and reformed rebel 
Jonah Devine hasn’t necessarily had an easy 
life, but his luck is about to change—or so he 
thinks. Working the Strip’s upper tier, Jonah’s 
quickly getting a taste for the flashy lifestyle 
of a Vegas whale and is starting to forget that 
there is a very distinct line separating him 
from his high-end clients. 314 pp.
978-0-9907444-0-5 
___023544017 paper 20% 15.00

 
An Art to Murder 
Michael Luftman BWSW
Louis Segretto strangled a critic as the last 
act in a string of murders designed to boost 
the value of his art collection and solve 
his money woes. Writing his memoir from 
Death Row in Texas, he reveals himself as 
the “unsuspected murderer of eight other 
human beings, about to be extinguished for 
the one killing I didn’t commit.” 280 pp.
978-1-62882-069-0 
___024016342 paper 20% 15.99

 
Boomers! The Final Solution 
Daniel Horne LSIG
The Maricopa county attorney and sheriff 
mysteriously close a case of officer-
involved homicide less than 48 hours after 
the shooting. Newspaper reporter Dianna 
Holmes becomes suspicious of a cover up 
and enlists her former college professor to 
help her solve the riddle—not knowing that 
he saw the incident. 430 pp.
978-0-9820634-3-9 
___024035191 paper 16.95

 
The Council 
Ben Jonson LSIG
A senior architect  wants to change the 
endemic system of nepotism operating 
in his department before he retires. He 
underhandedly appoints two new architects 
against the wishes of his director—
appointments that have disastrous 
consequences. Contains strong sexual 
content, mental health issues, drug use, and 
language which may offend some readers. 
336 pp.
978-0-9931884-0-4 
___023991746 paper 20% 12.04

 
Courier 
Book 1 of Freelancer Series
Terry Irving LSIG
It’s 1972. The Watergate scandal has 
Washington on edge and Rick Putnam, a 
Vietnam veteran and courier for a national 
television network, is trying to get his life 
back together. But it all turns real when Rick 
picks up film from a crew interviewing a 
government worker with a hot story. Within 
hours, both crew and witness are dead and 
Rick is in the killer’s cross hairs. 302 pp.
978-0-9860873-1-8 
___024032949 paper 14.99
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Devil’s Dance 
A David Spandau Thriller
Daniel Depp SVHT
Hollywood producer Frank Jurado has hired 
former stuntman-turned-private investigator 
David Spandau to discover who’s behind a 
sinister smear campaign against maverick 
film director Jerry Margashack. As he 
unearths some deeply disturbing aspects of 
Margashack’s past, Spandau finds himself 
attracting some extremely unwelcome 
attention. 240 pp.
978-1-84751-542-1 
___021892190 
paper 17.95

 
Don’t Lose Her 
A Max Freeman Mystery
Jonathon King ORMY
When a pregnant federal judge is abducted, 
Max Freeman pursues an eccentric gang 
deep into a hidden world he knows better 
than most: the shadowy waterways of the 
Florida Everglades. 262 pp.
978-1-50400-165-6 
___021376303 
paper 14.99

 
The Euthanist 
Alex Dolan DVRN
In this auspicious debut, Dolan announces 
himself as a master of psychological 
suspense and a rightful heir to masters of the 
genre like Gillian Flynn and Megan Abbott. 
315 pp.
978-1-62681-549-0 
___022758742 
paper 16.99

 
The German Agent 
J. Sydney Jones SVHT
In February, 1917, a lone German agent 
is dispatched to Washington to prevent 
the British from delivering a devastating 
telegram to President Wilson, thereby 
bringing the U.S. into war. But his mission 
will present him with a terrible choice: loyalty 
to his comrades in the trenches or the loss 
of the one woman he has ever truly loved. 
224 pp.
978-1-84751-544-5 
___021892191 
paper 17.95

 
Homeland Conspiracy 
Gary Fuller VBOW
A small group of terrorists enter the U.S. 
illegally and plot revenge attacks against 
Israelis and Americans. When the attacks 
begin, the FBI asks Dr. Stephan Grant, 
Columbia professor and Special Assistant 
to the UN Secretary-General, to identify and 
stop more terrorist activities. 298 pp.
978-1-62137-664-4 
___024036882 paper 5% 14.95

 
The Kevorkian Oath 
Richard E. Brown LSIG
It’s a doctor’s duty to “do no harm,” but in 
a world where healthcare is completely 
in the hands of the government, there are 
physicians whose main mission is taking 
life instead of giving it. The Kevorkian Oath 
is a cautionary tale of the potential perils of 
government-run healthcare. 236 pp.
978-1-63393-088-9 
___024211927 paper 16.95

 
Operation Stop Hate 
Book One in the Operation Series
Jessie Chandler LSIG
When Special Agent Cailin McKenna and 
her National Investigation and Protection 
Unit partners are drawn into an investigation 
surrounding a pair of school shootings in the 
Twin Cities, it soon becomes obvious that 
there’s more to it than meets the eye. 330 pp.
978-1-63304-803-4 
___024321329 paper 14.95

 
The Savage Professor 
Robert Roper LSIG
Professor Anthony Landau, renowned 
epidemiologist, returns to his home in 
the Berkeley Hills to find a female former 
scientific colleague, naked and quite dead in 
his bed. Her death sets in motion a chain of 
events and murders that will have the locals 
terrified, UC Berkeley’s academics pointing 
fingers, and the cops under pressure to solve 
the crimes. 236 pp.
978-1-940412-12-2 
___023522398 paper 16.00

 
Summer Secrets 
Barbara Freethy HYSE
Bestselling author Freethy presents her most 
powerful contemporary novel: the story of 
three unique sisters, the secrets that bind 
them for life, and the summer that will set 
them free. 392 pp.
978-0-9906951-9-6 
___021104414 
paper 14.95

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Alexander’s Quest 
S. Jackson     
Alexander Dunham has it all, but he doesn’t 
have what he needs. Much to his horror, 
he discovers that he is from a planet of 
symbiotic beings whose survival depends on 
sustenance they receive from humans. As for 
all Kybors approaching maturity, Alexander 
has to mate before his 25th birthday or risk 
certain death. 
978-0-692-37788-8 
___000000000 paper 15.99
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Believing Bones 
Jill Jackard LSIG
Bones, a white cat, travels a city alone, 
seeing many allegories for humankind. 
Along his journey, he meets nine people 
whose lives have brought them to Bones. He 
gives them the honesty that comes from an 
understanding that is far different than their 
own. 92 pp.
978-1-942905-08-0 
___024228247 paper 14.99

 
Beyond the Red Mountains 
Greg Johnson MGAM
In this coming-of-age adventure, Kelvin and 
Elizabeth must overcome weakness and fear 
as they journey across an unknown land to 
free Kelvin’s home from the evil man who 
rules it. 350 pp.
978-1-63047-434-8 
___021224626 
paper 26.95

 
Beyond Trivar 
Book One of the Third Daughter Prophecy 
Trilogy
L.M. Christenson LSIG
Jaden, captured by pirates as an infant and 
sold as a slave while yet a young child, finds 
herself in a figuratively dark part of her world 
and must fight her way back to the light part 
of Trivar figuratively and physically as she 
battles men, dragons, and even Daman, a 
dark lord. 302 pp.
978-0-9903711-0-6 
___023644236 paper 29.99

 
The Calvarymen 
Eyes of Gold
Adam Love LSIG
An ancient blood line of Nephilims take 
control of a region declaring themselves 
kings, attempting to bring peace, yet their 
greed brings ruin. With the hope of restoring 
order to the land, a young child was hidden 
from the last king who must save his family, 
his true love, and his kingdom. 544 pp.
978-1-49222-301-6 
___024230220 paper 18.00

 
Cranky Ladies of History 
Tansy Rayner Roberts LSIG
and Tehani Wessely, editors
A celebration of 22 women who challenged 
conventional wisdom about appropriate 
female behavior, from the ancient world all 
the way through to the 20th century. Some 
of the protagonists are infamous and iconic, 
while others have been all but forgotten 
under the heavy weight of history. 320 pp.
978-0-9925534-5-6 
___024060954 paper 20% 29.99

 
Creiton’s Sword 
Steven Glen Baird LSIG
Creiton’s Swords were legends in their 
own lifetimes. The tales of Duke Creiton’s 
personal guard were known in every tavern 
and alehouse, but for Bryant they were just 
stories. But as he buried his closest friend, 
Bryant made a simple promise that would 
change his life—and attract the attention of 
Creiton’s Swords. 370 pp.
978-1-941754-33-7 
___024037444 paper 14.95

 
Creiton’s Sword 
978-1-941754-34-4 LSIG
___024037443 29.95

 
The Curseborn Saga™ 
Novella I: Fade to Black
Trowa D. Cloud     
Caim and Storm, two brothers who live for 
epic adventures and surpassing their own 
limits, set out on an inspiring adventure 
across the first floating world of Falia, realm 
of the Curseborn, to enter the legendary 
yet deathly world tournament, the Soldier 
Games. Along the way, they must pass 
through the godly Neverend Forest, where 
dark legend speaks of mythical Tree Spirits, 
otherworldly creatures, and a terrifying beast 
known as the Master of the Forest.
978-0-9861939-0-3 
___000000000 paper 24.95

 
The Demon Within 
A Silver Legacy
Linda Kay Silva SBXH
When Denny Silver falls down the rabbit 
hole toward a path of her own destruction, 
only her friends from the local coven have 
the strength and power to pull her from the 
darkness that threatens to consume her soul. 
374 pp.
978-1-939062-81-9 
___023544286 paper NET 16.95

 
The Former Hero 
Jeffrey Allen Mays LSIG
When a train-wreck of a single-mother 
wakes from an afternoon nap to find her 
little girl gone, she launches on a frantic 
search through the dark city streets to find 
her. One sour veteran detective might help. 
Meanwhile, the superhero Omni-man lies in 
a hospital hoping that doctors can find a cure 
to restore his lost superpowers. 416 pp.
978-1-940820-18-7 
___020677845 paper 5% 14.89

 
Harry & Me 
An Adult Tale of a Man, His Puppet, Liars and 
Sex.
Roy Boucher LSIG
In a fictitious neighborhood bar in Jersey City, 
New Jersey, Harry is a second-generation 
barkeep. He doesn’t speak. Magoo, his sock 
puppet, helps him get through the day. 
Surrounded by sexual tension, lies ,and love, 
Magoo did indeed have things to say. 188 pp.
978-0-9905827-2-4 
___023400395 paper 12.95
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Nigh, Book 1 
Marie Bilodeau     
Alva Viola Taverner has lived in her small 
town all of her life, working as a car tech 
while saving to send her little sister to 
university. But everything is about to change 
as the veil between her world and the world 
of the faeries weakens and falls.
978-0-9940439-1-7 
___000000000 15.00

 
Shadowed Earth Anthology, Vol. I 
Sarah Lyon LSIG
A collection of six novelettes and novellas set 
in the backdrop of Shadowed Earth during 
the multiple eras. From ancient times until 
the present day, the multi-era history of 
Shadowed Earth comes to life. 246 pp.
978-0-9960911-4-5 
___024032059 paper 15.99

 
Tales from a Goth Librarian II 
Kimberly Richardson LSIG
Richardson guides readers back into the dark 
book stacks where they explore her strangely 
compelling world. She visits a few old 
favorites and then boldly heads deeper into 
her macabre imagination, asking shadowy 
questions. 310 pp.
978-1-941754-45-0 
___024020378 paper 14.95

 
Tales from a Goth Librarian II 
978-1-941754-46-7 LSIG
___024020379 29.95

 
Tangle of Thornes 
An Eva Thorne Novel
Lorel Clayton LSIG
When Eva’s brother is murdered in a city of 
rude elves and matriarchal dwarves where 
humans have no rights, she is forced to 
investigate the crime herself. What she 
discovers brings her up against a powerful 
slave-trading cartel, dark gods, and her twin 
sister. 420 pp.
978-0-9942290-9-0 
___023586857 paper 10% 13.99

 
Twilight Swordsman 
The Laughing Moon Chronicles
Todd Vanhooser LSIG
and Donovan Pruitt
Travelers speak of a lone swordsman, 
blessed by the goddess, wandering the 
dangerous roads of Mythren. Once more 
he is called to safeguard the innocent as 
servants of death and darkness stretch forth 
from the fey realms, but as boundaries of 
light and dark begin to blur, twilight settles 
upon the swordsman’s soul in the shadow of 
the Laughing Moon. 80 pp.
978-1-936037-45-2 
___023157545 paper 9.99

 
The Walls of Dalgorod 
Benjamin Sperduto LSIG
The Volodarid dynasty has reigned over the 
harsh steppes of Rostogov for four strife-
ridden generations. Serafima Vladekovna 
is the latest scion of her line to sit upon the 
throne in the great fortress city of Dalgorod, 
but her cousins have yet to set aside their 
own ambitions. 328 pp.
978-1-62007-659-0 
___024069439 paper 17.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Ad Man 
Jerry Weil RDSL
After office hours the star copywriter for a 
leading New York advertising agency sheds 
his corporate identity to live a second life as 
a bohemian. But can this dreamy double life 
stand up to success so huge it could rip it to 
shreds? 98 pp.
978-1-63160-076-0 
___020870898 
paper 12.99

 
Asenath and the Origin of Nappy Hair 
Carolivia Herron LSIG
The first novel in a two-volume series, 
Asenath and Our Song of Songs shares 
scenes from the life of Shirah Shulamit 
Ojero, an African-American Jewish woman 
who grew up in Washington, D.C. 334 pp.
978-1-938609-21-3 
___023643810 paper 17.00

 
Bassam and the Seven Secret Scrolls, Book 
One 
Paul B. Skousen ENSN
For 1,000 years rumors spread among 
the desert peoples that mysterious scrolls 
containing fantastic secrets had fashioned 
the Abdali-ud-din into the richest, most 
powerful trading dynasty in the world. An old 
chief named Zafir chose young Bassam to be 
his heir to the scrolls. Was Bassam ready? 
472 pp.
978-1-63072-899-1 
___024053924 paper 24.95

 
Beautiful Monsters 
Cynthia Ogren LSIG
Makeup artist Riley Rinaldi has it all, but 
besieged by her past and the very attributes 
so many envy, she lives a lonely life devoid 
of the one commodity she cannot grasp—
love. When sexy heartthrob Keller Cross 
swaggers onto the set of Beautiful Monsters, 
Riley’s self-protective veneer cracks wide 
open. 414 pp.
978-0-9861411-1-9 
___024402843 paper 15.99
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Belle Islet Lady 
John D. Carter JBIV
While kayaking off the British Columbia 
coast, an aging psychotherapist finds a naked 
lady in a lifeboat. She is in an amnesic fugue. 
A series of interconnected stories explain 
some of the psychological underpinnings of 
the Belle Islet Lady. 210 pp.
978-0-9940346-0-1 
___024037448 paper 25% 16.99

 
Bend the Blue Sky 
Kim Cope Tait LSIG
Is it possible to carry the suffering of 
ancestors at a cellular level? To be locked into 
cycles of grief and the absence of resiliency 
just by being born to those who have 
gone before? Meg Carroll considers these 
questions as she weaves the story of her 
estranged grandmother Violet and her own 
into a ghostly tapestry that will either save 
her or be the end of her. 200 pp.
978-1-63173-537-0 
___024064388 paper 20% 14.99

 
Black Moon 
Circus of Freaks
Kaitlin K. Sorensen RDSL
The first in an exciting new trilogy set 
in 1920’s New York. The infamous Black 
Moon Circus has been the only true home 
Cressida has ever known and while the walls 
of the circus protect the performers from 
the outside world, their safety cannot be 
guaranteed within. 148 pp.
978-1-63160-075-3 
___020870950 
paper 14.99

 
A Bowl Full of Nails 
Charles Degelman HVSE
Finalist, Bellwether Prize for Socially Engaged 
Fiction. “With a dynamic plot that keeps you 
on the edge of your seat, this rough-edged 
tale bursts with humor, rebellion, tragedy, 
betrayal, and espionage.”—Mary Mackey, 
author of Season of Shadows. 274 pp.
978-0-9895960-4-6 
___023587677 paper NET 19.95

 
Brewed Awakenings 
Jason E. Gillikin, editor LSIG
In this inaugural house anthology from 
Caffeinated Press, eight authors from 
West Michigan offer their insight about 
what happens when all goes dark. With 
approaches including speculative fiction, 
romance, horror, humor and suspense, the 
writers explore the human condition in all 
its majestic glory as well as its lamentable 
cruelty. 192 pp.
978-0-9863806-0-0 
___024350452 paper 19.95

 
A Brother’s Journey 
Nicolas Thakar ALVE
Cryptic messages, newly-revealed family 
history, World War II letters, hidden clues 
leading to magnificent national parks—
Dan Lorenz’s posthumous wishes were 
anything but clear. When Stuart Lorenz 
attempts to follow his father’s instructions, 
he is unwittingly plunged into the dispute his 
family faced decades before. 326 pp.
978-1-63132-010-1 
___024021507 paper 17.99

 
The Burgundy Briefcase 
Roberta Burton LSIG
After the death of her husband, Lee finds 
herself repeating the same mistakes with 
Frank that she made in past relationships. 
Her progression through the doctoral 
program is threatened by double messages 
and false promises. She must respond by 
confronting her professor and Frank’s bizarre 
behaviors. 276 pp.
978-1-940869-31-5 
___024077713 paper 10% 14.95

 
Cross of Ivy 
Roxi Bahar Hewertson KATB
Hewertson’s novel explodes the pristine 
image of the academic “ivory tower” and 
invites readers to be a fly on the wall as they 
discover, bit by bit, that all is not quite what 
it seems at a fictional ivy league university.
978-1-63393-027-8 
___020930806 
paper 17.95

 
Cuts 
Malcolm Bradbury ONRM
While the university where Henry 
Babbacombe works is having to make cuts, 
a northern television company is having a 
last spree before the money runs out. Henry 
is chosen as their writer, and learns what 
it takes to be successful in Mrs. Thatcher’s 
Britain. 168 pp.
978-1-49768-393-8 
___024032720 
paper 14.99

 
Doctor Criminale 
Malcolm Bradbury ONRM
Popular author Bradbury presents a novel 
that’s “eminently readable . . . perceptive and 
poignant” (Time Out). 340 pp.
978-1-49769-856-7 
___024032736 
paper 15.99
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Elizabeth’s Betrayal 
Dark Beginnings
Rebecca Weeks LSIG
In 1666, Elizabeth is cursed with vampirism. 
In present day England she meets Jordan 
and she feels something for him that she 
has not felt for more than 100 years. But 
will the return of the warlock Lorcan destroy 
everything? Book One in a trilogy filled with 
black magic, voodoo, warlocks, witches, 
limnades, and vampires. 282 pp.
978-0-9862808-5-6 
___023644079 paper 17.99

 
Feral Tracks, 3rd Ed. 
“When Freedom Comes First”
Euan Mitchell LSIG
Based on the true story of a 16-year-old 
schoolboy who ran away from home with 
four dollars and hitchhiked around Australia. 
Daniel’s exploits are a roller-coaster ride 
through a wild summer off the leash, the 
madness of share-house living, outback 
mustering of feral cattle, and nightclub 
excess. 290 pp.
978-0-9925049-0-8 
___023628494 paper 20% 14.99

 
The Fleeting Years 
Connie Monk SVEH
A poignant novel of a family on the brink of 
great change, and a tragedy that clears their 
vision and makes them realize what they’re 
about to lose. 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8494-7 
___020997120 
28.95

 
Geminknot 
Alexander Francis     
A young reporter is assigned what she thinks 
will be a boring report on the lives of two 
elderly nursing-home residents. She finds 
that their story is a wonderful tale of intense 
love over the length of their entire lives.
978-1-942420-07-1 
___000000000 paper 24.95

 
Grimm Mistresses 
Stacey Turner et al. LSIG
Get ready to leave the lights on again with 
five pieces of short fiction bringing the Grimm 
Brother’s tales into the present. Contributors 
include Stacey Turner, Mercedes M. Yardley, 
Allison M. Dickson, C.W. LaSart, and S.R. 
Cambridge. Released in celebration of 
Women In Horror Month 2015. 238 pp.
978-1-941987-21-6 
___024349372 paper 11.95

 
Growin’ Up White 
Dwight Ritter IAML
Georgey, a 50-year-old, black housekeeper, 
shapes the white family of Dr. Wayne Stoner, 
his wife, a nationally known concert pianist, 
and their three rebellious sons. The children 
are periodically absorbed into Georgey’s 
all-black neighborhood where they develop 
many friends and a multiracial point of 
view. However, Indianapolis is not ready for 
integrated mindsets. 316 pp.
978-0-9909672-2-4 
___024008675 paper 19.99

 
Heart of the Bison 
Neandertals, Book One
Glen R. Stott LSIG
As the lambent light from the slumbering fire 
dances across the roof of the cave, a young 
girl wakes from a dream that tells her that her 
clan is in jeopardy, and Mother Earth expects 
her to do something to save her people. A 
magic child will be sent to help her. 348 pp.
978-0-692-38689-7 
___024319706 paper 20% 9.99

 
Heartbeat 
Mac Taylor     
In a basic love story set to the music and 
times around the 1950’s and 1960’s, the 
fundamental differences between men and 
women and their symbiosis, the effects of 
genetics, choice, luck, and fate are examined 
against a backdrop of the threat posed by the 
Cold War and the problems of life in general.
978-0-9864307-0-1 
___000000000 paper 9.99

 
Homeboy 
Seth Morgan ONRM
Morgan, who was a survivor of the San 
Francisco street drug culture and a former 
convict, aims to capture the underside of big-
city life and the prison system as he takes 
the reader on a nightmarish journey between 
criminality and justice in his first novel. 430 pp.
978-1-50400-588-3 
___024032739 
paper 17.99

 
I Too Hear the Drums, Revised Ed. 
Peta-Gaye Nash LSIG
Nash presents a collection of short stories 
of Canadian/Jamaican life—real-life 
situations set in Canada mainly—that deals 
with immigrant family, biracial, interfaith, 
substance abuse, generational disconnect, 
and stereotyping. 180 pp.
978-1-926926-44-5 
___023986732 paper 20% 20.00
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In the Waters of Time 
Bette Lischke SBEU
Jane Eliot has been haunted by a gloomy 
dream all her life. Unknowingly ensnared by 
spirits from the past, Jane must uncover and 
clear away the intrusion of unsettled spirits 
in order to chart a course for her life. 238 pp.
978-0-9911597-8-9 
___023507059 paper 14.95

 
Julia’s Fight 
A Battle with Infertility
Kristine I. Waits EAMM
Julia Ellis wants to have a baby. But with each 
negative sign on a home pregnancy test, 
Julia slips further into depression, crippling 
her bond with her husband. After a year of 
failure and loss, she lies to her husband and 
begins fertility treatments. This is a fight Julia 
needs to win to save her marriage and to 
save herself. 254 pp.
978-0-692-32659-6 
___023551563 paper 25% 15.99

 
Lady Bird: Shawn’s Sixth Sense 
Gracie Bradford OKIT
A car accident changes Shawn’s life in 
unforeseen ways. He finds himself going 
from a normal pre-teen to a kid labeled as 
having special needs. Although his friends 
were already categorized as “special need” 
kids, he did not really understand until after 
his accident when he was plunked into the 
same category. 78 pp.
978-1-47874-807-6 
___023267631 paper 17.95

 
Love Changes 
Eartha Watts Hicks LSIG
Grace F. Edwards, editor
Ten years in the making, this debut novel 
infuses original poetry, song lyrics from the 
1980s and 1990s, and prose in the narrative 
of Mia Love, a 26-year-old single mother. 
What ensues is a love triangle with a unique 
twist, two men vying for a lady with a baby. 
380 pp.
978-0-9914892-1-3 
___023644081 paper 18.95

 
The Magician Who Sold God 
The Rise and Fall of ‘Prophet’ Angel
Ambrose T. Mpofu LSIG
In an effort to make a better life for himself 
far away from home, a young man born into 
poverty finds himself in a worse situation 
than he ever imagined. Tragic events lead to 
him becoming a very talented man of God 
and a very rich man. The power he commands 
as the leader of a church built on greed and 
deception soon brings the chickens home to 
roost. 224 pp.
978-0-473-30173-6 
___023587316 paper 5% 12.00

 
Menage 
A Cali Love Story
P.R. Hawkins LSIG
“Never date a man you wouldn’t mate,” was 
her granny’s motto. But her granny was long 
gone, and California has started making her 
own decisions. If it’s all left up to California, 
she’s going to do everything to be able have 
her cake and eat it, too. 292 pp.
978-0-692-38063-5 
___024021680 paper 14.95

 
Moving On 
Rosie Harris SVEH
Reluctantly, widow Jenny Langton decides 
to downsize to a retirement flat after the 
passing of her husband. It’s difficult enough 
attempting to start over at her age when 
the antics of her wayward granddaughter 
threaten to spoil the new life she has 
embarked on. 224 pp.
978-0-7278-8474-9 
___020997125 
28.95

 
The Necklace 
A Kate Brady Novel
Babette Hughes PHLP
Hughes tells the stories of three women, 
each with a dangerous secret. From 80-year-
old mafia widow Kate Brady to a beautiful 
actress who is being blackmailed to an 
18-year-old on the run from her family, their 
individual struggles collide in this three-
generational tale.
978-1-61868-907-8 
___021311276 
paper 15.00

 
No Behind 
Louise Parker Kelley LSIG
An extraordinary fourth-grader survives an 
epidemic in quarantine with the rest of her 
school. She uses her newfound courage and 
resourcefulness to declare her independence 
and challenge the mindless tyranny of 
standardized testing. 344 pp.
978-1-938609-23-7 
___024022535 paper 18.99

 
Palawan Story 
Caroline Vu LSIG
Under the cover of darkness, a young girl, is 
put by her mother on a crowded fishing boat 
to escape Vietnam. The derelict boat drifts for 
two weeks on the South China Sea before 
reaching Palawan, a refugee camp in the 
Philippines. There, an American immigration 
officer mistakes Kim for a sponsored orphan 
with the same name and sends her to 
America. 234 pp.
978-1-928049-19-7 
___023629389 paper 16.95
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Partisans 
A Lost Work by Geoffrey Peerson Leed
M. Allen Cunningham LSIG
Partisans is a lost work by the mysterious 
writer Leed, presented in nine parts according 
to his designs as indicated in manuscripts 
discovered after his disappearance. One half 
of Partisans concerns an unspecified war in 
an unspecified past, the other half centers on 
Leed himself as he struggles to survive in an 
unspecified future. 262 pp.
978-0-9893023-4-0 
___024064392 paper 16.95

 
The Party Girl 
Kevin Whitaker     
Travon Singleton, the star of the basketball 
team, shows no interest in Alexis Pettis, the 
captain of the cheerleaders and one of the 
most popular girls in school. However, Alexis 
is determined to make Travon her man by 
any means. 
978-0-9915335-3-4 
___000000000 paper 7.95

 
The Ragnarok Chronicles 
Nicki J. Markus LSIG
When the strange frost arrives, Cassandra’s 
normal life turns upside down and she is 
plunged into an extraordinary and terrifying 
world of Norse gods and rampaging giants, 
ancient feuds and broken prophecies. A 
handsome stranger offers aid. But can 
Cassandra really trust him? 678 pp.
978-0-9942346-0-5 
___023902464 paper 10% 24.99

 
Rates of Exchange 
Malcolm Bradbury ONRM
Bradbury presents a novel that touches—
comically—on many important themes, 
including language barriers, alienation, East-
West relations, realism, and reality. 330 pp.
978-1-50400-303-2 
___024032722 
paper 15.99

 
Redeem Me 
The Lost Souls Series
Eliza Freed FOVE
Torn apart by her parents’ tragic deaths, 
Charlotte has no one to turn to after she 
alienates herself from everyone and everything. 
Fate sends her a lifeline when she runs into 
childhood friend Noble Sinclair—tall, gorgeous, 
and with a body made for sinning. 384 pp.
978-1-45558-358-4 
___008105624 paper 20% 17.00

 
Rose 
Life Begins at 81
Dutch Jones LSIG
Not too many people get a second chance at 
life, especially at 81. Rose is the exception. 
She only knows of one living relative, Marie, 
her niece, who Rose hasn’t seen for nearly 
40 years. With renewed energy and purpose 
Rose sets out to find Marie. 204 pp.
978-0-9862552-2-9 
___024319029 paper 13.99

 
The Rule of Ranging 
Book Three:  Cloud Rising in the West
Timothy M. Kestrel LSIG
This historical, action-adventure drama, set 
in the 1750s in Colonial America during the 
time of the French and Indian War (aka the 
Seven Years’ War), is the culmination of the 
epic trilogy, The Rule of Ranging, by former 
Army Ranger Kestrel. 426 pp.
978-0-9886660-6-1 
___023513883 paper 19.95

 
The Rule of Ranging 
 402 pp.
978-0-9886660-5-4 LSIG
___023586542 33.95

 
Rumble Young Man Rumble 
Dante Zuñiga-West LSIG
At odds with his life and angry at the world, 
Quinton heads to a new town for a fresh start 
in life. He stumbles, quite literally, into a gym 
where an intense group of people is training 
to become Muay Thai fighters. He learns the 
glaring truth behind an age-old prizefighting 
mantra: there are many fights in life, not all 
of which occur in the ring. 282 pp.
978-1-937365-54-7 
___021402271 paper 14.95

 
Sand Key 
Dennis Hart LSIG
A humorous/mystery about Jason Najarian, 
a young man who lives on a secluded 
barrier island off the coast of Florida as a 
self-proclaimed hermit. He’s in love with 
an international assassin, but when she 
suddenly disappears, his tranquil life turns 
to mayhem. 312 pp.
978-0-9853010-9-5 
___023643788 paper 19.95

 
Search for the Heart of the Bison 
Neandertals, Book Three
Glen R. Stott LSIG
After centuries of specialized breeding, a 
group of the descendants of the Neandertals, 
led by the charismatic Solero, is preparing to 
arm a global network of terrorists with WMD. 
Having felt the power of the ancient Spirit 
Fire, a novice archeologist joins forces with 
Renaldo to stop Solero’s plan. 328 pp.
978-0-692-38824-2 
___024404536 paper 20% 9.99

 
The Secret People 
B.R. Fleming LSIG
“We all have our hidden secrets . . .” When Dr. 
Lesley Whitney receives the call from Sheriff 
Branshee that her famous father is missing 
while exploring Native American sites in the 
Four Corners, Lesley enters a life and death 
struggle, thrust into the realm of Navajo 
Sorcerers and the Inorganic Beings. 212 pp.
978-0-9838201-1-6 
___023049022 paper 20% 9.95
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Shelter Us 
Laura Nicole Diamond SWTR
Lawyer-turned-stay-at-home-mom Sarah 
Shaw is struggling to find a steady happiness 
after the death of her infant daughter, when 
she meets a young homeless mother and 
toddler she can’t get out of her mind. 
Rescuing them becomes her mission—one 
that takes her on a journey that may destroy 
what’s left of her marriage.
978-1-63152-970-2 
___020845355 
paper 16.95

 
Snatched 
Bill James SVEH
George Lepage, the Hulliborn’s new director, 
dreams of bringing the Japanese Ancient 
Surgical Skills exhibition to the museum. But 
an unhinged ex-staff member is determined 
to wreak havoc, and when the museum is 
robbed, the fate of the exhibition hangs 
dangerously in the balance. 208 pp.
978-1-84751-511-7 
___021892183 
paper 17.95

 
Song Bird 
Christine M. Knight LSIG
A working, single mother dreams of the 
freedom and lifestyle that come with being 
a platinum record artist. After she becomes 
an international singing sensation, her new 
reality is far different from what she had 
imagined. Life on tour is often glamorous, 
but home is where the heart is, and Nikki is 
determined not to be defined by the fan and 
media circus that surrounds her. 304 pp.
978-0-9874348-6-9 
___023111950 paper 20% 18.99

 
Spirit Fire 
Neandertals, Book Two
Glen R. Stott LSIG
The second book in a trilogy about the 
interaction between Neandertals and Cro-
Magnons, presents an epic adventure that 
sweeps across prehistoric Europe, Asia, 
and Alaska, as the man who invented war 
embarks on a quest to conquer the world. 
246 pp.
978-0-692-38762-7 
___024218962 paper 20% 8.99

 
The Suicide Season 
Jeremy Gadd LSIG
Warren Yeats, a demoralized businessman, 
suffers a mid-life crisis and decides to take an 
extended holiday. He purchases a four-wheel 
drive and an all-terrain camper-van with the 
intention of driving to Broome and leaving 
his problems behind. Adventures befall him, 
including a potential romance with a single 
mother and a run-in with a gang of wildlife 
poachers. 316 pp.
978-1-927685-14-3 
___023644076 paper 5% 12.95

 
Tiny Pride and Plenty Prejudice 
FT Barbini LSIG
A Burns
Nineteenth-century heroines Lady Heather 
Mouthful and Lady Isabella Pumpington 
plow their way through society by way 
of unnatural acts, random shenanigans, 
and very vexing encounters. After all, not 
everyone can be proper as the eldest Miss 
Bennet. 50 pp.
978-0-9931942-0-7 
___024078516 paper 7.49

 
Too Blue to Fly 
Judith Richards LSIG
In a sensitively rendered portrait of a 
biracial family in 1947 Florida, Too Blue to 
Fly presents a family stretched to its limits. 
Sparks fly in a powder keg of race and class, 
leaving the tenuous freedom of the family 
and the life of every black person in town in 
jeopardy. 262 pp.
978-1-940595-12-2 
___024151913 paper 19.00

 
Tränen der Weisheit 
Die Odyssee des Francis White
Dennis Schanze LSIG
“There’s a bubbling spring that feeds a lotus 
pond. This filled with clear how cool water 
pond waiting for me. The fresh water is 
transparent, easily accessible, refreshing and 
just a sip of this wet gives me an overarching 
omniscience of the universe and have a 
second sip of this elixir of life gives me 
immortality.” German ed. 900 pp.
978-3-00-048412-4 
___023522165 NET 29.00

 
Twelve Thousand Mornings 
Mary Driver-Thiel LSIG
Anne Bennett is left widowed and penniless 
after her husband’s firm is involved in 
financial fraud. In shock and forced to leave 
her home, she accepts an invitation—or 
perhaps a challenge—to stay with her 
younger daughter where she must come to 
terms with her past in order to navigate her 
future. 362 pp.
978-0-9886568-2-6 
___024052055 paper 20% 15.00

 
Unchartered Territory
A Mad Max Mystery 
Betsy Ashton KATB
After the death of her daughter, Maxine 
“Mad Max” Davies’ new role in life—full-
time grandparent of two kids—takes her into 
post-Katrina Mississippi, nature’s newest 
wasteland. While she adjusts to parenting 
again, she must also learn to live in a 
problem-plagued region where most of life’s 
conveniences have vanished.
978-1-63393-051-3 
___020930803 
paper 17.95
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Vanilla Grass 
A Novel of Redemption
Leslie Bratspis ROSG
Suffering from PTSD, Vietnam vet John 
Carrows lives off the grid in self-imposed 
exile. Battling daily with violent war 
memories, he is forced out of hiding when 
pot-smoking teenagers make a failed attempt 
to rob him at gun point. The teenagers and 
the town at large aren’t prepared for the 
consequences. 322 pp.
978-1-61170-196-8 
___023587014 paper 5% 17.00

 
We Regret to Inform You 
Stories
Tim Fredrick LSIG
The characters in these 14 stories struggle 
to find connection with those around them 
and contend with the inevitable fallout that 
accompanies love, heartbreak, fear, neglect, 
dysfunction, and fulfillment. 138 pp.
978-0-692-37155-8 
___023548753 paper 14.95

 
When a Psychopath Falls in Love 
Herbert Gold LSIG
Prizewinning author Gold’s 20th novel in 
more than six decades takes readers on a 
journey of lost souls seeking attachment, 
revenge, and redemption at the edge of San 
Francisco Bay. If a psychopath really can fall 
in love, it had better not be with the wrong 
person because that could lead to murder 
among old friends. 232 pp.
978-0-9884122-9-3 
___024016080 31.00

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Earth’s Imagined Corners 
Book I of the Round Earth Series
Tamara Linse LSIG
In 1885 Iowa, Sara Moore refuses to marry 
her father’s younger business partner. He 
beats her and turns her out of the house, 
breaking all ties, so she decides to elope with 
James to Kansas City with hardly a penny to 
their names in a novel that comprehends the 
great kindnesses and violences people do to 
each other. 472 pp.
978-0-9909533-2-6 
___024040877 paper 10% 14.95

 
Footprints in the Snow and Sand 
A Story of Eastern Poland in the Wake of the 
Soviet Occupation in 1939
Danuta Gray ANAK
The personal story of the author’s early 
childhood and that of her family leading up to 
and following the Soviet invasion of Eastern 
Poland in September 1939, a political move 
made in conjunction with the simultaneous 
Nazi invasion of the country from the West. 
322 pp.
978-1-909421-50-9 
___023905917 paper 25% 26.99

 
Matrons and Madams 
Sharon Johnston TMAL
Set against the backdrop of love, union 
organizers, amorous bachelors, gamblers, 
drinkers, and prostitutes, the lives of two 
women unexpectedly intertwine in the heat 
of local politics. 328 pp.
978-1-45972-896-7 
___021411949 
paper 24.99

 
Mesquita’s Reflections 
Marco Lobo CDNJ
In 1849, when Macau’s governor is murdered, 
Vicente Mesquita, a lieutenant in Macau’s 
small battalion is forced to avenge the 
murder by attacking a Chinese fort. Mesquita 
is trapped in conflict between two fading 
empires—China and Portugal—and with a 
foot in each culture, he is torn between which 
masters to follow. 272 pp.
978-1-938985-61-4 
___023506279 paper 25% 14.95

 
Perfect Harmony 
Barbara Wood TUNR
A breathless, helter-skelter race in 
cyberspace, effortlessly melded here with 
the tale of a Chinese woman’s journey 
from the 1920s to the present, and with her 
granddaughter’s terrifying chase to solve 
familial mysteries and industrial murder.”—
Kirkus Reviews 396 pp.
978-1-63026-768-1 
___021098420 
paper 19.95

 
Perfect Harmony 
978-1-63026-878-7 TUNR
___021098281 
35.95

 
The Prophetess 
Barbara Wood TUNR
In a race against Armageddon, the FBI, 
Vatican operatives, and a sinister millionaire, 
an archeologist unearths a cache of six 
ancient papyrus scrolls that point to the 
millennium’s most transforming secrets, but 
one is missing. Who will find it first? 400 pp.
978-1-63026-767-4 
___021098337 
paper 19.95

 
The Prophetess 
978-1-63026-877-0 TUNR
___021098412 
35.95

 
Starling 
Tristan Nansen LSIG
San Francisco, 1890: Will Hamilton enjoys 
a privileged life as heir to a magnificent 
fortune and mercantile empire. But when his 
mother dies, he is confronted with a series of 
devastating revelations. Scarred by the blaze 
of sudden knowledge, he walks out of the 
Hamilton mansion vowing never to return, to 
shed his past in every detail. 428 pp.
978-0-9863502-1-4 
___024227861 paper 18.98
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The Vicar of Christ 
Walter F. Murphy QABL
Foreword by Justice Samuel Alito
The New York Times bestseller is now 
available in its 35th anniversary edition, 
featuring an extensive new introduction 
by Justice Alito of the U.S. Supreme Court. 
This work is universally considered to be 
an unusual and well-written observation of 
the life of a man who was first a hero and 
Medal of Honor winner, then Chief Justice of 
the United States, later a monk, and finally 
elected Pope: Pope Francis I. 550 pp.
978-1-61027-284-1 
___024016216 NET 34.99

FICTION - HORROR

 
The Big Bad II 
John G. Hartness LSIG
and Emily Lavin Leverett, editors
A collection of bestselling fantasy and horror 
writers brings 24 all-new tales of vampires, 
demons, ghosts, zombies, and the most 
terrifying monsters of all—humans. 386 pp.
978-1-941754-42-9 
___024020374 paper 15.95

 
The Big Bad II 
978-1-941754-43-6 LSIG
___024020377 29.95

 
The Bookstore Murders 
A Novel of Suspense
Marcy Heidish DOLS
“Subtle and gratifying psychological 
suspense . . . Heidish impeccably 
orchestrates the historical and contemporary, 
the supernatural and psychological.”—
Publishers Weekly. 316 pp.
978-0-9905262-2-3 
___024079251 paper 14.95

 
Chasing Vito’s Ghosts 
G.R. Benyue SBEU
When an explosion in Boston’s downtown 
district kills her fiancé and colleagues, Becka 
reluctantly leaves the city she loves to seek 
refuge from her heartbreak and the restless 
spirits of those she lost. Moving to a small 
Massachusetts suburb, her life is further 
disrupted when she unknowingly leases a 
haunted house. 310 pp.
978-0-9862896-0-6 
___023028642 paper 15.95

 
The Infection Series (Infection and Killing 
Floor) 
Two Apocalyptic Thrillers
Craig DiLouie PMUT
DiLouie presents a chilling vision of a zombie 
apocalypse in two novels: Infection and 
Killing Floor.
978-1-61868-503-2 
___021278625 
paper 17.99

 
Loup-Garou: The Beast of Harmony Falls 
An Ian McDermott, Paranormal Investigator 
Novel
David Reuben Aslin PMUT
Terror strikes a small, tight-knit mountain 
community. Was it a homicidal maniac? 
Bigfoot? Or something even more malevolent…
978-1-61868-741-8 
___021892173 
paper 15.99

 
Revelation 
A Forever Man Novel
Brian W. Matthews JAQJ
An ancient relic lost to the world ages ago 
surfaces in Missouri. Miles Knight, a skeptic 
suddenly threatened by forces he cannot 
comprehend, scrambles to stay alive. He 
finds unexpected aid in Bartholomew 
Owens, the Forever Man, and his protégé, 
Katie Bethel. 290 pp.
978-1-940161-96-9 
___023905895 paper 18.95

 
Welcome to Parkview 
Brian Paone LSIG
“Welcome To Parkview” reads the rusted 
sign along the outskirts of town. Is passing 
through such a wise idea? The final 
destination may be more dangerous than the 
trip itself—an unapologetic journey through 
a town that thrives on sex, violence, and the 
macabre. 356 pp.
978-0-9913091-4-6 
___024064215 paper 14.99

 
Woken 
Kaine Andrews RDSL
The strange lives of three people are set to 
collide and blood will be spilled. The power 
of dreams and imagination may be supreme, 
but what happens when dreams become 
nightmares and imagination is soured by 
hatred and rejection? 235 pp.
978-1-63160-073-9 
___020870947 
paper 15.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Capital Crimes 
London Mysteries
Martin Edwards, editor PPEN
Edwards presents an eclectic collection of 
London-based crime stories, blending the 
familiar with the unexpected in a way that 
reflects the personality of the city. Alongside 
classics by Margery Allingham, Anthony 
Berkeley, and Thomas Burke are excellent 
and unusual stories by authors who are far 
less well known.
978-1-46420-377-0 
___021286552 
paper 12.95
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Classic Cashes In 
A Case for Jack Colby, Car Detective
Amy Myers SVHT
A commission to buy a classic Packard 
saloon on behalf of a client should have 
been routine for Jack Colby, but this Packard 
is special. And as Jack struggles to piece 
together the car’s history and the mystery 
surrounding it, he is soon precipitated into 
a dangerous world where nothing is as it 
seems. 208 pp.
978-1-84751-545-2 
___021892179 
paper 17.95

 
Clusters 
Case of the Missing
T.M. Williams LSIG
Seven-year-old Olivia Baxter and her dog 
vanish while playing in the front yard of her 
family’s home. After a week of searching, 
Olivia’s body was suddenly found in the 
closet, even after the police had thoroughly 
investigated the home. An journalist 
investigating the story realizes he is being 
tailed by government agencies. 294 pp.
978-1-936037-77-3 
___023380457 29.99

 
Dead of Night 
A Tom Mariner Mystery
Chris Collett SVHT
When 18-year-old Grace Clifton disappears 
on her way home from work in the center of 
Birmingham late at night, DI Tom Mariner is 
inclined to believe she left of her own accord. 
Then the package arrives, containing Grace’s 
clothes, neatly pressed and laundered. A 
second woman disappears. And a disturbing 
pattern begins to emerge. 256 pp.
978-1-84751-540-7 
___021892175 
paper 17.95

 
Death Benefits 
A Rachel Gold Mystery
Michael A. Kahn PPEN
Looking into an odd disappearance and a 
messy suicide that may have been murder, 
tough litigator Rachel’s search for evidence 
quickly turns into a treasure hunt. But Rachel 
soon learns that she is not the only one in 
pursuit of an ancient relic—and that she 
could be the next one to die for it.
978-1-46420-440-1 
___023995844 
paper 14.95

 
Death by Disguise 
A Jesse Clarke Novel
Helen Goltz AAUZ
The dead are walking and it is not even 
Halloween! Private investigator Jesse Clarke 
knew it wasn’t going to be a normal week 
when two dead people are spotted alive but 
their death certificates say otherwise. 258 pp.
978-0-9941822-5-8 
___023027209 paper 25.00

 
The Fateful Day 
A Libertus Mystery of Roman Britain
Rosemary Rowe SVHT
Libertus visits the villa of his absent patron, 
Marcus Aurelius, one morning and comes 
upon a gruesome discovery, but worse 
things are to follow as news arrives from 
Rome which will turn the lives of the whole 
Empire upside down. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-546-9 
___021892159 
paper 17.95

 
The Fourth Reich 
Helen Goltz AAUZ
FBI Special Agent Mitchell Parker is frustrated 
to be called in on what he believes is a police 
matter, but digging soon reveals a threat that 
has far-reaching implications. Parker and 
his team find themselves in the middle of a 
Neo-Nazi plot that spans two continents and 
threatens to bring one of the worst atrocities 
of history back to life. 332 pp.
978-0-9941822-3-4 
___023550272 paper 25.00

 
Grave Designs 
A Rachel Gold Mystery
Michael A. Kahn PPEN
Teaming up with the brilliant Benny Goldberg, 
Rachel is hired to search for the stolen 
contents of a wealthy, prominent man’s 
grave. An ominous trail of clues leads into the 
heart of a secret legacy of three centuries of 
blackmail, sexual depravity, and murder.
978-1-46420-438-8 
___023995860 
paper 14.95

 
A Head for Poisoning 
A First Sir Geoffrey Mappestone Mystery
Simon Beaufort SVEH
In 1101, Sir Geoffrey Mappestone is traveling 
home in the company of a knight carrying 
an urgent message for the king. When the 
knight is killed during an ambush, Geoffrey 
feels obliged to deliver the message himself, 
but quickly regrets his decision when the 
king orders him to spy on his own family in 
order to ferret out a traitor. 384 pp.
978-0-7278-8479-4 
___021186396 
29.95
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High Country Nocturne 
A David Mapstone Mystery
Jon Talton PPEN
David Mapstone is left with a stark choice 
when his longtime friend and business 
partner, former Maricopa County Sheriff Mike 
Peralta, skips town after the FBI identifies him 
as one of the prime suspects when a cache of 
diamonds is stolen in Phoenix.
978-1-46420-400-5 
___021238951 
paper 14.95

 
High Country Nocturne 
978-1-46420-399-2 PPEN
___021238944 
paper 22.95

 
High Country Nocturne 
978-1-46420-398-5 PPEN
___021238976 
24.95

 
Hunter’s Daughter 
Nowick Gray LSIG
Northern Quebec, 1964: Mountie Jack 
McLain, knows the latest case will make or 
break his career. Eighteen-year-old Nilliq, 
chafing under the sullen power of her father 
in a remote hunting camp, risks flight with 
a headstrong shaman bent on a mission of 
his own. Their paths intersect in this tense 
mystery. 302 pp.
978-1-927400-77-7 
___023996958 paper 24.99

 
Innocent Blood: A John Jordan Mystery 
The Atlanta Years, Vol. One, Book 7
Michael Lister POTV
Special Introduction by Michael Connelly
“Eerie and cinematic. Lister, with his 
gift for exploring the nuances of human 
relationships, creates a vivid and 
multifaceted supporting cast, each character 
finely wrought, each portrayal unflinching. 
Suspenseful, complex, and original. A page-
turner with a soul.”—Lisa Unger. 264 pp.
978-1-888146-50-9 
___023522296 paper 16.99

 
The Kizuna Coast 
A Rei Shimura Mystery
Sujata Massey LSIG
When a devastating earthquake rocks 
Japan’s northeast coast, a tsunami follows 
and Rei Shimura is swept into her most 
rugged adventure yet. This sexy, smart, 
and humorous mystery series has won the 
Agatha and Macavity mystery awards and 
been nominated for the Edgar, Anthony, and 
Mary Higgins Clark prizes. 392 pp.
978-0-9836610-5-4 
___023592114 paper 16.00

 
Maiden Lane 
Border City Blues
Michael Januska DUND
Januska takes readers to the frigid winter of 
1923, when bootleggers and civilians alike 
struggle with icy weather and the law. The 
Windsor PD already has its hands full when 
drug-smuggling and human trafficking lead 
detectives into unfamiliar territory—and the 
occult brings a wholly unexpected twist. 336 pp.
978-1-45972-335-1 
___019315012 
paper 17.99

 
Murder at the Bijou 
Jim Thompson LSIG
Murder at the Bijou (originally titled 
Nothing More Than Murder) is noir master 
Thompson’s dizzying tale of deception, 
adultery, revenge, arson, and cold-blooded 
murder in Smalltown, U.S.A. 258 pp.
978-0-9896714-9-1 
___023592169 paper 14.95

 
Resorting to Murder: Holiday Mysteries 
A British Library Crime Classic
Martin Edwards PPEN
This collection of vintage holiday mysteries 
ranges widely across the golden age of 
British crime fiction. Stellar names from the 
past—including Arthur Conan Doyle and G.K. 
Chesterton—are well represented, alongside 
hidden gems from Anthony Berkeley, Phyllis 
Bentley, and many others.
978-1-46420-375-6 
___021286550 
paper 12.95

 
Rising Tide 
Patricia Twomey Ryan SVHT
Emily Harrington returns to the stunning 
Caribbean island of Aruba for her friends’ 
wedding, but finds herself plunged into 
danger again when the body of a beautiful 
young girl is washed up on the beach. 192 
pp.
978-1-84751-547-6 
___021892184 
paper 17.95

 
Silence the Dead 
Jack Fredrickson SVHT
Teenager Betty Jo Dean was abducted and 
killed 30 years ago, but no one was ever 
charged with her murder. Now, new mayor 
Mac Bassett has re-opened the case. But 
when the body is exhumed, it is revealed that 
the skull, found loose in the coffin, does not 
belong to Betty Jo. 288 pp.
978-1-84751-543-8 
___021892162 
paper 17.95
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Spy High 
Never Say Spy Series—Book 9
Diane Henders PDXR
After four uneventful months spent guarding 
her boss’ eccentric hippy parents on an 
isolated rain-coast commune, bookkeeper-
turned-secret-agent Aydan Kelly is beginning 
to hope mildewed undies will be the only 
hazard she’ll face. But some of the blissed-
out flower children are not what they seem. 
430 pp.
978-1-927460-22-1 
___023379608 paper 20% 13.99

 
Supping with the Devil 
A DCI Monika Paniatowski Mystery
Sally Spencer SVHT
Monika recognizes her latest assignment as 
advisor to the Earl of Ridley’s rock festival 
for what it really is: an attempt by the chief 
constable to destroy her career. Yet it soon 
becomes apparent that matters are not as 
simple as they appear. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-522-3 
___021892178 
paper 17.95

 
Visits with Mary 
David Stockar LSIG
In a college town in Pennsylvania, a tragedy 
happens to a young woman named Mary. 
The repercussions reveal the true nature of 
all who are touched by them and transform 
those who allow it. This tangled web of love, 
hope, faith, and deception ends with a peek 
into the ultimate mystery—man’s mortality. 
360 pp.
978-0-9908254-0-1 
___024051995 paper 19.95

 
Wrath of the Dixie Mafia 
A Mystery Novel of Johnny Morocco, Dixie 
Detective
Paul Sinor IGLL
Johnny Morocco hit Atlanta, Georgia, in 
1953. The former Army military policeman 
changed his name from McDonald and used 
his training to become a licensed P.I. He must 
use all his training and his instincts to protect 
not only himself but a murder suspect as 
well. If he fails they both will suffer The 
Wrath of The Dixie Mafia. 218 pp.
978-1-932158-70-0 
___024032833 paper 20% 16.95

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
The Proteus Cure 
F. Paul Wilson LSIG
and Tracy L. Carbone
Once the FDA approves it for widespread 
use, VG723 will revolutionize cancer therapy. 
But former patients are returning to Tethys 
Hospital with bizarre syndromes. Yes, 
they’re cancer free, but they’re experiencing 
dramatic changes in their hair and skin 
and general appearance. When a doctor 
investigates a possible link to the protocol, 
those patients start dying. 402 pp.
978-0-692-37333-0 
___023506351 paper 16.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
Amber Smoke 
The Escaped, Book One
Kristin Cast DVRN
A thrilling, romantic new series laced with 
elements of mythology from the co-author 
of the juggernaut bestselling House of Night 
series. 275 pp.
978-1-62681-553-7 
___022758741 
paper 14.99

 
Be Mine Forever 
The Bennett Series, Book 3
Kennedy Ryan FOVE
Jo Walsh has loved Cameron Mitchell for as 
long as she can remember. Whether front 
and center in her life or on the periphery, the 
tall, brooding artist has made his presence 
seductively and irresistibly known. But 
whenever they start to get close, Cam pulls 
away. Jo’s tired of keeping her feelings in a 
box Cam is afraid to open. 368 pp.
978-1-45555-687-8 
___020536678 paper 20% 17.00

 
Candy Kisses 
A Wedding Showcase Novella
Bernadette Marie LSIG
Tabitha doesn’t believe in love at first sight, 
falling head over heels in love, or marriages 
planned on a whim. But when Preston Banks 
happens into her life, she’s finds out that not 
only will too much chocolate make one’s 
head spin, but so will the right man saying 
the right things at the right time. 156 pp.
978-1-63112-028-2 
___023583045 paper 8.50

 
Claiming What’s Mine 
The Sexy Simmons Series
Angie Daniels LSIG
Christmas will never be the same again. 
When Liberty Roth decided to have a baby 
on her own, she never expected the father 
to appear at her door step, four years later, 
demanding his parental rights. The gorgeous 
man doesn’t have a legal leg to stand on, but 
after a little male persuasion, Liberty decides 
Chance needs a father in his life. 240 pp.
978-1-941342-09-1 
___023543974 paper 9.99

 
A Cruel Calm 
Paris Between The Wars
Patricia Daly-Lipe LSIG
A moving love story set in the era between 
World Wars I and II, a time of idealism and 
innovation when Paris was the cultural 
capital of the Western World. Politics, 
religion, and social mores determine the fate 
of Elisabeth, a young Catholic socialite from 
Washington, D.C., as she learns whether it is 
only after great sorrow that love can come 
again. 310 pp.
978-0-9908011-5-3 
___023091907 28.95
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Darkness 
A New Species Novel
Laurann Dohner LSIG
Book 12 in the New Species series. Kat’s 
boss wants dirt on the NSO. She is sent to 
Homeland undercover but everything goes 
wrong as soon as she enters the front gates. 
She is arrested by a big, powerful, sexy 
New Species but she is not frightened. Kat 
never realized how much fun handcuffs 
and dominant males could be until she 
discovered her kinky side through Darkness’ 
need for control. 412 pp.
978-1-41997-152-5 
___023127062 paper 18.99

 
Deep Blue Eternity 
Natasha Boyd     
Both running from their histories, Livvy and 
Tom find the electrifying connection between 
them impossible to ignore. Deep emotions 
and powerful chemistry face a painful battle 
with the tangle of lies and scars of the past.
978-0-9894925-8-4 
___000000000 paper 18.98

 
Falling for a Stranger 
A Callaway Family Novel
Barbara Freethy HYSE
A former Navy pilot meets a woman who is 
a dead ringer for his former love, who was 
killed in an accident at sea. From  New York 
Times-bestselling author Freethy comes the 
third book in the Callaway series—romance 
and mystery at its best. 282 pp.
978-0-9906951-2-7 
___021104416 
paper 14.95

 
Farewell My Loves 
Amber Farman LSIG
In the aftermath of hearing the words 
metastatic breast cancer, Meredith Mathews 
devises a plan to start the ball rolling on her 
impending departure. As a selfless, devoted 
wife and mother, she believes that finding 
her replacement will help her family heal 
more quickly after she passes. 394 pp.
978-0-9911206-1-1 
___024016213 paper 20% 13.99

 
Fate of the Norns 
Ragnarok: Denizens of the North
Andrew Valkauskas LSIG
The Aesir and the Vanir have settled their war, 
and the age of man has dawned. Players will 
explore Midgard as one of 15 occupations in 
this Viking adventure game. 426 pp.
978-0-9865414-6-9 
___024022447 paper 10% 49.98

 
Fate of the Norns 
978-0-9940240-0-8 LSIG
___023592258 10% 64.98

 
Fate of the Norns 
978-0-9940240-1-5 LSIG
___023587023 5% 84.98

 
Fever Therapy, 2nd Ed. Revised 
Going Home, Book One
Jim Burnside LSIG
John Harper, the farm boy from Morayshire, 
is the perfect Bobby for the unforgiving 
streets of 1890’s Edinburgh. If he offers 
commitment, Inspector Brodie will help 
open doors for him. But Harper’s prodigious 
Hannah faces a future framed by inoperable 
cancer. In desperation he finds a way of 
saving her from illness, but can he save 
her from scientific distortions and vested 
interests? 416 pp.
978-0-9929711-0-6 
___023266021 paper 10% 17.96

 
Hooked 
Allen Wolf LSIG
Desperate to find a soulmate in New York 
City, Shawn experiences one awkward date 
after another until he encounters Violet. 
He asks her out, but his autism prevents 
him from understanding she’s actually a 
prostitute. Their only hope for a future is to 
discover the courage that comes from loving 
someone deeply. 240 pp.
978-0-692-38661-3 
___024077515 paper 14.99

 
The Hurricane 
R.J. Prescott LSIG
A new adult contemporary fighter romance 
which has found popularity in the indie 
market among books of the same genre. The 
novel tackles issues such as abuse and rape 
and is not intended for readers below the 
age of 18. 306 pp.
978-0-9931838-0-5 
___023984714 paper 13.70

 
Indivisible Line 
Lorenz Font WBXQ
Pre-med student Sarah Jones is back in 
Beaver, Alaska, for summer vacation. A loyal 
member of the Gwich’in tribe, she accepts the 
rules set by her father. When a businessman 
from New  York is shot, Sarah must operate 
to save his life. Her new problem is that she 
is falling in love with this infuriating man. 
226 pp.
978-1-61213-372-0 
___023522847 paper 17.99

 
Liberty 
Kim Iverson Headlee LSIG
Betrayed by her father and sold as payment 
of a Roman tax debt to fight in Londinium’s 
arena, gladiatrix-slave Rhyddes feels like a 
wild beast in a gilded cage. She clings to her 
vow that no man shall claim her soul, though 
Marcus Calpurnius Aquila, son of the Roman 
governor, makes her yearn for a love she 
believes impossible. 494 pp.
978-0-9905055-4-9 
___023587647 paper 24.95
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Love Finds Its Way 
Way of Hearts Saga
Wilhelmina Stolen LSIG
Lucas arrived at the Sullivan mansion as an 
orphan with a vicious burn on his side. The 
mark is a clue to his past, and the accident 
that took his family. The Sullivans raised 
him as their son, and made him heir to their 
fortune. As a grown man, Lucas leaves to 
follow a clue that may uncover the secrets of 
his past. 330 pp.
978-1-63112-099-2 
___023091873 paper 14.95

 
Maybe 
Amber L. Johnson WBXQ
Tyler Macy is stuck in a rut. Despite his 
exceptional talent as a musician, he has 
chosen to take a backseat with his music and 
let others grab the limelight. Emily comes 
onto the scene and sees his full potential, but 
he fights to stay in the shadows, shutting her 
out before she can add to the scars another 
woman gave him. 184 pp.
978-1-61213-370-6 
___023522848 paper 16.50

 
The Memory Taker 
Never Judge the Path of Another’s Soul
Karen Weaver SRNY
Third in the series. It is time for the 
Memory Taker to embark on his mission 
of enlightening those in need. Never in his 
wildest dreams would he have imagined the 
turn of events that is about to occur. His job 
is just about to get a lot more complicated, 
especially with the added distraction of the 
enchanting Arianna. 304 pp.
978-0-9942105-6-2 
___023507669 paper 10% 20.99

 
Montana High 
Sue Carter BCOW
Settled in her Kentucky life, Shelby Taylor 
had intended to sell the sprawling Montana 
ranch she inherited from her great Uncle 
Hayden. But after reading his journal, Shelby 
discovers the feud between her family and 
the Barlows. Now she is determined never 
to let Bar T Ranch fall into the hands of the 
Barlows. 254 pp.
978-1-935720-10-2 
___024042529 paper 10% 7.99

 
Of Witches and Warlock 
The Complete Series
Lacey Weatherford LSIG
From #1 international and USA Today 
bestselling author Weatherford comes the 
complete set in the series about novice witch, 
Portia Mullins, and her uber sexy warlock 
boyfriend, Vance Mangum, as they find 
themselves caught up in a world of magic, 
mystery, and mayhem. 1,050 pp.
978-0-692-38056-7 
___024404535 paper 55.00

 
One Dance with a Stranger 
Ju Ephraime EBOZ
Mesmerized by the sensuous moves of the 
stranger who danced with her at the Lucian 
Club, Caitlynn Pilgrim has been trying for 
almost two years to get him out of her mind. 
The mysterious man also hopes to reconnect 
with her, and he will not give up until he finds 
her. 258 pp.
978-0-9895615-6-3 
___023390543 paper 10% 12.99

 
Real Vampires Do It in the Dark 
Amy Fecteau LSIG
After his disownment, Matheus finds himself 
more confused than ever. He lashes out, 
losing Quin, the one constant presence in 
his new life. Alone, penniless, and clueless, 
Matheus is forced to carve out a new (un)life, 
amid the chaos of a hidden war. 342 pp.
978-1-62007-799-3 
___023591642 paper 16.99

 
Reasons to Stay 
Reasons Part Two
Lisa J. Hobman LSIG
Just when she has learned to trust again, 
Stevie’s life is once more thrust into 
uncertainty. Left with only the memories of 
her deeply passionate relationship, she tries 
to piece together what is left of her heart. Will 
Stevie’s heart ever be mended? And if so who 
will be the man worthy of her trust? 322 pp.
978-1-63112-098-5 
___023605839 paper 14.95

 
Reflection 
Journey’s Travels
Lynn Yvonee Moon KATB
Journey has never quite fit in with the rest of 
the world. But with the arrival of a stranger, 
her life changes dramatically as she’s 
transported to the Fornax galaxy billions 
of light years away from Earth. There, she 
meets a young man who wants to help her 
understand the past—while piecing together 
a future they can share. 300 pp.
978-1-63393-020-9 
___021108903 
paper 18.95
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The Saxon Bride 
Ashley York LSIG
The battle lines between Saxon and Norman 
are clearly drawn. Rowena Godwinson, the 
sole remaining member of the defeated royal 
family, stands proudly against the Normans. 
Her nobility and grace, however, make her an 
ideal pawn in King William’s play for power 
with the Saxon people. 222 pp.
978-0-9908640-2-8 
___021309933 paper 11.99

 
Sempiternal 
The Ninth Legion: A Vampire Saga
S. Goshea LSIG
Skylar Coppola, newest member of the 
single elite, starts to see things around her 
differently as the veil over the supernatural 
world begins to lift. After she meets a vampire 
named Riley, she finds herself heading down 
a path filled with vampires, demons, true 
love, and a destiny that’s threatening to tear 
her apart. 334 pp.
978-0-692-34842-0 
___022562843 paper 14.99

 
Smiley 
A New Species Novel
Laurann Dohner LSIG
Vanni is furious when her fiancé tricks 
her into attending a conference where his 
father’s church is protesting the New Species 
Organization. When she goes to the bar 
to cool off, she ends up seated next to a 
handsome New Species. Things heat up fast 
when they are both drugged. 352 pp.
978-1-41997-241-6 
___023519772 paper 16.99

 
Timpanogos 
Glen R. Stott LSIG
When he was in seventh grade, Randal 
Anderson met his soulmate, and despite 
their differences, their love was confirmed 
in an ancient spirit circle on Timpanogos 
Mountain. But when Randal makes a stupid 
mistake, he loses her forever. Years later as 
the parent of grown children, he discovers 
that life, like love, is full of unexpected 
moments. 312 pp.
978-0-692-37935-6 
___024022913 paper 20% 9.99

 
Undressed 
A Country Roads Novella
Shannon Richard FOVE
Publicist Abby Fields’ career is on the rise, 
and with failed romances in her past, she 
has no time for men. After a work event in 
Mirabelle, Florida, Abby finds herself in the 
arms of a hockey player whose heartstopping 
smile leads her to the steamiest night of her 
life. 224 pp.
978-1-45559-044-5 
___021406657 paper 20% 17.00

 
Unforgettable 
A Country Roads Novel
Shannon Richard FOVE
“Richard’s populates her appealing small 
town with quirky secondary characters, a 
feisty heroine and a hero to sigh for.”—Lori 
Wilde, New York Times-bestselling author. 
432 pp.
978-1-45558-845-9 
___020536685 paper 20% 17.00

 
Walking Shadow 
The Darkworld Series, Book Two
Emma L. Adams LSIG
Ashlyn has found a new home in Blackstone, 
but when a spate of grave robberies across 
the country spark fears that someone is 
practicing illegal sorcery, she comes under the 
radar of the Venantium, the protectors of the 
Barrier between her world and the Darkworld, 
who are suspicious of any sorcerer unaware 
of his or her origins. 230 pp.
978-1-62007-643-9 
___023591641 paper 14.99

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Alien Abattoir And Other Stories 
Sean P. Hazlett LSIG
Ten stories about cursed alien artifacts, 
interstellar investment banking, ancient 
alien astronauts, parallel timelines, alien 
experimentation, and space colonization gone 
horribly wrong that were first published in 
venues like Fictionvale Magazine, NewMyths.
com, Mad Scientist Journal, Plasma Frequency 
Magazine, and The Colored Lens. Several 
of these stories have received Honorable 
Mentions in the prestigious Writers of the 
Future Contest. 210 pp.
978-0-615-87865-2 
___024276582 paper 9.99
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Astra Somnia 
Becoming Immortal Is Fatal
Clinton John LSIG
The “star” novel of 2015 asks: What if the 
stars are alive? Part mystery, part romance—
in an entirely new take on space opera, 
readers will join the reluctantly pregnant Red 
Dwarf star Carols in Sequins as she finds out 
what is involved in giving birth to an eternal 
mind. Pregnancy is dangerous. Becoming 
immortal is fatal. 318 pp.
978-0-9942450-0-7 
___024022040 paper 24.99

 
Balzac’s Cane 
Delphine De Girardin HWOC
adapted by Brian Stableford
Collects two of De Girardin’s best romantic 
fantasies: The Lorgnon (1831), about a pair 
of glasses that enables their wearer to read 
thoughts, and Balzac’s Cane (1836), in which 
the famous author allows a young man 
down on his luck to borrow the eponymous 
object, which confers upon its owner the gift 
of invisibility. 324 pp.
978-1-61227-368-6 
___023507759 paper 20% 22.95

 
The Clone Rebellion 
P. J. Herault HWOC
adapted by Michael Shreve
For centuries, the Great Federation of Sirius 
has been at war with the Vegian Confederacy. 
However, the millions of soldiers dying 
on the stellar battlefields are not men, but 
armies of clones. One of them, Coordinator 
Jivane Perich, becomes aware of this 
monstrous injustice and, on the eve of the 
most formidable battle of this forever war, 
decides to lead a rebellion. 364 pp.
978-1-61227-385-3 
___023507757 paper 20% 24.95

 
Ever-Life 
Time Trust
Andrew Sarkady CDNJ
The follow up to Ever-Life: The CPT Incident, 
Time Trust is the compelling journey of how 
the author traveled to the future. The work 
captures the reader with one twist after 
another,  finally revealing how one person 
really did travel in time. 264 pp.
978-1-938985-65-2 
___023506400 paper 14.95

 
The Flu-Ology 
Two Contagious Tales of Deadly Global 
Pandemic
Jacqueline Druga PMUT
A deadly flu pandemic has decimated 
humanity and now the remains of the 
population must rise from the ashes to 
rebuild.
978-1-61868-536-0 
___024009641 
paper 17.99

 
Gene.Sys: Magigate Returns 
The Glide Trilogy, Book III
Bill Gourgey JACA
The genius inventor Captain Magigate 
returns from the past only to find the world 
he left in the clutches of a deadly plague. But 
the contagion’s creator, Dr. Janot, Magigate’s 
former colleague, has grander plans that 
don’t just threaten the long arc of civilization, 
but may even alter the rules of evolution. 454 
pp.
978-0-9894205-5-6 
___023460004 paper 16.95

 
H.A.L.F.: The Deep Beneath 
H.A.L.F. Book 1
Natalie Wright BDZL
H.A.L.F. 9 has taken his first breath of desert 
air and his first steps in the human world. 
Created to be a weapon, he proved too 
powerful for his makers and has lived a 
sedated life hidden from humans. But he has 
escaped his underground lab he called home, 
and the sedation has worn off.  292 pp.
978-0-692-35418-6 
___024077623 26.95

 
The Immortality Game 
Ted Cross LSIG
Moscow, 2138. Zoya finds herself on the 
run from ruthless mobsters after witnessing 
her brother’s murder. Frantically trying to 
stay alive, she opens the package she was 
to deliver to her brother and discovers two 
unusual data cards—one that allows her to 
fight back against the mafia and another 
which may hold the key to everlasting life. 
328 pp.
978-0-9909877-1-0 
___021905883 paper 13.99
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The Mutatus Nullification 
John David Krygelski SBMO
The astounding conclusion to one of the most 
critically acclaimed stories from the fervid 
imagination of Krygelski. Judtson, Kelsey, 
and their eclectic group of formerly mind-
altered misfits are plunged into a tangled web 
of deceit, intrigue, subterfuge, and betrayal, 
uncovering clues leading them to an answer 
they never dreamed possible. 456 pp.
978-0-9896526-4-3 
___023380423 paper NET 19.95

 
The Mutatus Nullification 
978-0-9896526-5-0 SBMO
___023058447 NET 29.95

 
Oblivion’s Wake 
Jonathan Sean Lyster LSIG
When David Glass was 15, ERIN struck 
nearly a million people worldwide. The virus 
gradually destroyed all memories formed 
before infection. More than 20 years later, 
when a treatment is developed that can 
restore memories, he leaps at the chance. 
He doesn’t know his younger self was a 
psychopath. 512 pp.
978-0-9937570-2-0 
___023586658 34.97

 
Omniverse & The World of Dreams 
Steven M. Bonds LSIG
Quinn finds himself training to become the 
gatekeeper of the afterlife. Meanwhile his 
new companions are also caught up in their 
own surprises. Death is out of control. Can 
they take hold of the reins before it’s too late? 
166 pp.
978-0-9860970-0-3 
___023592259 paper 11.99

 
The Philosophical Voyager  
In a Land Unknown to the Inhabitants of the 
Earth
M. de Listonai HWOC
adapted by Brian Stableford
This elaborate French utopia, written by 
Monsieur de Listonai (pseudonym of Daniel 
Jost Villeneuve) and published in 1761, 
describes the journey of an inhabitant of the 
Earth to the hidden face of the Moon where 
he meets the Selenite Arzame who takes him 
to the fortified city of Selenopolis. 356 pp.
978-1-61227-367-9 
___023507758 paper 20% 24.95

 
Robert Heinlein’s Expanded Universe, Vol. 
One 
Robert A. Heinlein ARCM
Heinlein has been hailed as one of the most 
forward-thinking science fiction writers of all 
time, and Expanded Universe, presented in 
two volumes, offers the perfect collection 
of his works to provide readers with true 
insights into his uniquely creative mind. 254 
pp.
978-1-61242-238-1 
___023157923 paper 14.99

 
Sappho’s Agency 
Science Fiction Novella
Lizzie Newell LSIG
Insemination specialists Sappho and her 
bisexual partner have landed the case of 
a lifetime: arrange an anonymous liaison 
between the most eligible bachelor on the 
planet and a mysterious young woman 
to produce a child. As Sappho and Daisy 
unravel the identity of the woman and the 
sexual fetishes of the couple, they discover 
an entangling mesh of politics, technology, 
and sexuality. 200 pp.
978-1-942528-01-2 
___024150180 paper 8.99

 
Tales from the Mare Inebrium Spaceport Bar 
Dan L. Hollifield LSIG
Welcome intergalactic travelers! Come on in 
and enjoy the Mare Inebrium—a large facility 
that will have everything to meet one’s needs 
and exceed expectations. 352 pp.
978-1-941754-21-4 
___023611472 paper 14.95

 
Tales from the Mare Inebrium Spaceport Bar 
978-1-941754-22-1 LSIG
___023611454 29.95

 
Winchester: Over 
Winchester Undead, Book 1
Dave Lund WNLK
When nuclear warheads destroy all the tools 
and devices of modern life, Bexar Reed and 
his family, along with their lifelong friends 
and fellow preppers, were prepared for 
the end of the world as they know it. They 
thought they were ready for nearly every 
possibility, but they never thought the dead 
would rise to hunt the living.
978-1-61868-779-1 
___021933121 
paper 15.99
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE - DICTIONARIES / PHRASE BOOKS

 
Insight Guides: French Phrasebooks & 
Dictionary
Insight Guides ISIT
Compact and lightweight, these pocket-sized 
phrasebooks are packed with all the words 
and phrases users need to feel at home 
when away. These indispensable little books 
feature easy-to-use, color-coded sections, 
snippets of local information and language 
tips, plus all the words travelers need to get 
around and about. Includes a free audio app 
download. 272 pp.
978-1-78005-824-5 
___021098417 
paper 8.99

 
Insight Guides: German Phrasebook & 
Dictonary 
978-1-78005-826-9 ISIT
___021098428 
paper 8.99

 
Insight Guides: Italian Phrasebook & 
Dictionary
978-1-78005-825-2 ISIT
___021098421 
paper 8.99

 
Insight Guides: Portuguese Phrasebook & 
Dictionary
978-1-78005-828-3 ISIT
___021098423 
paper 8.99

 
Insight Guides: Spanish Phrasebook & 
Dictionary
978-1-78005-827-6 ISIT
___021098422 
paper 8.99

 
Victor’s Adventures in Spain 
Las Aventuras de Víctor En España
Gordon Smith Durán LSIG
and Cynthia Smith Durán
There is simply no other book on the market 
like this one—it’s a Spanish/English parallel 
text book, an audio book, and a work book 
rolled into one. (A simple system downloads 
the audios at no extra cost.) It has been 
written in such a way that it takes the reader 
on a step-by-step learning journey from 
basic Spanish to a very decent Advanced 
Intermediate Level. 260 pp.
978-1-50298-591-0 
___024149666 paper 5% 40.00

GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
1 Maze 1 Book 
Andrew Altrichter LSIG
One massive, single maze stretches and 
wiggles through the entire book. This 
challenge is not for the faint of heart, but 
bragging rights are reserved for those with 
the courage and resolve to tackle this maze 
and see it out to the other side! 94 pp.
978-0-9909693-0-3 
___022332524 paper 7.95

 
Mind’s Eye Theatre 
Vampire the Masquerade
Jason Andrew et al. LSIG
Mind’s Eye Theatre: Vampire The Masquerade is 
a new edition of a classic game that draws on 
more than two decades’ worth of material from 
the iconic World of Darkness setting. The rules are 
designed and adapted specifically for the Live 
Action Roleplay environment, while maintaining 
the fidelity of the original game. 550 pp.
978-0-9911312-2-8 
___024151483 5% 60.00

GARDENING / HORTICULTURE

 
52 Simple Ways to Start a Garden 
Easy Things that Help Start Your Garden
Terri Paajanen FIGX
Readers can level up their garden-knowledge 
with 52 easy ways to reduce a food budget, eat 
organic, and keep a home environmentally 
friendly. Features tips for greening up all the 
areas of a garden, surprising facts about a 
home’s impact on the environment, and lots 
of do-it-yourself ideas.
978-1-63353-075-1 
___022605779 
paper 14.95

 
Celeste’s Garden Delights 
Discover the Many Ways a Garden Can 
Nurture You
Celeste Longacre LSIG
Longacre discusses how to grow, can, 
ferment, freeze, dry, and root cellar fresh 
produce. Homegrown and homemade—or 
locally grown and made—foods are truly the 
best. 174 pp.
978-0-9916536-0-7 
___024186712 paper 20% 19.95

GENDER STUDIES

 
Pro-Voice 
How to Keep Listening When the World 
Wants a Fight
Aspen Baker BRRK
When Baker had an abortion at the age of 24, 
she felt caught between the warring pro-life 
and pro-choice factions, with no safe space to 
share her conflicted feelings. In this hopeful 
and moving book, she describes how she 
and Exhale, the organization she cofounded, 
developed their “pro-voice” philosophy and 
started a new dialogue. 240 pp.
978-1-62656-110-6 
___020820773 
paper 18.95
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The Sisters Are Alright 
Changing the Broken Narrative of Black 
Women in America
Tamara Winfrey Harris BRRK
Winfrey Harris takes sharp aim at pervasive 
stereotypes about black women, replacing 
warped prejudices with the straight-up truth—
the complicated but far-from-hopeless reality 
of being a black woman in America. 160 pp.
978-1-62656-351-3 
___020820758 
paper 15.95

GRAPHIC NOVELS

 
RATS: Legally Blind Mice 
Erlinda Dominguez     
Dominguez pens a grown-up fairy tale 
about three rodent lawyers and their 
comical misadventures in the legal world—a 
whimsical portrayal of law practice in 
personal injury with hilarious illustrations of 
dramas in and out of the courtroom.
978-0-692-30487-7 
___000000000 paper 24.00

 
Robert Crumb’s Sex Obsessions 
Dian Hanson, editor TLLC
Robert Crumb, illustrator
One of the world’s most famous underground 
cartoonists has selected his most intimately 
revealing comic strips and single-page 
drawings to create an encyclopedic trip 
through his sexual psyche. 256 pp.
978-3-8365-5906-5 
___023493199 
29.99

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
Balls of Fire 
A Science of Life and Death
Judy K. King LSIG
Spanning 5,000 years of history from ancient 
Egypt to the technoprogressive 21st century, 
the science reviewed in Balls of Fire builds on 
The Isis Thesis (2004) and 12 journal articles 
(2005-2013) showing that ancient Egyptian 
deities are signs for human and microbial 
genes and proteins evolving into a hybrid 
quantum species. 302 pp.
978-0-9762814-2-9 
___024402352 paper 10% 24.00

 
Black Crusader 
A Biography of Robert Franklin Williams
Robert Carl Cohen LSIG
At school and in college, in the Army and 
Marines, and in his hometown in the 
1950s, Williams witnessed the scourge of 
segregation, exploitation, beatings, and even 
murder. He decided to apply his combat 
training, intelligence, organizational skills, 
and fearlessness to take a stand against race 
hatred, becoming the first black liberation 
militant to advocate armed self-defense. 374 
pp.
978-0-9884122-2-4 
___023607084 paper 22.50

 
Clio’s Battles 
Historiography in Practice
Jeremy Black INUP
Prize-winning historian Black considers 
both popular and academic approaches 
to the past, focusing on the interaction 
between the presentation of the past and 
current circumstances, how history is used 
to validate one view of the present or to 
discredit another, and on readings of the past 
that unite and divide. 264 pp.
978-0-253-01681-2 
___021121697 
paper 30% 30.00

 
Clio’s Battles 
978-0-253-01675-1 INUP
___021121688 
5% 85.00

 
Erased from Space and Consciousness 
Israel and the Depopulated Palestinian 
Villages of 1948
Noga Kadman INUP
Hundreds of Palestinian villages were left empty 
across Israel when their residents became 
refugees after the Arab-Israeli War of 1948. 
Using official documents, kibbutz publications, 
and visits to the former village sites, Kadman 
reconstructs this history of erasure for all 418 
depopulated villages. 280 pp.
978-0-253-01676-8 
___021150925 
paper 32.00

 
Erased from Space and Consciousness 
978-0-253-01670-6 INUP
___021150910 
5% 85.00

 
Fresno Growing Up 
A City Comes of Age: 1945-1985
Stephen H. Provost CAVB
Provost documents the Fresno, California, 
experience and Fresno popular culture 
during its dramatic postwar period, when the 
city abruptly shifted from a small town to the 
fastest growing city in the United States. 180 
pp.
978-1-61035-250-5 
___021262074 
paper 24.95
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Immigrant Soldier 
The Story of a Ritchie Boy
K. Lang-Slattery LSIG
Immigrant Soldier, The Story of a Ritchie Boy, 
based on the true experiences of a refugee 
from Nazi Germany, combines a coming-of-
age story with an immigrant tale and a World 
War II adventure. 424 pp.
978-0-9906742-0-7 
___024010162 paper 16.95

 
A Journey Travelled 
Aboriginal-European Relations at Albany and 
the Surrounding Region from First Contact 
to 1926
Murray Arnold UWAP
Arnold tells the long-overdue and pivotal 
story of how Aboriginal and European 
people interacted with each other in the 
Albany region of Western Australia following 
the British territorial invasion of 1826 for the 
next hundred years. 402 pp.
978-1-74258-663-2 
___023522474 paper 20% 39.99

 
The Lost Temple of Israel 
Zvi Koenigsberg ACDR
Describing a physical and intellectual journey 
in his life as related to the excavation of a site 
on Mount Ebal, Koenigsberg discusses how 
he came to a series of conclusions about the 
nature of the site. His views contradict almost 
axiomatic beliefs about early Israel and 
certain biblical materials which are considered 
seriously by experts in the field. 210 pp.
978-1-61811-424-2 
___023109865 49.00

 
Military Manuscripts at the State Historical 
Societies in New England 
Paul Friday HJUY
Friday compiles a partial inventory of military 
manuscripts at the six state historical 
societies in New England. 526 pp.
978-0-9860722-1-5 
___024052018 48.00

 
National Socialist Racial Policy 
Nicolas Kinloch SBRH
Recent years have seen a massive amount 
of new research into National Socialist racial 
policy, triggered by the opening of archives 
in Central and Eastern Europe that were once 
closed. Many elements have become clearer, 
but some questions remain stubbornly 
unanswered. 174 pp.
978-1-907720-86-4 
___023112053 paper 5% 13.99

 
The Negro in Sports 
Edwin Bancroft Henderson AOAL
Daryl Michael Scott, editor
Introduction by Al-Tony Gilmore
Long out of print, The Negro in Sports is a 
reprint of the 1949 edition with the addition of an 
introduction by the historian Gilmore. 560 pp.
978-0-9768111-1-4 
___023592312 paper 20% 24.00

 
Succession of England’s Kings 
Saxons to Stuarts
Kelli Rea Klampe LSIG
Klampe explores the succession of England’s 
kings from King Egbert to the Restoration—
complete with original manuscripts of early 
historians such as Bede and Asser, two of the 
earliest recorders of history. 246 pp.
978-0-692-38868-6 
___024352730 25% 31.99

 
Through Red Lenses 
It Was the Labour Party That Made Britain 
Great
Daniel Marten SBRH
and Dermot Rathbone
This reference charts the rise of the Labour 
Party to the the modern day and argues that 
while Labour has helped make Britain great, 
it hasn’t got everything right. 238 pp.
978-1-907720-69-7 
___022980206 paper 5% 14.99
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PUBLISHER SELECTS
 
The Toronto Carrying Place 
Rediscovering Toronto’s Most Ancient Trail
Glenn Turner TMAL
Retracing the ancient trail connecting Lake 
Ontario to Lake Simcoe, Turner rediscovers 
a crossroads of competing First Nations, of 
early European settlers and trappers, and of 
an urban history written into the streets of 
Toronto to this day. 216 pp.
978-1-45973-046-5 
___021411948 
paper 30.00

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
Backbone 
History, Traditions, and Leadership Lessons 
of Marine Corps NCOS
Julia Dye WBKH
Noncommissioned officers stand as the 
backbone of the United States Marine 
Corps. In this insightful and thoroughly 
researched book, Dye explores the cadre 
of noncommissioned officers that make 
up the Marine Corps’ system of small-unit 
leadership. 334 pp.
978-0-9897983-8-9 
___023551528 paper 14.95

 
Before They Were SEALs They Were Frogs 
The Story of the Last Living Member of Class 
1 of the Naval Special Warfare Operators 
Who Evolved Into the Navy Seals
William “Bill” Dawson LSIG
Dawson provides a rare first-person look 
into the training, personalities, and non-
classified activities of his unit in the Pacific 
Theater of Operations from 1943 until 
the end of his service after the Japanese 
surrender. Accompanying the narrative are 
photographs, vintage clippings, military 
post cards, and rare examples of Japanese 
propaganda and manuals. 212 pp.
978-0-9909153-2-4 
___023897136 paper 29.99

 
I Saw Them Die 
Diary and Recollections of Shirley Millard
Shirley Millard QABL
Introduction by Elizabeth Townsend Gard
Now in a library-quality hardcover edition 
with a modern, legible presentation, this is a 
true, contemporary account of an American 
nurse’s horrific—and sometimes bizarre—
experiences while serving at a French 
battlefield hospital near Soissons during 
World War I. 104 pp.
978-1-61027-842-3 
___024024506 NET 23.99

HOME IMPROVEMENT/CONSTRUCTION

 
Cabinets, Vanities, and Countertops 
Editors of Fine Homebuilding TAUN
The builder-tested techniques and methods 
in this resource allow readers to build and 
install high-quality, durable, and cost-
efficient cabinets, vanities, and countertops 
for kitchens and baths or for any room in the 
house—helping readers get the job done 
right the first time. 224 pp.
978-1-63186-161-1 
___022997099 
paper 24.95

HUMOR

 
99 Signs You’re Dating Your Soul Mate 
Hugo Villabona DGFT
The habits of enamored couples inspired 
this collection of signs (or possibly omens) 
that shows what it really means to be in love. 
Readers can see how their relationships line 
up—if they’re on track to eternal love or if 
they need some work.
978-1-63353-071-3 
___022605775 
paper 14.95

 
Isn’t That Rich? 
Life Among the 1%
Richard Kirshenbaum ONRM
Celebrated ad man Kirshenbaum, the original 
New York observer, reveals the fashions, 
foibles, and outrageous extravagances of the 
private-jet set. 206 pp.
978-1-50400-732-0 
___021271972 
paper 16.99

 
A Mirror for Fools: An Illustrated Alphabet of 
Religious Satire 
Terry Lindvall KATB
John Lawing, illustrator
In a work that both teaches and delights, this 
mix of verse, illustration, and commentary 
touches on the topic of moral and spiritual 
reform. 60 pp.
978-1-63393-024-7 
___021038011 
paper 9.95
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Proverbial Laughter of the World 
Nicholas Hoesl LSIG
From countries all over the globe, including 
the rich cultures of Africa, Arabia, Persia, and 
Native America, Proverbial Laughter takes 
popular proverbs and turns them into tidbits 
of contemporary wit, wisdom, and humor. 
150 pp.
978-0-578-15454-1 
___024320824 paper 14.95

 
Tiny Conversations 
Kerrie Carnes Salwa SBEU
Salwa used her Facebook page to share her 
conversations with her young twin daughters 
over several years as a form of therapy to 
deal with issues in her life. This compilation 
of these tiny conversations will ultimately 
put readers in a better mood and make them 
wish they could hang out with the twins on a 
daily basis. 68 pp.
978-0-9913167-6-2 
___023906218 paper 13.95

 
Totally Inappropriate 
Brain Pickings From a bad Example, Vol. 3
Diane Henders PDXR
Henders, a Canadian humorist, computer 
geek, and ex-interior designer who deals 
with her mid-life crisis by lying through her 
teeth (referred to in polite society as “fiction 
writing”) offers the third volume of posts 
from her blog. 190 pp.
978-1-927460-26-9 
___023643834 paper 20% 8.99

 
Was It Something I Said? 
Misadventures in Suburbia
Ros Thomas UWAP
Thomas is a familiar face in Australia, having 
worked as a journalist for 25 years, 17 of 
them in television. She shares a collection of 
writings for anyone who has grown up, fallen 
in love, failed, persevered, and is still looking 
for the meaning of modern life. 324 pp.
978-1-74258-556-7 
___020266950 paper 20% 24.99

INSPIRATIONAL

 
The 5 Decisions 
A.K. Spencer IACL
Spencer discusses five decisions that, if 
applied together and consistently, will help 
readers achieve their goals and change their 
lives for the better. 96 pp.
978-0-9776574-2-1 
___023506169 paper 5% 9.95

 
And Then the Hawk Said . . .  
D.C. Morris OKIT
Morris explores and chronicles the seven-
year journey between a very confused 
human seeking answers, as well as guidance, 
and the voice of a higher presence that one 
day chose to make itself known in the form 
of a wise and loving red-tailed hawk who 
came to life one wintry morning in the quiet 
corner of a long-dormant and doubt-filled 
imagination. 158 pp.
978-1-47874-601-0 
___023267617 paper NET 10.95

 
Finding His Footprints in the Sand 
God’s Grace to Women in an Ungracious 
World
Erica S. Kim MGAM
Through poignant true-life stories and 
teachings about women in the Bible, readers 
are led from the book of Genesis to the 
cross, revealing how God carries everyone 
in his arms through every dark and hopeless 
moment to experience fulfillment and 
spiritual growth. 225 pp.
978-1-63047-431-7 
___021160640 
paper 17.99

 
Finding His Footprints in the Sand 
978-1-63047-433-1 MGAM
___021160638 
39.99

 
Savvy, Sassy and Bold After 50! 
A Midlife Rebirth
Vicki Lynn Ward NBNI
Inspiring and empowering, this resource 
for maturing women who are developing 
exciting new lifestyles addresses a range 
of topics including health and nutrition; 
the use of “mind, body, medicine” to 
achieve balance; and financial strategies for 
budgeting, and retirement planning. 216 pp.
978-0-9755162-2-5 
___007761755 paper 14.95
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PUBLISHER SELECTS
INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

 
Google Drive and Docs in 30 Minutes®, 2nd 
Ed. 
Ian Lamont LSIG
The topselling guide to Google’s free online 
office suite is now available in a revised and 
expanded second edition. Thirty minutes is 
all the reader needs to get up to speed with 
Google Drive, Google Docs, Google Sheets, 
and Google Slides. 118 pp.
978-1-939924-31-5 
___023586794 paper 13.99

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
In My Considered Opinion 
Blogs & Essays on Writing, Publishing, and 
Other Stuff
Theresa M. Moore LSIG
A collecion of blog posts and essays written 
from 2008 to 2014 by author and publisher 
Moore. Topics include the controversies 
with Amazon and other self-publishing 
travails, the condition of the book-publishing 
industry, bad politician tricks, and issues 
concerning Global Warming, air pollution, 
and the degradation of the natural world. 310 
pp.
978-1-938752-65-0 
___023592374 paper 16.00

LEGAL REFERENCE / LAW PROFESSION

 
How to Make Patent Drawings, 7th Ed.  
A Patent It Yourself Companion
Patent Agent Jack Lo NOLO
and Attorney David Pressman
Two experienced professionals offer the 
best (and only) DIY explanation about how 
to prepare drawings for patent applications. 
256 pp.
978-1-41332-156-2 
___020755724 
paper 34.99

 
Incorporate Your Business, 8th Ed.  
A Legal Guide to Forming a Corporation in 
Your State
Attorney Anthony Mancuso NOLO
Mancuso presents a practical, comprehensive, 
and easy-to-use legal guide for anyone who 
wants to successfully and easily form a 
corporation in any state. 320 pp.
978-1-41332-158-6 
___020755713 
paper 49.99

 
The Nature and Sources of the Law, 2nd Ed.  
John Chipman Gray QABL
Gray was a noted lawyer and legal scholar of 
the progressive era, a professor at Harvard 
Law School, and a founder of the Boston 
law firm Ropes & Gray. His important book 
analyzed the uses of precedent and custom, 
the meaning of law and legal rights, the 
differences between common law and civil 
law reasoning, and other topics. 226 pp.
978-1-61027-841-6 
___024037451 NET 26.99

 
The Path of the Law 
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. QABL
The classic introduction to law and its moral 
import, as clearly spun for lawyers and lay 
thinkers alike by America’s legal legend, is now 
available in a library-quality clothbound edition 
with a new Foreword and in a presentation 
suitable for gifting and keeping. 58 pp.
978-1-61027-844-7 
___024016363 NET 17.99

 
The Right to Privacy 
Samuel D. Warren QABL
and Louis D. Brandeis
Foreword by Steven Alan Childress
Warren and Brandeis’ famous and impactful 
The Right to Privacy is presented in a 
library-quality edition, featuring a modern 
Foreword by Childress, J.D., Ph.D., a senior 
law professor at Tulane University. Includes 
photos and rare news clippings. 98 pp.
978-1-61027-840-9 
___024016369 NET 19.99

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
The Chinese Literary Canon 
Exploring 3000 Years of History and Culture
Yu Qiuyu CNMS
In this work, one of China’s most brilliant 
critics puts three millennia of Chinese writing 
in its proper historical context, showing 
what to read and how to read it, and tracing 
a bright line of the very best literature that 
China has produced.
978-1-62774-092-0 
___021128651 
28.00
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Let’s Tell This Story Properly 
An Anthology of the Commonwealth Short 
Story Prize
Ellah Wakatama Allfrey, editor TMAL
This global anthology presents the winner 
of the 2014 Short Story Prize, Jennifer 
Nansubuga Makumbi’s “Let’s Tell This Story 
Properly,” alongside some of the most 
promising and original stories entered for the 
prize during the past three years by emerging 
writers across the literary landscape of the 
world. 232 pp.
978-1-45973-055-7 
___021391886 
paper 26.99

 
More of Life’s Spices: Seasoned Sistahs 
Keepin’ It Real 
Vicki Lynn Ward, editor NBNI
Foreword by Lillian Comas-Diaz, Ph.D.
In the second volume of stories from 
mature women of color, contributors speak 
powerfully about their lives from struggles to 
achievements, including self-esteem issues, 
and, of course, matters of the heart. 268 pp.
978-0-9755162-7-0 
___017898539 paper 14.95

 
Stepping Westward 
Malcolm Bradbury ONRM
James Walker is a trapped man, a dispirited 
novelist living a drab life in a gray northern 
city. His liberation is at hand, however, when 
he is appointed Fellow of Creative Writing at 
an American university. 388 pp.
978-1-50400-773-3 
___024032725 
paper 16.99

 
The Text Study Guide 
For a Woman of Destiny: A Calypso Novel
Roselle Thompson MORH
This study guide is an invaluable reading 
companion to help readers understand A 
Woman of Destiny: A Calypso Novel. It is 
packed with information on: context, plot, 
structure, language and culture, diaspora, 
style, education, storytelling, characters, and 
themes. 134 pp.
978-0-9542325-8-0 
___024404537 paper 15.00

LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
Bucket List 101: Places to Have Sex Before 
You Kick It 
Hugo Villabona KLME
Laid out in a refined format, this definitive 
list takes into account all that matters when 
considering the art of love making around 
the world. These are the most beautiful, 
fun, and unforgettable locations across the 
seven seas—the ones that are truly original, 
vibrant, and full of passion.
978-1-63353-055-3 
___023148698 
paper 14.95

 
Love Under Repair 
How to Save Your Marriage and Survive 
Couples Therapy
Keith A. Miller, LICSW LSIG
Miller reveals the hazards that cause many 
couples to stumble blindly through couples 
therapy or never consider it a viable option 
in the first place. He takes the guesswork 
and confusion out of finding professional 
help that can save a marriage and provides 
invaluable advice. 304 pp.
978-0-9909169-3-2 
___023581797 paper 15.99

 
The Soulmate Lover 
A Guide to Passionate and Lasting Love, Sex, 
and Intimacy
Mali Apple HBWW
and Joe Dunn
The authors—relationship coaches, lovers, 
and best friends—present a groundbreaking 
guide to intimacy that shows how to create 
and sustain a connected, compelling, and 
truly passionate relationship. 256 pp.
978-0-9845622-5-1 
___023406232 paper 16.00

 
What Women Really Want from Men 
A Step-By-Step Dating Manual
Melanie Rubin LSIG
Rubin offers a road map for smart, straight 
men who’d like to find and establish ongoing, 
satisfying relationships with attractive 
women they enjoy and respect. Based on 
interviews with women around the U.S. and 
abroad, she shares exactly what women 
want from men at each step in the dating 
process. 456 pp.
978-1-942573-34-0 
___023604659 paper 5% 24.95

 
What Women Really Want from Men 
978-1-942749-54-7 LSIG
___023644475 49.95
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PUBLISHER SELECTS
MATHEMATICS

 
Dancing on the Tails of the Bell Curve 
Readings on the Joy and Power of Statistics
Richard Altschuler, editor GDNK
A unique anthology designed to inspire 
students to want to learn and use statistics. 
154 pp.
978-1-884092-91-6 
___017835566 paper 21.95

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
100 Questions & Answers about Cancer 
Symptoms and Cancer Treatment Side 
Effects, 2nd Ed. 
Joanne Frankel Kelvin, RN, MSN, AOCN 
JONB
and Leslie B. Tyson, MS, APN-BC, OCN
Written by cancer professionals and 
featuring comments from actual patients, 
this handy guide gives the information 
one needs to understand the disease 
and manage treatment side effects. This 
completely revised and updated version 
includes topics on cancer treatment options 
such as surgeries, targeted therapy, biologic 
therapies, alternative treatments; sexuality, 
fertility, pregnancy issues, pain and fatigue 
management, and more. 240 pp.
978-0-7637-7760-9 
___006235482 paper NET 19.95

 
100 Questions & Answers about Lung 
Cancer, 3rd Ed. 
Joan H. Schiller, M.D. JONB
and Amy Cipau, MBA
Providing both the doctors’ and patients’ 
point of view, this book is a complete guide 
to understanding treatment options, post-
treatment quality of life, sources of support, 
and much more. 244 pp.
978-1-44968-757-1 
___015631640 paper NET 19.95

 
Communication Disorders in Educational 
and Medical Settings 
An Introduction for Speech-Language 
Pathologists, Educators, and Health 
Professionals
William O. Haynes et al. JONB
This valuable resource will help speech-
language pathologist students gain 
an appreciation of the variety of roles 
and responsibilities they will take on in 
educational and medical settings and 
how to work with educational and health 
professionals. 461 pp.
978-0-7637-7648-0 
___007332797 paper NET 133.95

 
The Complete Atlas of Human Anatomy and 
Surgery 
J.M. Bourgery TLLC
and N.H. Jacob
Bourgery’s 19th-century unsurpassed 
treatise of the human body—a massive 
event in medical history—is presented here, 
along with Jacob’s spectacular, hand-colored 
lithographs. 832 pp.
978-3-8365-5662-0 
___021947106 
19.99

 
Essentials of Medical Genetics 
Laura M. Gunder JONB
and Scott A. Martin
A consise, accessible introduction to medical 
genetics for all health profession students, 
even those with limited exposure to genetics. 
250 pp.
978-0-7637-5960-5 
___005866482 paper NET 75.95

 
Food & Nutritional Components in Focus: 
Imidazole Dipeptides 
Chemistry, Analysis, Function and Effects
Victor Preedy, editor RSOC
Providing an up-to-date, interdisciplinary 
approach, this resource will be of great 
interest to researchers and professionals in 
chemistry, food science, biochemistry, health 
sciences, and sports sciences. 330 pp.
978-1-84973-890-3 
___022591864 
15% 330.00

 
Meaningful Living Across the Lifespan: 
Occupation-Based Intervention Strategies 
for Occupational Therapists and Scientists
Moses N. Ikiugu WHBC
and Nick Pollard
Ikiugu and Pollard explore the notion of 
meaningfulness in the light of Viktor Frankl’s 
(1992) assertions that the will to meaning 
is the primary motivation for behavior in 
human existence, and that the frustration of 
the pursuit for meaning in the modern and 
Western world constituted what he termed 
existential vacuum. 300 pp.
978-1-86177-137-7 
___023272210 paper 10% 40.00
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Pulmonary Function Testing, 3rd Ed.  
A Practical Approach
Jack Wanger JONB
Wanger covers the most commonly 
performed pulmonary function tests in an 
engaging and easily accessible format. 
This comprehensive resource is ideal for 
respiratory care students and is also a 
valuable reference for practitioners. 386 pp.
978-0-7637-8118-7 
___007994490 paper NET 82.95

 
RSC Drug Discovery: Drug Discovery for 
Schizophrenia 
Tatiana Lipina RSOC
and John C. Roder, editors
This book covers new insights in the field 
of schizophrenia with an aim to advance 
scientists’ and clinicians’ understanding in 
this area and to fuel drug discovery. 360 pp.
978-1-78262-026-6 
___022031292 
15% 275.00

 
RSC Drug Discovery: Fragment-Based Drug 
Discovery 
Steven Howard RSOC
and Chris Abell, editors
The editors provide an invaluable resource 
for medicinal chemists working in academia 
and industry, as well as anyone interested in 
drug discovery techniques. 300 pp.
978-1-84973-908-5 
___023523002 
15% 275.00

 
Thriving with Chronic Pain 
A Holistic Guide to Reclaiming Your Life
Meshorer Sean LSIG
Sean Meshorer
For 10 years, Meshorer has traveled the world 
seeking ideas and practices that successfully 
alleviate chronic pain. This guide focuses 
only on those ideas and practices that have 
been proven effective, both personally and 
scientifically. 210 pp.
978-0-9862030-0-8 
___024079265 paper 14.95

 
Tibetan Medical Seminar, Third Tibetan 
Cultural Event 
On Birth, Life, and Death
Shang Shung Publications LSIG
Tibetan medicine, an ancient profound 
knowledge, is slowly making headway in 
the West into the mainstream culture of 
health and well-being. This work contains 
the proceeds of the Third Tibetan Cultural 
Event held in Tenerife (Spain) in 2013, with 
the participation of distinguished Tibetan 
doctors residing and working both in Tibet 
and in the West. 202 pp.
978-8-87834-146-3 
___023157752 paper NET 16.99

MUSIC

 
Detroit 67: The Year That Changed Soul 
Stuart Cosgrove LSIG
The epic story of Motown and Detroit’s 
independent soul music scene. Set against 
a backdrop of urban riots, escalating war in 
Vietnam, and police corruption, this work 
weaves its way through a year when soul 
music came of age. 500 pp.
978-0-9931075-0-4 
___023543428 paper 25.00

 
Detroit 67: The Year That Changed Soul 
978-0-9931075-1-1 LSIG
___023534662 35.00

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
Arid Shrubland Plants of Western Australia 
Facsimile Edition
A.A. Mitchell UWAP
and D.G. Wilcox
E. Laidlaw, photographer
An attractive and accessible guide to 
identification and appreciation of the native 
flora of the arid region of Western Australia, 
this revised edition now describes more than 
200 herbs, grasses, shrubs, and trees. 490 
pp.
978-1-74258-746-2 
___023522955 paper 20% 55.00

 
The Bur Oak Manifesto, 2nd Ed. Expanded 
Seeking Nature and Planting Trees on the 
Great Plains
Jack Phillips LSIG
Foreword by Paul A. Johnsgard
This expanded second edition includes eight 
new essays to accompany the previous 20 
essays in the first edition. Many of the essays 
were previously published in the regional 
journal Prairie Fire, with some new writing 
exclusive to the book. 194 pp.
978-0-9916455-6-5 
___023400386 paper 14.95
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Do/Bee-Keeping 
The Secret to Happy Honey Bees
Orren Fox DKCM
This fascinating work invites readers to 
share the journey of a rookie beekeeper 
and discover that keeping a hive is not only 
achievable, but fun, creative, and hugely 
rewarding. 144 pp.
978-1-907974-20-5 
___021278623 
paper 16.95

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
Alternative Healing Beyond Recovery for the 
Genius® 
Jill Raiguel, MFT CRHN
Alternative Healing Beyond Recovery for the 
Genius offers comprehensive solutions to 
many of the issues that survivors of alcoholic 
or abusive families face. 452 pp.
978-1-941050-15-6 
___024016111 paper 25% 29.95

 
Astrological Prediction: 
A Handbook of Techniques
Öner Döser CZMI
Benjamin N. Dykes, Ph.D., editor
This new work by a popular Turkish 
astrologer embodies an important new trend 
in astrology: the harmonizing of traditional 
and modern techniques for contemporary 
astrologers. Of special importance is the 
use of several techniques together, such as 
transits to a solar return, or in conjunction 
with firdaria periods. 320 pp.
978-1-934586-42-6 
___023506168 paper 5% 24.95

 
Bringing Race to the Table 
Crystal Blanton et al., editors IMMN
An anthology which explores the topic of 
racism and how it shows up in the Pagan 
community, as well as what can be done to 
discuss it and bring it out in the open. Each 
section explores different facets of racism 
and how the Pagan community responds to 
it. 262 pp.
978-1-905713-98-1 
___023059780 paper 20% 20.99

 
Dream Gifts 
Rob Ragozzine FBMD
Ragozzine introduces readers to many 
practices and techniques for learning how 
to interpret their dreams. Anyone can be a 
dream guru! 170 pp.
978-1-63415-114-6 
___023643791 paper 25% 12.95

 
Gateways Through Stone and Circle 
Ashen Chassan LSIG
A compendium of personal experiences 
and research from a traditional ceremonial 
magician working through a classical book 
of magic, this volume is a complete and in-
depth study in the Art of Drawing Spirits 
into Crystals as found in Francis Barrett’s, 
The Magus, and accredited to Trithemius of 
Spanheim. 174 pp.
978-0-9830639-3-3 
___024022969 paper NET 20.99

 
Get the “F” Out 
Liberating Fear & Letting Love in
Carolyn Bennett-Sullivan LSIG
Ara Atkinson-Skinner, illustrator
Speaking from the heart and sharing her 
own personal journey of how she learned to 
recognize fear for what it really is, the author 
discusses “real-life” tools that empower 
people to pursue their own personal goals or 
purposes. 114 pp.
978-0-9861331-0-7 
___024052041 paper 12.95

 
Guruji’s Gift 
The Story of K. Pattabhi Jois
Alanna Zabel LSIG
Mary-Margaret Mitchell, illustrator
Sri Krishna Pattabhi Jois, or “Guruji” is the 
founder of Ashtanga Yoga. Born in a small 
village outside Mysore, India, he became 
one of the world’s leading teacher’s of yoga. 
Guruji’s Gift is a rhyming true story of his 
beautiful, abundant life while studying and 
teaching yoga from a very young age in 
India. 38 pp.
978-0-9884449-8-0 
___023157771 18.95
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Happiness Abounds 
A Spiritual Journey
Deborah Arndt LSIG
Writer and teacher Arndt shares messages of 
hope and light in order to start a revolution 
of thought within the reader. A learning and 
discussion guide is included for individuals 
and groups. 176 pp.
978-0-9861531-0-5 
___024397364 paper 14.99

 
Haunted Ontario 4 
Encounters with Ghostly Shadows, 
Apparitions, and Spirits
Terry Boyle TMAL
Boyle returns with a fourth book of spine-
tingling paranormal adventures. Readers 
meet the forever-beautiful specter of Marilyn 
Monroe at the French River, search Canoe 
Lake for the ghost of Tom Thomson, visit an 
Ottawa jail, and embark on a host of other 
chilling experiences. 208 pp.
978-1-45973-119-6 
___021391889 
paper 22.99

 
Having the Time of Your Life! 
Working with Cycles to Realize Your Full 
Potential
Paul Ferrini HRTW
Moving with the current of the river is 
always more satisfying than trying to swim 
upstream against it. The information in this 
resource will shed light on the cycles that are 
operating in one’s life and help the reader to 
become conscious of them. 208 pp.
978-1-879159-96-9 
___023157742 paper 5% 14.95

 
Her Story: The Legacy of Her Fight 
The Legacy Journal
Onedia N. Gage PUNK
This edition challenges readers to consider 
life with new afflictions, new assignments, 
and legacy establishment. This is a new life 
with new activities, which will change others 
and their paths. These new assignments 
change the definition of what is important. 
194 pp.
978-1-939119-46-9 
___023027632 paper 20% 15.00

 
Incarnation 
The Four Angles and the Moon’s Nodes
Melanie Reinhart SRWK
Both of the seminars in this book address the 
theme of “orientation,” offering the reader 
a profound but accessible interpretation of 
the structure and the “spinal column” of the 
horoscope. The text includes astronomical 
and psychological material, presented in a 
lively seminar format. 260 pp.
978-1-909580-18-3 
___023557440 10% 34.00

 
The Journey of Pa-Tempta 
The Supreme and Collective Consciousness 
of the True-Self
Paul Simons: Nebu Ka Ma’at TMHS
As for humanity as a whole never has there 
been a time ripe enough, such that the 
forces of nature would step in so to speak, 
to correct that which must be corrected. The 
journey of pa-tempta is about the journey 
of consciousness and the events within the 
universal-cycles of the All Supreme Being 
manifesting as Almighty-Absolute-Eternal-
Nature. 312 pp.
978-1-908552-73-0 
___023590174 paper 21.99

 
Living in the Solution Not the Situation 
Evangelist Dolores M. Jackson GPUG
Jackson offers an inspirational testimony 
about how God saved her life and healed her 
of HIV. 82 pp.
978-0-9862379-2-8 
___023459592 paper 20% 9.95

 
Michael Jackson 
The Man in Our Mirror: A Reflection of Our 
Collective Soul
Lisa Brisse LSIG
Brisse shares powerful insights into Jackson’s 
painful human struggle between ego and 
spirit, and how his own fall from grace was 
part of his mission on Earth to mirror this 
conflict within everyone. 316 pp.
978-0-9914927-0-1 
___022121294 paper 20% 24.95
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Modern Palmistry, 3rd Ed. Updated 
A Unique Guide to Modern Palm Reading
Sasha Fenton ZZIP
and Malcolm Wright
Two highly skilled palmists have updated 
and expanded this resource by adding new 
information to every chapter of the original 
comprehensive guide. 220 pp.
978-1-903065-84-6 
___023451196 paper 25% 14.99

 
Practical Mysticism 
Dr. Paul A. Clark FNIH
Mysticism is intensely practical. It is a positive 
paradigm for growth and achievement. When 
people change their paradigm, they change 
the world. It is to aid this transformation that 
this book is offered. 216 pp.
978-0-9710469-5-5 
___023380454 paper 22.00

 
S.t.i.tc.h.e.s. 
Because Some Wounds Need More Than a 
Band-Aid Cure
Jeremy L. Blunt LSIG
A tool to address the issues people have 
and the wounds that seem to just keep 
resurfacing, this resource contains the 
author’s insights on resolving the situations. 
188 pp.
978-0-9960401-8-1 
___024022814 20% 24.95

 
Simply Wicca 
Leanna Greenaway ZZIP
Greenaway takes a contemporary approach 
to Wicca, and shows how to use it as a 
healing and positive force. The user-friendly, 
accessible books in this series demystify a 
variety of divination systems. 154 pp.
978-1-903065-07-5 
___024052440 paper 25% 12.99

 
Taming Amy 
One Man’s Journey from Fear to Joy.
Seth Andrew Gardner LSIG
This delightful parable plots the explosive 
appearance of Amy, a five- or six-year-old 
spiritual guide, into Michael’s stalled career, 
broken relationships, and teetering mental 
health. With devastating honesty, profound 
insights, and boundless mirth, she takes him 
on an impetuous journey of self-discovery. 
320 pp.
978-0-9931728-0-9 
___023984713 paper 20% 16.00

 
Tapping Into Past Lives 
Jenny Johnston LSIG
Johnston explains how Quantum EFT and 
Mining the Akash can teach people how to 
discover their past lives. 180 pp.
978-1-936984-97-8 
___024032666 paper NET 16.95

 
Terra Signs 
Finding Personal Meaning and Significance 
Through Landscapes
Shana Robinson EBXN
Foreword by Colleen Deatsman
Through the very clear, concise and inspired 
work of Robinson, the reader is immersed 
in the “what-is,” the “why-do” and “how-
to” of what could be called “environmental 
shamanism.” 246 pp.
978-0-9903500-3-3 
___024021515 paper 19.95

 
The Way to a Greater Life 
Glenda Green LSIG
In a clear, loving style, the author lets 
God out of the box and invites readers to 
a transpersonal experience of “Primary 
Reality” with a new enlightenment for the 
21st century. God is alive. Faith and science 
are complementary. 208 pp.
978-0-692-36836-7 
___023027916 paper 19.95
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PHILOSOPHY

 
Begotten, Not Made 
Explorations in the Philosophy and Sociology 
of Religious Translation
Rossa O. Muireartaigh AOOS
Exploring the philosophy and sociology of 
religious translation, this edition ranges 
over a wide array of philosophers including 
Cassirer, Beneviste, Wittgenstein, Ayer, 
Quine, Davidson, Derrida, Lyotard, and Eco, 
and divides the main historical currents in 
the philosophy of translation into word-
centric, proposition-centric, and sign-centric 
paradigms. 310 pp.
978-1-940813-95-0 
___023111727 paper NET 32.95

 
The Cradle of True Art 
A Living Guide for a Troubled World
Harold Salkin ANAK
Out of the white pages of this book emerges 
the simple voice of a self-effacing, self-
educated man, endowed with the accrued 
experience and considered thoughts of an 
octogenarian who still strives to enjoy life 
and its benefits through the strength which 
is still offered. 288 pp.
978-1-909421-49-3 
___023984711 paper 25% 26.99

 
Mirrors of the Mind 
Reflecting on Philosophers’ Autobiographies
Ronald J. Manheimer LSIG
Manheimer takes both the neophyte and 
the initiated on a unique literary and 
philosophical journey through the works of 
important thinkers who have changed the 
world or, at least, how it is perceived. 338 pp.
978-0-9884122-8-6 
___023625194 paper 25.95

 
Thought Thinking 
The Philosophy of Giovanni Gentile
Bruce Haddock IPTA
and James Wakefield, editors
This collection comprises 11 essays on 
Gentile’s thought. Seven of these are new 
pieces written especially for Thought 
Thinking, supplemented by new English 
translations of four of Gentile’s shorter 
works, selected to offer some direct insight 
into his ideas and style of writing. 330 pp.
978-1-84540-795-7 
___022369395 
25% 80.00

 
The Work of Art—Its Process of Becoming 
Anders Kolle AOOS
This resource serves as an inquiry into shared 
conditions and similar paths of maturation 
whereby the work of art and the self come 
into existence. Drawing on the thoughts and 
writings of Kierkegaard, Rilke, Van Gogh, and 
Paul Klee, the text centers on the artistic as 
well as existential questions of inspiration 
and possibility, concretization, and necessity. 
108 pp.
978-1-940813-14-1 
___023406233 paper NET 14.95

PHOTOGRAPHY

 
Elvis and the Birth of Rock and Roll 
Alfred Wertheimer, photographer TLLC
Hired by Elvis Presley’s publicist to 
photograph the up-and-coming crooner, 
Wertheimer took nearly 3,000 photographs 
of Presley in 1956, creating a penetrating 
portrait of a man poised on the brink of 
superstardom. This edition brings together 
his most remarkable Elvis shots from that 
year, along with a selection of pictures of 
the star being shipped off to an army base 
in Germany.
978-3-8365-5907-2 
___023493252 
69.99

 
Finland - The Four Seasons of Nature 
Hemmo Vattulainen, photographer LSIG
The author shares a mesmerizing 
photographic journey into the beauty of the 
Finnish nature and its monuments built by 
Mother Nature herself. 200 pp.
978-9-525-39965-3 
___022036023 10% 47.00

 
The Ken Adam Archives 
Sir Christopher Frayling TLLC
Sir Ken Adam, illustrator
This collection presents the Oscar®-winning 
set designs of Adam, winner of two Academy 
Awards, two BAFTAs, the Art Directors Guild 
Lifetime Achievement Award, and other 
accolades. Includes authoritative text from 
film and design historian Frayling. 400 pp.
978-3-8365-5187-8 
___021224625 
200.00
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The Leica M Photographer 
Photographing with Leica’s Legendary 
Rangefinder Cameras
Bertram Solcher RNOK
This introduction to the Leica M camera 
series includes lessons on the art and craft 
of photography, plus illustrated essays 
that reveal the secrets of working with a 
rangefinder camera. 156 pp.
978-1-937538-62-0 
___021411881 
44.95

 
Love is Hidden in Small Places 
Nafisa Sekandari ABDA
and Malia Sekandari
The authors’ photographs of heart shapes 
found in everyday objects are accompanied 
by quotes about love and hearts. 142 pp.
978-0-9909016-0-0 
___023460833 NET 16.95

 
Naked Reflections 
Peter Suschitzky, photographer SCHT
A collection seven years in the making, this 
work by famous cinematographer Suschitzky 
puts a stunning new imprint on a familiar 
subject. 96 pp.
978-9-05-330846-2 
___021283021 
65.00

 
The Nature of Imitation 
Yola Monakhov Stockton, photographer 
SCHT
By looking closely at living birds through 
color film and studio props, this work evokes 
the experience of holding a bird against 
traditions of landscape representation 
in Renaissance frescoes and tapestries, 
Modernist painting and sculpture, and the 
early history of photography. 104 pp.
978-9-05-330845-5 
___021283012 
40.00

 
Newton: Polaroids 
Helmut Newton, photographer TLLC
Selected by his widow, June from more than 
300 photos featured at the 2011 exhibition 
“Helmut Newton Polaroids” at the Museum 
fur Fotografie in Berlin, this collection 
captures the magic of Newton photo shoots 
as only Polaroids can. 224 pp.
978-3-8365-5917-1 
___023060412 
paper 29.99

 
The Nikon Creative Lighting System, 3rd Ed. 
Mike Hagen RNOK
Hagen opens up a whole new world to 
photographers who are already well versed 
in photography, but may not have a clue 
about flash photography. Using a simple, 
step-by-step method for setting up and using 
the newest Nikon iTTL flash units, he teaches 
all the steps required to achieve consistent 
and amazing flash photos. 342 pp.
978-1-937538-66-8 
___023682841 
paper 39.95

 
Street Photography 
The Art of Capturing the Candid Moment
Gordon Lewis RNOK
Lewis helps readers understand and conquer 
the challenging yet rewarding world of 
street photography through a discussion of 
different styles, how to produce a quality 
image, the impact of different environments, 
and much more. 128 pp.
978-1-937538-37-8 
___021411871 
paper 29.95

 
Winning Images with Any Underwater 
Camera 
The Essential Guide to Creating Engaging 
Photos
Paul Colley LSIG
Foreword by Alex Mustard
The best underwater images don’t just 
capture the subject well, they also capture 
mood, emotion, and atmosphere. Unlike 
most other underwater photography books, 
Winning Images with Any Underwater 
Camera focuses on composition and 
techniques rather than the all-consuming 
camera technology that people tend to chase 
first. 224 pp.
978-1-909455-04-7 
___023543769 paper 10% 39.95
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PLAYS / DRAMA

 
The Peter Shue Story: The Life of the Party! 
Peter Shue LSIG
Shue was the life of the party—a well-
known New York City ghetto super star/party 
promoter, who rose to the top of the drug 
game and then fell when taken down by 
federal agents. 220 pp.
978-0-9885150-0-0 
___023546944 paper 20% 19.99

POETRY

 
Alive and Thankful 
Life is a Gift
Lon Cole LSIG
Through his second volume of poetry, the 
author returns to speak as a voice of support 
for those dealing with physical, emotional, 
and psychological burdens. 222 pp.
978-0-692-32648-0 
___021905963 paper 18.95

 
The Altar of Innocence 
Ann Bracken SRIH
Based on events in the author’s life, these 
poems explore the 1960s culture of secrecy 
surrounding alcoholism and depression and 
their effects on her as a young girl. 92 pp.
978-0-9906939-5-6 
___023123298 paper 20% 22.00

 
Benediction for a Black Swan 
Poems
Mimi Zollars SWTR
Zollars offers a lush, provocative collection of 
poems about childhood, children, marriage, 
divorce, alcoholism, and the sensual world.
978-1-63152-950-4 
___020826180 
paper 14.95

 
Bloom 
Jay Erickson LSIG
Erickson shares an illustrated book of poetry 
with origins in the author’s experience of 
cancer diagnosis and treatment. All proceeds 
from its sale go to rare cancer research at 
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. 82 
pp.
978-0-692-38358-2 
___024318031 paper 14.95

 
Bury Me in Her Eyes 
Non Nomen LSIG
Twenty-eight distinct languages join forces 
for the first time in one single publication 
under the guidance of the anonymous author 
of The Unwords, as they take readers on an 
unforgettable journey through the interwoven 
continuum of space and time. 64 pp.
978-9-9637467-5-0 
___023507773 paper 25% 12.99

 
Bury Me in Her Eyes 
978-9-9637467-4-3 LSIG
___024015488 10% 24.99

 
The Endless Unbegun 
A Story in Prose & Poetry
Rachel Jamison Webster LSIG
Part fable, part portal, The Endless Unbegun 
moves through prose and poetry, the past and 
the present, the mystical and the carnal, to tell 
a love story through many lifetimes. The 21st-
century romance of Jon and Marisol opens 
into the 6th-century friendship of Radegunde 
and Fortunatus, which opens into poems that 
speak intimately of connection. 152 pp.
978-0-9895151-7-7 
___023898883 paper 20% 15.00

 
Erebus 
Jane Summer SEGC
“I don’t even know what to call Summer’s 
astounding Erebus . . . except to say that 
with this love-letter/elegy/anti-elegy about a 
real friend in a world of counterfeits, she has 
invented a kind of poetry that is anxious and 
wild and completely unexpected.”—Michael 
Klein, author of When I Was a Twin. 186 pp.
978-1-937420-90-1 
___023587024 paper 24.94
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Fly with Me 
A Fusion of Images and Poetry
Ute S. Buehler LSIG
Buehler’s first book of poetry integrates 
prose and photography to set forth her vision 
of art, creativity, and a broad understanding 
of the nature of love. 46 pp.
978-0-9770749-2-1 
___024319277 5% 22.50

 
How We Bury Our Dead 
Jonathan Travelstead LSIG
Travelstead’s debut collection of poetry 
follows a speaker who is coping with the 
death of his mother. He places himself in life-
threatening and self-alienating situations in 
an effort to shield himself from grief. 100 pp.
978-1-941462-07-2 
___024186681 paper 14.00

 
Looking for Potholes 
Joe Wenke LSIG
A collection of poetry by the author of 
Human Agenda: Conversations about Sexual 
Orientation and Gender Identity (January 
2015), The Talk Show: a Novel, Free Air: 
poems, Papal Bull: An Ex-Catholic Calls Out 
the Catholic Church, You Got Be Kidding! 
A Radical Satire of The Bible and Mailer’s 
America. 88 pp.
978-0-9863379-1-8 
___023548176 paper NET 3.99

 
Musing Aloud, Allowed 
Sherna G. Spencer LSIG
Spencer presents a collection of 40 poems 
which gives voice to contemporary social, 
cultural, and political issues, including 
poems which provide a vivid picture of the 
immigrant experience and a recollection of 
Jamaican life and history. 112 pp.
978-0-9787613-0-1 
___020824988 paper 12.95

 
My Heart Speaks 
Sheila Sturgis Craig LSIG
Craig has spent a lifetime of seeking to leave 
a legacy, an imprint, a sign that she was here 
and that she mattered not only to others, but 
to herself. This book is the story of everyone. 
182 pp.
978-0-9907234-2-4 
___024349339 25.99

 
My Mind in Rhyme of the Soul 
Rex Holliday LSIG
A collection of street poetry for all ages—the 
first of three works by Holliday, who shares 
his love for philosophy, nature, friends, 
music, and the open road on a bike. 182 pp.
978-1-49512-579-9 
___023507097 paper 5% 17.99

 
An Old Man Taking Care of Business 
David Joseph Johnson LSIG
In this collection, an old man prepares for his 
death. The poetry poignantly describes his 
realization of the world as he digs his own 
grave day after day. 26 pp.
978-0-9908903-1-7 
___024319681 paper 5.00

 
On Becoming 
David Joseph Johnson LSIG
Johnson shares a collection of 200 short 
lyric poems dealing with the widening of 
one’s perspectives on daily living. It can be 
used as a daily meditation for spiritual and 
psychological growth and enjoyment. 246 pp.
978-0-9908903-0-0 
___022934339 paper 15.00
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Sound/Hammer 
Dennis Barone QULE
Sound/Hammer resides at the interface of 
poetry and prose. The first half of the book, 
yields poems that question and explore the 
division between poetry and prose. In the 
prose portion, some stories unfold simply 
and a few stories evolve into a condition 
where the music is the story. 108 pp.
978-1-935835-14-1 
___024037140 paper 16.00

 
Split the Crow 
Sarah Sousa PIR 
“Split the Crow is rife with surprise, rich with 
inventive images from the natural world, 
and delicious with music. Weaving through 
centuries of Native American material 
culture, Sousa walks no straight lines.”—
Ellen Dore Watson. 84 pp.
978-1-60235-635-1 
___023501545 paper 5% 14.00

 
Upon Your Canvas 
Paul Goldman RVSY
Natosha Keefer, illustrator
In this stunning new collection of ecstatic 
poetry, Goldman, through a collaboration with 
intuitive artist Keefer, creates a sacred space 
where readers may again feel free to fall into 
the ocean of their own longings for solace, for 
peace, for hope, and an enriched connection to 
their own personal Divinity. 80 pp.
978-1-935914-50-1 
___023614167 paper 14.95

 
The Victory of Sex & Metal 
Barbara Mor OVAO
From the feminist author of The Great 
Cosmic Goddess and The Blue Rental, here is 
poetry that looks without wincing, chronicles 
without hesitating, and that reveals “the 
psycho-political terrestrial reality.” 68 pp.
978-0-9883343-3-5 
___023111731 paper 12.95

 
What the Body Knows 
Jean Janzen HERA
“In bygone centuries, a mirror was held to 
the lips of a passing loved one to check for 
the delicate mist of life. These poems are like 
that mirror. To their reflecting surface clings 
a distillation of clarity and wisdom, precious 
to those who look into the glass.”—Rhoda 
Janzen, author of Mennonite in a Little Black 
Dress. 86 pp.
978-1-68027-001-3 
___023906296 paper 12.95

 
The White Spider in My Hand 
Poems
Sonja James SRIH
A collection of postmodern poetry that 
explores the intensities and nuances of 
feminist expression, this work addresses 
the subjects of family, the natural world, and 
contemporary society. 90 pp.
978-0-9906939-9-4 
___024051044 paper 20% 20.00

 
Wonder Rooms 
Allison Funk PIR 
“The poems in . . . this powerful, 
heartbreaking, elegantly composed 
collection, are like the cabinets within such 
a room. Each is its own intimate interior 
space, where a reader is invited into the 
unknown.”—Jennifer Atkinson. 74 pp.
978-1-60235-618-4 
___023501544 paper 5% 14.00

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
Islam and Politics in the Middle East 
Explaining the Views of Ordinary Citizens
Mark Tessler INUP
This study draws on the results of surveys 
carried out in 15 countries, representing 
the opinions of more than 60,000 men and 
women, which sought to discover why some 
individuals support a central role for Islam in 
government while others favor a separation 
of religion and politics. 312 pp.
978-0-253-01643-0 
___021150922 
30% 50.00
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Looking Behind the Label 
Global Industries and the Conscientious 
Consumer
Tim Bartley et al. INUP
What does it mean to “shop with a 
conscience?” Presented here is an 
informative introduction to global 
production and ethical consumption, tracing 
the links between consumers’ choices and 
the practices of multinational producers and 
retailers. 288 pp.
978-0-253-01656-0 
___021186416 
paper 30% 28.00

 
Looking Behind the Label 
978-0-253-01648-5 INUP
___021186391 
5% 80.00

 
Smuggled Stories from the Holy Land 
Carmen Taha Jarrah LSIG
Jarrah’s travel involves trying to unravel the 
conundrums of Arab life in Palestine/Israel. 
She has compressed three extensive trips 
into her Smuggled Stories, exploring aspects 
of Israeli and Palestinian peace groups and 
their often agonizing confrontations with the 
military. 238 pp.
978-0-9961106-0-0 
___024402234 paper 19.95

 
The Southern Question 
Antonio Gramsci BDIG
Translation and Introduction by Pasquale 
Verdicchio
Written on the eve of Gramsci’s arrest and 
imprisonment, this essay anticipates many 
of the major issues treated in the Prison 
Notebooks. Verdicchio’s translation enables the 
reader to place Gramsci’s essay firmly within 
the context in which it was composed and at 
the same time to appreciate the poignancy of 
its insights for the present time. 72 pp.
978-1-59954-097-9 
___023591599 paper 8.00

POP ARTS / POP CULTURE

 
Film & Video Budgets, 6th Ed. 
Maureen Ryan MWF 
An indispensable tool for any producer, this 
film industry bible has been updated with 
the latest digital technologies for production 
and post-production—the standard for most 
films today. 470 pp.
978-1-61593-221-4 
___020956148 
paper 29.95

 
Orphans of the East 
Postwar Eastern European Cinema and the 
Revolutionary Subject
Constantin Parvulescu INUP
Through an examination of the portrayal of 
orphans in postwar Eastern European films 
this review traces the way in which cinema 
envisioned and debated the condition of the 
post-World War II subject and the “new man” 
of Soviet-style communism. 235 pp.
978-0-253-01685-0 
___021186384 
paper 30% 28.00

 
Orphans of the East 
978-0-253-01673-7 INUP
___021186379 
5% 75.00

 
Taschen’s Favorite TV Shows 
From Twin Peaks to House of Cards
Jurgen Muller TLLC
Alongside a wealth of stills, this overview 
of the TV revolution presents the most 
important and successful series of recent 
years, from David Lynch’s groundbreaking 
masterpiece Twin Peaks to current highlights 
like Game of Thrones, Girls, and House of 
Cards. 744 pp.
978-3-8365-4275-3 
___020411330 
69.99

PSYCHOLOGY

 
Building Bridges Through Sensory 
Integration, 3rd Ed. 
Therapy for Children with Autism and Other 
Pervasive Developmental Disorders
Ellen Yack, BSc, MEd, OT et al. SNSY
Written by three experienced occupational 
therapists, this book offers a combination 
of theory, practical advice, and creative 
strategies for those working with young 
children with autism and other disorders. 
230 pp.
978-1-935567-45-5 
___021121693 
29.95

 
Crazy Wisdom 
Tools for Evolving Consciousness
Tom Thresher IADD
Building around the revolutionary work of 
Harvard psychologists Robert Kegan and Lisa 
Lahey called Immunity to Change, Thresher 
has designed a process to develop a new, 
expansive awareness. Using this process, 
individuals and communities are able to 
make important changes while developing 
the greater mental and emotional complexity 
required in today’s world. 184 pp.
978-0-9904419-6-0 
___023543722 paper NET 19.95
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Evolving Soulfully 
Cultivating Natural Vitality, Deep Presence, 
Intimacy, Meaning and Purpose
Dave Wali Waugh, RPC LSIG
Drawing from wholistic psychotherapy and 
interspiritual wisdom, the author offers a 
map, compass, and guidance for navigating 
through soulful passage to cultivating 
natural vitality, deep presence, intimacy, 
meaning, and purpose. 286 pp.
978-0-9939771-0-7 
___024186832 paper 15.95

 
If God Is So Good, Why Do I Hurt So Bad? 
25th Anniversary Special Ed.
David B. Biebel HLIF
In this powerful work, Biebel leaves behind 
the all-too-familiar platitudes and instead 
offers the unvarnished truth about the pain 
of illness, death, divorce, financial ruin, and 
more. 220 pp.
978-1-939267-83-2 
___021763411 paper 14.99

 
Into the Heart of the Feminine 
An Archetypal Journey to Renew Strength, 
Love, and Creativity
Massimilla Harris, Ph.D., LSIG
and Bud Harris, Ph.D.
In their new book, Jungian analysts and 
authors dynamically weave their own 
personal and professional experiences in 
the form of rich and compelling stories, 
providing a down-to-earth book available to 
a wide audience. 210 pp.
978-0-692-31144-8 
___024385178 paper 16.99

 
Searching the Soul 
An Introduction to Christian Psychology
Willem J. Ouweneel PAID
Ouweneel lays out a thorough analysis of 
what ought to constitute a scientific view of 
psychology grounded in a coherent biblical 
world-view. 248 pp.
978-0-88815-225-1 
___023460552 paper NET 7.00

 
Silver Linings 
What Five Ninety-Something Women Taught 
Me about Positive Aging
Peggy Brown Bonsee LSIG
Professional life coach Bonsee profiles five 
“golden ladies” who inspired and taught 
her by tackling the inevitable challenges of 
age with creativity and panache. Thoughtful 
reflections, optional exercises, and a 
valuable resource section add guidance to 
inspiration, making this book an invaluable 
resource. 334 pp.
978-0-9907668-1-0 
___021402090 paper 20% 17.99

RELIGION - BIBLES

 
Believe—KJV 
Living the Story of the Bible to Become Like 
Jesus
Randy Frazee, editor ZNDB
Grounded in carefully selected Scripture, 
this unique spiritual growth experience takes 
readers on a journey to think, act, and be 
more like Jesus. General editor and pastor 
Frazee walks them through the 10 key beliefs 
of the Christian faith, with 10 key practices 
and 10 key virtues. 512 pp.
978-0-310-43809-0 
___021608500 
24.99

 
Believe—NKJV 
978-0-310-43794-9 ZNDB
___021608499 
24.99

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
The Christian Life Profile Assessment 
Workbook, Updated Ed. 
Developing Your Personal Plan to Think, Act, 
and Be Like Jesus
Randy Frazee ZNDV
This newly revised workbook helps Christians 
evaluate their beliefs, practices, and virtues 
in order to develop a plan for spiritual growth 
in a small group setting. Includes a catalog of 
additional resources. 144 pp.
978-0-310-88829-1 
___021473574 
paper 13.99

 
The Fire That Never Sleeps 
Keys to Sustaining Personal Revival
Michael Brown et al. DIP 
The authors explain how to live passionately 
for Jesus, walk out God’s divine purpose, and 
enjoy His presence on a daily basis.  176 pp.
978-0-7684-0718-1 
___021093041 
paper 15.99
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PUBLISHER SELECTS
 
Gospel Family 
Cultivating Family Discipleship, Family 
Worship, & Family Missions
Jonathan Williams LBYJ
A great disparity exists between the biblical 
portrait of family and cultural reality. Gospel 
Family is a response to this disparity and a 
movement to bring discipleship, worship, 
and missions into the home for there is no 
greater joy than to see families enjoying 
Christ and his Gospel. 226 pp.
978-1-63296-021-4 
___023406517 paper NET 14.99

 
Pá e Músculos 
Michael Shank MEEL
A raw, gritty, true story about a pair of young 
newlyweds who move to the city to chase 
the American dream. In the process they’re 
befriended by a man who turns their belief 
about God, their church, and their faith 
upside down! Portuguese ed. 382 pp.
978-0-692-28879-5 
___023592221 paper NET 15.95

 
Sex, God & Marriage 
Johann Christoph Arnold PLOG
Foreword by Mother Teresa
In this groundbreaking book, Arnold, a 
pastor for over 40 years, provides fresh 
biblical insights into such critical issues as 
the sacredness of sex, the struggle against 
temptation, the decision to remain single 
or to marry, child rearing, homosexuality, 
divorce, and remarriage. 194 pp.
978-0-87486-650-6 
___020956145 
paper 12.00

 
Spiritual Seeds 
How to Cultivate Spiritual Wealth Within Your 
Future Children
Jon and Pam Strain EVFH
This inspiring guide gives pre-parents a 
tangible model and workable vision for 
growing their family with God’s caring 
provision. More personally, it’s a legacy tool 
to invite families to consider how they will 
build their home and reach higher with God’s 
help. 254 pp.
978-1-937498-69-6 
___023493289 
paper 17.99

RELIGION - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

 
The Jewish State 
Theodor Herzl QABL
Foreword by Jerold S. Auerbach
Few books have changed human history 
as did Herzl’s 1896 tract advocating the 
founding—even the inevitability—of a 
Jewish state. The new edition adds a 
Foreword by Jerold S. Auerbach, Professor 
Emeritus of History at Wellesley College, 
who is recognized as a leading scholar in 
the U.S. on Judaism in America and Israeli 
history. 112 pp.
978-1-61027-286-5 
___023896761 NET 19.99

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
Encounters with Spirits 
How I Met God, Angels, and Demons
Can ua Waya LSIG
Waya’s ordinary world was populated by 
witch doctors, werewolves, and shape-
shifters. Though he examines demonology, 
extraterrestrials, and the occult with an 
uncommon intimacy, the Kenyan journalist’s 
main goal and purpose is to point those 
seeking lasting freedom from demonic 
oppression to Christ Jesus. 342 pp.
978-0-692-36871-8 
___024077590 paper 25% 18.99

 
Language of Life 
Answers to Modern Crises in an Ancient Way 
of Speaking
Milt Markewitz LSIG
and Ruth L. Miller
contributed by Batya Podos
An engineer, a storyteller, and an interfaith 
minister with a background in the sciences 
merge their talents and curiosity to explore 
how the structure of ancient spoken Hebrew 
and other indigenous languages may 
show the path to balance, harmony, and 
sustainability today. 178 pp.
978-1-936902-11-8 
___023170958 paper 20% 15.00

 
The Resurrected Life 
Making All Things New
The Rev. Charlie Holt LSIG
This unique seven-week devotional explores 
seven key areas of life transformation. Used 
alone or as part of The Resurrected Life DVD 
small-group study series, this special Easter 
season resource provides a space in which 
to discover what it means to truly live a new 
life. 228 pp.
978-1-942243-10-6 
___024397244 paper 19.99
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Simple Prayers for People of All Faiths (or No 
Faith) 
A Bible-Based Collection
Nancy Humphrey Case LSIG
Authored by a lay freelance writer, this 
guide leads the reader to explore his or 
her individual relationship to the Supreme 
Being through simple, heartfelt prayers 
based on a universal truth recorded in the 
beautiful language of the King James Bible. 
The collection includes seven prayers on 12 
topics. 130 pp.
978-0-9914833-1-0 
___021911815 paper 9.95

RELIGION - REFERENCE

 
Bewitched 
The Rise of Neo-Galatianism
David R. Anderson LSIG
Anderson proposes that all serious Christians 
struggle with legalism  in one form or 
another. He offers a study of Paul’s Galations 
3:3 as a remedy to Neo- (New) Galatianism. 
384 pp.
978-0-9916588-5-5 
___023644279 paper NET 14.99

 
Heaven’s Headache 
R.D. Knighten LSIG
Inspired by the life of the Prophet Jonah, 
Heaven’s Headache takes a controversial 
look into the biblical evidence surrounding 
the story of the Hebrew prophet as well as 
his encounter with the big fish. 96 pp.
978-0-9911412-1-0 
___019771013 paper 11.99

 
Pure Heart 
Restoration of the Heart Through the 
Beatitudes
Tom and Donna Cole LSIG
A journey into the deep treasures of 
Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount, each chapter 
addresses one of the eight Beatitudes in a 
unique approach to inner healing. 148 pp.
978-0-9864277-0-1 
___024320754 paper 14.99

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
Calling an Angel, Bilingual Ed. 
Richard de Montebello SBDU
Gabriel comes to Safe Haven, Virginia, and 
tells people he is on a mission from God. But 
the problem is, he doesn’t look or talk like an 
angel. Better yet, he has a criminal record, 
and for someone who says he’s so worldly, 
he doesn’t even know what a TV is. Bilingual 
English/Spanish edition. 498 pp.
978-0-9721533-5-5 
___021417294 33.95

 
Christ the Consummation of Peace Forever 
Grace Dola Balogun LSIG
There is no Lordship of Jesus Christ apart 
from the affirmation that the Lord Jesus 
Christ has the ultimate authority for the 
believer, and the authority of Christ is 
communicated in God the Father’s written 
Word. 330 pp.
978-1-939415-70-7 
___023644637 29.95

 
Length of Days 
Beyond the Valley of the Keepers
Doris Gaines Rapp LSIG
It is December 26, 2112, the day after Gifting 
Day. Lady Christiana Applewait, a legacy 
citizen of the Central Zone, and Dr. Jason 
O’Reilly have been running from the Blue 
Guard. Though Christy is in line for a seat 
on the Council of Twelve, her position has 
not protected her from obsessive stalking by 
Chief Inspector Ward Stoner. 320 pp.
978-0-9915033-5-3 
___024218345 paper 17.99

RELIGION - WORLD RELIGIONS

 
Creative Vision and Inner Reality 
Jamgön Kongtrul Lodrö Thaye LSIG
Elio Guarisco, translator
A translation of Easing the Beginner’s 
Way: the Essential Points of Creation and 
Completion, written in verse at the age of 27 
by the amazing 19th-century realized master 
and profound scholar Thaye. 132 pp.
978-8-87834-124-1 
___023467013 paper NET 14.99
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Pragya Puran 
Dr. Sushila Devi Gupta LSIG
This classical work is based on the author’s 
research thesis submitted to the Merath 
University for the degree of D. Lit. It is a 
wonderful exposition of the ancient traditions 
of the Vedas, Brahmanas, Aranyaks, 
Upanishads, Vedangas, Darshans, Sutras, 
Mahabharat and the puranas in sweet and 
simple language of the author. 260 pp.
978-1-897416-70-9 
___024059402 5% 20.00

 
The Quran  
The Big Bang, Darwinism and the Old 
Testament Prophets, Vol. One
Farooq Mirza LSIG
The first volume of this Quran series 
describes origin and evolution of the universe 
and life on Earth. The religion of the Quran 
can be properly understood only against the 
background of the great monotheistic faiths 
preceding it. 312 pp.
978-0-9913743-1-1 
___023157919 paper NET 29.99

SCIENCE

 
The Dance of the Moon 
Pari Spolter ORB 
Explaining the complex motion of the 
Moon, this resource presents many easy-
to-understand graphs based on the latest 
ephemerides of unprecedented accuracy. 
202 pp.
978-0-9638107-8-6 
___024010286 42.75

 
The Decision Trap 
Genetic Education and Its Social 
Consequences
Silja Samerski IPTA
Samerski’s work questions a dogma of 
modern time: the assumption that genetic 
education empowers citizens and increases 
their autonomy. 200 pp.
978-1-84540-776-6 
___021311178 
paper 25% 29.90

SELF-HELP

 
Beauty Unfolding 
Beautiful New Beginnings After Pain and 
Loss
Kate Waite MGAM
Waite shares her own personal journey 
through pain and loss to reveal that the 
secret to a beautiful life is not just avoiding 
adversity, but creating joy and abundance 
from within.  190 pp.
978-1-63047-440-9 
___021329060 
paper 16.95

 
Beauty Unfolding 
978-1-63047-442-3 MGAM
___021329099 
37.95

 
Becoming Unstoppable 
Tools to Elevate Your Game
Kristy Bidwill BBDE
Much more than a page-turning memoir 
about finding authenticity through life’s 
adventures, Becoming Unstoppable 
transforms years of successes and failures 
into nine straightforward plays easily 
incorporated into all areas of life. 292 pp.
978-1-938487-16-3 
___023405776 paper 16.95

 
The Changeover 
The Ultimate Personal Transformation
Dr. Lyle Hotchkiss LSIG
The Changeover is an eye-opening tutorial 
that will guide readers into a significantly 
improved life experience, moment to 
moment, no matter what their current state 
of mind. 204 pp.
978-0-9906940-0-7 
___023906413 paper 14.95

 
The Fireworks of Failure 
How You Can Rise from the Ashes
G.B. Church LSIG
Church addresses why people get caught 
into cycles of failure. He discusses everything 
from DNA to spirituality within the Six 
Forces of Will. The text provides hundreds 
of positive behavior changes for all types of 
dysfunction from despair to resentment and 
anger. 374 pp.
978-0-692-28795-8 
___024319484 paper 29.95
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An Integral Guide to Recovery 
Twelve Steps and Beyond
Guy du Plessis IADD
“. . . offers the reader a path of recovery beyond 
mere abstinence from addiction, but to live 
their best life. Following the straight forward 
defined structure in the book provides the 
reader with a truly comprehensive and 
sustainable recovery map. A must read.”—
Stanley H. Block, M.D., adjunct professor of 
psychiatry at the University of Utah School 
of Medicine.  272 pp.
978-0-9904419-5-3 
___023644159 paper NET 19.95

 
Intuition 
The Hidden Asset Everyone Should Learn to 
Use
Sheree Franklin LSIG
Franklin offers an easy-to-use guide that can 
help readers learn how to awaken their inner 
navigator and use it in their everyday lives. 
With personal stories, case studies and tips, 
Intuition will train readers to pay attention so 
they stop repeating the same mistakes. 182 
pp.
978-0-9854327-2-0 
___023221500 paper 25% 14.95

 
The Money Anxiety Cure 
A Path to Financial Wellbeing
Koorosh Ostowari LSIG
Foreword by Ron Kaufman
Money anxiety disorder lies at the heart 
of so many of the disruptions that occur 
in life, society, and the world. Learning 
how to budget, set financial goals, create a 
system for paying bills, and plan wisely for 
retirement are crucial pragmatic tactics that 
must be learned in order to experience peace 
and security around money. 198 pp.
978-0-9864463-0-6 
___023611593 paper 14.95

 
My New Normal 
As the Dust Now Settles
Rosie Banyan LSIG
This edition continues the author’s story 
of returning to her life. In my new way of 
honoring myself, she spoke her truth without 
fear of opinions or judgments of others. Her 
synchronized life of allowance gifted her new 
insights. 244 pp.
978-0-9941843-1-3 
___024356458 25% 19.95

 
Sacred Intelligence 
The Essence of Sacred, Selfish, and Shared 
Relationships
Terrlyn L. Curry Avery, Ph.D., MDiv SBEU
Doubt, fear, self-loathing, and detachment 
from a spiritual life are symptoms of an 
injured spirit. Dr. Avery describes how 
healing must begin with a loving relationship 
with the Sacred and with oneself before 
loving relationships with others are possible. 
142 pp.
978-0-9905596-7-2 
___023894268 paper 15.95

 
Supercharge Your Emotions to Win 
7 Keys to Achieve the Life You Desire and 
Deserve
Benjamin Halpern BRIT
With examples and exercises, Halpern clearly 
lays out the seven keys that will give anyone 
the emotional leverage needed for success. 
He is an experienced business professional 
and licensed social worker who is passionate 
about helping others create the positive life 
changes they desire. 166 pp.
978-1-77236-008-0 
___023059801 paper 16.95

 
Tunnel Vision 
A Focused Life
Isadora Beauregard LSIG
The author discusses new and creative ways 
to successfully cushion lives surrounded by 
violence in order to promote positive energy 
flow and a healthier and less troubled post-
trauma life. 176 pp.
978-1-939288-93-6 
___024321267 5% 28.00

 
You Can . . .  Be Your Own Stylist 
The Ultimate Personal Life Styling Makeover 
Manual
created by Julie Gibson LSIG
Designed for anyone who wants to always 
look and feel his or her very best and live the 
dream life, this inspiring guide is filled with 
styling, fashion, makeup, and accessory tips, 
and has everything one needs to transform 
attitude, style, and ultimately life! 252 pp.
978-0-9874634-2-5 
___024219385 paper 15.99
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Ageless Entrepreneur 
Never Too Early, Never Too Late
Fred Dawkins DUND
Ageless Entrepreneur offers a new 
perspective on the barriers to entry that 
young people face today in starting their 
careers, as well as valuable insights into the 
possibilities for seniors, who all too often are 
being forced out of the work force when they 
can least afford it. 192 pp.
978-1-45972-824-0 
___020719167 
paper 19.99

 
The Secrets of Big Business Innovation 
An Insider’s Guide to Delivering Innovation, 
Change and Growth
Dan Taylor HIMN
In Taylor’s comprehensive insider look, some 
of the most experienced and successful 
corporate entrepreneurs have contributed their 
“secrets”—the tips and tricks that make the 
difference between success and failure, and 
between corporate ignominy and fame. 240 pp.
978-0-85719-464-0 
___024032729 
paper 30.38

SOCIOLOGY

 
African Appropriations 
Cultural Difference, Mimesis, and Media
Matthias Krings INUP
Krings explores the myriad ways Africans 
respond to the relentless onslaught of global 
culture as he seeks out the places where they 
have adapted pervasive cultural forms to their 
own purposes as photo novels, comic books, 
songs, posters, and even scam letters. 288 pp.
978-0-253-01629-4 
___021150899 
paper 30% 30.00

 
African Appropriations 
978-0-253-01625-6 INUP
___021150938 
5% 80.00

 
The Apprentice 
Gregory B. Stewart GGST
Explored from the perspective of the 
Scottish Rite degrees of Freemasonry, The 
Apprentice combines elaborate descriptions, 
interpretative exploration, and links to parallel 
symbolic constructs to form a working 
understanding of the meaning behind this 
first step into the fraternity. 106 pp.
978-0-9862041-0-4 
___023400325 NET 15.00

 
Beat the Boss 
Win in the Workplace
Spencer Cohn LSIG
It’s shocking how little most people know 
about the fundamental rules for workplace 
survival. It’s more important than ever to 
know how to hang onto jobs and protect 
oneself if fired or forced to quit. 170 pp.
978-0-692-38192-2 
___024037262 paper 9.95

 
The Grail: Two Studies 
Leopold Von Schroeder NBTE
and Alexander Jacob
Schroeder’s fascinating elucidation of some 
of the key symbols of the Grail legends using 
his knowledge of ancient Indian literature 
is in this edition amplified by Jacob’s 
reconstruction of the cosmological basis 
of these symbols and his analysis of the 
solar rituals that characterised the diverse 
yet related religions of the ancient Indo-
Europeans. 292 pp.
978-0-9875598-9-0 
___022996992 paper 10% 29.95

 
Just One Backyard 
One Man’s Search for Food Sustainability
Dr. John Zahina-Ramos LSIG
An entertaining and enlightening tale of how 
Dr. Zahina-Ramos turned his urban residential 
backyard into a research study to measure the 
many benefits of urban agriculture. He lays 
out solutions that can provide for the needs of 
the 21st century. 274 pp.
978-0-9863795-1-2 
___024185474 25% 24.99

 
The New Urban Agenda 
The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area
Bill Freeman TMAL
Foreword by Christopher Hume
Award-winning author Freeman’s work is 
equal parts history, social science, and call 
to action to solve the major problems facing 
the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, 
including development, transit, the region’s 
environmental impact, affordable housing, 
and the seemingly inherent corruption of 
municipal politics. 264 pp.
978-1-45973-109-7 
___021391876 
paper 21.99
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Smart People? Smarter Animals 
Robert S. Swiatek LSIG
Swiatek spotlights really intelligent 
creatures—animals. It’s also about heroes, 
the environment, communication, devotion, 
and caring. 168 pp.
978-1-63452-554-1 
___023027669 paper 20% 19.95

 
Unsettled Settlers, 2nd Ed. 
Barriers to Integration
Soheila Pashang, editor DSIT
Pashang blends theory and practice to 
prepare social service workers for front-
line work with immigrants and refugees. 
Each chapter offers strategies for practical 
intervention, and reflective questions and 
case studies are peppered throughout the 
text. 430 pp.
978-1-897160-87-9 
___023591633 paper NET 52.50

 
Work Horse Handbook, 2nd Ed. 
Lynn R. Miller CGPC
Classic authoritative text serves as an 
operator’s manual for work horse and mule 
application on farms, in the woods, and in 
the carriage trade. From selection, care, and 
feeding of draft horses and mules, through 
harness, harnessing, hitching and driving, 
this volume, continually published since 
1980 has served to help increase the number 
of practicing teamsters world wide. 368 pp.
978-1-885210-16-6 
___024404543 paper 45.00

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
Baseball 
It’s More Than Just a Game
Greg Lucas LSIG
“Lucas has entertained baseball fans on 
radio and television for years as a storyteller 
and purveyor of interesting facts about the 
game. Now, Greg shares these and more 
in this fascinating compendium that will 
enlighten and entertain anyone who has an 
interest in baseball lore.”—Tal Smith, former 
president/GM, Houston Astros and New York 
Yankees 296 pp.
978-1-63125-006-4 
___023601192 paper 19.95

 
Fishing Northern Canada for Lake Trout, 
Grayling and Arctic Char 
Duane S. Radford     
and Ross H. Shickler
Featuring engaging—and sometimes play-
by-play thrilling—articles from leading 
American and Canadian authors that 
highlight their firsthand experiences, Fishing 
Northern Canada for Lake Trout, Grayling 
and Arctic Char belongs in the library of 
every angler.
978-0-692-32306-9 
___000000000 paper 16.00

 
Preparing the Successful Coach 
Matt Garrett JONB
This easy-to-read guide prepares future 
coaches of all levels and all sports for 
scenarios and issues they will encounter 
during their careers. It discusses issues that 
are often overlooked in coaching preparation 
programs. 271 pp.
978-0-7637-4099-3 
___002721732 paper NET 67.95

 
RuleGraphics™ 
Professional Baseball
Dennis Goodman LSIG
Sean Perdue, illustrator
A new and much simpler way to learn 
baseball, this primer and reference organizes 
rules by part of the game. In addition, each 
rule is boiled down to one page that contains 
the rule book definition, key points, sample 
plays, and a picture where appropriate. 72 
pp.
978-0-9961105-0-1 
___024402452 paper 25% 14.99

 
Teach’n Basketball Free Flow Manual, 
Handbook and Guide for Parents -3 Edition 
Bob Swope JBDF
A practical handbook for beginning youth 
basketball coaches and parents, this 
guide has 126 individual pictures and 141 
illustration variations. All the skill activities 
and drills are numbered for easy reference 
between coaches and parents. 260 pp.
978-0-9860361-9-4 
___023905953 paper 32.95
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A Treatise: The Art of Casting a Fly 
Paul Argentini SBNW
Vera C. Argentini, illustrator
“The zen of the false cast, the science of fly 
selection, the religion of the rod itself—it’s 
all here for both the wannabe angler and 
the wader-clad stream veteran who’s caught 
it all.”—Ken Ringle, author of Fly Fishing for 
Alligators and Other Tales. 88 pp.
978-1-62006-559-4 
___023613822 20% 29.95

 
Understanding Aikido 
Essential Information & Perceptions
Jan J. Sunderlin LSIG
Sunderlin presents an historical, cultural, 
and philosophical look at the development 
of the Japanese martial art of Aikido. He 
focuses on the influences brought to bear 
on Morihei Ueshiba, the founder of Aikido, 
and the subsequent cultivation of the latter’s 
martial art as a vessel of Budo. 530 pp.
978-0-692-39675-9 
___024402526 45.79

STUDY GUIDES

 
Brand Positioning in a Nutshell 
Unlock Your Brand Positioning with This 
Jargon-Free D-Y-I Guide
Bryce Ott LSIG
Brand Positioning in a Nutshell fills a 
surprising gap in the category of books on the 
subject of brand. The text is all about helping 
readers unlock the ideal positioning of their 
brand themselves. It has a very practical, 
accessible approach that quickly covers 
theory and moves on to practice. 136 pp.
978-0-9923071-0-3 
___022035209 paper 25% 29.95

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
Exam Prep: Fire Fighter I & II, 2nd Ed. 
Dr. Ben A. Hirst JONB
The second edition of this guide is designed 
to thoroughly prepare readers for a Fire 
Fighter I or II certification, promotion, or 
training examination by including the same 
type of multiple-choice questions that are 
likely to be encountered on the actual exam. 
276 pp.
978-0-7637-5836-3 
___010076875 paper NET 60.95

 
Exam Prep: Fire Officer I & II, 2nd Ed.  
Dr. Ben A. Hirst JONB
To help improve examination scores, this 
preparation guide follows Performance 
Training Systems, Inc.’s Systematic Approach 
to Examination Preparation. It is written by 
fire personnel explicitly for fire personnel, 
and all content has been verified with the 
latest reference materials and by a technical 
review committee. 196 pp.
978-0-7637-8597-0 
___006473071 paper NET 60.95

 
Exam Prep: Hazardous Materials Awareness 
and Operations, 2nd Ed.  
Dr. Ben A. Hirst JONB
Designed to thoroughly prepare people for a 
Hazardous Materials certification, promotion, 
or training examination, this guide includes 
the same type of multiple-choice questions 
that are on the actual exam. 256 pp.
978-0-7637-5838-7 
___005009549 paper NET 60.95

 
Nanocharacterisation, 2nd Ed.  
Angus Kirkland et al., editors RSOC
This new edition has been fully revised and 
updated to reflect the recent developments 
in instrumental characterisation methods for 
nanostructured materials. 474 pp.
978-1-84973-805-7 
___022322786 
15% 275.00

 
Queen Rearing and Bee Breeding 
Harry Hyde Laidlaw LSIG
and Robert E. Page Jr.
Written for beekeepers who know little 
about genetics and geneticists who know 
little about beekeeping, this guide discusses 
the history of queen rearing, the queen, the 
production of queen cells, mating the virgin 
queens, the care of queens, and other topics. 
224 pp.
978-1-878075-08-6 
___023613467 paper NET 50.00
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Supply Chain Management and Logistics in 
Construction 
Delivering Tomorrow’s Built Environment
Greger Lundesjo, editor KOGN
Under the guidance of Lundesjo, a pioneer 
in merging logistics with the construction 
industry, leading experts examine the 
expanding role of logistics in construction. 
The contributors discuss strategic 
perspectives and challenges, the impact of 
building information modeling (BIM), and 
new data management capabilities, among 
other topics. 272 pp.
978-0-7494-7242-9 
___022997160 
paper 15% 75.00

 
TVA and the Grass Roots 
A Study of Politics and Organization
Philip Selznick QABL
Presented in a modern, library-quality 
edition, this volume is the famous and 
influential study of politics in action at all 
levels in the creation and expansion of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority—with all its 
land use, agricultural, political, and human 
effects. 292 pp.
978-1-61027-843-0 
___024024324 NET 33.99

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
Insight Guides: Israel, 8th Ed.  
Insight Guides ISIT
One of the world’s most fascinating countries, 
Israel defies indifference with its immense 
historical, spiritual, and contemporary 
significance. Revealing the best that the 
country has to offer, this updated guide 
covers the history, people, and must-see 
sights in Israel. 368 pp.
978-1-78005-243-4 
___021098360 
paper 24.99

 
Insight Guides: South Africa, 6th Ed.  
Insight Guides ISIT
South Africa is a land of exceptional natural 
beauty and cultural variety. The new edition 
of this helpful guide provides both inspiration 
and practical guidance for a visit, with its 
combination of lavish full-color photos and 
detailed information on what makes this 
powerhouse country what it is. 384 pp.
978-1-78005-261-8 
___021098353 
paper 24.99

 
The Road Taken 
Ann Garratt LSIG
Garratt explores the nature of emigration, the 
loss of homeland, and its impact on personal 
identity. Her story is not uncommon. It 
has been shared by thousands of people, 
uprooted from their family, friends, and 
culture to settle in foreign place. 193 pp.
978-0-9931784-0-5 
___024318152 paper 11.68

TRAVEL - GENERAL

 
Budget Travel for the Genius® 
Cynthia J. Drake CRHN
Drake provides a roadmap for saving money 
and enjoying traveling, regardless of one’s 
bank account or lifestyle. 422 pp.
978-1-941050-17-0 
___024032830 paper 25% 27.95

 
The Devil Wears Clogs 
Jennifer Burge LSIG
Within days of the collapse of the Twin 
Towers, the author is transferred by her 
employer to Germany. A stranger in a land 
becoming increasingly hostile to Americans 
after the U.S. decision to pursue war in 
Iraq, she must learn to adopt a balanced 
perspective of her native country. 276 pp.
978-0-9942449-0-1 
___024016538 paper 5% 19.99

TRAVEL - UNITED STATES

 
A Mostly Kids’ Guide to Naples, Marco Island 
& the Everglades 
Karen T. Bartlett LSIG
With more than 150 full-color photographs, 
this resource is a fun and humorous kids’-
eye view of the beaches, nature preserves, 
attractions, and experiences on land and sea. 
80 pp.
978-0-9909731-0-2 
___023899814 paper 20% 18.95
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BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
Benchwarmer 
An Anxious Dad’s Almanac of Fatherhood 
and Other Failures
Josh Wilker DMSE
narrated by Chris Lutkin
Wilker weaves his life into an A-to-Z reference 
on failing at sports. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-945-5 
___023995945 
CD 49.99

 
Benchwarmer 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-949-3 DMSE
___023995947 
MP3 29.99

 
Criminal That I Am 
A Memoir
Jennifer Ridha TTAD
narrated by Amanda Dolan
A candid, unflinching memoir from a 
talented young lawyer who becomes 
romantically involved with a convicted drug 
felon—Cameron Douglas, son of Hollywood 
star Michael Douglas—and makes a life-
changing mistake. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged.
978-1-49451-044-2 
___023961049 
CD 39.99

 
Criminal That I Am 
Unabridged.
978-1-49456-044-7 TTAD
___023961090 
MP3 24.99

 
Raising Demons 
Shirley Jackson DMSE
narrated by Lesa Lockford
In the sequel to Life Among the Savages, 
Jackson confronts the most vexing demons 
yet: her children. Simultaneous trade 
paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-951-6 
___023995889 
CD 49.99

 
Raising Demons 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-955-4 DMSE
___023995951 
MP3 29.99

 
The Seven Good Years 
A Memoir
Etgar Keret PNGN
This wise, witty memoir—Keret’s first 
nonfiction book published in America told 
in his inimitable style—is full of wonder 
and life and love, poignant insights, 
and irrepressible humor. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 5 CDs.
978-1-61176-416-1 
___021267605 CD 30.00

CHILDREN’S

 
The Baby Tree 
Sophie Blackall DMSE
“A delightfully age-appropriate way to give 
children the facts about birth”—School 
Library Journal. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged.
978-1-68141-037-1 
___023995941 
CD 14.99

 
Dork Diaries 
Dork Diaries #9
Rachel Renee Russell SS  
Nikki’s diary is up to the month of April, 
and springtime is sure to bring more 
wacky adventures for her and her friends. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 3 CDs.
978-1-44237-023-4 
___021318911 CD 14.99

 
Edda 
A Little Valkyrie’s First Day of School
Adam Auerbach DMSE
A young Norse goddess, who guides and 
protects heroes, leaves the magical land of 
Asgard to attend school on Earth in hopes of 
making a friend. She feels like an outcast until 
she finds her courage and learns that being 
different makes her special. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-68141-045-6 
___023995924 
CD 14.99
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Hitler’s Last Days 
The Death of the Nazi Regime and the 
World’s Most Notorious Dictator
Bill O’Reilly MMNA
read by Edward Herrmann
A riveting narrative of the events surrounding 
the death of Adolf Hitler and the downfall 
of the German Nazi State. Adapted from 
O’Reilly’s historical thriller Killing Patton. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 4 CDs.
978-1-42726-383-4 
___021334959 CD 24.99

 
Middle School: Just My Rotten Luck 
James Patterson HACT
and Chris Tebbetts
Lovable bad-boy Rafe struggles to score 
big on the field and in the social scene 
in this seventh Middle School episode. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 4 CDs.
978-1-47890-385-7 
___021904022 CD 18.00

 
Viva Frida 
Yuyi Morales DMSE
narrated by Adriana Sananes
Frida Kahlo, one of the world’s most famous 
and unusual artists, is revered around the 
world. Viva Frida is described by The Horn 
Book in a starred review as,”an ingenious tour 
de force.” 2015 Pura Belpré Award winner. 
2015 Caldecot Honor Book. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-68141-041-8 
___023995942 
CD 14.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
The Bone Labyrinth 
A SIGMA Force Novel
James Rollins HR  
read by Christian Baskous
Rollins’ groundbreaking masterpiece of 
ingenuity and intrigue spans 50,000 years in 
human history to mankind’s next great leap—
but will it mark a new chapter in civililzation 
or bring extinction? Unabridged.
978-0-06-239559-7 
___021275092 CD 44.99

 
Constant Fear 
Daniel Palmer DMSE
A private school campus becomes a 
battleground as a desperate father takes on 
a terrifying enemy. Simultaneous hardcover 
and trade paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-999-8 
___023995938 
CD 59.99

 
Constant Fear 
Unabridged.
978-1-68141-003-6 DMSE
___023995914 
MP3 29.99

 
Countdown to Mecca 
A Thriller
Michael Savage MMNA
read by Dr. Peter Larkin
A carefully plotted terrorist attack has been 
put into motion, and the one man who might 
be able to stop the attack is Jack Hatfield, a 
freelance reporter who has never shied away 
from controversy. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 9 CDs.
978-1-42726-122-9 
___021108438 CD 39.99

 
The English Spy 
Daniel Silva HR  
read by George Guidall
New York Times-bestselling author Silva 
delivers another stunning thriller in his 
latest action-packed tale of high stakes 
international intrigue featuring inimitable 
Gabriel Allon. Simultaneous hardcover and 
trade paperback. Unabridged.
978-0-06-232019-3 
___021275089 CD 39.99

 
Finders Keepers 
Stephen King SS  
read by Will Patton
A masterful, intensely suspenseful novel 
about a reader whose obsession with a 
reclusive writer goes too far—a book about 
the power of storytelling, starring the same 
trio of unlikely and winning heroes King 
introduced in Mr. Mercedes. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 12 CDs.
978-1-44238-434-7 
___021319122 CD 39.99
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The Fixer 
Joseph Finder PNGN
When Rick Hoffman loses his job and 
apartment, his only option is to move back 
to the home of his miserable youth. While 
renovating the empty, decaying house, he 
makes an electrifying discovery that will 
put his life in peril and change everything 
he thought he knew about his father. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 10 CDs.
978-1-61176-429-1 
___021267949 CD 45.00

 
Invasion of Privacy 
Christopher Reich RH  
One woman’s quest to discover the truth 
behind her husband’s death pits her against a 
new generation of cutting-edge surveillance 
technology and the most dangerous 
conspiracy in America. Simultaneous 
hardcover and trade paperback. Unabridged. 
12 CDs.
978-0-7393-8500-5 
___021166422 CD 40.00

 
Palace of Treason 
Jason Matthews SS  
read by Jeremy Bobb
From the bestselling, Edgar Award-winning 
author of Red Sparrow comes a new thriller 
about star-crossed Russian agent Dominika 
Egorova and CIA’s Nate Nash. When a 
mole in the SVR finds Dominika’s name 
on a restricted list of sources, it is a virtual 
death sentence. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 448 pp.
978-1-44238-088-2 
___020622167 CD 49.99

 
The President’s Shadow 
Brad Meltzer HACT
read by Scott Brick
A severed arm buried in the Whitehouse 
Rose Garden may have dire repercussions 
for the President and Beecher White as well, 
pointing him towards the dark truth about 
his father’s death. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 12 CDs.
978-1-60024-709-5 
___020536598 CD 35.00

 
Robert Ludlum’s™ The Janson Equation 
Douglas Corleone HACT
read by Kevin T. Collins
To prevent a war in Asia that could quickly 
spread to the rest of the world, Paul Janson 
and Jessica Kincaid must learn the truth 
behind a young woman’s murder and find 
her boyfriend, a prominent U.S. Senator’s 
son. Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 
8 CDs.
978-1-47897-960-9 
___021230087 CD 35.00

 
The Truth and Other Lies 
Sascha Arango SS  
Smart, sardonic, and instantly gripping, here 
is the story of a man whose cunning allows 
him to evade the consequences of his every 
action, even when he’s standing on the edge 
of the abyss. Simultaneous hardcover and 
trade paperback. Unabridged. 7 CDs.
978-1-44238-259-6 
___021318861 CD 29.99

 
Truth or Die 
James Patterson HACT
and Howard Roughan
After a serious professional stumble, 
attorney Trevor Mann unearths evidence of 
a shocking secret that—if it actually exists—
every government and terrorist organization 
around the world would do anything 
to possess. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-1-47892-795-2 
___021230083 CD 35.00

 
What Doesn’t Kill Her 
A Reeve LeClaire Novel
Carla Norton MMNA
read by Christina Delaine
After a crazed kidnapper escapes from a 
psychiatric hospital, his victim’s blocked 
memories jolt back into consciousness, and 
she realizes she’s the only person who can 
stop him. Unabridged. 9 CDs. 368 pp.
978-1-42724-381-2 
___021108464 CD 39.99
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FICTION - FANTASY

 
The Darkling Child 
The Defenders of Shannara
Terry Brooks RH  
In a thrilling stand-alone novel in Brooks’ 
legendary Shannara series, Paxon Leah has 
become the sworn protector of the Druid 
order. Now a critical hour is at hand, as 
a beloved High Druid nears the end of her 
reign and prepares to pass from the mortal 
world to the one beyond. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged.
978-0-8041-9067-1 
___019143769 CD 45.00

 
Dead Ice 
An Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Novel
Laurell K. Hamilton PNGN
Someone is producing zombie porn, but the 
eyes of the women being victimized signal 
voodoo of the darkest kind. It’s the kind of 
case that leaves a mark on someone—and 
Anita Blake may not survive unscathed. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 10 
CDs.
978-1-61176-414-7 
___021267963 CD 45.00

 
The Faerie War 
Creepy Hollow #3
Rachel Morgan TTAD
narrated by Jorjeana Marie
and Zach Villa
With the future of the fae world at stake, can 
Vi carry out a prophecy’s instructions before 
it’s too late? Driven by action, suspense, and 
a strong heroine, this deliciously detailed, 
bestselling YA fantasy will keep listeners 
intrigued right up until the epic conclusion. 
Simultaneous trade paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-49450-869-2 
___023961033 
CD 39.99

 
The Faerie War 
Unabridged.
978-1-49455-869-7 TTAD
___023961042 
MP3 29.99

 
The Gospel of Loki 
Joanne M. Harris SS  
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Chocolat offers a pacy fantasy tale narrated 
by Loki, the Norse god of fire and mischief. 
A #1 bestseller in the UK. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-1-44238-775-1 
___022022906 CD 29.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
All the Single Ladies 
Dorothea Benton Frank HR  
read by Robin Miles
The perennial New York Times-bestselling 
author travels deep into the heart of the 
magical Lowcountry where three amazing 
middle-aged women are bonded by another 
amazing woman’s death. Unabridged.
978-0-06-239532-0 
___021157746 CD 39.99

 
The Best-Kept Secret 
Reverend Curtis Black, #3
Kimberla Lawson Roby TTAD
narrated by Tracey Leigh
In The Best-Kept Secret, Kimberla Lawson 
Roby gives another airing to one of her most 
popular characters, Curtis Black, who was 
introduced in Casting the First Stone and who 
continued his escapades in Too Much of a Good 
Thing. Contains mature themes. Simultaneous 
hardcover and trade paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-49450-985-9 
___023961037 
CD 39.99

 
Blueprints 
Barbara Delinsky MMNA
read by Marguerite Gavin
and Xe Sands
Two strong women—a mother and daughter 
who are the faces of a family-based home 
construction TV show—rebuild themselves 
and their relationship to each other when the 
blueprints to their lives change. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 11 CDs.
978-1-42726-159-5 
___021260976 CD 39.99

 
The Body in the Birches 
A Faith Fairchild Mystery
Katherine Hall Page DMSE
narrated by Tanya Eby
Faith Fairchild discovers that real estate 
can be murder—especially when it’s all 
in the family. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-963-9 
___023995898 
CD 59.99

 
The Body in the Birches 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-967-7 DMSE
___023995910 
MP3 29.99
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The Book of Speculation 
Erika Swyler MMNA
read by David Pittu et al.
Simon Watson must try urgently to decode 
his family history while moving on from 
the past in Swyler’s gorgeous and moving 
debut, a wondrous novel about the power of 
books and family and magic. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 9 CDs.
978-1-42726-143-4 
___021108429 CD 39.99

 
The Canterbury Sisters 
Kim Wright DMSE
In the vein of Jojo Moyes, a warm and 
touching novel about a woman who embarks 
on a pilgrimage to Canterbury Cathedral after 
losing her mother, sharing life lessons—in 
the best Chaucer tradition—with eight other 
women along the way. Simultaneous trade 
paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-975-2 
___023995922 
CD 59.99

 
The Canterbury Sisters 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-979-0 DMSE
___023995952 
MP3 29.99

 
Enchanted August 
Brenda Bowen PNGN
read by Sierra Boggess
A sparkling summer debut of love and 
reawakening that transports the classic 
The Enchanted April to a picture-perfect 
island in Maine. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 7 CDs.
978-1-61176-436-9 
___021267914 CD 35.00

 
A Hand Reached Down to Guide Me 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-985-1 DMSE
___023995912 
MP3 29.99

 
A Hand Reached Down to Guide Me 
Stories and a Novella
David Gates DMSE
narrated by Lesa Lockford
and Eric Michael Summerer
These 11 stories, along with a masterful 
novella, mark the triumphant return of Gates. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-981-3 
___023995949 
CD 59.99

 
In the Unlikely Event 
Judy Blume RH  
Based on the real-life passenger plane 
crashes during a three-month period, Blume 
fashions a tale of three generations of people 
impacted by the tragedies. Simultaneous 
hardcover and trade paperback. Unabridged. 
10 CDs.
978-1-10191-404-5 
___022185654 CD 40.00

 
Killing Monica 
Candace Bushnell HACT
Bushnell spoofs and skewers her way 
through pop culture, celebrity worship, 
fame, and even the meaning of life itself, 
when a famous writer must resort to faking 
her own death in order to get her life back 
from her most infamous creation—Monica. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 7 CDs.
978-1-60788-905-2 
___020659469 CD 30.00

 
The Little Paris Bookshop 
Nina George RH  
read by Steve West et al.
From his floating bookstore in a barge on the 
Seine, Monsieur Perdu prescribes novels for 
the hardships of life. The only person he can’t 
seem to heal through literature is himself—
his great love left him with only a letter, 
which he held off opening. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-1-10188-981-7 
___021166444 CD 40.00

 
Murder, Served Simply 
An Amish Quilt Shop Mystery
Isabella Alan TTAD
narrated by Cris Dukehart
In the third installment of Amish Quilt Shop 
Mystery series, it’s Christmas in Rolling 
Brook and murder is in the air—or in Angie’s 
case, falling from the scaffolding during the 
Christmas play. Simultaneous mass market 
paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-49451-117-3 
___023961034 
CD 39.99

 
Murder, Served Simply 
Unabridged.
978-1-49456-117-8 TTAD
___023961082 
MP3 29.99
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Our Souls at Night 
Kent Haruf RH  
read by Mark Bramhall
A spare yet eloquent, bittersweet yet 
inspiring story of a man and a woman who, 
in advanced age, come together to wrestle 
with the events of their lives and their hopes 
for the imminent future. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 6 CDs.
978-1-10192-345-0 
___022023374 CD 32.00

 
A Paris Affair 
Tatiana De Rosnay MMNA
Sam Taylor, translator
read by Kate Reading
and Simon Vance
From the internationally bestselling author 
of Sarah’s Key comes an irreverent yet 
heartfelt collection that examines people’s 
most intimate and forbidden desires. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-1-42726-165-6 
___021047677 CD 39.99

 
The Proposal at Siesta Key 
An Amish Brides of Pinecraft Novel
Shelley Shepard Gray DMSE
narrated by Tavia Gilbert
A young Amish woman, yearning for 
freedom, crosses paths with a handsome 
Mennonite celebrity. Simultaneous trade 
paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-808-3 
___023995895 
CD 59.99

 
The Proposal at Siesta Key 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-812-0 DMSE
___023995928 
MP3 29.99

 
The Rumor 
Elin Hilderbrand HACT
As the Nantucket gossip escalates, and the 
summer’s explosive events come to a head 
a friendship is tested in this irresistible page-
turner from New York Times-bestselling 
author Hilderbrand. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 11 CDs.
978-1-47895-468-2 
___021230085 CD 35.00

 
The Santangelos 
Jackie Collins MMNA
Legendary mega-seller Collins chronicles 
passion and power in one of America’s 
most glamorous families—an epic saga 
filled with love, lust, revenge, and passion. 
Simultaneous hardcover and trade 
paperback. Unabridged. 11 CDs.
978-1-42726-163-2 
___021108426 CD 39.99

 
The Subprimes 
Karl Taro Greenfeld DMSE
A wickedly funny dystopian parody set in a 
financially apocalyptic future America, from 
the critically acclaimed author of Triburbia. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-957-8 
___023995933 
CD 59.99

 
The Subprimes 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-961-5 DMSE
___023995909 
MP3 29.99

 
Summer Secrets 
Jane Green MMNA
As the past collides with the present, Cat 
must confront the darkest things in her own 
life and uncover the depths of someone’s 
need for revenge. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 9 CDs.
978-1-42726-155-7 
___021260977 CD 39.99

 
The Truth According to Us 
Annie Barrows RH  
From the co-author of The Guernsey Literary 
and Potato Peel Pie Society comes a wise, 
witty, and exuberant work that illuminates 
the power of loyalty and forgiveness, 
memory and truth, and the courage it takes 
to do what’s right. Simultaneous hardcover 
and trade paperback. Unabridged. 10 CDs.
978-1-10188-992-3 
___020595147 CD 40.00
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What a Lass Wants 
A Claimed by the Highlander Novel
Rowan Keats TTAD
narrated by Kirsten Potter
Keats presents the latest entry in her 
Claimed by the Highlander series. Contains 
mature themes. Simultaneous mass market 
paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-49450-701-5 
___024009695 
CD 34.99

 
What a Lass Wants 
Unabridged.
978-1-49455-701-0 TTAD
___024009614 
MP3 24.99

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
The Fateful Lightning 
A Novel of the Civil War
Jeff Shaara RH  
From New York Times-bestselling author 
Shaara comes the riveting final installment 
in the Civil War series that began with A Blaze 
of Glory and continued in A Chain of Thunder 
and The Smoke at Dawn. Simultaneous 
hardcover and trade paperback. Unabridged.
978-0-553-55182-2 
___021088524 CD 45.00

 
The Other Daughter 
Lauren Willig MMNA
read by Nicola Barber
A young woman raised in poverty discovers 
her dead father is actually very much alive 
and living with a socially prominent family. 
With a fake identity, she sets out to unveil her 
father’s betrayal and bring down his charmed 
world. Unabridged. 10 CDs.
978-1-42726-167-0 
___021108425 CD 39.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Cradle to Grave 
Eleanor Kuhns DMSE
Kuhns returns with clever plotting, historical 
detail, and complexly drawn characters. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-969-1 
___023995901 
CD 59.99

 
Cradle to Grave 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-973-8 DMSE
___023995948 
MP3 29.99

 
You Only Die Twice 
Edna Buchanan DMSE
narrated by Erin Bennett
In Miami, anything is possible—even dying 
twice. Simultaneous hardcover and mass 
market. Unabridged.
978-1-63379-939-4 
___023995930 
CD 59.99

 
You Only Die Twice 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-943-1 DMSE
___023995887 
MP3 29.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
All That Matters 
Billionaire Bargains #3
Erin Nicholas TTAD
narrated by Rebecca Estrella
In the third installment of Nicholas’s 
Billionaire Bargains series, Emily Steele and 
Will Weston find that what happens in the 
Big Easy doesn’t always stay in the Big Easy. 
Simultaneous paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-49451-087-9 
___023961088 
CD 37.99

 
All That Matters 
Unabridged.
978-1-49456-087-4 TTAD
___023961092 
MP3 24.99

 
The Best-Kept Secret 
Unabridged.
978-1-49455-985-4 TTAD
___023961065 
MP3 24.99

 
Ever After 
A Nantucket Brides Novel
Jude Deveraux RH  
New York Times-bestselling author 
Deveraux’s eagerly awaited conclusion 
to her Nantucket Brides trilogy continues 
the spellbinding saga of the Montgomery-
Taggerts, set on an island steeped in beauty 
and unforgettable romance. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-0-385-36755-4 
___021207151 CD 40.00
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One Night with a Billionaire 
Billionaire Boys Club #6
Jessica Clare TTAD
narrated by Jillian Macie
The New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Wrong Billionaire’s Bed delivers a 
delicious new novel about a secret society 
of six men who are incredibly wealthy, but 
not always so successful when it comes to 
love. Simultaneous mass market paperback. 
Unabridged.
978-1-49450-348-2 
___022739712 
CD 37.99

 
One Night with a Billionaire 
Unabridged.
978-1-49455-348-7 TTAD
___022739715 
MP3 24.99

 
Paint Me Rainbows 
Fern Michaels DMSE
narrated by Laural Merlington
While a charming country retreat in 
Washington State offers a jilted bride 
sanctuary, its hard-bitten owner does not. 
Soon Jill realizes that nothing is safe around 
Logan—not her secrets, not her desires 
and especially not her heart. Simultaneous 
hardcover, trade paperback, and mass 
market paperback. Abridged.
978-1-63379-987-5 
___023995903 
CD 59.99

 
Paint Me Rainbows 
Abridged.
978-1-63379-991-2 DMSE
___023995935 
MP3 29.99

 
Shards of Hope 
Psy/Changeling #14
Nalini Singh TTAD
narrated by Angela Dawe
The smoldering heat, epic romance, and 
awesome action of Singh’s New York 
Times- bestselling series continues as two 
Arrows find themselves caught in a chilling 
conspiracy that spans all three races. 
Simultaneous hardcover. Unabridged.
978-1-45260-840-2 
___022739711 
CD 42.99

 
Shards of Hope 
Unabridged.
978-1-45265-840-7 TTAD
___022739703 
MP3 24.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Conquering Horse, 2nd Ed. 
Frederick Manfred DMSE
Foreword by Delbert F. Wylder
Introduction by Charles L. Woodard
The first of Manfred’s five-volume series, 
The Buckskin Man Tales. Simultaneous trade 
paperback and mass market paperback. 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-993-6 
___023995913 
CD 59.99

 
Conquering Horse 
Unabridged.
978-1-63379-997-4 DMSE
___023995906 
MP3 29.99

 
Riders of Judgment, 2nd Ed. 
Frederick Manfred DMSE
Introduction by Thomas Pope
The final book in Frederick Manfred’s five-
volume series, The Buckskin Man Tales. 
Simultaneous trade paperback and mass 
market paperback. Unabridged.
978-1-68141-005-0 
___023995940 
CD 59.99

 
Riders of Judgment 
Unabridged.
978-1-68141-010-4 DMSE
___023995953 
MP3 29.99

HUMOR

 
The Coloring Book 
A Comedian Solves Race Relations in 
America
Colin Quinn HACT
The former Saturday Night Live writer and 
Weekend Update host delivers a controversial 
and laugh-out-loud investigation into cultural 
and ethnic stereotypes. Simultaneous 
hardcover. Unabridged. 8 CDs.
978-1-47890-379-6 
___021230080 CD 30.00

 
Modern Romance 
An Investigation
Aziz Ansari PNGN
read by the author
A hilarious, thoughtful, and in-depth 
exploration of the pleasures and perils 
of modern romance from one of this 
generation’s most popular and sharpest 
comedic voices. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 7 CDs.
978-1-61176-425-3 
___021282358 CD 35.00
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NONFICTION

 
Pirate Hunters 
Treasure, Obsession, and the Search for a 
Legendary Pirate Ship
Robert Kurson RH  
Two men risk everything to find the infamous 
pirate ship Golden Fleece in a thrilling new 
adventure of danger and deep-sea diving, 
historic mystery and suspense, by the author 
of the New York Times bestseller Shadow 
Divers. Simultaneous hardcover and trade 
paperback. Unabridged. 10 CDs.
978-0-553-55085-6 
___021088526 CD 45.00

 
Taking a Stand 
Moving Beyond Partisan Politics to Unite 
America
Rand Paul HACT
Senator Paul, leading national politician and 
likely contender for the 2016 Presidential bid, 
presents his vision for America. He’s been 
called “the most interesting man in politics” 
by TIME magazine. Simultaneous hardcover. 
Unabridged. 9 CDs.
978-1-47890-477-9 
___021263004 CD 30.00

Bushel Full of Murder 
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CHILDREN’S, AGES 4-8

 
George Brown, Class Clown: A Royal Pain in 
the Burp 
Nancy Krulik GD  
Aaron Blecha, illustrator
George and his classmates are giving reports 
on their family trees, and their presentations 
will be broadcast on the local news. George 
is excited, but when he discovers he’s related 
to the king of Arfendonia, he panics. What 
if he makes a fool of himself on live TV? 
And even worse, what if his burp makes an 
appearance? Original. (Trade)
978-0-448-48283-5 
___021267981 4.99

CHILDREN’S, AGES 9-12

 
Agatha: Girl of Mystery #8: The Kenyan 
Expedition 
Steve Stevenson GD  
adapted by Maya Gold
Stefano Turconi, illustrator
A rare white giraffe worshipped by the Masai 
tribe has disappeared from the savannah. 
So Agatha and her cousin Dash head to 
Africa on their next adventure to solve the 
mystery. There, they join forces with a third 
cousin—a safari expert—to track down the 
poacher who has stolen the priceless animal. 
Original. (Trade)
978-0-448-48679-6 
___021165967 5.99

 
Where Is the Empire State Building? 
Janet Pascal GD  
Daniel Colón, illustrator
New York City boasts one of the most 
famous skylines in the world, and the 
Empire State Building is undeniably the 
focal point of this incredible view. At 102 
stories, its construction was no small feat. 
This informative account describes the rise 
of skyscrapers in the United States and 
the effect the iconic Empire State Building 
continues to have today. Original. (Trade)
978-0-448-48426-6 
___021165451 5.99

 
Who Was Woodrow Wilson? 
Margaret Frith GD  
Andrew Thomson, illustrator
Born in Staunton, Virginia, in 1856, Thomas 
Woodrow Wilson was a born leader. He was 
the president of Princeton University, served 
as governor of New Jersey after that, and 
was then elected president of the United 
States. But not everything was so easy for 
Wilson. Original. (Trade)
978-0-448-48428-0 
___021267975 5.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
The 6th Extinction 
A Sigma Force Novel
James Rollins HRPB
A New York Times-bestselling author delivers 
a masterful epic that combines timeless 
mystery and ripped-from-the-headlines 
scientific intrigue as Commander Gray Pierce 
and his team face their greatest challenge: 
stopping the sixth extinction—the end of 
mankind. Available in a tall Premium Edition. 
HC: William Morrow.
978-0-06-178569-6 
___021074658 9.99

 
Act of War 
A Thriller
Brad Thor PKBK
Thor’s #1 New York Times bestseller—his 
most frightening and pulse-pounding 
thriller ever! After a CIA agent mysteriously 
dies overseas, his top asset surfaces with 
a startling and terrifying claim. There’s just 
one problem—no one knows if she can be 
trusted. Available in a tall Premium Edition. 
HC: Atria.
978-1-47671-713-5 
___021318834 9.99

 
Days of Rage 
A Pike Logan Thriller
Brad Taylor SIG 
In the sixth installment of this electrifying 
series by a New York Times-bestselling 
author, Pike Logan and the Taskforce are used 
to being the hunters, but this time they’re 
the hunted. “Filled with heart-thumping 
action and insane heroics.”—Kirkus Reviews. 
Available in a tall Premium Edition. HC: 
Dutton.
978-0-451-46768-3 
___021267600 9.99

 
The Fifth Assassin 
Brad Meltzer GCEB
The second installment in Meltzer’s #1 New 
York Times-bestselling Culper Ring trilogy is 
now available at a special price. “History and 
suspense collide in shocking ways—and the 
intensity never lets up.”—The Washington 
Post. Reissue.
978-1-45556-140-7 
___008494605 8.00

 
Ghost Ship 
A Novel from the NUMA® Files
Clive Cussler BRKP
and Graham Brown
A sinister global conspiracy. A plot to 
subjugate humanity. The NUMA team is 
out to stop both in the latest Kurt Austin 
adventure by #1 New York Times-bestselling 
author Cussler. Available in a tall Premium 
Edition. HC: Putnam.
978-0-425-27514-6 
___021267974 9.99
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NYPD Red 2 
James Patterson GCEB
and Marshall Karp
In the next outstanding novel in Patterson’s 
newest series, detectives Zach Jordan 
and Kylie MacDonald of NYPD Red hunt a 
terrifying killer who wants more than blood—
he wants to send a message. Available in 
a tall Premium Edition. TP: Grand Central 
Publishing.
978-1-45551-597-4 
___021230060 10.00

 
One Kick 
A Kick Lannigan Novel
Chelsea Cain PKBK
“Superb! From its breathtaking opening 
sequence, through scenes of wrenching 
evil and heart-clutching emotion to its roller 
coaster finale, this novel will stay with you 
for a long time. And what a heroine . . . Here’s 
hoping for more Kick Lannigan soon!”—
Jeffery Deaver, author of The Skin Collector. 
HC: Simon & Schuster.
978-1-47674-987-7 
___021319133 7.99

 
Paris Match 
A Stone Barrington Novel
Stuart Woods SIG 
The latest installment of the popular series 
by a #1 New York Times-bestselling author, 
available in a tall Premium Edition. “Stone 
Barrington traverses the Atlantic to attend the 
opening of the Hotel l’Arrington in Paris, only 
to find that he’s once again being targeted by 
deadly assassins. Diehard fans of the series 
will want this.”—Booklist. HC: Putnam.
978-0-451-47307-3 
___021267969 9.99

 
The Red Room 
A Risk Agent Novel
Ridley Pearson JOVE
In the third installment of this series by a #1 
New York Times-bestselling author, security 
operative John Knox and former Chinese 
Army spy Grace Chu accept a simple job 
in Istanbul to initiate the sale of a piece of 
ancient art worth millions. Available in a tall 
Premium Edition. HC: Putnam.
978-0-515-15532-7 
___021267684 9.99

 
Run 
Andrew Grant BALL
For fans of Harlan Coben’s Tell No One 
and Joseph Finder’s Paranoia, this high-
octane thriller features a tech consultant 
who unwittingly steps into the rabbit hole 
of corporate cover-ups and soon finds that 
his highly demanding job has made him a 
moving target. Available in a tall Premium 
Edition. HC: Ballantine Books.
978-0-345-54073-7 
___021474248 9.99

 
Target Utopia 
A Dreamland Thriller
Dale Brown HRPB
and Jim DeFelice
In the 11th explosive installment of this series 
by two New York Times-bestselling authors, 
Turk Mako and the Whiplash team must use 
nano-UAVs to destroy an Iranian plant before 
it can develop a nuclear device. Available in a 
tall Premium Edition. Original.
978-0-06-212287-2 
___021074659 9.99

 
What Lurks Beneath 
Ryan Lockwood PINA
From the acclaimed author of Below comes 
a new breed of terror from the depths of 
the ocean. The first attack occurs in the 
underwater caverns of the Bahamas. Experts 
must identify a savage new species of killer. 
But the most terrifying discovery waits at the 
bottom of the sea—a discovery too shocking 
to comprehend. Available in a tall Premium 
Edition. Original.
978-0-7860-3289-1 
___020807671 9.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Batman: Arkham Knight: The Riddler’s 
Gambit 
Alex Irvine TITB
The official prequel to the Batman: Arkham 
Knight video game. The Joker’s death has 
left a void in the Gotham City underworld—
one the Riddler seeks to fill in the deadliest 
way possible. Creating a path of death and 
destruction, the criminal mastermind places 
Batman and Robin in a scenario they can’t 
win, with the clock ticking down the moments 
to disaster. Original.
978-1-78329-250-9 
___021166437 7.99

 
The Birthgrave 
The Birthgrave Trilogy: Book One
Tanith Lee DAWB
Introduction by Marion Zimmer Bradley
Rediscover a realm of brilliant cruel beauty 
and seductive immortal ruins, of savage war 
and grand conquest, of falling stars and silver 
gods. A recognized masterpiece, full of lush 
prose, haunting imagery, and mythic depth, 
Lee’s debut fantasy novel celebrates its 40th 
anniversary with this edition that includes 
Bradley’s original Introduction. Reissue.
978-0-7564-1105-3 
___021484666 7.99

 
Blood Red 
An Elemental Masters Novel
Mercedes Lackey DAWB
The ninth novel in Lackey’s extraordinary 
series—called “beautiful romantic adult fairy 
tales” by Midwest Book Review—continues 
the story of Earth Master Rosamund. She 
meets a pair of Elemental Magicians from 
Hungary who suspect a dark power is 
responsible for a string of murders in the 
remote countryside of Transylvania. HC: DAW.
978-0-7564-0985-2 
___021267822 7.99
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Crown & Key: The Shadow Revolution 
Clay Griffith DELR
and Susan Griffith
First in a new series. The Crown & Key 
Society, a secret league of magicians, 
alchemists, and monster hunters, must 
defend England from supernatural threats. 
Led by Simon Archer—a dashing Victorian-
era James Bond—the Crown & Key are 
the realm’s last, best defense against the 
gathering dark. Original.
978-0-345-53950-2 
___020857762 7.99

 
Dave vs. the Monsters: Resistance 
John Birmingham DELR
Holed up in Las Vegas, Dave is enjoying the 
VIP perks afforded a champion monster-
slayer. He may be the toast of the town, but if 
some fire-breathing dragons have their way, 
odds are everyone will soon be toast. But 
Dave’s about to face off against an opponent 
who makes battling bloodthirsty behemoths 
look like child’s play. Available in a tall 
Premium Edition. Original.
978-0-345-53989-2 
___020759393 9.99

 
Guardians of the Galaxy: Rocket Raccoon & 
Groot: Steal the Galaxy  
Dan Abnett MARV
Marvel’s first original prose novel, featuring 
the stars of Guardians of the Galaxy. Rocket 
Raccoon and the faithful Groot are the 
baddest heroes in the cosmos, and they’re on 
the run across the Marvel Universe. Original.
978-0-7851-8978-7 
___021723684 7.99

 
The Immortal Crown 
An Age of X Novel
Richelle Mead SIG 
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author of 
the Vampire Academy and Bloodline series 
returns with the second installment in her 
acclaimed new series featuring religious 
investigator Justin March and Mae Koskinen, 
the beautiful supersoldier assigned to protect 
him. HC: Dutton.
978-0-451-46946-5 
___021267610 7.99

 
Prince of Fools 
The Red Queen’s War, Book One
Mark Lawrence ACE 
First in a new series set in the world of the 
author’s internationally bestselling Broken 
Empire Trilogy. The Red Queen is old but the 
kings of the Broken Empire dread her like no 
other. Her  grandson, Prince Jalan Kendeth, 
is 10th in line for the throne and content with 
his role as a minor royal. But war is coming. 
HC: Ace.
978-0-425-26879-7 
___021267934 7.99

 
Property of a Lady Faire 
A Secret Histories Novel
Simon R. Green ROC 
There’s another Secret History to be revealed 
in the eighth installment of Green’s New York 
Times-bestselling series. “The action never 
stops . . . James Bond-style secret-agent 
hijinks with urban fantasy. Fun, escapist 
fare.”—Library Journal. HC: Roc.
978-0-451-41432-8 
___021267889 7.99

 
The Shadow Throne 
Book Two of the Shadow Campaigns
Django Wexler ROC 
With her father near death, Raesinia will 
be the first Queen Regnant in centuries—
and a target for those who seek to control 
her, including Duke Orlanko, Minister of 
Information. But she has found unlikely allies 
in returning war hero Janus bet Vhalnich, 
and his loyal deputies. Together, they set in 
motion events that could shatter Orlanko’s 
plans. HC: Roc.
978-0-451-41807-4 
___021267755 7.99

 
World of Warcraft®: War Crimes 
Christie Golden PKBK
The national bestseller and direct tie-in to 
the new game expansion pack Warlords of 
Draenor—a thrilling novel set in the universe 
of the record-breaking, internationally 
bestselling video game World of Warcraft. 
HC: Gallery Books. 
978-0-7434-7130-5 
___002705338 7.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Around the Way Girls 9 
Ms. Michel Moore et al. UBAB
Urban Books’ popular series returns with 
its ninth volume, bringing readers more 
dramatic tales about the lives of some tough, 
resourceful women who can hold their 
own when things get rough on the streets. 
Contains stories by Moore, La’Tonya West, 
and T.C. Littles. TP: Urban Books.
978-1-62286-909-1 
___020688760 6.99

 
Borrow Trouble 
Mary Monroe DFNA
and Victor McGlothin
A woman lets herself go and finally does 
something wrong. Down on his luck, a man 
tries to do something right. For both, the 
consequences are as surprising as they 
are rewarding in two tales of lost souls by 
two rising stars in contemporary African-
American fiction. This volume contains 
Monroe’s Nightmare in Paradise and Bad 
Luck Shadow by McGlothin. Original.
978-1-61773-435-9 
___021045346 7.99
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The Family Beach House 
Holly Chamberlin KENS
The bestselling author of Tuscan Holiday 
and The Friends We Keep sweeps readers 
to the picturesque town of Ogunquit, Maine, 
where a family in flux explores their ties to a 
beautiful beach house and to each other. TP: 
Kensington.
978-1-61773-412-0 
___020759131 7.99

 
One Mountain Away 
Emilie Richards MIRA
The third novel in the Goddesses Anonymous 
series by a #1 USA Today-bestselling author. 
By opening her home and heart instead of 
her wallet, Charlotte finds that climbing a 
new mountain—one built on friendship, 
love, and forgiveness—will teach her what it 
truly means to build a legacy. TP: Mira Books.
978-0-7783-1781-4 
___021484604 7.99

 
Secret Brother 
V.C. Andrews® PKBK
The most unexpected Dollanganger story 
of them all in the Flowers in the Attic and 
Petals on the Wind saga. A young boy suffers 
amnesia from a trauma he suffered in what 
feels like must have been another life. He’s 
adopted into a wealthy family, but what will 
happen when he learns the truth about his 
past? Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-47679-235-4 
___021318887 7.99

 
Still Thicker Than Water 
Takerra Allen DFNA
From Jersey’s gritty hoods to Atlanta’s 
steamy streets, all the way to sultry Jamaica, 
the Brick City divas introduced in Thicker 
Than Water, along with some hot newcomers, 
bring the drama to new heights—wherever 
they go. As desire rules and the secrets keep 
spilling, it’s another crazy, sexy, dangerous 
summer for these ladies. Original.
978-1-61773-622-3 
___021045354 7.99

FICTION - MEN’S ADVENTURE

 
The Executioner® #439: Blood Rites 
created by Don Pendleton GEAG
A gun battle between rival gangs terrorizes 
shoppers at a Miami mall, but Mack Bolan 
knows that cleaning up the mess in Florida 
is just the beginning. One gang’s main 
operation leads back to Jamaica, where its 
drug trafficking business is flourishing. And 
so is the practice of voodoo and human 
sacrifice. Original.
978-0-373-64439-1 
___021088376 5.99

 
Sand and Fire 
A Parson and Gold Novel
Tom Young BRKP
From the author of The Warriors and The 
Renegades comes an explosive new novel 
about the war on terror. “Gripping . . . this 
page-turner offers thrilling action sequences 
and harrowing plot twists in abundance.”—
Publishers Weekly. Available in a tall 
Premium Edition. HC: Putnam.
978-0-425-27515-3 
___021268011 9.99

 
Stony Man® #137: Citadel of Fear 
created by Don Pendleton GEAG
Terrorists are laundering money through an 
economic free zone in Grenada. Following 
the money trail, Able Team discovers the 
free city has provided a haven for building 
homemade ballistic missiles. Phoenix Force 
arrives to provide backup, but the missiles 
have already been shipped to a rogue group 
with its sight set on the California coast. 
Original.
978-0-373-80451-1 
___021088361 6.99

 
SuperBolan® #174: Desert Falcons 
created by Don Pendleton GEAG
In the Saudi Arabia, a secret group within the 
military is plotting to oust the Royal Family. 
Their next move: kidnapping the playboy 
prince from a desert warfare training session 
outside Las Vegas. It falls to Mack Bolan to 
keep the prince safe at all costs. Original.
978-0-373-61577-3 
___021088369 6.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Bodice of Evidence 
A Perfect Proposals Mystery
Nancy J. Parra BRKP
In the second installment of this series, 
Pepper Pomeroy searches for a wedding 
gown for her sister but instead discovers the 
murdered body of a bridal boutique owner. 
Original.
978-0-425-27036-3 
___021267761 7.99

 
Bushel Full of Murder 
A Farmers’ Market Mystery
Paige Shelton BRKP
In the latest installment of Shelton’s New 
York Times-bestselling series, a fleet of food 
trucks moves in on Bailey’s Farmers’ Market, 
creating fresh tensions that turn deadly fast. 
Includes recipes. Original.
978-0-425-27980-9 
___021267900 7.99
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A Catered Fourth of July 
A Mystery with Recipes
Isis Crawford KENS
It’s the Fourth of July, and catering sisters 
Bernie and Libby are set up for the 
reenactment of The Battle of Meadow Creek. 
After a few cheery exchanges, the muskets 
are fired and the fake Revolutionary War 
battle is over. But the blood on notorious 
town playboy Jack Devlin looks very real. Is 
it possible that Jack has had his last tryst? 
Includes recipes. HC: Kensington.
978-0-7582-7492-2 
___020807669 7.99

 
Collared for Murder 
A Pet Boutique Mystery
Annie Knox SIG 
The Midwestern Cat Fanciers’ Organization 
is hosting its annual retreat in Merryville, 
Minnesota. The event’s cat show has a fabulous 
prize—a platinum collar dangle. But the claws 
come out after the prize disappears, and the 
wealthy director is murdered. Now Izzy McHale 
and her furry friends, Packer and Jinx, must 
prevent a killer from pouncing again. Original.
978-0-451-24113-9 
___021267811 7.99

 
Death by Coffee 
Alex Erickson KENS
First in a new series. When Krissy Hancock 
and her best friend Vicki decide to open a 
bookstore café in their new town of Pine 
Hills, they decide to call it Death by Coffee, 
after Krissy’s father’s most famous mystery 
novel. Little do they know how well the name 
fits. Original.
978-1-61773-751-0 
___020807646 7.99

 
Death of a Chocolate Cheater 
A Food Festival Mystery
Penny Pike SIG 
At the San Francisco Chocolate Festival, 
chocolatiers vie for a spot on the reality 
show Chocolate Wars—and food truck 
vendor Darcy Burnett and her Aunt Abby 
intend to win. But things get sticky when one 
of the judges is found murdered in a vat of 
chocolate. Includes recipes. Original.
978-0-451-46782-9 
___021267606 7.99

 
Death of a Cupcake Queen 
A Hayley Powell Food and Cocktails Mystery
Lee Hollis KENS
Hayley Powell, a food and cocktails 
columnist, dreads her high-school reunion 
and seeing one of her tormentors, former 
prom queen Ivy Foster. These days Ivy wears 
a different crown as the cupcake queen. But 
during the reunion, Ivy is found murdered, 
cupcakes scattered around her. Is a killer out 
to teach the mean girls a lesson? Includes 
seven recipes. Original.
978-0-7582-9453-1 
___020807679 7.99

 
Death of a Dog Whisperer 
A Melanie Travis Mystery
Laurien Berenson KENS
“Dog handler Melanie Travis has plenty on 
her plate with her poodles and her sons, 
but she can never turn down a plea for 
assistance. When ‘dog whisperer’ Nick 
Walden is shot in his own home, Melanie 
agrees to help his sister track down his killer. 
Berenson’s plucky heroine sorts out home 
and mystery in her 17th outing.”—Library 
Journal. HC: Kensington.
978-0-7582-8456-3 
___020759149 7.99

 
Designated Daughters 
A Deborah Knott Mystery
Margaret Maron GCEB
“The author’s 19th series outing offers loyal 
fans a fresh look at her expansive family 
and community. Readers will savor the 
slow-paced Southern culture and layered 
story.”—Library Journal. HC: Grand Central 
Publishing.
978-1-45554-527-8 
___021105303 8.00

 
The Diva Steals a Chocolate Kiss 
A Domestic Diva Mystery
Krista Davis BRKP
Amore Chocolates is celebrating its 50th 
anniversary with a chocolate tasting at 
the mansion of the company’s CEO, Joe 
Merano—and Domestic Diva Sophie Winston 
is in charge. But when Joe goes missing and 
Sophie discovers the body of a competing 
chocolatier in the guesthouse, the event 
turns downright deadly. Includes recipes. 
Original.
978-0-425-25815-6 
___021267594 7.99

 
Fat Cat Spreads Out 
A Fat Cat Mystery
Janet Cantrell BRKP
The Bunyan County Harvest Fair seems like 
the perfect place for Charity and Anna to 
promote their Bar None bakery business. 
Unfortunately, plus-sized pussycat Quincy 
tears through their inventory and roams the 
fairgrounds in search of more delights. But 
what he finds is murder. Includes recipes for 
people and cats. Original.
978-0-425-26743-1 
___021267863 7.99

 
Fatal Fortune 
A Psychic Eye Mystery
Victoria Laurie SIG 
In the 12th installment of this New York 
Times-bestselling series, Abby Cooper is 
trusting her intuition and heading to Sin 
City to bet on a friend’s innocence. And if 
she’s not careful, Abby can forget about ever 
leaving Las Vegas . . . alive. HC: NAL.
978-0-451-46925-0 
___021267841 7.99
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Phantom Instinct 
Meg Gardiner SIG 
From the Edgar® Award-winning author 
hailed by Stephen King as “the next 
suspense superstar” comes a chilling, stand-
alone thriller in which an injured cop and 
an ex-thief hunt down a killer nobody else 
believes exists. HC: Dutton.
978-0-451-46609-9 
___021267778 7.99

 
Privy to the Dead 
A Museum Mystery
Sheila Connolly BRKP
Nell Pratt, president of the Pennsylvania 
Antiquarian Society, accepts a generous 
donation for renovations to the museum. 
After a construction worker makes an 
interesting discovery while excavating an 
old privy in the museum’s basement, he’s 
struck by a car and killed. Nell must unearth a 
mystery with ties to the past and the present. 
Original.
978-0-425-27346-3 
___021267862 7.99

 
Top Secret Twenty-One 
A Stephanie Plum Novel
Janet Evanovich BANT
Another #1 New York Times bestseller 
featuring bounty hunter Stephanie Plum. 
“The combination of biting dialogue, 
outrageous characters and intense story 
lines are consistent throughout. And [Janet 
Evanovich] novels are the true definition of 
a guilty pleasure.”—Associated Press. HC: 
Bantam.
978-0-345-54293-9 
___021088592 8.99

 
Truffled to Death 
A Chocolate Covered Mystery
Kathy Aarons BRKP
Hoping to sweeten sales for their shop, 
Chocolates and Chapters, Michelle and Erica 
host a reception highlighting a new museum 
display of ancient Mayan pottery. Yet all is 
bittersweet after Erica is accused of stealing 
some of the priceless artifacts—and killing 
the curator as well. Includes recipes. Original.
978-0-425-26724-0 
___021267961 7.99

 
Tying the Knot 
A Southern Quilting Mystery
Elizabeth Craig SIG 
Wedding bells are ringing in Dappled Hills, 
North Carolina. But when the festivities 
take an unexpected turn, quilter Beatrice 
Coleman must get crafty and catch a killer 
wedding crasher in the fifth installment of 
Craig’s bestselling series. Original.
978-0-451-46951-9 
___021267865 7.99

 
Yarn Over Murder 
A Knitting Mystery
Maggie Sefton BRKP
In the latest installment of Sefton’s New York 
Times-bestselling series, Kelly Flynn and 
the House of Lambspun knitters may be 
able to save the helpless animals in danger 
from a raging Colorado wildfire, but not the 
unexpected victim of a cold-blooded murder. 
Includes recipes and knitting patterns. HC: 
Berkley.
978-0-425-25843-9 
___021267858 7.99

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
Huckleberry Harvest 
The Matchmakers of Huckleberry Hill
Jennifer Beckstrand ZEB 
Acclaimed author Beckstrand offers another 
entry in her heartwarming new series with 
this tale of mischievous octogenarians and 
a matchmaking challenge they can’t help 
but take on in the town of Huckleberry Hill, 
Wisconsin. Original.
978-1-42013-651-7 
___020952269 7.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
Against the Tide 
The Brodies of Alaska
Kat Martin ZEB 
In the eagerly awaited finale to her New York 
Times- and USA Today-bestselling Brodies of 
Alaska trilogy, Martin brings spine-tingling 
suspense and romantic tension to a fast-
paced plot involving a woman on the run 
and the man who will protect her at any cost. 
Original.
978-1-42013-386-8 
___020952256 7.99

 
All of Me 
A Love Between the Bases Novel
Jennifer Bernard AVON
The USA Today-bestselling author of the 
Bachelor Firemen series scores another 
home run with a brand-new series about 
sexy, single minor-league baseball players. 
Original.
978-0-06-237216-1 
___021058208 7.99

 
All the Right Places 
A Riley O’Brien & Co. Romance
Jenna Sutton BKSE
The first in a brand-new contemporary 
romance series set in the world of a billion-
dollar denim dynasty. The men and women 
of Riley O’Brien & Co. are determined to stay 
top, but they aren’t about to let success stand 
in the way of love. Original.
978-0-425-27995-3 
___021268000 7.99
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Back to You 
Lauren Dane HQPB
New York Times-bestselling author Dane 
delivers the final installment of her Hurley 
Brothers trilogy. Years after her divorce from 
rock star Vaughn Hurley, Kelly Hurley is 
putting the past behind her. Kelly has a new 
man who can be a stable husband and father 
to her girls. But not if Vaughn has anything to 
say about it. Original.
978-0-373-77958-1 
___020759249 7.99

 
Beach Season 
Lisa Jackson et al. ZEB 
Perfectly timed for vacation reading, this 
summer-themed anthology—headlined by 
New York Times-bestselling author Jackson—
features four unforgettable stories of love, 
friendship, and second chances. Other 
authors are Cathy Lamb, Holly Chamberlin, 
and Rosalind Noonan. TP: Kensington.
978-1-42013-305-9 
___021743078 7.99

 
The Beautiful One 
Emily Greenwood SOBK
The first in a delightfully scandalous new 
Regency series. The ton is buzzing about 
the “Beautiful One,” a striking figure in a 
notorious book of nude sketches. Only two 
men know the woman’s true identity and they 
are scouring the countryside, determined to 
find her. Original.
978-1-49261-365-7 
___021327991 7.99

 
The Best Medicine 
A Strictly Business Novel
Elizabeth Hayley ECSE
The first novel in a sparkling and sexy new 
contemporary romance series about four 
best friends looking for love in all the right 
places—and the one woman who discovers 
that it takes more than an impeccable 
bedside manner to make dreams come true. 
Original.
978-0-451-47552-7 
___021267808 7.99

 
Brokedown Cowboy 
A Copper Ridge Novel
Maisey Yates HQPB
A USA Today-bestselling author presents the 
second novel in her Copper Ridge trilogy, a 
sexy contemporary Western romance series 
set in a small town in Oregon and featuring 
gorgeous cowboys who unexpectedly find 
love. Original.
978-0-373-78842-2 
___021164870 7.99

 
The Calamity Janes: Gina & Emma 
Sherryl Woods MIRA
A #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
returns with two enthralling tales of the 
Calamity Janes—fierce friends facing 
challenges in life and love. This volume 
contains To Catch a Thief and  The Calamity 
Janes. Reissue.
978-0-7783-1778-4 
___021484611 7.99

 
Cherry Lane 
A Cavanaugh Island Novel
Rochelle Alers FOVE
New York City attorney Devon Gilmore 
devoted all her time and energy to her career. 
She lost her boyfriend, but now finds herself 
with a baby on the way. To begin a new life, 
Devon needs a place to settle down—a place 
like Cavanaugh Island, where the pace is 
slow, the weather is fine, and the men are 
even finer. Original.
978-1-45557-498-8 
___021103657 8.00

 
Crave the Night 
A Midnight Breed Novel
Lara Adrian DELL
In the latest installment to her beloved series, 
New York Times-bestselling author Lara 
Adrian brings the Breed and its world to the 
brink of war, where even the deepest passion 
can shatter into violence. HC: Bantam.
978-0-345-53265-7 
___021088596 7.99

 
Dearest Rogue 
A Maiden Lane Novel
Elizabeth Hoyt GCEB
Pretty, vivacious, and almost completely 
blind, Lady Phoebe Batten spends her 
overly quiet life creating a garden of the 
senses. But she chafes at her overprotective 
brother’s insistence that she have an armed 
bodyguard by her side at all times—the very 
irritating Captain Trevillion. Original.
978-1-45558-635-6 
___021105311 8.00

 
Desperado 
A Taggart Brothers Novel
Lisa Bingham BKSE
From a bestselling author comes the first in a 
new contemporary romance series featuring 
the Taggarts, three sexy cowboy brothers 
who have bodies of iron and hearts of gold—
though both may be a shade tarnished. But 
that doesn’t stop them from trying to keep 
the women they love in their arms. Original.
978-0-425-27837-6 
___021267799 7.99
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Drink Deep 
A Chicagoland Vampires Novel
Chloe Neill ROC 
When the waters of Lake Michigan suddenly 
turn black, Chicago’s mayor insists there’s 
nothing to worry about. But recently turned 
vampire Merit knows only the darkest magic 
could have woven a spell powerful enough 
to change the very fabric of nature. She must 
stop whoever is behind the spell before it’s 
too late for vampires and humans alike. TP: 
NAL.
978-0-451-47581-7 
___021267620 7.99

 
Falling Hard 
Bad Boys Undercover
HelenKay Dimon AVON
Dimon continues her hot new romantic 
suspense series featuring the fierce men 
of Alliance—a top-secret military security 
agency—and the only women who can tame 
them. Original.
978-0-06-233007-9 
___021058200 7.99

 
Fatal Flaw 
A Fatal Series Novel
Marie Force CBHJ
Back from their honeymoon, Senator Nick 
Cappuano and DC Police Lieutenant Sam 
Holland are ready for some normalcy after 
the whirlwind of their wedding, but someone 
has other plans for them. When Sam 
discovers wedding cards containing thinly 
veiled death threats, she’s not sure if she or 
Nick is the target. Includes bonus content. 
Reissue.
978-0-373-00269-6 
___021207430 5.99

 
Finding Glory 
Home to Glory
Sara Arden HQPB
Arden concludes her Home to Glory trilogy 
about former military heroes who return 
to their homes in small-town America with 
emotional and physical scars but discover 
lasting love in times of darkness. Original.
978-0-373-77948-2 
___020595164 7.99

 
Four Friends 
Robyn Carr MIRA
From a #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
comes the story of four friends determined 
to find their stride. “A thought-provoking look 
at women . . . and the choices they make.”—
Kirkus Reviews. TP: Mira Books.
978-0-7783-1854-5 
___021484621 7.99

 
Harlequin™ Bestselling Author Collection: 
Suspicious 
Heather Graham HQPB
and Tara Taylor Quinn
A classic tale of romantic suspense by New 
York Times-bestselling author Graham is 
accompanied by the bonus book The Sheriff 
of Shelter Valley from USA Today-bestselling 
author Quinn. Reissue.
978-0-373-01022-6 
___021484615 6.99

 
I’ll Stand by You 
Sharon Sala SOBK
A New York Times- and USA Today-
bestselling author brings new meaning to 
family in this contemporary romance set in a 
small Georgia town. Original.
978-1-40229-859-2 
___021327998 7.99

 
Kimani™ Romance #429: California Desert 
Dreams: Heat Wave of Desire 
Yahrah St. John KIIR
Kimberly Parker is transforming her family’s 
property into California’s most exclusive 
A-list retreat. But Jaxon Dunham, one of the 
hotel’s enigmatic guests, is arousing more 
than her curiosity, sweeping Kimberly into a 
taboo affair that jeopardizes all she wishes to 
achieve. Original.
978-0-373-86405-8 
___021133168 6.50

 
Kimani™ Romance #430: The Stallions: 
Stallion Magic 
Deborah Fletcher Mello KIIR
Salt Lake City detective Noah Stallion attends 
his 15th high-school reunion and reconnects 
with Catherine Moore, his childhood 
crush who’s now a savvy businesswoman. 
Their meeting brings back an onslaught of 
memories—and a weekend of unending 
passion when they give in to their sizzling 
attraction. Original.
978-0-373-86406-5 
___022023305 6.50

 
Kimani™ Romance #431: Kimani Hotties: 
Forever My Lady: Touch of Paradise 
Dara Girard KIIR
Ten years ago, Aaron Wethers saved Rebecca 
Cromwell from drowning on spring break. 
Although they went their separate ways, they 
never forgot each other. Now his Caribbean 
resort is hosting Rebecca’s fashion collection, 
and she has two weeks to show Aaron how 
much she’s grown up. Original.
978-0-373-86407-2 
___022023158 6.50
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Kimani™ Romance #432: The Anderson 
Family: The Love Game 
Regina Hart KIIR
Tyler Anderson is poised to take over the 
reins of his family’s company, but first he 
must team up with self-made marketing 
consultant Iris Beharie. Landing the Anderson 
Adventures account could save Iris’ fledgling 
PR firm. As Tyler sheds his introverted image 
in the bedroom, things are heating up in the 
boardroom. Original.
978-0-373-86408-9 
___022023157 6.50

 
The Lady Hellion 
Wicked Deceptions
Joanna Shupe ZEB 
The daughter of a marquess, Lady Sophia 
Barnes roams London’s seedy underground 
dressed as a man on a mission to help the 
poor and wretched. Her fate is in her own 
hands, along with a loaded gun. All she 
needs is instruction on how to shoot it. But 
only one person can help her: Lord Quint, the 
man who broke her heart years ago. Original.
978-1-42013-556-5 
___020952261 7.99

 
Led Astray & The Devil’s Own 
Sandra Brown MIRA
Two classic, connected stories by #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author Brown about 
unlikely love and finding the courage to 
follow one’s heart—now available in a single 
volume. Reissue.
978-0-7783-1856-9 
___021484600 7.99

 
Love in the Time of Scandal 
Caroline Linden AVON
The third novel in USA Today-bestselling 
author Linden’s Scandalous series brings 
together a feisty heiress, a notorious rake, 
and a shocking book that could bring one 
woman the utmost despair—or the greatest 
pleasure. Original.
978-0-06-224492-5 
___020759339 7.99

 
The Marriage Season 
The Brides of Bliss County
Linda Lael Miller HQPB
Best friends Hadleigh, Melody, and Bex made 
a marriage pact. Two of them have found 
(and married) the men of their hearts, but 
Bex doesn’t think she’ll be as fortunate. After 
single father Tate Calder comes to town, Bex 
and the handsome newcomer are constantly 
thrown together. Original.
978-0-373-77933-8 
___021164873 7.99

 
A Match for Marcus Cynster 
Stephanie Laurens MIRA
Number-one New York Times-bestselling 
author Laurens returns to rugged Scotland 
with a dramatic new tale of passionate desire 
and unwavering devotion in her beloved 
Cynster saga. Original.
978-0-7783-1834-7 
___021484619 7.99

 
Midnight Captive 
A Killer Instincts Novel
Elle Kennedy ECSE
Former CIA agent Bailey Jones has tried to 
forget her night of passion with mercenary 
Sean Reilly, a reckless Irishman who lured 
her into his bed under false pretenses. When 
Sean is implicated in the robbery of a Dublin 
bank, Bailey learns that Sean is in the middle 
of a dark and dirty conspiracy that could put 
his twin brother’s life at risk. Original.
978-0-451-47442-1 
___021267876 7.99

 
Never Resist a Rake 
Mia Marlowe SOBK
The acclaimed author of A Rake by Any Other 
Name continues her Regency series with 
this new installment filled with adventure, 
controversy, and most importantly, sizzling 
seduction. Original.
978-1-49260-271-2 
___021328003 7.99

 
Night of the Highland Dragon 
Isabel Cooper SOBK
Acclaimed author Cooper continues her 
thrilling paranormal romance series with this 
third installment featuring a sexy Highland 
dragon shapeshifter and an inquisitive hero. 
Original.
978-1-40228-473-1 
___021327988 7.99

 
No Better Man 
A Heart of the Rockies Novel
Sara Richardson FOVE
A vibrant and unforgettable new voice 
makes her debut with the first installment 
of a contemporary romance series set on 
an Aspen, Colorado, ranch. “Charming, 
witty, and fun. There’s no better read. I 
enjoyed every word!”—#1 New York Times-
bestselling author Debbie Macomber. 
Original.
978-1-45553-084-7 
___021103648 6.00
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O’Hurley’s Return 
Nora Roberts SILH
The O’Hurley family saga concludes with a 
combination of passion, danger, and heartfelt 
emotion that only #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Roberts can provide. This 
volume contains Skin Deep and Without a 
Trace. Reissue.
978-0-373-28190-9 
___020510928 7.99

 
One Night with a Billionaire 
A Billionaire Boys Club Novel
Jessica Clare BRKP
Makeup artist Kylie is used to being 
overshadowed—especially by her famous 
boss, the pop star Daphne. One night at 
a party, Kylie attracts the attention of a 
gorgeous stranger. But Daphne decides she 
wants the handsome billionaire for herself, 
so she declares Cade Archer off-limits to 
Kylie. Fortunately Cade is determined to get 
what he wants. Original.
978-0-425-27579-5 
___021267683 7.99

 
Only a Promise 
A Survivors’ Club Novel
Mary Balogh SIG 
Fearing spinsterhood, Chloe Muirhead meets 
Ralph Stockwood, an embattled survivor of 
the Napoleonic Wars who needs a wife to 
secure an heir to his family fortune. Chloe 
strikes a bargain: she will marry Ralph on the 
condition he never take her back to London. 
But this most unusual bargain will have its 
consequences. Original.
978-0-451-46967-0 
___021165956 7.99

 
Outlaw Hearts 
Rosanne Bittner SOBK
New fans can fall in love with the epic, 
sweeping romance of Bittner’s beloved 
Western historical romance, called by New 
York Times-bestselling author Heather 
Graham “a wonderful, absorbing read, 
with characters to capture the heart and the 
imagination.” Reissue.
978-1-49261-281-0 
___021328030 7.99

 
Passionately Yours 
The Hellions of High Street Series
Cara Elliott FOVE
Caro Sloane, the third rebellious Sloane 
sister, gets her chance at true love in this 
installment of bestselling author Elliot’s 
Regency England-set series. Original.
978-1-45557-326-4 
___021857434 8.00

 
Rules of the Game 
A Stardust, Texas Novel
Lori Wilde AVON
In the latest installment this series by a 
New York Times-bestselling author, Jake 
Coronado, star pitcher for the Dallas 
Gunslingers, is ready for love. He’ll have to 
pull out all the stops to convince Jodi Carlyle 
that one night of passion could lead to 
happily ever after. Original.
978-0-06-231128-3 
___021058207 7.99

 
Sea Glass Sunrise 
The Brides of Blueberry Cove
Donna Kauffman ZEB 
In the first of a series spun off from her USA 
Today-bestselling Bachelors of Blueberry 
Cove, Kauffman returns to the beautiful 
coast of Maine, where weddings are in store 
for three sisters and the men who love them. 
Includes a recipe for wedding cake. Original.
978-1-42013-745-3 
___020952276 7.99

 
Sharp Shooter 
Victoria Vane SOBK
Fiery passion unites a wildlife conservationist 
and a determined hunting guide in this sexy 
contemporary cowboy romance—the third 
novel in Vane’s Hot Cowboy Nights series. 
Original
978-1-49260-118-0 
___021327996 7.99

 
Shattered Duty 
A Deadly Ops Novel
Katie Reus ECSE
For two years, Special Agent Levi Lazaro has 
thought of nothing but avenging his wife’s 
murder. Now that he’s finally uncovered 
the identities of those responsible, he’s 
ready to destroy them at any cost. He won’t 
let anything stand in his way—not even 
a beautiful NSA agent on a mission of her 
own. Original.
978-0-451-41923-1 
___021267775 7.99

 
Something to Prove 
A Magnolia Shores Novel
Kimberly Lang ECSE
A USA Today-bestselling author begins a 
passion-filled new series set in the small 
waterfront town of Magnolia Beach, 
Alabama, where people may forgive, but 
they never forget—especially when it comes 
to scandalous reputations, juicy gossip, and 
a sexy new flame. Original.
978-0-451-47103-1 
___021267834 7.99
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The Spring Bride 
A Chance Sisters Romance
Anne Gracie BKSE
Jane Chance is about to make her entrance 
into high society. And after a childhood 
riddled with poverty and hardship, Jane 
intends to find a good, safe, sensible 
marriage. All goes according to plan until 
she meets Zachary Black, a dark, dangerous 
vagabond who helps her rescue a dog. 
Original.
978-0-425-25927-6 
___021165902 7.99

 
Sweet Ache 
A Driven Novel
K. Bromberg SIG 
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Slow Burn turns up the heat when a sexy 
bet turns into so much more in this second 
installment to the series. Original.
978-0-451-47393-6 
___021267638 7.99

 
That Summer Place 
Debbie Macomber et al. MIRA
Three New York Times-bestselling authors 
invite readers to Spruce Island, Washington, 
to visit Rainshadow Lodge, where three 
women each spend a month that will 
change their lives. This volume contains Old 
Things by Jill Barnett, Private Paradise by 
Macomber, and Island Time by Susan Wiggs. 
Reissue.
978-0-7783-1821-7 
___021484614 7.99

 
Under the Lights 
A Boys of Fall Novel
Shannon Stacey JOVE
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of the Kowalski Family novels comes the 
launch title in a sweet, sexy new series about 
taking hits, making second chances, and 
finding love. Original.
978-0-515-15584-6 
___021267694 7.99

 
The Undercover Scoundrel 
The Hope Diamond Trilogy
Jessica Peterson BKSE
The thrilling conclusion to the “deliciously 
fun” (Kate Noble, author of If I Fall) trilogy 
filled with romance, espionage, and the 
world’s most infamous diamond. Original.
978-0-425-27209-1 
___021267676 7.99

 
Wedding Bells in Christmas 
Debbie Mason FOVE
Just in time for wedding season, this fourth 
installment of Mason’s bestselling Christmas, 
Colorado, series is sure to appeal to new 
readers and longtime fans alike. “Will get 
you in the spirit for love all year long.”—New 
York Times-bestselling author Jill Shalvis. 
Original.
978-1-45558-799-5 
___021103662 6.00

 
When Darkness Ends 
Guardians of Eternity
Alexandra Ivy ZEB 
New York Times-bestselling author Ivy brings 
the sexy, the suspense, and the supernatural 
to full heat in this final installment of 
her acclaimed series featuring insatiable 
vampires and their bodyguard werewolves. 
Original.
978-1-42012-517-7 
___020952250 7.99

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Deathlands® #122: Forbidden Trespass 
James Axler GEAG
Bizarre murders are taking place in a fertile 
farming community, and the locals are quick 
to point fingers at Ryan Cawdor and his 
companions. But they know the culprits are 
mutants—and only human flesh will satisfy 
their hunger. Caught between a rock and a 
horde of hungry cannibals, Ryan and the 
companions face an ultimatum. Original.
978-0-373-62632-8 
___021048264 6.99

 
Deep Time 
Star Carrier: Book Six
Ian Douglas HRVY
Once rebels themselves facing off against 
the Earth Confederation, the United States 
of North America is now the dominant force 
in negotiations with the interstellar Sh’daar 
Collective. But just as the Marines root out 
the last violent dissenters, an alien ship of 
unknown origin suddenly flees Earth’s orbit. 
Is it mere coincidence . . . or a terrifying 
omen? Original.
978-0-06-218405-4 
___021074660 7.99

 
On the Steel Breeze 
Alastair Reynolds ACE 
An award-winning author continues his 
Poseidon’s Children saga in this follow-up 
to Blue Remembered Earth. “Clever and 
creative with lots of twists, tense moments, 
and a perfectly balanced structure.”—SF 
Book. HC: Ace.
978-0-425-25633-6 
___021267758 8.99
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Star Trek®: The Next Generation: 
Armageddon’s Arrow 
Dayton Ward PKBK
The Enterprise is dispatched to the Odyssean 
Pass, where Captain Jean-Luc Picard and his 
crew find a massive alien vessel. Sensors 
detect life aboard the derelict—aliens held 
in suspended animation. Thought to be an 
immense sleeper ship, the vessel actually 
is a weapon capable of destroying entire 
worlds. Original.
978-1-47678-269-0 
___021808784 7.99

 
Vicky Peterwald: Survivor 
Mike Shepherd ACE 
Seeking revenge for her brother’s death, 
Grand Duchess Vicky Peterwald went from 
pampered heir to naval lieutenant. Now, 
Vicky will need to use both her military and 
political ranks to rebuild war-torn planets, 
planets ruined both by the Peterwald Empire 
and by Kris Longknife’s revolutionary quests. 
But not everyone shares Vicky’s goals. 
Original.
978-0-425-26658-8 
___021267593 7.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Escape from Hangtown 
A Lucas Fume Western
Larry D. Sweazy BRKP
Lucas Fume has been exonerated of murder, 
but he’s not free yet. Not while his friend Zeke 
Henry remains a fugitive wrongly accused of 
assaulting Senator Barlow’s daughter, Celia. 
The only way to clear his friend’s name is 
to prove the identity of Celia’s true attacker: 
Senator Barlow himself. Original.
978-0-425-26933-6 
___021267852 7.99

 
Frontier: Thunder at Dawn 
S.K. Salzer PINA
Former army scout Jack Gregory returns to 
a homestead in ruins in Missouri. A wanted 
man with no place to go, he chooses an 
even deadlier career—as a scout for General 
George A. Custer. Under a new name, Jack 
serves bravely in the Seventh Cavalry. But 
when Custer’s disastrous leadership ends in 
devastating slaughter, Jack sets off to forge 
his own destiny. Original.
978-0-7860-3627-1 
___020807665 6.99

 
Shot in the Back 
William W. Johnstone PINA
with J.A. Johnstone
From the greatest western storytellers of 
modern times comes a new twist on the 
legend of notorious outlaw Jesse James, 
who just might not have died on that fateful 
April 3, 1882. Original.
978-0-7860-3448-2 
___020759156 7.50

 
Shotgun Charlie 
A Ralph Compton Novel
Matthew P. Mayo SIG 
Taken in by a gang of smalltime crooks, 
drifter Charlie Chilton is caught after trying 
to thwart a bank job turned bloody. Charlie 
escapes and must track the killer thieves 
through a vicious winter storm in the High 
Sierras before a seething posse gets the 
chance to hang him high. Original.
978-0-451-47238-0 
___021267890 6.99

MOVIE TIE-IN

 
Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder, Movie Tie-In 
The First Hannah Swensen Mystery with 
Recipes
Joanne Fluke KENS
The first installment of the beloved mystery 
series by New York Times-bestselling author 
Fluke is now a Hallmark Channel Original 
Movie, set to premiere on May 10. Titled 
Murder, She Baked, the film stars former 
Days of Our Lives star Alison Sweeney as 
Hannah Swensen. Reissue. 
978-1-49670-186-2 
___021791356 7.99

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
Plunkitt of Tammany Hall 
A Series of Very Plain Talks on Very Practical 
Politics
William L. Riordan SIGC
Introduction by Peter Quinn
This classic work offer the unblushing, 
unvarnished wit and wisdom of one of the 
most fascinating figures to ever play the 
American political game and win. Includes a 
new Introduction by author Quinn and an all-
new Afterword. Revised reissue.
978-0-451-47413-1 
___021267688 6.95
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Harlequin American Romance   
#1549: McCabe Multiples: Lone Star Daddy Cathy Gillen Thacker 9780373755707 $5.50 
#1550: Cowboy SEALs: The SEAL’s Miracle Baby Laura Marie Altom 9780373755714 $5.50 
#1551: Cowboys of the Rio Grande: A Cowboy’s Redemption Marin Thomas 9780373755721 $5.50 
#1552: The Surgeon and the Cowgirl Heidi Hormel 9780373755738 $5.50 
Harlequin Bestseller   
The Rancher & Heart of Stone Diana Palmer 9780373401130 $6.50 
The Way to Yesterday & Shades of a Desperado Sharon Sala 9780373401147 $6.50 
Harlequin Bianca   
#1059: La fuga de la princesa Carol Marinelli 9780373519439 $4.99 
#1060: La noche en que nos conocimos Catherine George 9780373519446 $4.99 
#1061: The Untamable Greeks: El dulce sabor de la inocencia Maya Blake 9780373519453 $4.99 
#1062: De pecado y seducción Kim Lawrence 9780373519460 $4.99 
#1063: La elección del jeque Susanna Carr 9780373519477 $4.99 
#1064: Herencia de pasiones Michelle Reid 9780373519484 $4.99 
Harlequin Blaze   
#847: Thunder Mountain Brotherhood: Midnight Thunder Vicki Lewis Thompson 9780373798513 $5.50 
#848: Uniformly Hot!: Fevered Nights Jillian Burns 9780373798520 $5.50 
#849: Made in Montana: Come On Over Debbi Rawlins 9780373798537 $5.50 
#850: The Art of Seduction: Triple Time Regina Kyle 9780373798544 $5.50 
Harlequin Deseo   
#1052: El secreto de Lila Sara Orwig 9780373516285 $4.99 
#1053: Citas peligrosas Natalie Anderson 9780373516292 $4.99 
#1054: Seducción en África Elizabeth Lane 9780373516308 $4.99 
#1055: Deseos del pasado Kat Cantrell 9780373516315 $4.99 
Harlequin Desire   
#2377: Billionaires and Babies: What the Prince Wants Jules Bennett 9780373733903 $5.25 
#2378: Dynasties: The Montoros: Carrying a King’s Child Katherine Garbera 9780373733910 $5.25 
#2379: Diamonds in the Rough: Pursued by the Rich Rancher Catherine Mann 9780373733927 $5.25 
#2380: The Sheikh’s Secret Heir Kristi Gold 9780373733934 $5.25 
#2381: The Wife He Couldn’t Forget Yvonne Lindsay 9780373733941 $5.25 
#2382: Chicago Sons: Seduced by the CEO Barbara Dunlop 9780373733958 $5.25 
Harlequin Historical   
#1235: Wed to the Montana Cowboy Carol Arens 9780373298358 $6.50 
#1236: Rakes on Tour: Rake Most Likely to Rebel Bronwyn Scott 9780373298365 $6.50 
#1237: Brides of Waterloo: A Mistress for Major Bartlett Annie Burrows 9780373298372 $6.50 
#1238: Royal Weddings: Whispers at Court Blythe Gifford 9780373298389 $6.50 
Harlequin Intribue   
#1569: The Specialists: Heroes Next Door: To Honor and To Protect Debra Webb & Regan Black 9780373698363 $5.50 
#1570: Covert Cowboys, Inc.: Navy SEAL Newlywed Elle James 9780373698370 $5.50 
#1571: Corcoran Team: Bulletproof Bachelors: Cornered HelenKay Dimon 9780373698387 $5.50 
#1572: Rocky Mountain Rangers: The Guardian Cindi Myers 9780373698394 $5.50 
#1573: Omega Sector: Untraceable Janie Crouch 9780373698400 $5.50 
#1574: Bayou Bonne Chance: Security Breach Mallory Kane 9780373698417 $5.50 
Harlequin Large Print Intrigue   
#1569: The Specialists: Heroes Next Door: To Honor and To Protect Debra Webb & Regan Black 9780373748907 $6.25 
#1570: Covert Cowboys, Inc.: Navy SEAL Newlywed Elle James 9780373748914 $6.25 
#1571: Corcoran Team: Bulletproof Bachelors: Cornered HelenKay Dimon 9780373748921 $6.25 
#1572: Rocky Mountain Rangers: The Guardian Cindi Myers 9780373748938 $6.25 
#1573: Omega Sector: Untraceable Janie Crouch 9780373748945 $6.25 
#1574: Bayou Bonne Chance: Security Breach Mallory Kane 9780373748952 $6.25 
Harlequin Large Print Presents   
#3337: The Chatsfield: Russian’s Ruthless Demand Michelle Conder 9780373138203 $5.99 
#3338: Scandalous Sheikh Brides: Protecting the Desert Heir Caitlin Crews 9780373138210 $5.99 
#3339: Society Weddings: The Sicilian’s Surprise Wife Tara Pammi 9780373138227 $5.99 
#3340: Billionaire Brothers: The Bride Fonseca Needs Abby Green 9780373138234 $5.99 
#3341: The Howard Sisters: Sheikh’s Forbidden Conquest Chantelle Shaw 9780373138241 $5.99 
#3342: The Tenacious Tycoons: Tempted by Her Billionaire Boss Jennifer Hayward 9780373138258 $5.99 
#3343: Seduced into the Greek’s World Dani Collins 9780373138265 $5.99 
#3344: Married for the Prince’s Convenience Maya Blake 9780373138272 $5.99 
Harlequin Presents   
#3337: The Chatsfield: Russian’s Ruthless Demand Michelle Conder 9780373133437 $4.99 
#3338: Scandalous Sheikh Brides: Protecting the Desert Heir Caitlin Crews 9780373133444 $4.99 
#3339: Society Weddings: The Sicilian’s Surprise Wife Tara Pammi 9780373133451 $4.99 
#3340: Billionaire Brothers: The Bride Fonseca Needs Abby Green 9780373133468 $4.99 
#3341: The Howard Sisters: Sheikh’s Forbidden Conquest Chantelle Shaw 9780373133475 $4.99 
#3342: The Tenacious Tycoons: Tempted by Her Billionaire Boss Jennifer Hayward 9780373133482 $4.99 
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#3343: Seduced into the Greek’s World Dani Collins 9780373133499 $4.99 
#3344: Married for the Prince’s Convenience Maya Blake 9780373133505 $4.99 
Harlequin Romance   
#4475: His Unexpected Baby Bombshell Soraya Lane 9780373743407 $5.99 
#4476: Summer Weddings: Falling for the Bridesmaid Sophie Pembroke 9780373743414 $5.99 
#4477: In Love with the Boss: A Millionaire for Cinderella Barbara Wallace 9780373743421 $5.99 
#4478: From Paradise...to Pregnant! Kandy Shepherd 9780373743438 $5.99 
Harlequin Romantic Suspense   
#1851: The Coltons of Oklahoma: Colton Cowboy Protector Beth Cornelison 9780373279210 $5.50 
#1852: Cowboys of Holiday Ranch: Cowboy of Interest Carla Cassidy 9780373279227 $5.50 
#1853: Course of Action: Crossfire Lindsay McKenna 9780373279234 $5.50 
#1854: Man on a Mission: King’s Ransom Amelia Autin 9780373279241 $5.50 
Harlequin Special Edition   
#2407: The Fortunes of Texas: Cowboy Country: Fortune’s June Bride Allison Leigh 9780373658893 $5.50 
#2408: Crimson, Colorado: The Princess and the Single Dad Leanne Banks 9780373658909 $5.50 
#2409: Matchmaking Mamas: Her Red-Carpet Romance Marie Ferrarella 9780373658916 $5.50 
#2410: The Barlow Brothers: The Instant Family Man Shirley Jump 9780373658923 $5.50 
#2411: The Colorado Fosters: Dylan’s Daddy Dilemma Tracy Madison 9780373658930 $5.50 
#2412: Home in Heartlandia: Falling for the Mom-to-Be Lynne Marshall 9780373658947 $5.50 
Harlequin Themes   
Moonlight and Diamonds and The Vampire’s Fall Michele Hauf 9780373601516 $6.50 
Wolf Hunter and Possessed by a Wolf Linda Thomas-Sundstrom 9780373601523 $6.50 
Possessing the Witch and Siren’s Call Elle James 9780373601530 $6.50 
Confessions of a Little Black Gown Elizabeth Boyle 9780373601547 $8.00 
Just Like Heaven Julia Quinn 9780373601554 $8.00 
The Sweethearts’ Knitting Club Lori Wilde 9780373601561 $8.00 
A Lexi Carmichael Mystery: No One Lives Twice: A Lexi Carmichael Mystery Julie Moffett 9780373601578 $6.50 
The Patience Price Mysteries: Murder in Real Time Julie Anne Lindsey 9780373601585 $6.50 
A Chef Landry Mystery: Getting Skinny Monique Domovitch 9780373601592 $6.50 
Heartsong Presents   
#1145: Winning Olivia’s Heart Mary Davis 9780373487837 $4.99 
#1146: Love’s Daring Risk Lauralee Bliss 9780373487844 $4.99 
#1147: Rodeo Reunion Shannon Taylor Vannatter 9780373487851 $4.99 
#1148: Small-Town Bachelor Darlene Franklin 9780373487868 $4.99 
Love Inspired   
Refuge Ranch: The Cowboy’s Homecoming Carolyne Aarsen 9780373879618 $5.99 
A Mother to Love Gail Martin 9780373879625 $5.99 
The Amish Widow’s Secret Cheryl Williford 9780373879632 $5.99 
Kirkwood Lake: Healing the Lawman’s Heart Ruth Logan Herne 9780373879649 $5.99 
Safe in the Fireman’s Arms Tina Radcliffe 9780373879656 $5.99 
Rodeo Heroes: A Rancher for Their Mom Leann Harris 9780373879663 $5.99 
Love Inspired Historical   
Journey West: Wagon Train Proposal Renee Ryan 9780373283149 $5.99 
Wyoming Legacy: Her Convenient Cowboy Lacy Williams 9780373283156 $5.99 
The Texan’s Twin Blessings Rhonda Gibson 9780373283163 $5.99 
Family of Her Dreams Keli Gwyn 9780373283170 $5.99 
Love Inspired Large Print   
Refuge Ranch: The Cowboy’s Homecoming Carolyne Aarsen 9780373818402 $6.75 
A Mother to Love Gail Gaymer Martin 9780373818419 $6.75 
The Amish Widow’s Secret Cheryl Williford 9780373818426 $6.75 
Kirkwood Lake: Healing the Lawman’s Heart Ruth Logan Herne 9780373818433 $6.75 
Safe in the Fireman’s Arms Tina Radcliffe 9780373818440 $6.75 
Rodeo Heroes: A Rancher for Their Mom Leann Harris 9780373818457 $6.75 
Love Inspired Large Print Suspense   
Capitol K-9 Unit: Security Breach Margaret Daley 9780373676835 $6.75 
Mission: Rescue: Exit Strategy Shirlee McCoy 9780373676842 $6.75 
Mountain Cove: Backfire Elizabeth Goddard 9780373676859 $6.75 
Echo Mountain: Payback Hope White 9780373676866 $6.75 
Permanent Vacancy Katy Lee 9780373676873 $6.75 
Covert Justice Lynn Huggins Blackburn 9780373676880 $6.75 
Love Inspired Suspense   
Capitol K-9 Unit: Security Breach Margaret Daley 9780373446728 $5.99 
Mission: Rescue: Exit Strategy Shirlee McCoy 9780373446735 $5.99 
Mountain Cove: Backfire Elizabeth Goddard 9780373446742 $5.99 
Echo Mountain: Payback Hope White 9780373446759 $5.99 
Permanent Vacancy Katy Lee 9780373446766 $5.99 
Covert Justice Lynn Huggins Blackburn 9780373446773 $5.99 



Caretakers of the Universe: The Secret Force of Justice
Siegfried Holzinger

Paperback 978-1-941736-76-0 • $8.01
Hardback 978-1-941736-77-7 • $23.31

120 pages

When will mankind ever learn to respect and preserve the 
planet and humanity?  Seems like time is running out as the 
CARETAKERS of the Universe are heading to Earth to teach 
man an age-old lesson we always – tend – to forget time and 
time again. 

Follow an Australian resident as he gets contacted by Aliens 
– the CARETAKERS of the Universe – who will inform him 
that people on Earth have not evolved from apes as believed. 
The Aliens’ forefathers began to colonize Earth 35,000 years 
ago… with diff erent races from other planets throughout 
the universe.

Because of the high level of crime on Earth, the CARETAKERS are commissioned to 
eliminate all crime. The fi rst step is to virtually eliminate the race committing the most 
crime. And secondly, the chosen Earthling will choose the appropriate punishment 
and all perpetrators will be incarcerated on a special planet. But what would be the 
ultimate punishment?  Find out as you meet the CARETAKERS in this thrilling sci-fi , 
Caretakers of the Universe.

About the Author
Born in Germany, Siegfried Holzinger followed his father and grandfather into the 
master building industry. Inspired by the sun, sea and open spaces, he migrated to 
Australia at age 19. With no knowledge of the English language, he experienced many 
hilarious encounters while teaching himself English from TV.

However, he quickly earned a high reputation for his building skills, particularly his 
ability to create unique one-off  design houses. Seeking a career change, he undertook 
a teaching diploma and taught building for 10 years. For a further challenge, he studied 
alternative therapy (massage, refl exology, Bowen, Ki-force healing) and ran a clinic for 
5 years. He now enjoys writing, golf and dog breeding. 



NORTON Independent publishers since 1923

BASTARDS
A Memoir 
Mary Anna King

“A stirring, vividly told story 
of a young woman’s quest to 
find the family she lost…an 
impressive debut.” 
—Peter Balakian

June • 978-0-393-08861-8  
$25.95

New from NORTON

BUCKLEY AND MAILER
The Difficult Friendship that 
Shaped the Sixties 
Kevin M. Schultz

The entertaining and deeply 
American story of two 
towering intellectual figures 
who argued vociferously and 
publically about every major 
issue of their turbulent time, 
forming starkly contrasting 
visions of the nation’s 
potential. 

June • 978-0-393-08871-7 
$28.95 

THE DAD REPORT
Fathers, Sons, and  
Baseball Families 
Kevin Cook

An unforgettable history of 
legendary baseball families, 
but also a look at how 
fathers and sons talk baseball 
as a way of talking about 
everything. It’s not whether 
you win or lose that counts, 
it’s how you share the game. 

June • 978-0-393-24600-1 
$26.95

PIG TALES 
An Omnivore’s Quest for 
Sustainable Meat 
Barry Estabrook

An eye-opening exploration 
of the commercial pork 
industry that tells how you 
can bring home the bacon 
without compromising your 
conscience. Provocative, 
witty, deeply informed, and 
bound to spark conversation 
at dinner tables across 
America.

June • 978-0-393-24024-5 
$26.95

THE SAGE OF WATERLOO
A Tale 
Leona Francombe

In this slyly profound 
reflection on our place in the 
world, a white rabbit living 
at Hougoumont—the historic 
farm on the site of the Battle 
of Waterloo—attunes himself 
to insights about Napoleon, 
Wellington, human folly, and 
the wisdom of nature.  

June • 978-0-393-24691-9 
$22.95

VIRAL
Stories 
Emily Mitchell

A dazzling collection 
about how the familiar can 
suddenly turn strange—told 
with absurdist humor and 
sweet sadness—that will be 
welcomed by readers of Lydia 
Davis, George Saunders, and 
Karen Russell.

June • 978-0-393-35053-1 
$15.95 original paperback



HISTORY

Turkey and the Armenian Ghost
On the Trail of the Genocide
Laure Marchand and Guillaume Perrier 
978-0-7735-4549-6  $29.95  cloth

BIOGRAPHY

A Complex Fate
William L. Shirer and the 
American Century
Ken Cuthbertson
978-0-7735-4544-1 $34.95 cloth

LITERARY STUDIES – CULTURAL STUDIES

Designing Fictions
Literature Confronts Advertising
Michael L. Ross
978-0-7735-4536-6  $24.95  paper

978-0-7735-4535-9  $100.00  cloth

BIOGRAPHY – LITERARY STUDIES

Fatal Glamour
The Life of Rupert Brooke
Paul Delany
978-0-7735-4557-1  $34.95  cloth

BLACK STUDIES – LITERARY STUDIES 

The Black Atlantic Reconsidered
Black Canadian Writing, Cultural 
History, and the Presence of the Past
Winfried Siemerling
978-0-7735-4508-3  $34.95  paper

978-0-7735-4507-6  $110.00  cloth

URBAN PLANNING & ARCHITECTURE

The Evolving European City
Giuseppe Marinoni and 
Giovanni Chiaramonte
Translated by Joyce Myerson
978-0-7735-4528-1  $55.00  paper

GENDER STUDIES – CULTURAL STUDIES

Replacing Misandry
A Revolutionary History of Men
Paul Nathanson and Katherine K. Young
978-0-7735-4553-3  $39.95  cloth

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES – AFRICAN STUDIES

The Grandmothers’ Movement
Solidarity and Survival in the 
Time of AIDS
May Chazan
978-0-7735-4486-4  $29.95  paper

978-0-7735-4485-7  $100.00  cloth

HISTORY – PRINT CULTURE

Imprinting Britain
Newspapers, Sociability, and the 
Shaping of British North America
Michael Eamon
978-0-7735-4491-8  $34.95  paper

978-0-7735-4490-1  $100.00  cloth

BIOGRAPHY – MUSIC

Anthems and Minstrel Shows
The Life and Times of Calixa Lavallée,
1842–1891
Brian Christopher Thompson
978-0-7735-4555-7  $49.95  cloth

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

Conquest and Survival in Colonial
Guatemala, Fourth Edition
A Historical Geography of the
Cuchumatán Highlands, 1500–1821
W. George Lovell
978-0-7735-4527-4  $34.95  paper

978-0-7735-4526-7  $100.00  cloth

ART HISTORY – CULTURAL STUDIES

Breaking and Entering
The Contemporary House Cut, Spliced,
and Haunted
Edited by Bridget Elliott
978-0-7735-4545-8  $49.95  cloth

M C G I L L - Q U E E N ’S
U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S
mqup.ca

Follow us on Facebook.com/McGillQueens and

Twitter.com/Scholarmqup

New from MQUP



Fox Chapel Publishing has been named by Publishers Weekly as one of the “Top 10 Fastest Growing 
Independent Publishers” six times since 2006. In addition we were awarded the Craft and Hobby Association 
Best New Kid’s Product of the Year for 2015! Our books inspire and inform readers who enjoy a variety of 
crafts and hobbies, including woodworking, cooking, needlework, pyrography, home and garden, outdoor 
recreation, kid craft, Zentangle®, and more. Our imprints include Fox Chapel, Creative Homeowner, Design 
Originals, Heliconia Press, and IMM Lifestyle Books. We have more than 1,000 book titles in print.

Totally Awesome  
Rubber Band Jewelry
9781574218961  |  $7.99 PB
Design Originals

Craft Projects for Minecraft® 
and Pixel Art Fans
9781574219661  |  $9.99 PB
Design Originals

Ultimate Guide Home  
Repair & Improvement
9781580115285  |  $29.95 HC
Creative Homeowner

Backyard Homesteading 
9781580115216  |  $16.95 PB
Creative Homeowner

Joy of Zentangle®

9781574214277  |  $24.99 PB
Design Originals

Teach Yourself Henna Tattoo
9781574214147  |  $19.99 PB
Design Originals

Paracord Outdoor Gear Projects
9781565238466  |  $9.99 PB
Fox Chapel Publishing

Dutch Oven & Cast Iron Cooking
9781565238176  |  $14.99 PB
Fox Chapel Publishing

Char-Broil America Grills!
9781580115025  |  $24.95 PB
Creative Homeowner

Zenspirations™ Flowers
9781574218695  |  $9.99 PB
Design Originals

F O X  C H A P E L  P U B L I S H I N G

For more information please visit us during BEA 2015, Booth #1466.

F O X  C H A P E L  P U B L I S H I N G
Your Source for Craft, Hobby, & DIY Guides

FoxChapel_FullPg_BW.indd   1 4/2/15   1:36 PM



        new for 2015 in the 

Garden for the Blind
Stories by Kelly Fordon

ISBN 9780814341049
eISBN 9780814341056

5.5 x 8, 288 pages, $18.99

Captivating linked stories that follow a 
group of characters from an upscale 

suburb of Detroit over several decades.

That  That
Poems by 

Ken Mikolowski
ISBN 9780814340653

eISBN 9780814340660
7.5 x 6.5, 80 pages, $14.99

Playful and profound short 
poems inspired by 

everyday insights and 
philosophical concerns.

Weweni
Poems in 

Anishinaabemowin and 
English by 

Margaret Noodin
ISBN 9780814340387

eISBN 9780814340790
5 x 8, 112 pages, $15.99

Modern 
Anishinaabemowin 

poetry in 
conversation with

English translation.

Love, Sex, and 4-H
A memoir by 
Anne-Marie Oomen
ISBN 9780814340783
eISBN 9780814340790
5 x 8, 232 pages, $18.99

A unique take on the tumultuous 
1960s from a young woman 
growing up in rural Michigan.

Trumbull Ave.
Poems by 
Michael Lauchlan
ISBN 9780814340967
eISBN 9780814340974
5 x 8, 80 pages, $15.99

Free verse poems driven 
by a narrative impulse 
and informed by decades 
of work in and around 
Detroit.

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS

That  ThatThat  ThatThat

8
IOWA where great writing begins

university of iowa press

Equal Before the Law
How Iowa Led Americans 
to Marriage Equality
Tom Witosky and Marc Hansen
228 pages . 20 b&w photos
$19.95 paper original
isbn: 978-1-60938-349-7

Dreaming Out Loud
African American 
Novelists at Work
edited by Horace A. Porter
240 pages
$24.00 paper original
isbn: 978-1-60938-335-0

Playing Fans
Negotiating Fandom and 
Media in the Digital Age
Paul Booth
240 pages . 21 b&w images
$45.00 paper original
isbn: 978-1-60938-319-0

The Rainy Season
Three Lives in the 
New South Africa
Maggie Messitt
240 pages . 2 maps
$19.95 paper original
isbn: 978-1-60938-327-5



transparent

eNewsletter Sign Up
Receive free email alerts

eNewsletter Sign Up
Receive free email alerts

“This is the ‘cyborg manifesto’ for  
technology, gender, and art in the 
twenty-first century. The search for the 
‘perfect woman’ in myth, literature, and 
technology collides with the reality of 
the complex and imperfect that is the 
essential human experience.”
— Arthur Kroker, author of Exits to the Posthuman 

Future

BEAUTIFUL TERRIBLE RUINS
Detroit and the Anxiety of Decline
Dora Apel
June 2015  • 184 pages, 36 photos • 6 x 9
Paper • 978-0-8135-7406-6 • $27.95
Cloth • 978-0-8135-7407-3 • $80.00

“ In this provocative analysis, informed by 
urban geography, political economy, and 
art history, Dora Apel reflects on what 
images of ruined Detroit teach us about 
the city, popular culture, and American 
capitalism.”
— Thomas J. Sugrue, author of The Origins of the  

Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit

MY FAIR LADIES
Female Robots, Androids, and Other  
Artificial Eves
Julie Wosk
July 2015 • 240 pages, 60 b/w and 12 color photos • 6-1/8 x 9-1/4
Paper • 978-0-8135-6337-4 • $29.95
Cloth • 978-0-8135-6338-1 • $90.00

ON RACIAL ICONS
Blackness and the Public Imagination
Nicole R. Fleetwood
June 2015 • 90 pages, 33 photos • 5-1/2 x 8-1/2
Paper  978-0-8135-6515-6 • $14.95

On Racial Icons looks at visual culture and 
race in the United States, in particular the 
significance of photography to document black 
public life. It examines America’s fascination 
with representing and seeing race in a myriad 
of contexts as emblematic of national and 
racial progress at best, or as a gauge of a  
collective racial wound. 

JEWISH MAD MEN
Advertising and the Design of the American 
Jewish Experience
Kerri P. Steinberg
February 2015 • 12 color and 46 b/w illustrations • 7 x 10
Paper • 978-0-8135-6375-6 • $29.95
Cloth • 978-0-8135-6376-3 • $90.00

“ You don’t have to be Jewish to  
appreciate this richly detailed account  
of the marketing and advertising of  
Jewish life. Steinberg documents how  
religious, cultural, and communal  
concerns all take shape in conversation 
with the commercial marketplace.”
— Ari Y. Kelman, author of Station Identification: A 

Cultural History of Yiddish Radio

All Books Available as Ebooks

9781909623712 9781909623699 9781909623774



The Seventh Sense
How Flashes of Insight 
Change Your Life

William Duggan
978-0-231-16906-6 - cloth - $29.95

192 pages · Columbia Business School 

Publishing

Abominable Science!
Origins of the Yeti, Nessie, 
and Other Famous Cryptids

Daniel Loxton 
& Donald R. Prothero
Foreword by Michael Shermer

978-0-231-15321-8 - paper - $19.95

432 pages · 88 illustrations

The Story of Life in 
25 Fossils
Tales of Intrepid Fossil 
Hunters and the Wonders 
of Evolution

Donald R. Prothero
978-0-231-17190-8 - cloth - $35.00

432 pages · 150 b&w illustrations

The Age of Sustainable 
Development
Jeffrey D. Sachs
Foreword by Ban Ki-moon

978-0-231-17315-5 - paper - $34.95

978-0-231-17314-8 - cloth - $120.00

544 pages · Trim size: 7” x 9”

300 color illustrations

c o l u m b i a  u n i v e r s i t y  p r e s s



Never Give Up
Merv Leech

$7.56 • 70 pages • 978-1-941736-88-3

What would you do when your body 
can no longer do most of the previous 
pleasures of work and recreation 
you used to do as an adventurous 
person who enjoys traveling and the 
outdoors? It’s a severely painful physical 
and emotional injury – or nightmare 
you wish you could wake up from. 
For author Merv Leech, it was a very 

challenging 9-year journey of pain and recovery.
 
In this biographical book, Leech shares about his life 
after a life-threatening motorcycle accident. It covers 
the injuries, the slow recovery, and the aspects of his 
journey that took place over a 9-year period. His hope 
is that others who have suffered from similar injuries or 
circumstances would be encouraged to Never Give Up 
but keep on being positive.

Poetry Therapy
Mira Ksiva

$7.56 • 64 pages • 978-1-942703-20-4

Accompany a young woman, going 
through life and dealing with 
depression/ anxiety, as she taps 
on her poetic skills to release the 
seemingly suppressed thoughts 
and sentiments insider her. Mainly 
told through poems and re� ections 
that are both humorous and painful, 
you’ll � nd these verses emotive as 
they evoke your very own thoughts 
as well.

These mental musings are designed to help everybody 
– clinically diagnosed or not – as we all go through 
these emotions at some point in our lives. This book is 
“therapoetic” and entertaining; everyone can relate to it.

Author Mira Ksiva has been dealing with mental illnesses 
for many years. For example, she loves to exercise and 
adores doing her kids’ homework. Whenever she’s not at 
work, she is always reading or writing. 

A Passel of Puppies
Rachel Dolan

26 pages
Paperback 978-1-941736-66-1 • $12.30
Hardcover 978-1-941736-67-8 • $25.80

If you and your kids are dog 
lovers, you would defi nitely 
enjoy sharing this illustrative 
picture book together. Spend 
some quality time with your 
little ones as you read the 
rhyming verses and delight in 
the vibrant pictures of A Passel 
of Puppies. Follow the exciting 
adventures of 12 fun-loving 
Leonberger puppies as they 
romp, roll and dance their way 
into your heart… And their playful exploits never end. 

Author Rachel Dolan brought her fi rst Leonberger 
puppy home 12 years ago. She is active in several 
rescues. She and her husband foster rescue dogs and 
share their home with 11 Leonbergers.

Illustrator Fiona Ogilvie has started her career in 
2003 as a print designer, and eventually evolved to 
become a digital designer and web developer.



The Ledger of Good and Evil: 
A Manual for Humanity

Teja A. Jaensch

Paperback • 978-1-941736-42-5 • $10.95
Hardback • 978-1-941736-46-3 • $24.95

90 pages

Looking inwards and into the deepest 
recesses of one’s own self may just 

be what everyone needs in this time of 
confusion, affl iction, and chaos, caused by the 

busy, stressful and fast-paced lifestyle that seems to 
rule the people of today. What better way to escape the savageness 
and ruthlessness of today’s world than to go back to one’s own 
roots – one’s own mind, heart, and body. That’s what author Teja 
A. Jaensch hopes to bring with the release of his newly published 
book, The Ledger of Good and Evil.

From ancient Chinese teachings comes a method by which one can observe one’s 
self honestly, take control of one’s actions and free one’s self from the stronghold of 
circumstance and negativity. Like a stone falling into a pond, one’s thoughts, emotions, 
actions, and inactions ripple out into the world. In sharing the message of this book, the 
author hopes that everyone’s combined ripples will send a tidal wave of benevolence 
through humanity and pave the way for a world where hatred, greed, fear and war can 
fi nally be left at the riverbank.

This book offers a ray of hope and light in these times of pain, guilt, and animosity, with 
its strong message of getting rid of the negative vibes by starting with one’s own self. 

About the Author
Teja A. Jaensch is a Kung Fu master and Chinese Medicine physician. He wrote his fi rst 
book, a novella titled Yi Sheng: Remember the Spirit, in 1997. After completing degrees in 
Chinese Medicine and International Studies at the University of Technology, Sydney, and 
the Yunnan Normal University in Kunming, China, he undertook his postgraduate studies 
at the Hunyuan Research Institute, and co-authored The Lost Heart of Medicine. Currently 
he is the Director of the Hunyuan Research Institute Australia. He runs a busy clinic with 
his wife and is the head coach at the Kung Fu Academy in the Hills District of Sydney.

I Want a Cocky for Christmas
V.J. Farrell

$11.07 • 188 pages • 978-1-942703-08-2

If you own a Sulphur Crested 
Cockatoo, you would know that 
having it as a pet is a huge 
commitment. That’s why in this 
book, the author covers the 
responsibilities of ownership – 
from the selection of the species 
to the pitfalls of training and care.

Her comical and sad family stories are used 
to reinforce this message of responsible pet 
ownership. To inspire other Cockatoo owners and 
lovers, she begins with her early experiences with 
her Cockatoo, then remembers her second bird 
and the sad story of how he succumbed to PBFD, 
a very harsh viral disease, and lastly, shares the 
story of Bert, her third and most exceptional 
Cockatoo that became a celebrity in his own right 
by entertaining the public with fund-raising and 
human interest presentations.

The Punctuation Book
Dr. Peter Harries

$16.50 • Paperback 978-1-941736-36-4
$30.00 • Hardback 978-1-941736-37-1

40 pages

It’s fun to learn the English language. 
There’s much to enjoy with these little 
punctuations we are so fond of meeting 
and using every day.

Peter Harries Ph.D. (History and Anthro-
pology Curtin Uni. 2005) shares this 
entertaining and educational book for 
children of all ages – adults included – 
who have the capacity to enjoy the written English language. It’s 
a simple but interesting book that introduces the young ones 
to the different punctuation marks. The illustrations feature the 
most original characters, all the product of the author’s own 
boundless imagination and peculiar drawing ability.

About the Author
Dr. Peter Harries has been a professional entertainer for the 
past 50 years; was an On-Air presenter and producer of both 
adult and children’s television in Perth, Western Australia; and 
made TV documentaries.

Judy Blume’s
New Adult Novel!

Based on the real-life passenger plane crashes 
during a three-month period in the 1950s, 
Blume fashions a tale of three generations 
of people impacted by the tragedies.
9781101875049
$27.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

“An exceptionally 
moving story that 
can leave the 
reader laughing 
and crying . . . 
sometimes at the 
same time.”—The 
Denver Post
9780385337663  
$15.00 PB
Bantam

“(Blume) catches perfectly 
the well-armored love 
between longtime female 
friends.”—The Seattle Times
9780440226437
$7.99 mass market
Dell Publishing Group
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Here are the core teachings of Buddhism and practical 
advice for daily life. His Holiness’ words will help 

readers to live with calm and to discover inner peace.

Hampton Roads Publishing
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Ancient Wisdom for Modern Living

“. . . gems of advice enlightening  
to both head and heart.” –Robert Thurman

Drawing on the lore of a dozen 
tribes, Old Magic conjures the 
year-to-year life of a shaman – a 
life of service to his people, a life 
fraught with torment and 
danger, a life often taking a man 
or woman to the edge of 
madness.madness.

Author Mark Jorgensen uses his 
extensive knowledge and years of 
experience combined with 
photographer Jeff Young’s unique 
perspective in their debut book, 
Desert Bighorn Sheep: Wilderness Icon, 
to compile the most comprehensive 
photogphotographic work ever published 
on this iconic symbol of the deserts 
of the southwest US and northern 
Mexico. 

Old Magic: 
Lives of the Desert Shamans

9781941384008           $29.95

Desert Bighorn Sheep:
Wilderness Icon

9781941384053           $22.95

New titles from 
Sunbelt Publications 

The Provocateur’s Payback, a gay thriller of international intrigue, introduces a trio of memorable 
characters: Curro, disillusioned playboy who’s left the club scene behind in search of a new life 
purpose after losing his beloved dog; Dima, handsome martial arts champion who’s fled from 
goons in the Russian Mafia; and Eugenia, elegant super-model with stunning green eyes whom 
the witless gossips of Madrid society have long pegged as Curro’s ideal consort.
9781626011649  |  $19.99 PB

“A fantastic portrait of decadence filled with wit.”
                                                                       —Vanity Fair (Spanish edition)

Praise for The Provocateur’s Payback
 •   “The most delirious gay thriller in the history of 
                 [the] Spanish novel.”—Eñe Literary Magazine

•   “One of the season’s literary surprises.”
                                        —Shangay Magazine  

•   “A fascinating story filled with humor, violence,
                                 and eroticism.”—El Cultural Magazine

Riverdale Avenue Books
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Killing Monica
Candace Bushnell
With her trademark wit and style, Bushnell 
spoofs and skewers her way through pop 
culture, celebrity worship, fame, and even 
the meaning of life itself.
9780446557900  |  $27.00 HC
9781607889052  |  $30.00 Unabridged CD
9781455530373  |  $29.00 HC, 
large print ed.
Grand Central Publishing

Robert Ludlum’s™ The Janson Equation
Douglas Corleone
Sen. James Wyckoff hires private security 
consultants Paul Janson and Jessica Kincaid 
to find his son, who’s disappeared after his 
girlfriend is found strangled—and to 
prevent a war in Asia.
9781455577675  |  $28.00 HC
9781478979609  |  $35.00 Unabridged CD
9781455589609  |  $30.00 HC,
 large print ed.
Grand Central Publishing

Saint Mazie
Jami Attenberg
“A raw, boisterous, generous novel with a 
heroine to match and New York in its soul, Saint 
Mazie offers proof again that Attenberg is a 
brilliant, lion-hearted storyteller.”
—Maggie Shipstead, author of Astonish 
Me and Seating Arrangements
9781455599899  |  $25.00 HC
9781478903819  |  $30.00 Unabridged CD
Grand Central Publishing

The Coloring Book
Colin Quinn
The former SNL “Weekend Update” 
host and legendary stand-up comic 
launches a controversial and laugh-
out-loud investigation into cultural 
and ethnic stereotypes.
9781455507597  |  $26.00 HC
9781478903796  |  $30.00 
Unabridged CD
Grand Central Publishing

The President’s Shadow
Brad Meltzer
National archivist Beecher 
White finds a chopped-off 
arm—a message for the 
president—in the White 
House’s Rose Garden.
9780446553933  |  $28.00 HC
9781600247095  |  $35.00 
Unabridged CD
9780446553940  |  $30.00 HC, 
large print ed.
Grand Central Publishing

The Rumor
Elin Hilderbrand
Nantucket-based author Madeline King has a 
forthcoming novel that shouts bestseller but 
spills all about closest friend Grace’s affair. As 
long-held resentments boil over, a dangerous 
stranger exploits the two women.
9780316334525  |  $28.00 HC 
9781478954682  |  $35.00 Unabridged CD
9780316339353  |  $30.00 HC, 
large print ed.
Little, Brown and Company

Truth or Die
James Patterson
and Howard Roughan
Things are looking up for attorney 
Trevor Mann, until a story broken by 
his nervy journalist girlfriend sparks 
violence and forces him to follow her 
leads to a world-shattering secret.
9780316407014  |  $28.00 HC
9781478927952  |  $35.00 
Unabridged CD
9780316408721  |  $30.00 HC, 
large print ed.
Little, Brown and Company

SUMMER BLOCKBUSTERS
from Hachette Book Group



NEW TITLES from

PERSEUS DISTRIBUTION
coming JUNE 2015

Heading Home With Your Newborn
From Birth to Reality
Laura A. Jana, MD, FAAP, and Jennifer Shu, MD, 
FAAP
Focusing on the fi rst few months of an infant’s 
life, the 3rd edition includes new information on 
breastfeeding and the involvement of allergies, 
formula options, swaddling, the impact of social 
media sharing, and much more.

9781581108934 • $16.95 PB
American Academy of Pediatrics

Baby Care Anywhere
A Quick Guide to Parenting On the Go
Benjamin B. Spitalnick, MD, FAAP, and Keith M. 
Seibert, MD, FAAP
This portable pocket guide to baby basics, written 
by two pediatricians, addresses 150 of the most 
frequent questions and concerns raised by new 
parents.

9781581108965 • $14.95 PB
American Academy of Pediatrics

Vindicated
Confessions of a Video Vixen, Ten Years Later
Karrine Steffans
New York Times bestselling author and former 
hip-hop video star Karrine Steffans gives a new 
autobiography and updates fans on her life since 
her bestselling memoir, Confessions of a Video 
Vixen.

9781940363820 • $24.95 HC
BenBella Books

First, Kill All the Marriage Counselors
Modern-Day Secrets to Being Desired, Cherished, 
and Adored for Life
Laura Doyle
New York Times bestselling author Laura Doyle gives 
her marriage-tested and unconventional advice to 
keep your marriage thriving.

9781940363868 • $16.95 PB
BenBella Books

The Devil’s Pleasure Palace
The Cult of Critical Theory and the Subversion of 
America
Michael Walsh
The untold story of the critical theory movement, 
explaining how it took root in America and, once 
established, resulted in the dominance of the far left 
in journalism, academe, and popular culture.

9781594037689 • $23.99 HC
Encounter Books

Once and Future King
The Rise of Crown Government in America
F.H. Buckley
Shattering nearly every myth surrounding American 
government, the Constitution, and the Founding 
Fathers, offering the clearest warning about the 
alarming rise of one-man rule in the age of Obama.

9781594037931 • $17.99 PB
Encounter Books

The Open Organization
Igniting Passion and Performance
Jim Whitehurst
The CEO of one of the world’s most revolutionary 
companies shows how open source principles go 
beyond technology, and are the key to reinventing 
management for our decentralized and digital era.

9781625275271 • $30.00 HC
Harvard Business Review Press

Your Strategy Needs a Strategy
How to Choose and Execute the Right Approach
Martin Reeves, Knut Haanaes, and Janmejaya 
Sinha
Based on the acclaimed Harvard Business 
Review article of the same name, three leading 
strategists offer a method for choosing the 
right strategy approach to a company’s specifi c 
environment.

9781625275868 • $32.00 HC
Harvard Business Review Press

Unwelcome Inheritance
Break Your Family’s Cycle of Addictive Behaviors
Lisa Sue Woititz and Dr. Janet G. Woititz
Learn what you can do to help yourself, your children, 
and future generations break the cycle of addiction 
and addictive behaviors.

9781616495909 • $14.95 PB
Hazelden

The Way of Our People
Daily Meditations for American Indians in Recovery 
from Alcoholism
Donald Richard Wright
A meditation, seven daily prayers, and selected 
stories “from the rooms” of AA meetings, presented 
for each of the 52 weeks of the year, providing a 
weekly and daily source of inspiration and hope.

9781616494230 • $14.95 PB
Hazelden

Motorcycling the Right Way
Do This, Not That, Behind the Handlebars
Ken Condon
A basic riding course for motorcyclists looking to 
ride safely and well, with tips to increase the rider’s 
ever-improving skills and situational awareness, 
complete with readable advice and anecdotes from 
the road for beginning and experienced riders.

9781620081693 • $24.95 PB
i5 Press

September Remember
A Novel
Eliot Taintor
A bestseller back in print for the fi rst time in 
sixty years, September Remember is the story of 
rebirth and redemption that put AA into literary 
consciousness.

9781632260253 • $16.00 PB
Prospecta Press

Art and Text
Edited by Aimee Selby, Contributions by 
Dave Beech, Charles Harrison, Will Hil
Now in paperback, the bestselling Art and Text 
covers the development of the textual medium in 
art from the early combinations of text, lettering, 
and image in the work of seminal artists.

9781910433188 • $29.95 PB
Black Dog Publishing

Drawing Projects for Children
Paula Briggs
A fun and comprehensive guide with step-by-step 
instructions and beautifully illustrated examples 
that will help children expand their artistic 
abilities and imagination.

9781908966742 • $24.95 PB
Black Dog Publishing

Out of Sight
The Long and Disturbing Story of Corporations 
Outsourcing Catastrophe
Erik Loomis
In the tradition of Naomi Klein, a powerful new 
analysis of labor and environmental harm in the age 
of globalization by an award-winning scholar and 
public intellectual.

9781620970089 • $25.95 HC
The New Press

Don’t Trust, Don’t Fear, Don’t Beg
The Extraordinary Story of the Arctic 30
Ben Stewart; Foreword by Paul McCartney
A gripping work of narrative nonfi ction about the 
thirty Greenpeace activists thrown into Russia’s 
vicious prison system—and the fi ght to get them 
out.

9781620971093 • $26.95 HC
The New Press

Rich Media, Poor Democracy
Communication Politics in Dubious Times
Robert W. McChesney
A fi fteenth-anniversary edition of the groundbreaking 
book on media conglomeration, with a new preface 
from the celebrated media historian and author.

9781565849754 • $22.95 PB
The New Press

First, Kill All the Marriage Counselors
Modern-Day Secrets to Being Desired, Cherished, 
and Adored for Life
Laura Doyle
New York Times
her marriage-tested and unconventional advice to 
keep your marriage thriving.

9781940363868
BenBella Books

F.H. Buckley
Shattering nearly every myth surrounding American 
government, the Constitution, and the Founding 
Fathers, offering the clearest warning about the 
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The New Press

Drawing Projects for Children
Paula Briggs
A fun and comprehensive guide with step-by-step 
instructions and beautifully illustrated examples 
that will help children expand their artistic 
abilities and imagination.

9781908966742
Black Dog Publishing
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THE GRACE 
OF KINGS

You lived in China until you immigrated with your 
family to the U.S. when you were 11 years old. Had 
you already discovered sci-fi, or was it after you 
arrived in America?

The very first work I read that would be classified as “sci-fi” in 
a bookstore was a Chinese translation of Philip K. Dick’s Do 
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep. I loved the way it explored 
the question of what it means to be human using a set of 
technological metaphors. 

However, I’m not very attached to genre labels, and I could 
make a plausible argument that Paradise Lost, Book VIII, 
contains a proto-sci-fi story in the argument between Adam 

and the angel Raphael. And since I view sci-fi as a specific 
sub-branch of fantasy, I could also make an argument that 
many of the Chinese historical romances contain elements 
of sci-fi (e.g., the various exploits of the peerless strategist 
Zhuge Liang).

In other words, I think although we tend to discover sci-fi as a 
marketing genre label as we develop our reading habits, sci-
fi—broadly defined as a way of thinking—has always existed 
in various literary traditions.

It is this idea of tracing throughout history the pre-figurements 
and faint echoes of what we think of as uniquely modern that I 
find fascinating, and it’s a thematic strand in my fiction.

KEN LIU

THE DEBUT OF A NEW VOICE IN FANTASY

 INTERVIEW

Known for writing short stories and novellas, which have earned him two Hugo 
Awards, the Nebula Award, and a World Fantasy Award, Liu delivers his highly 
anticipated debut novel—the first book in an epic fantasy series that’s sure to be 
embraced by fans of intrigue, intimate plots, and action. 
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Is there a particular author or work that put you on the path to 
becoming a writer?

I think great authors or works put us on the path to being lifelong readers; 
taking up writing, on the other hand, might be a sort of compulsion one is 
born with.

Even as a child, I’m told that I liked making up stories and telling them to my 
grandparents and aunts and uncles. Later, I told stories to my classmates in 
kindergarten and first grade, and I recall having to work extra hard to keep 
the attention of my fellow five-year-olds.

My literary tastes and influences would probably be described as eclectic. 
Since I’m bilingual, I might be somewhat unusual among American writers in 
being equally influenced by the Western storytelling tradition running from 
the Iliad to Anglo-Saxon histories to Renaissance poetry to latinate Miltonic 
prose to 19th-century literature of the uncanny to the postmodern fabulism 
of David Mitchell, as well as the Chinese storytelling tradition running from 
classical Warring States Period narrative poetry to Han Dynasty histories to 
Tang Dynasty lyrical verse to oral pingshu performances to classic Jin Yong 
martial arts fantasies of the 20th century to contemporary genre novels and 

Web-based serial epics. This blended literary style, however, is firmly rooted 
in the Anglo-American melting pot tradition.

After writing mostly short stories and novellas, you are taking 
the plunge into epic fantasy with your first novel, The Grace of 
Kings—Book One of the Dandelion Dynasty. Can you share with 
us how the idea for this story came about?

My wife actually gave me the idea for the novel first. Both of us are familiar 
with historical romances in the Chinese literary tradition—analogous to 
Western epics in some sense—and, one day, she simply turned to me and 
said, “Why not re-imagine one of these stories and give it a new life?”

I describe the novel as a “silkpunk epic fantasy,” by which I mean that 
I’m writing with and against the tradition of epic fantasy—as began by 
Tolkien—by infusing it with an East-Asia-inspired aesthetic that embraces, 
extends, and challenges fantasy/historical tropes that are assumed to have 
medieval European or classical East Asian origins.

The story is based on a loose re-imagining of the historical legends 
surrounding the rise of the Han Dynasty in a new fantasy archipelago setting. 
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Although very different from my past work, some of my key themes, e.g., the 
value of history and the meaning of the complex web of reciprocal duties 
between individuals, families, and larger social units, are echoed here. This 
is a world of politics and intrigue, of love purified and corrupted, of rebelling 
against tyranny and seeing one’s ideals compromised, of friendships forged 
and sundered by the demands of war and statecraft. There are vain and 
jealous gods, bamboo airships and biomechanics-inspired submarines, 
battle kites that evoke the honor and glory of another age, fantastical 
creatures of the deep, and magical tomes that tell the future written in 
our hearts. I hope readers have as much fun reading the novel as I had in 
writing it.

“World-building” has become popular in the fantasy and sci-fi 
genre. How did you construct the archipelago of Dara and its 
Seven Kingdoms?

As I’m a technologist at heart—I’m a programmer and also an attorney 
working in the field of IP litigation consulting—the world-building of Dara, 
a land of fantasy, relied on technology to a great extent. 

I used a wiki to track various details about the world—animal, vegetable, 
mineral, culture, anthropology, timeline, history, language, technology, 
religion, etc. I also did a lot of research in historical technology and even 
consulted old patents to ensure that the silkpunk technologies I invented 
were within an order of magnitude of being plausible. I wrote translation 
software to enable various phrases to be translated into Classical Ano, a 
fantasy language. Finally, I learned to use mapping software to design the 
map for Dara, which is the foundation for the action that unfolds on its 
vast stage.

The Grace of Kings is one of the first releases from Simon & 
Schuster’s new Saga Press, an all-inclusive science fiction and 
fantasy imprint. How did your relationship with them begin?

One could argue that Saga and I were fated to be together. Saga’s executive 
editor, Joe Monti, was actually my first agent. He literally got to see The 

Grace of Kings develop from a rough outline and a hand-drawn map into 
the final silkpunk fantasy that you’re holding in your hands. I was both sad 
and happy when he hung up his agenting shingle to become an editor—sad 
because he would no longer be my agent, and happy because the field had 
one more great editor to champion authors.

Luckily, after Joe and I said good-bye, I landed with Russ Galen, my current 
agent and one of the smartest people I know in the world. He told me that 
the novel was ready and promptly made the deal with Saga, ensuring that 
Joe and I would get to work together once more.

You have a unique hobby— repairing vintage typewriters. How 
did that begin?

My grandfather had an ancient typewriter that I used to play with as a 
kid, and so I’ve always had an emotional attachment to these machines. 
They’re complicated, but it’s also possible to learn how they work with no 
specialized knowledge or tools just by patiently taking them apart.

Unfortunately, given the constraints of having a full-time job, young children 
at home, and meeting publishing deadlines, I no longer have much free time 
to work on typewriters these days.

So what’s next for you?

I’m busily working on the sequels to The Grace of Kings—expect the second 
book next year!—and there are some short fiction and translation projects 
that are keeping me more than busy.

Thank you very much for having me in these pages!

I think great authors or works put us 
on the path to being lifelong readers; 

taking up writing, on the other hand, might be 
a sort of compulsion one is born with.
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ONE WOMAN’S JOURNEY from 
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to SPIRITUAL FULFILLMENT

Fed up with binge eating, fad diets, 
and hating her body, Kimber Simpkins 
decides to get to the bottom of her 
unhappy relationship with food. As 
she fi ghts to overcome the inner 
demons of self-criticism that torment 
her, she realizes she’s not truly 
hungry for food—she is starving 
for spiritual fulfi llment.

Full of wisdom and heart, this 
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Tom Clancy Under Fire
Grant Blackwood

Racing against the clock to determine who 
is friend and who is foe, Jack Ryan Jr. may 
have to choose between his loyalty to his 
oldest friend and his loyalty to America.

9780399175756  |  $28.95 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons
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Penguin Books
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Emma Straub

“[Straub has] created the best feel-good 
story of the summer.”—The Washington 
Post
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Riverhead Books

Enchanted August
Brenda Bowen

With a cast of quirky and endearing 
characters set against the beauty of an idyllic 
New England summer, this tale brilliantly 
updates The Enchanted April and offers 
readers a universal fantasy: one glorious 
summer month away from it all.

9780525429050  |  $27.95 HC
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Dead Ice
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Someone is producing zombie porn, but the 
eyes of the women being victimized signal 
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Celeste Ng
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—Boston Globe
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Modern Romance
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One of this generation’s most popular 
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romance.
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Penguin Press
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Paris Match
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“Another fun-filled ride of action and 
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Suspense Magazine 
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Let Me Die in his Footsteps
Lori Roy

Edgar Award-winner Roy wrests from a 
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between generations.
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Eeny Meeny
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Two people are abducted, imprisoned, 
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set in, only one walks away alive. It’s a 
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Inspector Helen Grace has ever seen.
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Remembering Who We Are
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A compilation of 40 commencement 
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Ghost Ship
Clive Cussler and Graham Brown

With the help of Joe Zavala, Kurt Austin 
takes on the sinister organization at the 
heart of a state-sponsored cybercrime. But 
even Austin could not begin to guess where 
he will ultimately end up.
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MK Czerwiec, Michael J. Green,  
Kimberly R. Myers, and Scott T. Smith

216 pages | 34 color/86 b&w illustrations  
978-0-271-06649-3 | $29.95 paper 
Graphic Medicine Series
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On Sale 5.26.15
978-1-61773-500-4 • $15.00 • Dafina TP

The third book in Lovely’s sexy,
scandalous and shock-filled Shady

Sisters Trilogy series will leave
readers spellbound with its soap

opera twists and turns. 

“Vibrant characters, artful
storytelling, and an original
voice make Lutishia Lovely

worth every moment.”
—DOnnA HiLL

The Shady Sisters Trilogy Series

On Sale 5.26.15
978-0-7582-9514-9 • $15.00 • Kensington TP

Amy Conner’s riveting debut
was compared to The Help, now
her new novel is a spellbinding
journey of a young Louisiana

woman’s search for love, accep-
tance, and the intrinsic appetite

for wanting a better life.

“A wholly original voice.”
—BrET LOTT

on The right Thing

On Sale 5.26.15
978-1-4201-3386-8 • $7.99 • Zebra MM

In the eagerly awaited third novel
of her New York Times bestselling

Brodies of Alaska trilogy,
Kat Martin brings spine tingling
suspense and romantic tension.

“Martin artfully mixes
romance and suspense.”

—rT book revieWs

The Brodies of Alaska Series

On Sale 5.26.15
978-0-7582-9397-8 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

In the second novel in the Tylers
of Texas series, New York Times
bestselling author Janet Dailey

conjures the kind of rugged
Western hero that has made

her beloved by millions of
romance fans.

“Dailey fans will be delighted by
the Tylers of Texas series.”
—rT book revieWs, 4 STArS

The Tylers of Texas Series

On Sale 5.26.15
978-0-7582-9345-9 • $25.00 • Kensington HC

In Daniel Palmer’s electrifying,
brilliant new thriller a vicious drug

cartel wants their stolen money
back from a prep school computer
hacking club—but a survivalist à la
Die Hard has other plans for them.

“One of today’s best
thriller writers.”

—PubLishers WeekLy

On Sale 5.26.15
978-0-7582-7476-2 • $25.00 • Kensington HC

The New York Times bestselling
author’s brand-new standalone

novel delivers her most surprising,
thought-provoking tale yet that

brilliantly showcases her signature
mix of literary writing with a

commercial twist. 

“Monroe enjoys instant name
recognition as a top African

American author.”
—Library JournaL

on Family of Lies



Christians all over the country will be welcoming 
Pope Francis to the U.S. in September.

Through the Year 
with Pope Francis: 
Daily Refl ections 
Edited by Kevin Cotter
978-1-61278-766-4 | $16.95

Love is Our Mission: 
The Family Fully 
Alive A Preparatory 
Catechesis for the 
World Meeting of 
Families
English: 
978-1-61278-855-5 | $9.95
Spanish: 
978-1-61278-856-2 | $9.95

Forming Intentional 
Disciples: 
The Path to Knowing 
and Following Jesus
by Sherry A. Weddell 
978-1-61278-590-5 | 
$15.95

Evangelizing 
Catholics: A Mission 
Manual for the New 
Evangelization
By Scott Hahn
978-1-61278-773-2 | $19.95

The Holy Father wil be joining us in Philadelphia 
for the World Meeting of Families!

Stock these essential 
best-selling books for his visit!

921500.indd   1 2/24/15   1:48 PM
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New titles from CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

VOICES IN THE BAND
A Doctor, Her Patients, and 
How the Outlook on AIDS Care 
Changed from Doomed to 
Hopeful
SUSAN C. BALL

“This book will become the next 
classic in AIDS literature.”

—Rita Charon, Columbia University
Cloth ISBN 978-0-8014-5362-5  
$27.95 | 264 pp. 

UNBUTTONING 
AMERICA
A Biography of Peyton Place
ARDIS CAMERON

“A wonderful book about Grace 
Metalious, her novel Peyton Place, 
and her readers.”

—Jennifer Frost, Author Of Hedda 
Hopper’s Hollywood

Cloth ISBN 978-0-8014-5364-9  
$24.95 | 240 pp. | 13 halftones, 1 map

A WORLD OF WORK
Imagined Manuals for Real Jobs
EditEd by ILANA GERSHON
ForEword by JEAN LAVE

“An imaginative collection of es-
says that is also a deep collection on 
the nature of work.” 

—George E. Marcus, coauthor 
of Designs for an Anthropology of 

the Contemporary
iLr PrEss 
Paper ISBN 978-0-8014-5685-5  
$19.95 | 248 pp. | 12 halftones

CLASS DIVIDE
Yale ‘64 and the Conflicted 
Legacy of the Sixties
HOWARD JR. GILLETTE

“A compelling portrait of privileged 
and idealistic young men as they 
confronted a world in the midst of 
upheaval.”

—Elaine Tyler May, author of 
America and the Pill

Cloth ISBN 978-0-8014-5365-6  
$29.95 | 296 pp. | 16 halftones

FAT-TALK NATION
The Human Costs of America’s 
War on Fat
SUSAN GREENHALGH

“Well-written, well-researched, 
provocative. The essays by young 
people are a gold mine.”

—Amy Farrell, author of Fat Shame
Cloth ISBN 978-0-8014-5395-3  
$26.95 | 280 pp. | 11 illustrations,  
11 tables

SWEDISH DESIGN
An Ethnography
KEITH M. MURPHY

“An acute, revelatory, and wholly 
original exploration of the cultural 
life of forms.”

—Don Brenneis, University of 
California, Santa Cruz

ExPErtisE: CuLturEs and tEChnoLogiEs  
oF KnowLEdgE  
Paper ISBN 978-0-8014-7966-3  
$24.95 | 260 pp. | 15 halftones

MAKING AND 
UNMAKING NATIONS
War, Leadership, and Genocide in 
Modern Africa
SCOTT STRAUS

“A tour de force that will set the stan-
dard for scholars of genocide and 
ethnic conflict for years to come.”

—Benjamin Valentino, author of Final 
Solutions

Paper ISBN 978-0-8014-7968-7 
$26.95 | 408 pp. | 1 halftone, 2 tables,  
2 charts

BUTTERFLIES
A Complete Guide to Their 
Biology and Behavior
DICK VANE-WRIGHT

“This colorful book is a fascinating 
introduction to the complex world of 
the butterfly.”

—New Scientist 
Paper ISBN 978-1-5017-0017-0  
$19.95 | 128 pp. | color images throughout

These and all Cornell University Press titles available through Ingram          



The Dog and The Pram 
A Jimmy James Story

John W. Paull

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4251-6460-7 | Paperback | $10.96

Author John W. Paull’s The Dog and the Pram tells and illustrates the 
story of how Jimmy James, a brave, remarkable golden tabby cat 
rushes out and saves two babies in a pram from a naughty dog that 
frightens them.

The A-B-C Smarts
Book 2

Adlyn Hylton

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4490-4575-3 | Paperback | $28.99

The A-B-C Smarts lay a foundation for beginning readers.  This book 
will point early readers in a direction that will help in mastering the 
skills needed for reading, preparing beginning learners to recognize 
objects, letters, letter- sounds, phonics, and sight-words.

Paw Was Once a Boy
Jeraldine T. Posey

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4269-9636-8 | Paperback | $20.72

This book tells about the life of a person who lived during the Great 
Depression in South Carolina. Paw was raised on a farm and he is used 
to hard work. This is his story. 

Chipper and the Prince
Harriet Cameron, Illustrated by Lise’ C. Miller

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4251-0812-0 | Paperback | $8.49
978-1-4907-3222-0 | E-book | $3.99

Chipper and the Prince is a great new picture-book that all parents need 
to read. With morals so important in everyday life, reading this book 
will surely help parents communicate with their kids and have fun at 
the same time.

There’s A Cactus Growing 
Out Of My Head!
Andrew’s Adventures

Darlene Maes-Balduini

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4208-0780-6 | Paperback | $11.95

Andrew and his family visit the Saguaro Forest where something 
strange happens. The boy starts talking to animals and � nds a cactus 
growing out of his head! Find out what else happens to him in this 
delightful and imaginative story.

God’s Greatest Miracle
Margaret Schuster-Grossman

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-0446-0 | Paperback | $14.51
978-1-4907-3407-1 | E-book | $3.99

A picture book explaining the Eucharist and Jesus in the Tabernacle 
to preschoolers, First Communion classes, and older. Each miracle is 
explained with beautiful pictures illustrating the miracle in a way that 
is easy for children to understand and accept.

Famous Dog Chowski
Gerald R. (Jerry) Deal

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-9707-3 | Paperback | $20.72

Famous Dog Chowski is the remarkable story of a schnauzer that came 
into a Central Texas family’s lives. He becomes famous when he saves 
the family from a � re and ventures through that state to return to his 
beloved Paula. 

The Tree That Talks
Barbara Anne Syassen

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4251-5119-5 | Paperback | $10.00
978-1-4669-7301-5 | E-book | $3.99

An inspiring children’s tale about a girl called Annabella, who enjoys 
going to the park to talk to her favourite tree, especially when she is 
feeling sad. The Tree comforts Annabella, and teaches her “how to 
live in the moment and be happy.”

Cold, Cold North
Carolyn A. Drake

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-1384-7 | Paperback | $18.41
978-1-4907-1385-4 | E-book | $3.99

Introduce your children to the magni� cent world of the Arctic by 
reading through the pages of author Carolyn Drake’s Cold, Cold 
North. This children’s picture book about Arctic wildlife is told with 
informative verses and colorful illustrations to enhance learning. 

Pablo’s Pelican
Vincent Marotta

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-3189-6 | Paperback | $12.68
978-1-4907-3188-9 | E-book | $3.99

Pablo Guillermo’s father leaves his family to attend to his sick mother. 
He would have to stay with her until she recovers. Pablo realized that 
he would have to be the “man of the house” until his father returned, 
but how?

Molly, The Dancing Meerkat
A Lesson in Responsibility

Michele Voss

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-3490-3 | Paperback | $13.77
978-1-4907-3489-7 | E-book | $3.99

Wearing a pink ballet tutu and lots of bling, Molly, the Dancing Meerkat 
entertains young readers through her non-stop twirling. Written by 
Michele Voss, this endearing picture book teaches young readers 
about rhyming words and instills responsibility lessons within them.

Inspector Ace and Sergeant Bubba
Mavis E. Smith

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-1808-8 | Paperback | $13.54
978-1-4907-1807-1 | E-book | $3.99

Ace is a big German Shepherd dog. Mr. Cody Drummond is Ace’s 
owner.  Bubba is a little  Pomeranian dog. Ms. Emily Fontaine is Bubba’s 
owner. Ace and Bubba are best friends. Join them in their adventures in 
Inspector Ace and Sergeant Bubba!

Why Can’t Papa 
Remember My Name?
Dr. Juvenna M. Chang

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-2672-4 | Paperback | $19.57
978-1-4907-2671-7 | E-book | $3.99

In Why Can’t Papa Remember My Name?, a young boy realizes something 
much more important than Papa remembering his name. He sees his 
Papa go through changes because of Alzheimer’s disease and discovers 
what he needs to tell his Papa.

Superdoright!
Be A Superhero! Help Save The World!

Missy Robbins

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-2613-7 | Paperback | $16.09
978-1-4907-2612-0 | E-book | $3.99

All children out there are invited to join the crusade of “Superdoright!
Notice that the world is blue? Why not make it green? Read this book, 
do right, and be a superhero by lending a hand in saving the world!

Bosco the Beagle
Sharon Stancil Howard

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-3644-0 | Paperback | $13.54
978-1-4907-3643-3 | E-book | $3.99

Bosco goes to school, rides the bus, admires the teacher and teaches 
the class all about math. He brings humor into the classroom along 
with some of his naughty antics. Mostly, he teaches the importance of 
laughing at yourself.

Looper
Stop Child Abuse

Dawn Fuller

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-1128-7 | Paperback | $16.46
978-1-4907-1127-0 | E-book | $3.99

This moving book tells the story of Rosa who shares what she and her 
brother went through in the hands of their dad to Looper, Julia and 
Woolly Bear. Will they be able to help Rosa do the right thing?

Great Books FOR EVERY READER
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The Future has an Ancient Heart
Lucia Chiavola Birnbaum

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4759-3261-4 | Hardback | $33.95
978-1-4759-3260-7 | Paperback | $23.95
978-1-4759-3262-1 | E-book | $3.99

Feminist cultural historian Lucia Chiavola Birnbaum caps her 
work with The Future has an Ancient Heart, a scholarly study of the 
transformative legacy of African origins and values of caring, sharing, 
healing, and vision carried by African migrants throughout the world.

The Frown of Fortune
A Luke Tremayne Adventure...A French Aff air 1653

Geoff  Quaife

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-7850-8 | Hardback | $27.08 
978-1-4669-7851-5 | Paperback | $14.95 
978-1-4669-7849-2 | E-book | $3.99

Explore a time when intelligence operations relied more on the basics 
of survival, protection, strategy and determination. Follow Luke’s 
adventures as he � ghts against dangerous forces that hinder him from 
the search for the truth in The Frown of Fortune.

My Battle with Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome
Beckie Butcher

www.iuniverse.com

978-1-4697-7378-0 | Paperback | $9.95
978-1-4697-7379-7 | E-book | $3.99

My Battle with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome shares Beckie Butcher’s intense
and emotional journey of how the autoimmune disease chronic fatigue
syndrome impacted her life from her � rst symptoms to the progress
of her treatment and physical, spiritual and emotional recovery.

Space Connection 2313
The Blue Suit Space Connection

Charles David Bierbaum

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4343-6031-1 | Paperback | $17.99
978-1-4678-7174-7 | E-book | $3.99

Space Connection 2313 by author Charles David Bierbaum is a 
humorous science Friction-comedy that revolves around a group of 
people that belong to a space station.

The Pictou Triangle
Jean Lucas

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4251-2079-5 | Paperback | $21.24

The Pictou Triangle is a spellbinding tale about the Scottish emigrants to 
Canada, showcasing authentic historical accounts and truly remarkable 
characters.  With its elegant prose and fascinating plots, this book will 
surely captivate readers, taking them into an unforgettable journey. 

A New Brand of Patriotism
Getting America Back

Paul Ehrlich

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-5009-2 | Hardback | $28.30
978-1-4669-5007-8 | Paperback | $18.30
978-1-4669-5008-5 | E-book | $3.99

In A New Brand of Patriotism, � ve former Air Force combat pilots meet 
every week to discuss what they can do about the downward trend of 
America. These � ve � yers have decided to do something about this 
situation, something drastic.

Epic in the Forgotten War
Ken Filing

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4269-6821-1 | Hardback | $26.26
978-1-4269-6820-4 | Paperback | $16.26
978-1-4269-6822-8 | E-book | $9.99

In Epic in the Forgotten War, a military thriller loosely based on real-life 
events, follows Tony Marino and a fellow American sailor caught in 
the Korean War. They must rely on the CIA and a beautiful Korean 
girl to escape. 

Some Moments in my Life
Wilfrid Amisial

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4817-2092-2 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4817-2093-9 | E-book | $3.99

Some Moments in my Life is an engaging literary masterpiece wittingly 
written for those who enjoy calypso, the battle of the drums, or the 
containment of serpent in a nice circus, will surely � nd this book 
fascinating, inspirational and entertaining. 

Keonah Days
M. Paul Chinitz

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4269-4030-9 | Paperback | $18.30
978-1-4269-4096-5 | E-book | $9.99 

Retired engineer Emmett Borden heads toward Iowa, hoping to escape 
the surroundings that remind him of his beloved wife who has passed 
away. In the new world that he � nds himself in, Emmett rediscovers 
love, friendship and most importantly his life’s purpose.

Schizophrenia
One Man’s Struggle

Raymond Edgell

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4772-5427-1 | Paperback | $16.95 
978-1-4772-5426-4 | E-book | $3.99

This memoir is the account of Ray Edgell’s life. He was a world 
traveler working for a fortune 500 company. Schizophrenia took 
everything from him. He feels he has the answer of how to live a 
ful� lling life with schizophrenia.

Cruising the Mediterranean 
and Beyond
Ronald Joseph Tocchini

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-6620-8 | Hardback | $20.30
978-1-4669-6618-5 | Paperback | $10.30
978-1-4669-6619-2 | E-book | $3.99

Have you ever visited the majestic city of Madrid? Or have you 
ever felt the warm island sun on your shoulders while traveling 
to the Balearic Islands? This and more awaits you in “Cruising the 
Mediterranean and Beyond”.

Help For Troubled Destinies
Taiwo Olusegun Ayeni

www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4490-5856-2 | Hardback | $21.49
978-1-4490-5855-5 | Paperback | $10.99
978-1-4490-5857-9 | E-book | $3.95

Help For Troubled Destinies goes on to express the fact that because 
God had positioned man to excel he ought not to experience enduring 
troubled destinies. Several of these were examined for the readers’ 
attention and solutions to them also pro� ered.

Purple Robin
Calvin Dirickson

www.traff ord.com
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978-1-4669-5625-4 | Paperback | $23.58
978-1-4669-5623-0 | E-book | $3.99

Calvin Dirickson, born 1938, spent his early childhood in stark 
poverty. During his four-year hitch in the navy he took writing 
courses. This is his second published book. He has completed writing 
his third and has begun work on a fourth.

Dynamic Distributions 
of Binomials
Joseph B. Salcido

www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-8908-5 | Paperback | $10.70
978-1-4669-8907-8 | E-book | $3.99

Author Joseph B. Salcido’s new book will show you what he � nds to 
be a useful paradigm based on the binomials’ de� nition that, “when a 
binomial is expanded to its power, there will be one more number of 
terms than the exponent number.” 

When God Speaks
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Kynaston M. Ramsey
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978-1-4259-5716-2 | Paperback | $12.95
978-1-4259-5718-6 | E-book | $7.77

Always be ready When God Speaks… In this eye-opening book, 
Kynaston M. Ramsey shows us how God uses numbers to bring His 
Word in the human language into sharper focus and to communicate 
His Will, His Word and His Way. 
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CHOICES 7 Steps “Life Lessons 101”  self-help handbook was inspired out 
of the endeavors of author Anne Short’s successful CHOICES 7 Steps 
con� ict resolution seven weeks program. This evidence proven home 
base program will de� nitely enhance, promote positive and healthier 
relationships through self awareness. “Dare to know more about 
yourself”
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REMARKABLE BOOKS TO ENJOY AGAIN AND AGAIN. ORDER YOURS TODAY!

Great Books
America and Bahrain Winter
Analysis of the Relationship between the USA and 
the Sunnis in Bahrain

Yousif Albinkhalil
www.xlibris.com.au

978-1-4836-6711-9 | Hardback | $46.72
978-1-4836-6710-2 | Paperback | $28.00
978-1-4836-6712-6 | E-book | $4.27

America and Bahrain Winter by Yousif Albinkhalil is a serious attempt 
to analyze and understand the crisis that hit Bahrain in 2011 and the 
earlier decades which caused it to grapple with its repercussions for 
many months.

Lady Patriot
Ted Lange
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-1316-8 | Hardback | $24.77
978-1-4907-1314-4 | Paperback | $14.77
978-1-4907-1315-1 | E-book | $3.99

Lady Patriot reveals an intimate look into the prejudices and patriotism 
of Varina Davis, Elizabeth Van Lew, and Mary Bowser during the 
Civil War. Combining comedy and drama, it peels away traditional 
stereotypes prevalent in the South during the Confederacy.

The Hidden Habitat
PK Dickmeyer
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-2121-7 | Paperback | $14.95
978-1-4907-2120-0 | E-book | $3.99

The Hidden Habitat tells the story of a young woman who � nds herself 
both enthralled and mysti� ed by a unique pair of young beavers that 
unexpectedly teach her all about life and broaden her appreciation for 
the vast animal kingdom.

From My Heart To Yours
Writings of Love and Inspiration

Anya Robinson
www.xlibris.com

978-1-4535-4709-0 | Hardback | $24.99
978-1-4535-4708-3 | Paperback | $15.99
978-1-4535-4710-6 | E-book | $9.99

Anya Robinson shares insights for growing strong while leading the 
way to a journey of spiritual renewal. Inspiring and relevant, here is a 
testament of the joy that can only be found in a life lived under God’s grace.

The Well Kept Secret
Ginette Ausman
www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4918-3349-0 | Paperback | $20.99
978-1-4918-3350-6 | E-book | $3.99

The Well Kept Secret makes readers travel between the reality and 
fantasy worlds of children. This touching picture book makes readers 
believe in the pure trust, harmony, and love that only young children can 
share with open hearts and minds.  

Look At Me
Polly Grey
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4907-2393-8 | Paperback | $11.92
978-1-4907-2392-1 | E-book | $3.99

Beth and Simon have had a traumatic year. Moving into a new home, 
they hope to have a new beginning. Yet, shortly after moving in, strange 
things started to happen and they discover the presence of a ghost. . .

E� ects of Religion, 
Government & Science on 
Mankind’s Relationships
‘There is nothing new under the Sun’ 

J L Woolbright
www.xlibris.com

978-1-4653-9048-6 | Hardback | $34.99
978-1-4653-9047-9 | Paperback | $23.99
978-1-4653-9049-3 | E-book | $3.99

J L Woolbright launches a daring publication, E� ects of Religion, 
Government & Science on Mankind. Made up of 13 essays categorized in 13 
sections, this book is a refreshing read that will open the eyes of readers 
to in� nite possibilities.

Restoring Spirit
Belvia Holt Tate
www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4918-2334-7 | Hardback | $27.99
978-1-4918-2336-1 | Paperback | $16.95
978-1-4918-2335-4 | E-book | $5.99

New memoir invites readers to journey with author Belvia Holt Tate 
toward a powerful awakening she experiences after a car crash that leaves 
her near death; making us witness and be blessed by her recovery with 
the help of God.

The Principles of Synergism
Radical Empowerment

Jeff rey A. Richards
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4120-5304-4 | Paperback | $49.50

Working at our best together is called synergism. In this book, Je� rey 
A. Richards treats readers to an awesome exploration of the source of 
synergism, the cost of synergism, synergism in action — all leading to 
the development and achievement of a synergetic vision.

Penghu Moon in the Well
A Novel Centered on the Lives of Two Penghu 
Families During the Colonial Years in Taiwan

Gerit L. Fenenga
www.xlibris.com

978-1-4653-7559-9 | Hardback | $29.99
978-1-4653-7558-2 | Paperback | $19.99
978-1-4653-7560-5 | E-book | $3.99

Penghu Moon in the Well written by author Louise Lee Hsiu tells about Lee 
Lian-Zi’s narration of the lives of four generations of two Penghu families. It 
presents both the tragic epic histories and the loving bonds that sustain families. 

All But Forgotten
James L. Emch
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-8596-4 | Hardback | $23.69
978-1-4669-8594-0 | Paperback | $13.69
978-1-4669-8595-7 | E-book | $3.99

ALL BUT FORGOTTEN follows Colonel Dudley and his brave men 
as they take the British cannons, to their battle in the woods and their 
death march to Fort Miamis during the War of 1812. For the � rst time, 
their story is told.

Obscurity
In Your Face

Nancy D. Gosse
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4269-0244-4 | Paperback | $15.95

Obscurity In Your Face captures the extraordinary simple truth that can 
set humanity free. This book is a little girl’s journey in search of her 
identity. In the midst of a dysfunctional family, she strives to keep her 
light shining. 

Garden Talk
Jean Parkin
www.authorhouse.com

9781496923448 | Paperback | $11.95
9781496923431 | E-book | $ 3.99

A graceful collection of verses that re� ects the beauty found within 
nature and life. It takes place amongst the seasons - resonating winter’s 
purity; the jest in spring, autumn’s elegance, and the excitement of 
summer with one’s soul.

Saints and Heroes
Andrew Schultz
www.iuniverse.com

978-0-5950-9633-6 | Paperback | $14.95
978-1-4697-7489-3 | E-book | $3.99

Malcolm Caenmore, given special mention in Shakespeare’s “Macbeth,” 
and Anselm, a poor scholar, star in Saints and Heroes–a deep drama, a 
battle of will, faith and loyalty that marks Scottish history. Despotic 
Caenmore started a 300-year united Scots dynasty.

House of Mirrors
Debbie Boswell
www.authorhouse.com

978-1-4259-8181-5 | Paperback | $21.99
978-1-4685-5056-6 | E-book | $3.99

In Debbie Boswell’s House of Mirrors, Jenna Crandall, a docile public 
relations receptionist with an exceptional talent for artwork, endures 
years of physical and emotional abuse from her mother and sisters.  
Reaching her breaking point, Jenna agrees to her friend Rosa’s plan to 
murder her abusers. 

Poetry for the Rightful Thinkers
Rasheed Olayemi N. Mustapha
www.traff ord.com

978-1-4669-7463-0 | Paperback | $10.99

Poetry for the Rightful Thinkers highlights that the multifarious problems 
bedeviling the nations of the world today are not irretrievable if and 
only if people can adhere strictly to correctitude. This book of poems 
aims to restore rectitude in the world.
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The Cannabis Encyclopedia

Jorge Cervantes

A world-renowned expert on indoor, outdoor, and greenhouse 
cannabis cultivation presents a definitive guide to medical 
marijuana cultivation and consumption. He explains all the 
essential techniques to grow cannabis. Includes more than 2,000 
full-color images.

9781878823342  |  $50.00 PB

Marijuana Grow Basics
The Easy Guide for 
Cannabis Aficionados
Jorge Cervantes

This practical informative 
guide is packed with 
more than 700 full-color 
illustrations, photographs, 
and descriptive text that deal 
with more than 150 affordable 
marijuana growing setups. 

9781878823373  |  $21.95 PB

Marijuana Horticulture: 
The Indoor/Outdoor 
Medical Grower’s Bible
Jorge Cervantes

Cervantes shares numerous 
simple cultivation solutions 
that hold appeal to novice 
growers as well as seasoned 
growers who want to achieve 
the highest most potent 
yields even with limited space 
and a small budget.

9781878823236  |  $29.95 PB

Hydroponic Basics
George F. Van Patten

Packed with information, 
this simple little book 
includes plans for creating 
a hydroponic garden and 
information on nutrient 
deficiencies, plant problems, 
and a how-to guide.

9781878823250  |  $5.95 PB

Gardening Indoors
George F. Van Patten

The updated fifth edition 
of this text features more 
than 670 full-color photos, 
drawings, charts, and graphs 
to illustrate every detail of 
the authoritative, easy-to-
understand reference.

9781878823328  |  $24.95 PB

“Jorge Cervantes is the most trusted 
name in marijuana cultivation.” 

—High Times

“Jorge Cervantes . . . the closest thing 
the weed world has to the wine world’s 
Robert Parker.” 

—The San Francisco Chronicle

Marijuana Growing Resources  
from Van Patten Publishing
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PENGUIN YOUNG READERS GROUP 
PRESENTS THE SUMMER OF JOHN GREEN

WHERE IMAGINATION AND REALITY ARE INTERWOVEN

“A suspenseful mystery, a compelling central metaphor, 
and one of those road trips that every senior hopes he  
or she will have round out this exploration of the kind  
of relationship that can’t help but teach us a little bit  
about ourselves.” —Bulletin for the Center of Children’s Books, 

starred review

Paper Towns
John Green

Green’s New York Times bestseller and winner of the Edgar 
Award for Best Young Adult Mystery is a brilliant tale about 
four friends in search of a teenage girl who vanishes, and the 
boy who looks for her by following the clues she leaves. The 
movie adaptation stars Cara Delevingne (The Face of an Angel) 
and Nat Wolff (The Fault In Our Stars) and releases in the U.S. 
in July.

9780147517654  |  $10.99 PB, movie tie-in ed.

The Fault In Our Stars
9780142424179  |  $12.99 PB

An Abundance of Katherines
9780142410707  |  $9.99 PB

Will Grayson Will Grayson
9780142418475  |  $9.99 PB

Looking for Alaska
9780142402511  |  $9.99 PB

Paper Towns
9780142414934  |  $9.99 PB

Let It Snow
9780142412145  |  $10.99 PB
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